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NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 50

Fracture Toughness Requirements for
Light-Water Nuclear Power Reactors

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Commission is amending
its regulations which specify fracture
toughness requirements for light-water
nuclear power reactors and its
requirements for reactor vessel material
surveillance programs. The amendments
clarify the applicability of these
requirements to all plants, modify
certain requirements, and shorten and
simplify these regulations by more
extensively incorporating by reference
appropriate National Standards.
EFFECTIVE DATE: July 26, 1983.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Dr. P. N. Randall, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington.
D.C. 20555, telephone (301) 443-5903.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
November 14, 1980 the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission published in the
Federal Register (45 FR 75536) proposed
amendments to its regulation, 10 CFR
Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities."
which would amend Appendix G,
"Fracture Toughness Requirements,"
and Appendix H, "Reactor Vessel
Material Surveillance Program
Requirements." These amendments
comprised a proposed general revision
of Appendices G and H designed to
update them after seven years of use
and to make them more consistent with
current technology and pertinent
National Standards. Interested persons
were invited to submit written comment
by January 13, 1981. Thirteen letters of
comment were received. All were from
utilities or vendors and addressed the
application of specific requirements
contained in the proposed rule. There
were no adverse general comments or
objections to the proposed revisions. A
brief summary of the more significant
comments and the staff responses
follows:

The most significant technical
question, which affects pressure-
temperature limits for all plants,
concerned a new requirement for
fracture control at structural
discontinuities, contained in paragraph
IV.A.2 of Appendix G. The critical
locations are the closure flange regions
of the reactor vessel where bending
stress is introduced during boltup. The

requirement in the proposed rule was
that the temperature at the highly
stressed region be at least 150'F above
the reference temperature of the
material whenever pressure exceeded 20
percent of the preoperational system
hydrostatic test pressure. Commenters
felt this was overly restrictive, and cited
certain hardships caused during
hydrotests and normal heatup and
cooldown operations. In response to the
comments, the requirement has been
revised to provide a separate, lower
temperature requirement for hydrotest
conditions than for normal operation,
consistent with the margins of safety
specified in the ASME Code. In addition,
the temperature requirement for normal
operation was reduced slightly based on
further analysis of boltup conditions.
Thus, in the final rule, the proposed
requirement of 150°F (above the
reference temperature of the material)
was revised to 90°F for hydrotest and
120°F for normal operation. This
requirement will affect principally those
plants where radiation damage to the
beltline region is low, and the pressure-
temperature limits are thus more likely
to be controlled by the closure flange
regions.

Paragraph IV.A.4. of Appendix G was
expanded to specify that the quantity
"RTN.M+60°F" referred to the adjusted
reference temperature of the reactor
vessel material in the region that was
controlling the pressure-temperature
limits (beltline or closure flange regions)
following the analysis required by
paragraph IV.A.2.

The requirements concerning thermal
annealing of reactor vessels, given in
paragraphs IV.B. and V.D. of Appendix
G, represent no basic change from those
published in 1973. However, the recent
investigation of pressurized thermal
shock effects prompted some studies of
annealing to identify and resolve
possible engineering difficulties. If the
results show that changes should be
made in paragraph IV.B. or V.D., a
further amendment to Appendix G will
be issued.

Minor changes in wording were made
in several paragraphs, and'ootnotes
were added to clarify the meaning of
two paragraphs.

A number of comments addressed the
reporting requirements for surveillance
reports, paragraphs III.A. and III.C. of
Appendix H. Based on commenters
suggestions, the Commission has revised
the proposed requirement that
surveillance reports be submitted within
90 days after completion of testing to
require submittal of these reports within
1 year of capsule withdrawal unless an
extension is granted. This change

simplifies implementation of the
requirement, because capsule
withdrawal schedules must be approved
by the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, as provided in
paragraph II.B.3. of Appendix H. The
primary purposes of the requirement-
timely reporting of test results and
notification of any problems-are
accomplished as well by the provisions
of the final rule.

Copies of the abstract of comments
and the staff's response, which gives a
point-by-point discussion of each issue
raised by the commenters, and copies of
the value-impact analysis supporting the
rule are available for public inspection
and copying for a fee at the
Commission's Public Document Room at
1717 H Street NW., Washington, DC.
Single copies may be obtained by
written request to the Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington,
D.C. 20555, Attention: P. N. Randall.

Regulatory Analysis

The Commission has prepared a
regulatory analysis for this regulation.
The analysis examines the costs and
benefits of the rule as considered by the
Commission. A copy of the regulatory
analysis is available for inspection and
copying for a fee at the NRC Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street, NW.,
Washington, DC. Single copies of the
analysis may be obtained from P. N.
Randall, Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,
telephone (301) 443-5903.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

The reporting and recordkeeping
requirements contained in this
regulation have been approved by the
Office of Management and Budget, OMB
approval No. 3150-0011.

Regulatory Flexibility Statement

In accordance with Section 605(b) of
the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5
U.S.C. 605(b), the Commission hereby
certifies that this rule will not have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.
This rule affects primarily the utilities
that own light water nuclear power
reactors, and the vendors of those
reactors, none of which meet the
definition of "small entities" set forth in
Section 601(3) of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act or the Small Business
Size Standards set out in regulations
issued by the Small Business
Administration in 13 CFR Part 121.
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List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 50

Antitrust, Classified information, Fire
prevention, Intergovernmental relations,
Nuclear power plants and reactors,
Penalty, Radiation protection, Reactor
siting criteria, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements.

PART 50-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF
PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION
FACILITIES

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended,
and section 553 of title 5 of the United
States Code, the following amendments
to 10 CFR Part 50 are published as a
document subject to codification.

1. The authority citation for Part 50 is
revised to read as follows:

Authority: Secs. 103, 104, 161,182, 183, 186,
189, 68 Stat. 936, 937, 948, 953, 954, 955, 956, as
amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 1244, as amended
(42 U.S.C. 2133, 2134, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2236,
2239, 2282); secs. 201, 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1242,
1244, 1246, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842,
5846), unless otherwise noted.

Section 50.7 also issued under Pub. L. 95-
601, sec. 10, 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 5851).
Sections 50.58, 50.91 and 50.92 also issued
under Pub. L. 97-415, 96 Stat. 2073 (42 U.S.C.
2239). Section 50.78 also issued under sec.
122, 68 Stat. 939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections
50.80-50.81 also issued under sec. 184, 68 Stat.
954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234]. Sections
50.100-50.102 also issued under sec. 186, 68
Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2236).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2273), §§ 50.10 (a), (b),
and (c), 50.44, 50.46, 50.48, 50.54, and 50.80(a)
are issued under sec. 161b, 68 Stat. 948, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); §§ 50.10 (b) and
(c) and 50.54 are issued under sec. 161i, 68
Stat. 949, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(i)); and
§ § 50.55(e), 50.59(b), 50.70, 50.71, 50.72, and
50.78 are issued under sec. 161o, 68 Stat. 950,
as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

2. Paragraph (a) of § 50.12 is revised to
read as follows:

§ 50.12 Specific exemptions.
(a) The Commission may, upon

application by any interested person or
upon its own initiative grant such
exemptions from the requirements of the
regulations in this part as it determines
are authorized by law and will not
endanger life or property or the common
defense and security and are otherwise
in the pubic interest. To obtain an
exemption to Appendices G and H to
this part, the requirements of paragraph
50.60(b) of this part must be met in
addition to the requirements of this
paragraph.

§ 50.55a [Amended]
3. In § 50.55a, paragraph (i) is

removed and paragraph (j) is
redesignated paragraph (i).

4. A new § 50.60 is added to 10 CFR
Part 50 to read as follows:

§ 50.60 Acceptance criteria for fracture
prevention measures for lightwater nuclear
power reactors for normal operation.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, all lightwater nuclear
power reactors must meet the fracture
toughness and material surveillance
program requirements for the reactor
coolant pressure boundary set forth in
Appendices G and H to this part.

(b) Proposed alternatives to the
described requirements in Appendices G
and H of this part or portions thereof
may be used when an exemption is
granted by the Commission under
§ 50.12. In addition, the applicant must
demonstrate that (i) compliance with the
specified requirements would result in
hardships or unusual difficulties without
a compensating increase in the level of
quality and safety, and (ii) the proposed
alternatives would' provide an adequate
level of quality and safety.

5. Appendices G and H are revised to
read as follows:

Appendix G-Fracture Toughness
Requirements

Table of Contents

I. Introduction and Scope
II. Definitions
Ill. Fracture Toughness Tests
IV. Fracture Toughness Requirements
V. Inservice Requirements-Reactor Vessel

Beltline Materials

1. Introduction and Scope
This appendix specifies fracture toughness

requirements for ferritic materials of
pressure-retaining components of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary of light water
nuclear power reactors to provide adequate
margins of safety during any condition of
normal operation, including anticipated
operational occurrences and system
hydrostatic tests, to which the pressure
boundary may be subjected over its service
lifetime.

The ASME Code forms the basis for the
requirements of this Appendix. "ASME
Code" means the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code. If no section is specified, the
reference is to Section III, Division 1, "Rules
for Construction of Nuclear Power Plant
Components." "Section XI" means Section
XI, Division 1, "Rules for Inservice Inspection
of Nuclear Power Plant Components." If no
edition or addenda is specified the applicable
ASME Code edition and addenda and any
limitations and modifications thereof are
specified in § 50.55a of this part.

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code has been approved for incorporation by
reference by the Director of the Federal
Register. A notice of any changes made to the

material incorporated by reference will be
published in the Federal Register. Copies of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
may be purchased from the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, United Engineering
Center, 345 East 47th St., New York, NY
10017. It is also available for inspection at the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street NW.,
Washington, D.C.

The requirements of this appendix apply to
the following materials:

Note.-The adequacy of the fracture
toughness of other ferritic materials not
covered in this section shall be demonstrated
to the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, on an individual case basis.

A. Carbon and low-alloy ferritic steel plate,
forgings, castings, and pipe with specified
minimum yield strengths not over 50,000 psi
(345 MPa), and to those with specified
minimum yield strengths greater than 50,000
psi (345 MPa) but not'over 90,000 psi (621
MPa) if qualified by using methods equivalent
to those described in paragraph G-2110 of the
ASME Code as defined in paragraph II.A. of
this appendix. The latest edition and
addenda permitted by paragraph 5.55a(b) of
this part at the time the analysis is made is to
be used for the purpose of this paragraph.

B. Welds and weld heat-affected zones in
the materials specified in paragraph I.A. of
this appendix.

C. Materials for bolting and other types of
fasteners with specified minimum yield
strengths not over 130,000 psi (896 MPa).

1I. Definitions

A. "Ferritic material" means carbon and
low-alloy steels, higher alloy steels including
all stainless alloys of the 4xx series, and
maraging and precipitation hardening steels
with a predominantly body-centered cubic
crystal structure.

B. "System hydrostatic tests" means all
preoperational system leakage and
hydrostatic pressure tests and all system
leakage and hydrostatic pressure tests
performed during the service life of the
pressure boundary in compliance with the
ASME Code, Section XI.

C. "Specified minimum yield strength"
means the minimum yield strength (in the
unirradiated condition) of a material
specified in the construction code under
which the component is built under § 50.55a
of this part.

D. "Reference temperature" means the
reference temperature, RTNDT, as defined in
the ASME Code.

E. "Adjusted reference temperature" means
the reference temperature as adjusted for
irradiation effects (see Section V of this
Appendix) by adding to RTNMT the
temperature shift, measured at the 30 ft-lb
(41J) level, in the average Charpy curve for
the irradiated material relative to that for the
unirradiated material.

F. "Beltline" or "Beltline region of reactor
vessel" means the region of the reactor vessel
(shell material including welds, heat affected
zones, and plates or forgings) that directly
surrounds the effective height of the active
core and adjacent regions of the reactor
vessel that are predicted to experience
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sufficient neutron radiation damage to be
considered in the selection of the most
limiting material with regard to radiation
damage.

IIL Fracture Toughness Tests

A. To demonstrate compliance with the
fracture toughness requirements of Sections
IV and V of this appendix, ferritic materials
must be tested in accordance with the ASME
Code and, for the beltline materials, the test
requirements of Appendix H of this part. For
a reactor vessel that was constructed to an
ASME Code earlier than the Summer 1972
Addenda of the 1971 Edition (under § 50.55a
of this part), the fracture toughness data and
data analyses must be supplemented in a
manner approved by the Director, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to demonstrate
equivalence with the fracture toughness
requirements of this Appendix.

B. Test methods for supplemental fracture
toughness tests described in paragraph V.C.,:.
of this appendix must be submitted to and
approved by the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, prior to testing.

C. All fracture toughness test programs
conducted in accordance with paragraphs A
and B of this section must comply with ASME
Code requirements for calibration of test
equipment, qualification of test personnel,
and retention of records of these functions
and of the test data.

IV. Fracture Toughness Requirements

A. The pressure-retaining components of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary that
are made of ferritic materials must meet the
requirements of the ASME Code
supplemented as follows for fracture
toughness during system hydrostatic tests
and any condition of normal operation,
including anticipated operational
occurrences:

1. Reactor vessel beltline materials must
have Charpy upper-shelf energy I of no less
than 75 ft-lb (102J) initially and must maintain
upper-shelf energy throughout the life of the
vessel of no less than 50 ft-lb (68J), unless it is
demonstrated in a manner approved by the
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, that lower values of upper-shelf
energy will provide margins of safety against
fracture equivalent to those required by
Appendix G of the ASME Code. The latest
edition and addenda of the ASME Code
permitted by paragraph 50.55a(b) of this part
at the time the analysis is made are to be
used for the purposes of paragraphs IV.A.1
and IV.A.2 of this appendix.

2. When the core is not critical, pressure-
temperature limits for the reactor vessel must
be at least as conservative as those obtained
by following the methods of analysis and the
required margins of safety of Appendix G of
the ASME Code supplemented by the
requirements of Section V of this appendix.
In addition, when pressure exceeds 20
percent of the preservice system hydrostatic
test pressure, the temperature of the closure

'Defined in ASTM E 185--79 and -82 which are
incorporated by reference in Appendix H.

flange regions that are highly stressed by the
bolt preload must exceed the reference
temperature of the material in those regions
by at least 120'F (67°C) for normal operation
and by 90°F (50°C) for hydrostatic pressure
tests and leak tests, unless a lower
temperature can be justified by showing that
the margins of safety for those regions when
they are controlling are equivalent to those
required for the beltline when it is
controlling. The justification submitted for
the pressure temperature limits must describe
the methods of analysis used.

3. When the core is critical (other than for
the purpose of low-level physics tests), the
temperature of the reactor vessel must not be
lower than 40°F (22°C) above the minimum
permissible temperature of paragraph 2. of
this section nor lower than the minimum
permissible temperature for the inservice
system hydrostatic pressure test. An
exception may be made for boiling water
reactor vessels when water level is within the
normal range for power operation and the
pressure is less than 20 percent of the
preservice system hydrostatic test pressure.
In this case the minimum permissible
temperature is 60°F (33°C) above the
reference temperature of the closure flange
regions that are highly stressed by the bolt
preload.

4. If there is no fuel in the reactor during
system hydrostatic pressure tests or leak
tests, the minimum permissible test
temperature must be 60*F (33°C) above the
adjusted reference temperature of the reactor
vessel material in the region that is
controlling (as specified in paragraph IV.A.2
of this appendix).

5. If there is fuel in the reactor during
system hydrostatic pressure tests or leak
tests, the requirements of paragraphs 2 or 3 of
this section apply, depending on whether the
core is critical during the test.

B. Reactor vessels for which the predicted
value of upper-shelf energy at end of life is
below 50 ft-lb or for which the predicted
value of adjusted reference temperature at,
end of life exceeds 200°F (93°C) must be
designed to permit a thermal annealing
treatment at a sufficiently high temperature
to recover material toughness properties of
ferritic materials of the reactor vessel
beltline.

V. Inservice Requirements-Reactor Vessel
Beltline Material

A. The effects of neutron radiation on the
reference temperature and upper shelf energy
of reactor vessel beltline materials, including
welds, are to be predicted from the results of
pertinent radiation effects studies in addition
to the results of the surveillance program of
Appendix H to this part.

B. Reactor vessels may continue to be
operated only for that service period within
which the requirements of Section IV of this
appendix are satisfied using the predicted
value of the adjusted reference temperature
and the predicted value of the upper-shelf
energy at the end of the service period to
account for the effects of radiation on the
fracture toughness of the beltline materials.
These predictions are to be made for the

radiation conditions at the critical location on
the crack front of the assumed flaw.2 The
highest adjusted reference temperature and
the lowest upper-shelf energy level of all the
beltline materials must be used to verify that
the fracture toughness requirements are
satisfied.

C. In the event that the requirements of
Section V.B. of this appendix cannot be
satisfied, reactor vessels may continue to be
operated provided all of the following
requirements are satisfied:

1. A volumetric examination of 100 percent
of the beltline materials that do not satisfy
the requirements of Section V.B. of this
appendix is made and any flaws
characterized according to Section XI of the
ASME Code and as otherwise specified by
the Director, Office of Nucelar Reactor
Regulation.

2. Additional evidence of the fracture
toughness of the beltline materials after
exposure to neutron irradiation is to be
obtained from results of supplemental
fracture toughness tests.

3. An analysis is performed that
conservatively demonstrates, making
appropriate allowances for all uncertainties,
the existence of equivalent margins of safety
for continued operation.

D. If the procedures of Section V.C. of this
appendix do not indicate the existence of an
equivalent safety margin, the reactor vessel
beltline may, subject to the approval of the

* Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, be given a thermal annealing
treatment to recover the fracture toughness of
the material. The degree of recovery is to be
measured by testing additional specimens
that have been withdrawn from the
surveillance program capsules and that have
been annealed under the same time-at-
temperature conditions as those given the
beltline material. The results, together with
the results of other pertinent annealing-
effects studies, are to provide the basis for
establishing the adjusted reference
temperature and upper-shelf energy after
annealing. The reactor vessel may continue
to be operated only for that service period
within which the predicted fracture
toughness of the beltline region materials
satisfies the requirements of Section IV.A. of
this appendix using the values of adjusted
reference temperature and upper-shelf energy
that include the effects of annealing and
subsequent irradiation.

E. The proposed programs for satisfying the
requirements of Sections V.C. and V.D. of this
appendix are to be reported to the Director,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, as
specified in § 50.4(a) of this Part, for review
and approval on an individual case basis at
least 3 years prior to the date when the
predicted fracture toughness levels will no
longer satisfy the requirements of section V.B
of this appendix.

For example, in analyses that follow Appendix
G of the ASME Code, the radiation conditions to be
used are those predicted for the material one fourth
of the way through the vessel wall, i.e., at the
deepest point-on the crack front of the postulated
defect.
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Appendix H-Reactor Vessel Material
Surveillance Program Requirements

Table of Contents

1. Introduction
II. Surveillance Program Criteria
Ill. Report of Test Results

I. Introduction

The purpose of the material surveillance
program required by this Appendix is to
monitor changes in the fracture toughness
properties of ferritic materials in the reactor
vessel beltline region of light water nuclear
power reactors resulting from exposure of
these materials to neutron irradiation and the
thermal environment. Under the program,
fracture toughness test data are obtained
from material specimens exposed in
surveillance capsules, which are withdrawn
periodically from the reactor vessel. These
data will be used as described in Sections IV
and V of Appendix G to this part.

ASTM E 185-73, -79 and -82, "Standard
Practice for Conducting Surveillance Tests
for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactor Vessels," which are referenced in the
following paragraphs, have been approved
for incorporation by reference by the Director
of the Federal Register. A notice of any
changes made to the material incorporated
by reference will be published in the Federal
Register. Copies of ASTM E 185-73, -79, and
-82, may be obtained from the American
Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race
St., Philadelphia, PA 19103. Copies will be
available for inspection at the Commission's
Public Document Room, 1717 H Street NW.,
Washington, D.C.

II. Surveillance Program Criteria

A. No material surveillance program is
required for reactor vessels for which it can
be conservatively demonstrated by analytical
methods applied to experimental data and
tests performed on comparable vessels,
making appropriate allowances for all
uncertainties in the measurements, that the
peak neutron fluence (E>IMEV) at the end
of the design life of the vessel will not exceed
10"7 n/cm2.

B. Reactor vessels that do not meet the
conditions of paragraph II.A. of this
Appendix must have their beltline materials
monitored by this Appendix.

1. That part of the surveillance program

conducted prior to the first capsule
withdrawal must meet the requirements of
the edition of ASTM E 185 that is current on
the issue date of the ASME Code to which
the reactor vessel was purchased. Later
editions of ASTM E 185 may be used, but
including only those editions through 1982.
For each capsule withdrawal after July 26,
1983, the test procedures and reporting
requirements must meet the requirements of
ASTM E 185-82 to the extent practical for the
configuration of the specimens in the capsule.
For each capsule withdrawal prior to July 26,
1983 either the 1973, the 1979, or the 1982
edition of ASTM E 185 may be used.

2. Surveillance specimen capsules must be
located near the inside vessel wall in the
beltline region so that the specimen
irradiation history duplicates, to the extent
practicable within the physical constraints of
the system, the neutron spectrum,
temperature history, and maximum neutron
fluence experienced by the reactor vessel
inner surface. If the capsule holders are
attached to the vessel wall or to the vessel
cladding, construction and inservice
inspection of the attachments and attachment
welds must be done according to the
requirements for permanent structural
attachments to reactor vessels given in
Sections Ill and XI of the ASME Code. The
design and location of the capsule holders
shall permit insertion of replacement
capsules. Accelerated irradiation capsule
may be used in addition to the required
number of surveillance capsules specified in
ASTM E 185.

3. A proposed withdrawal schedule must
be submitted with a technical justification
therefor to the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, for approval. The
proposed schedule must be approved prior to
implementation.

C. An integrated surveillance program may
be considered for a set of reactors that have
similar design and operating features. The
representative materials chosen for
surveillance from each reactor in the set may
be irradiated in one or more of the reactors,
but there must be an adequate dosimetry
program for each reactor. No reduction in the
requirements for number of materials to be
irradiated, specimen types, or number of
specimens per reactor is permitted, but the
amount of testing may be reduced if the

initial results agree with predictions.
lfltegrated surveillance programs must be
approved by the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, on a case-by-case basis.
Criteria for approval include the following
considerations:

1. The design and operating features of the
reactors in the set must be sufficiently similar
to permit accurate comparisons of the
predicted amount of radiation damage as a
function of total power output.

2. There must be adequate arrangement for
data sharing between plants.

3. There must be a contingency plan to
assure that the surveillance program for each
reactor will not be jeopardized by operation
at reduced power level or by an extended
outage of another reactor from which data
are expected.

4. There must be substantial advantages to
be gained, such as reduced power outages or
reduced personnel exposure to radiation, as a
direct result of not requiring surveillance
capsules, in all reactors in the set.

III. Report of Test Results

A. Each capsule withdrawal and the test
results must be the subject of a summary
technical report to be submitted to the
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, as specified in § 50.4(a) of this
Part, within 1 year after capsule withdrawal,
unless an extension is granted by the
Director.

B. The report must include the data
required by ASTM E 185, as specified in
paragraph II.B.1 of this Appendix, and the
results of all fracture toughness tests
conducted on the beltline materials in the
irradiated and unirradiated conditions.

C. If a change in the Technical
Specifications is required, either in the
pressure-temperature limits or in the
operating procedures required to meet the
limits, the expected date for submittal of the
revised Technical Specifications must be
provided with the report.

Dated at Washington, D.C. this 23d day of
May 1983.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretary of the Commission.
[FR Doc. 83-14384 Filed 5-26-83; 8:45 am)

BILLING CODE 7590-01-M
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Chapter I-Nuclear Regulatory Commission

at the Federal repository. All of these high-
level radioactive wastes shall be transferred
to a Federal repository no later than 10
years following separation of fission prod-
ucts from the irradiated fuel. Upon receipt,
the Federal repository will assume perma-
nent custody of these radioactive waste ma-
terials although industry will pay the Fed-
eral Government a charge which together
with interest on unexpended balances will
be designed to defray all costs of disposal
and perpetual surveillance, the Department
of Energy will take title to the radioactive
waste material upon transfer to a Federal
repository. Before retirement of the reproc-
essing plant from operational status and
before termination of licensing pursuant to
§ 50.82, transfer of all such wastes to a Fed-
eral repository shall be completed. Federal
repositories, which will be limited in
number, will be designated later by the
Commission.

3. Disposal of high-level radioactive fission
product waste material will not be permit-
ted on any land other than that owned and
controlled by the Federal Government.

4. A design objective for fuel reprocessing
plants shall be to facilitate decontamination
and removal of all significant radioactive
wastes at the time the facility is permanent-
ly decommissioned. Criteria for the extent
of decontamination to be required upon de-
commissioning and license termination will
be developed in consultation with compe-
tent groups. Opportunity will be afforded
for public comment before such criteria are
made effective.

5. Applicants proposing to operate fuel re-
processing plants, in submitting information
concerning financial qualifications as re-
quired by § 50.33(f), shall include informa-
tion enabling the Commission to determine
whether the applicant is financially quali-
fied, among other things, to provide for the
removal and disposal of radioactive wastes,
during operation and upon decommissioning
of the facility, in accordance with the Com-
mission's regulations, including the require-
ments set out in this appendix.

6. With respect to fuel reprocessing plants
already licensed, the licenses will be appro-
priately conditioned to carry out the pur-
poses of the policy stated above with respect
to high-level radioactive fission product
wastes generated after installation of new
equipment for interim storage of liquid
wastes, or after installation of equipment re-
quired for solidification without interim
liquid storage. In either case, such equip-
ment shall be installed at the earliest practi-
cable date, taking into account the time re-
quired for design, procurement and installa-
tion thereof. With respect to such plants,
the application of the policy stated in this
appendix to existing wastes and to wastes
generated prior to the installation of such

equipment, will be the subject of a further
rule making proceeding.

(42 US.C. 2201, 2237; sec. 161, Pub. L. 83-
703; 68 Stat. 948 (42 U.S.C. 2201); sec. 201,
Pub. L. 93-438, 88 Stat. 1242, (42 U.S.C.
5841))

[35 FR 17533, Nov. 14, 1970, as amended at
36 FR 5411, Mar. 23, 1971; 42 FR 20139, Apr.
18, 1977; 45 FR 14201, Mar. 5, 1980)

APPENDIX G--RACTURE TOUGHNESS
REQUIREMENTS
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

This appendix specifies fracture tough-
ness requirements for ferritic materials of
pressure-retaining components of the reac-
tor coolant pressure boundary of light water
nuclear power reactors to provide adequate
margins of safety during any condition of
normal operation, including anticipated
operational occurrences and system hydro-
static tests, to which the pressure boundary
may be subjected over its service lifetime.

The ASME Code forms the basis for the
requirements of this appendix. "ASME
Code" means the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code. If no section is specified, the
reference is to Section III, Division 1,
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Power
Plant Components." "Section XI" means
Section XI, Division 1, "Rules for Inservice
Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Compo-
nents." If no edition or addenda is specified
the applicable ASME Code edition and ad-
denda and any limitations and modifications
thereof are specified in § 50.55a of this part.

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code has been approved for incorporation
by reference by the Director of the Federal
Register. A notice of any changes made to
the material incorporated by reference will
be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER.
Copies of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code may be purchased from the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
United Engineering Center, 345 East 47th
St., New York, NY 10017. It is also available
for inspection at the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's Public Document Room, 1717
H Street NW., Washington, D.C.

The requirements of this appendix apply
to the following materials:
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NOTE: The adequacy of the fracture
toughness of other ferritic materials not
covered in this section shall be demonstrat-
ed to the Director, Office of Nuclear Reac-
tor Regulation, on an individual case basis.

A. Carbon and low-alloy ferritic steel
plate, forgings, castings, and pipe with speci-
fied minimum yield strengths not over
50,000 psi (345 MPa), and to those with
specified minimum yield strengths greater
than 50,000 psi (345 MPa) but not over
90,000 psi (621 MPa) if qualified by using
methods equivalent to those described in
paragraph G-2110 of the ASME Code as de-
fined in paragraph II.A. of this appendix.
The latest edition and addenda permitted
by paragraph 50.55a(b) of this part at the
time the analysis is made is to be used for
the purpose of this paragraph.

B. Welds and weld heat-affected zones in
the materials specified in paragraph I.A. of
this appendix.

C. Materials for bolting and other types of
fasteners with specified minimum yield
strengths not over 130,000 psi (896 MPa).

II. DEFINITIONS

A. "Ferritic material" means carbon and
low-alloy steels, higher alloy steels including
all stainless alloys of the 4xx series, and
maraging and precipitation hardening steels
with a predominantly body-centered cubic
crystal structure.

B. "System hydrostatic tests" means all
preoperational system leakage and hydro-
static pressure tests and all system leakage
and hydrostatic pressure tests performed
during the service life of the pressure
boundary in compliance with the ASME
Code, Section XI.

C. "Specified minimum yield strength"
means the minimum yield strength (in the
unirradiated condition) of a material speci-
fied in the construction code under which
the component is built under § 50.55a of this
part.

D. "Reference temperature" means the
reference temperature, RTDT, as defined in
the ASME Code.

E. "Adjusted reference temperature"
means the reference temperature as adjust-
ed for irradiation effects (see Section V of
this appendix) by adding to RTN r the tem-
perature shift, measured at the 30 ft-lb
(41J) level, in the average Charpy curve for
the irradiated material relative to that for
the unirradiated material.

F. "Beltline" or "Beltline region of reactor
vessel" means the region of the reactor
vessel (shell material including welds, heat
affected zones, and plates or forgings) that
directly surrounds the effective height of
the active core and adjacent regions of the
reactor vessel that are predicted to experi-
ence sufficient neutron radiation damage to
be considered in the selection of the most

Title 10-Energy

limiting material with regard to radiation
damage.

III. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS

A. To demonstrate compliance with the
fracture toughness requirements of Sections
IV and V of this appendix, ferritic materials
must be tested in accordance with the
ASME Code and, for the beltline materials,
the test requirements of Appendix H of this
part. For a reactor vessel that was con-
structed to an ASME Code earlier than the
Summer 1972 Addenda of the 1971 Edition
(under § 50.55a of this part), the fracture
toughness data and data analyses must be
supplemented in a manner approved by the
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion, to demonstrate equivalence with the
fracture toughness requirements of this ap-
pendix.

B. Test methods for supplemental frac-
ture toughness tests described in paragraph
V.C.2. of this appendix must be submitted
to and approved by the Director, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, prior to test-
ing.

C. All fracture toughness test programs
conducted in accordance with paragraphs A
and B of this section must comply with
ASME Code requirements for calibration of
test equipment, qualification of test person-
nel, and retention of records of these func-
tions and of the test data.

IV. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS REQUIREMENTS

A. The pressure-retaining components of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary that
are made of ferritic materials must meet the
requirements of the ASME Code supple-
mented as follows for fracture toughness
during system hydrostatic tests and any
condition of normal operation, including an-
ticipated operational occurrences:

1. Reactor vessel beltline materials must
have Charpy upper-shelf energy I of no less
than 75 ft-lb (102J) initially and must main-
tain upper-shelf energy throughout the life
of the vessel of no less than 50 ft-lb (68J),
unless it is demonstrated in a manner ap-
proved by the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, that lower values of
upper-shelf energy will provide margins of
safety against fracture equivalent to those
required by Appendix G of the ASME Code.
The latest edition and addenda of the
ASME Code permitted by paragraph
50.55a(b) of this part at the time the analy-
sis is made are to be used for the purposes
of paragraphs IV.A.1 and IV.A.2 of this ap-
pendix.

'Defined in ASTM E 185-79 and -82
which are incorporated by reference in Ap-
pendix H.
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2. When the core is not critical, pressure-
temperature limits for the reactor vessel
must be at least as conservative as those ob-
tained by following the methods of analysis
and the required margins of safety of Ap-
pendix G of the ASME Code supplemented
by the requirements of Section V of this ap-
pendix. In addition, when pressure exceeds
20 percent of the preservice system hydro-
static test pressure, the temperature of the
closure flange regions that are highly
stressed by the bolt preload must exceed the
reference temperature of the material in
those regions by at least 120"F (67°C) for
normal operation and by 90°F (50°C) for hy-
drostatic pressure tests and leak tests,
unless a lower temperature can be justified
by showing that the margins of safety for
those regions when they are controlling are
equivalent to those required for the beltline
when it is controlling. The justification sub-
mitted for the pressure temperature limits
must describe the methods of analysis used.

3. When the core is critical (other than for
the purpose of low-level physics tests), the
temperature of the reactor vessel must not
be lower than 40°P (22°C) above the mini-
mum permissible temperature of paragraph
2. of this section nor lower than the mini-
mum permissible temperature for the in-
service system hydrostatic pressure test. An
exception may be made for boiling water re-
actor vessels when water level is within the
normal range for power operation and the
pressure is less than 20 percent of the pre-
service system hydrostatic test pressure. In
this case the minimum permissible tempera-
ture is 60oF (33°C) above the reference tem-
perature of the closure flange regions that
are highly stressed by the bolt preload.

4. If there is no fuel in the reactor during
system hydrostatic pressure tests or leak
tests, the minimum permissible test tem-
perature must be 60°F (330C) above the ad-
justed reference temperature of the reactor
vessel material in the region that is control-
ling (as specified in paragraph IV.A.2 of this
appendix).

5. If there is fuel in the reactor during
system hydrostatic pressure tests or leak
tests, the requirements of paragraphs 2 or 3
of this section apply, depending on whether
the core is critical during the test.

B. Reactor vessels for which the predicted
value of upper-shelf energy at end of life is
below 50 ft-lb or for which the predicted
value of adjusted reference temperature at
end of life exceeds 200°F (93"C) must be de-
signed to permit a thermal annealing treat-
ment at a sufficiently high temperature to
recover material toughness properties of
ferritic materials of the reactor vessel belt-
line.

V. INSERvICE REQUIREMENTS-REACTOR
VESSEL BELTLINE MATERIAL

A. The effects of neutron radiation on the
reference temperature and upper shelf
energy of reactor vessel beltline materials,
including welds, are to be predicted from
the results of pertinent radiation effects
studies in addition to the results of the sur-
veillance program of Appendix H to 'this
part.

B. Reactor vessels may continue to be op-
erated only for that service period within
which the requirements of Section IV of
this appendix are satisfied using the pre-
dicted value of the adjusted reference tem-
perature and the predicted value of the
upper-shelf energy at the end of the service
period to account for the effects of radi-
ation on the fracture toughness of the belt-
line materials. These predictions are to be
made for the radiation conditions at the
critical location on the crack front of the as-
sumed flaw. 2 

The highest adjusted reference
temperature and the lowest upper-shelf
energy level of all the beltline materials
must be used to verify that the fracture
toughness requirements are satisfied.

C. In the event that the requirements of
Section V.B. of this appendix cannot be sat-
isfied, reactor vessels may continue to be op-
erated provided all of the following require-
ments are satisfied:

1. A volumetric examination of 100 per-
cent of the beltline materials that do not
satisfy the requirements of Section V.B. of
this appendix is made and any flaws charac-
terized according to Section XI of the
ASME Code and as otherwise specified by
the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation.

2. Additional evidence of the fracture
toughness of the beltline materials after ex-
posure to neutron irradiation is to be ob-
tained from results of supplemental frac-
ture toughness tests.

3. An analysis is performed that conserva-
tively demonstrates, making appropriate al-
lowances for all uncertainties, the existence
of equivalent margins of safety for contin-
ued operation.

D. If the procedures of Section V.C. of
this appendix do not indicate the existence
of an equivalent safety margin, the reactor
vessel beltline may, subject to the approval
of the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, be given a thermal annealing
treatment to recover the fracture toughness
of the material. The degree of recovery is to

2For example, in analyses that follow Ap-
pendix G of the ASME Code, the radiation
conditions to be used are those predicted for
the material one fourth of the way through
the vessel wall, i.e., at the deepest point on
the crack front of the postulated defect.
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be measured by testing additional specimens
that have been withdrawn from the surveil-
lance program capsules and that have been
annealed under the same time-at-tempera-
ture conditions as those given the beltline
material. The results, together with the re-
sults of other pertinent annealing-effects
studies, are to provide the basis for estab-
lishing the adjusted reference temperature
and upper-shelf energy after annealing. The
reactor vessel may continue to be operated
only for that service period within which
the predicted fracture toughness of the
beltline region materials satisfies the re-
quirements of Section IV.A. of this appen-
dix using the values of adjusted reference
temperature and upper-shelf energy that in-
clude the effects of annealing and subse-
quent irradiation.

E. The proposed programs for satisfying
the requirements of Sections V.C. and V.D.
of this appendix are to be reported to the
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion, as specified in § 50.4(a) of this part, for
review and approval on an individual case
basis at least 3 years prior to the date when
the predicted fracture toughness levels will
no longer satisfy the requirements of sec-
tion V.B of this appendix.

[48 FR 24009, May 27, 1983J

APPENDIX H-REACTOR VESSEL MATERIAL
SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Table of Contents
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the material surveillance
program required by this appendix is to
monitor changes in the fracture toughness
properties of ferritic materials in the reac-
tor vessel beltline region of light water nu-
clear power reactors resulting from expo-
sure of these materials to neutron irradia-
tion and the thermal environment. Under
the program, fracture toughness test data
are obtained from material specimens ex-
posed in surveillance capsules, which are
withdrawn periodically from the reactor
vessel. These data will be used as described
in Sections IV and V of Appendix G to this
part.

ASTM E 185-73, -79 and -82, "Standard
Practice for Conducting Surveillance Tests
for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Re-
actor Vessels," which are referenced in the
following paragraphs, have been approved
for incorporation by reference by the Direc-
tor of the Federal Register. A notice of any
changes made to the material incorporated

Title 10--Energy

by reference will be published in the FEDER-
AL REGISTER. Copies of ASTM E 185-73, -79,
and -82, may be obtained from the Ameri-
can Society for Testing and Materials, 1916
Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103. Copies
will be available for inspection at the Com-
mission's Public Document Room, 1717 H
Street NW., Washington, D.C.

II. SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM CRITERIA

A. No material surveillance program is re-
quired for reactor vessels for which it can be
conservatively demonstrated by analytical
methods applied to experimental data and
tests performed on comparable vessels,
making appropriate allowances for all un-
certainties in the measurements, that the
peak neutron fluence (E> 1MEV) at the end
of the design life of the vessel will not
exceed 10' n/cml

B. Reactor vessels that do not meet the
conditions of paragraph II.A. of this Appen-
dix must have their beltline materials moni-
tored by this appendix.

1. That part of the surveillance program
conducted prior to the first capsule with-
drawal must meet the requirements of the
edition of ASTM E 185 that is current on
the issue date of the ASME Code to which
the reactor vessel was purchased. Later edi-
tions of ASTM E 185 may be used, but in-
cluding only those editions through 1982.
For each capsule withdrawal after July 26,
1983, the test procedures and reporting re-
quirements must meet the requirements of
ASTM E 185-82 to the extent practical for
the configuration of the specimens in the
capsule. For each capsule withdrawal prior
to July 26, 1983 either the 1973, the 1979, or
the 1982 edition of ASTM E 185 may be
used.

2. Surveillance specimen capsules must be
located near the inside vessel wall in the
beltline region so that the specimen irradia-
tion history duplicates, to the extent practi-
cable within the physical constraints of the
system, the neutron spectrum, temperature.
history, and maximum neutron fluence ex-
perienced by the reactor vessel inner sur-
face. If the capsule holders are attached to
the vessel wall or to the vessel cladding, con-
struction and inservice inspection of the at-
tachments and attachment welds must be
done according to the requirements for per-
manent structural attachments to reactor
vessels given in Sections III and XI of the
ASME Code. The design and location of the
capsule holders shall permit insertion of re-
placement capsules. Accelerated irradiation
capsules may be used in addition to the re-
quired number of surveillance capsules spec-
ified in ASTM E 185.

3. A proposed withdrawal schedule must
be submitted with a technical justification
therefor to the Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, for approval. The pro-
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posed schedule must be approved prior to
implementation.

C. An integrated surveillance program
may be considered for a set of reactors that
have similar design and operating features.
The representative materials chosen for sur-
veillance from each reactor in the set may
be irradiated in one or more of the reactors,
but there must be an adequate dosimetry
program for each reactor. No reduction in
the requirements for number of materials to
be irradiated, specimen types, or number of
specimens per reactor is permitted, but the
amount of testing may be reduced if the ini-
tial results agree with predictions. Integrat-
ed surveillance programs must be approved
by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, on a case-by-case basis. Criteria
for approval include the following consider-
ations:

1. The design and operating features of
the reactors in the set must be sufficiently
similar to permit accurate comparisons of
the predicted amount of radiation damage
as a function of total power output.

2. There must be adequate arrangement
for data sharing between plants.

3. There must be a contingency plan to
assure that the surveillance program for
each reactor will not be jeopardized by oper-
ation at reduced power level or by an ex-
tended outage of another reactor from
which data are expected.

4. There must be substantial advantages
to be gained, such as reduced power outages
or reduced personnel exposure to radiation,
as a direct result of not requiring surveil-
lance capsules in all reactors in the set.

III. REPORT OF TEST RESULTS

A. Each capsule withdrawal and the test
results must be the subject of a summary
technical report to be submitted to the Di-
rector, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion, as specified in § 50.4(a) of this Part,
within 1 year after capsule withdrawal,
unless an extension is granted by the Direc-
tor.

B. The report must include the data re-
quired by ASTM E 185, as specified in para-
graph II.B.1 of this appendix, and the re-
sults of all fracture toughness tests conduct-
ed on the beltline materials in the irradiat-
ed and unirradiated conditions.

C. If a change in the Technical Specifica-
tions is required, either in the pressure-tem-
perature limits or in the operating proce-
dures required to meet the limits, the ex-
pected date for submittal of the revised
Technical Specifications must be provided
with the report.

[48 FR 24011, May 27, 1983]

APPENDIX I-NUMERICAL GUIDES FOR
DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND LIMITING
CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION TO MEET
THE CRITERION "As LOW AS IS REA-
SONABLY ACHIEVABLE" FOR RADIOAC-
TIVE MATERIAL IN LIGHT-WATER-
COOLED NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR EF-
FLUENTS

SECTION I. Introduction. Section 50.34a
provides that an application for a permit to
construct a nuclear power reactor shall in-
clude a description of the preliminary
design of equipment to be installed to main-
tain control over radioactive materials in
gaseous and liquid effluents produced
during normal reactor operations, including
expected operational occurrences. In the
case of an application filed on or after Janu-
ary 2, 1971, the application must also identi-
fy the design objectives, and the means to
be employed, for keeping levels of radioac-
tive material in effluents to unrestricted
areas as low as practicable.

Section 50.36a contains provisions de-
signed to assure that releases of radioactive
material from nuclear power reactors to un-
restricted areas during normal reactor oper-
ations, including expected operational oc-
currences, are kept as low as practicable.

This appendix provides numerical guides
for design objectives and limiting conditions
for operation to assist applicants for, and
holders of, licenses for light-water-cooled
nuclear power reactors in meeting the re-
quirements of §§ 50.34a and 50.36a that ra-
dioactive material in effluents released from
these facilities to unrestricted areas be kept
as low as is reasonably achievable. Design
objectives and limiting conditions for oper-
ation conforming to the guidelines of this
appendix shall be deemed a conclusive
showing of compliance with the "as low as is
reasonably achievable" requirements of 10
CFR 50.34a and 50.36a. Design objectives
and limiting conditions for operation differ-
ing from the guidelines may also be used,
subject to a case-by-case showing of a suffi-
cient basis for the findings of "as low as is
reasonably achievable" required by
§§ 50.34a and 50.36a. The guides presented
in this appendix are appropriate only for
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors
and not for other types of nuclear facilities.

SEC. II. Guides on design objectives for
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors li-
censed under 10 CFR Part 50. The guides on
design objectives set forth in this section
may be used by an applicant for a permit to
construct a light-water-cooled nuclear power
reactor as guidance in meeting the require-
ments of § 50.34a(a). The applicant shall
provide reasonable assurance that the fol-
lowing design objectives will be met.
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A. The calculated annual total quantity of
all radioactive material above backgroundI
to be released from each light-water-cooled
nuclear power reactor to unrestricted areas
will not result in an estimated annual dose
or dose commitment from liquid effluents
for any individual in an unrestricted area
from all pathways of exposure in excess of 3
millirems to the total body or 10 millirems
to any organ.

B.1. The calculated annual total quantity
of all radioactive material above background
to be released from each light-water-cooled
nuclear power reactor to the atmosphere
will not result in an estimated annual air
dose from gaseous effluents at any location
near ground level which could be occupied
by individuals in unrestricted areas in
excess of 10 millirads for gamma radiation
or 20 millirads for beta radiation.

2. Notwithstanding the guidance of para-
graph B.1:

(a) The Commission may specify, as guid-
ance on design objectives, a lower quantity
of radioactive material above background to
be released to the atmosphere if it appears
that the use of the design objectives in para-
graph B.1 is likely to result in an estimated
annual external dose from gaseous effluents
to any individual in an unrestricted area in
excess of 5 millirems to the total body; and

(b) Design objectives based upon a higher
quantity of radioactive material above back-
ground to be released to the atmosphere
than the quantity specified in paragraph
B.1 will be deemed to meet the require-
ments for keeping levels of radioactive ma-
terial in gaseous effluents as low as is rea-
sonably achievable if the applicant provides
reasonable assurance that the proposed
higher quantity will not result in an esti-
mated annual external dose from gaseous
effluents to any individual in unrestricted
areas in excess of 5 millirems to the total
body or 15 millirems to the skin.

C. The calculated annual total quantity of
all radioactive iodine and radioactive mate-
rial in particulate form above background to
be released from each light-water-cooled nu-
clear power reactor in effluents to the at-
mosphere will not result in an estimated
annual dose or dose commitment from such
radioactive iodine and radioactive material
in particulate form for any individual in an
unrestricted area from all pathways of ex-
posure in excess of 15 millirems to any
organ.

'Here and elsewhere in this appendix
background means radioactive materials in
the environment and in the effluents from
light-water-cooled power reactors not gener-
ated in, or attributable to, the reactors of
which specific account is required in deter-
mining design objectives.
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D. In addition to the provisions of para-
graphs A, B, and C above, the applicant
shall include in the radwaste system all
items of reasonably demonstrated technol-
ogy that, when added to the system sequen-
tially and in order of diminishing cost-bene-
fit return, can for a favorable cost-benefit
ratio effect reductions in dose to the popula-
tion reasonably expected to be within 50
miles of the reactor. As an interim measure
and until establishment and adoption of
better values (or other appropriate criteria),
the values $1000 per total body man-rem
and $1000 per man-thyroid-rem (or such
lesser values as may be demonstrated to be
suitable in a particular case) shall be used in
this cost-benefit analysis. The requirements
of this paragraph D need not be complied
with by persons who have filed applications
for construction permits which were docket-
ed on or after January 2, 1971, and prior to
June 4, 1976, if the radwaste systems and
equipment described in the preliminary or
final safety analysis report and amendments
thereto satisfy the Guides on Design Objec-
tives for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactors proposed in the Concluding State-
ment of Position of the Regulatory Staff in
Docket-RM-50-2 dated February 20, 1974,
pp. 25-30, reproduced in the Annex to this
Appendix I.

SEC. III. Implementation. A.1. Conformity
with the guides on design objectives of Sec-
tion II shall be demonstrated by calcula-
tional procedures based upon models and
data such that the actual exposure of an in-
dividual through appropriate pathways is
unlikely to be substantially underestimated,
all uncertainties being considered together.
Account shall be taken of the cumulative
effect of all sources and pathways within
the plant contributing to the particular
type of effluent being considered. For deter-
mination of design objectives in accordance
with the guides of Section II, the estima-
tions of exposure shall be made with respect
to such potential land and water usage and
food pathways as could actually exist during
the term of plant operation: Provided, That,
if the requirements of paragraph B of Sec-
tion III are fulfilled, the applicant shall be
deemed to ha.ve complied with the require-
ments of paragraph C of Section II with re-
spect to radioactive iodine if estimations of
exposure are made on the basis of such food
pathways and individual receptors as actual-
ly exist at the time the plant is licensed.

2. The characteristics attributed to a hy-
pothetical receptor for the purpose of esti-
mating internal dose commitment shall take
into account reasonable deviations of indi-
vidual habits from the average. The appli-
cant may take account of any real phenom-
enon or factors actually affecting the esti-
mate of radiation exposure, including the
characteristics of the plant, modes of dis-
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charge of radioactive materials, physical
processes tending to attenuate the quantity
of radioactive material to which an individu-
al would be exposed, and the effects of aver-
aging exposures over times during which de-
termining factors may fluctuate.

B. If the applicant determines design ob-
jectives with respect to radioactive iodine on
the basis of existing conditions and if poten-
tial changes in land and water usage and
food pathways could result in exposures in
excess of the guideline values of Paragraph
C of Section II, the applicant shall provide
reasonable assurance that a monitoring and
surveillance progran will be performed to
determine:

1. The quantities of radioactive iodine ac-
tually released to the atmosphere and de-.
posited relative to those estimated in the de-
termination of design objectives;

2. Whether changes in land and water
usage and food pathways which would
result in Individual exposures greater than
originally estimated have occurred; and

3. The content of radioactive iodine and
foods involved in the changes, if and when
they occur.

SEC. IV. Guides on technical specifica-
tions for limiting conditions for operation
for light-water-cooled nuclear power reac-
tors licensed under 10 CFR Part 50. The
guides on limiting conditions for operation
for light-water-cooled nuclear power reac-
tors set forth below may be used by an ap-
plicant for a license to operate a light-water-
cooled nuclear power reactor as guidance in
developing technical specifications under
§ 50.36a(a) to keep levels of radioactive ma-
terials in effluents to unrestricted areas as
low as is reasonably achievable.

Section 50.36a(b) provides that licensees
shall be guided by certain considerations in
establishing and implementing operating
procedures specified in technical specifica-
tions that take into account the need for op-
erating flexibility and at the same time
assure that the licensee will exert his best
effort to keep levels of radioactive material
in effluents as low as is reasonably achiev-
able. The guidance set forth below provides
additional and more specific guidance to li-
censees in this respect.

Through the use of the guides set forth in
this Section it is expected that the annual
releases of radioactive material in effluents
from light-water-cooled nuclear power reac-
tors can generally be maintained within the
levels set forth as numerical guides for
design objectives in Section II.

At the same time, the licensee is permit-
ted the flexibility of operation, compatible
with considerations of health and safety, to
assure that the public is provided a depend-
able source of power even under unusual op-
erating conditions which may temporarily
result in releases higher than such numeri-
cal guides for design objectives but still

within levels that assure that the average
population exposure is equivalent to small
fractions of doses from natural background
radiation. It is expected that in using this
operational flexibility under unusual oper-
ating conditions, the licensee will exert his
best efforts to keep levels of radioactive ma-
terial in effluents within the numerical
guides for design objectives.

A. If the quantity of radioactive materia!
actually released in effluents to unrestricted
areas from a light-water-cooled nuclear
power reactor during any calendar quarter
is such that the resulting radiation expo-
sure, calculated on the same basis as the re-
spective design objective exposure, would
exceed one-half the design objective annual
exposure derived pursuant to Sections II
and III, the licensee shall: 2

1. Make an investigation to identify the
causes for such release rates;

2. Define and initiate a program of correc-
tive action; and

3. Report these actions to the appropriate
NRC Regional Office shown in Appendix D
of Part 20 of this Chapter with a copy to
the Director of Inspection and Enforce-
ment, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555, within 30 days
from the end of the quarter during which
the release occurred.

B. The licensee shall establish an appro-
priate surveillance and monitoring program
to:

1. Provide data on quantities of radioac-
tive material released in liquid and gaseous
effluents to assure that the provisions of
paragraph A of this section are met;

2. Provide data on measurable levels of ra-
diation and radioactive materials in the en-
vironment to evaluate the relationship be-
tween quantities of radioactive material re-
leased in effluents and resultant radiation
doses to individuals from principal path-
ways of exposure; and

3. Identify changes in the use of unre-
stricted areas (e.g., for agricultural pur-
poses) to permit modifications in monitor-
ing programs for evaluating doses to individ-
uals from principal pathways of exposure.

C. If the data developed in the surveil-
lance and monitoring program described in
paragraph B of this section and in para-

2
Section 50.36a(a)(2) requires the licensee

to submit certain reports to the Commission
with regard to the quantities of the princi-
pal radionuclides released to unrestricted
areas. It also provides that, on the basis of
such reports and any additional information
the Commission may obtain from the licens.
ee and others, the Commission may from
time to time require the license to take such
action as the Commission deems appropri-
ate.
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graph B of Section III or from other moni-
toring programs show that the relationship

-between the quantities of radioactive mate-
rial released in liquid and gaseous effluents
and the dose to individuals in unrestricted
areas is significantly different from that as-
sumed in the calculations used to determine
design objectives pursuant to Sections II
and III, the Commission may modify the
quantities in the technical specifications de-
fining the limiting conditions for operation
in a license authorizing operation of a light-
water-cooled nuclear power reactor.

SEC. V. Effective dates. A. The guides for
limiting conditions for operation set forth in
this appendix shall be applicable in any case
in which an application was filed on or after
January 2, 1971, for a permit to construct a
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactor.

B. For each light-water-cooled nuclear
power reactor constructed pursuant to a
permit for which application was filed prior
to January 2, 1971, the holder of the permit
or a license, duthorizing operation of the re-
actor shall, within a period of twelve
months from June 4, 1975, file with the
Commission:

1. Such information as is necessary to
evaluate the means employed for keeping
levels of radioactivity in effluents to unre-
stricted areas as low as is reasonably achiev-
able, including all such information as is re-
quired by § 50.34a (b) and (c) not already
contained in his application; and

2. Plans and proposed technical specifica-
tions developed for the purpose of keeping
releases of radioactive materials to unre-
stricted areas during normal reactor oper-
ations, including expected operational oc-
currences, as low as is reasonably achiev-
able.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT OF POSITION OF THE
REGULATORY STAFF (DOcKET-RM-50-2)

GUIDES ON DESIGN OBJECTIVES FOR LIGHT-
WATER-COOLED NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS

A. For radioactive material above back-
ground I in liquid effluents to be released to
unrestricted areas:

1. The calculated annual total quantity of
all radioactive material from all light-water-
cooled nuclear power reactors at a site
should not result in an annual dose or dose
commitment to the total body or to any
organ of an individual in an unrestricted
area from all pathways of exposure in
excess of 5 millirems; and

2. The calculated annual total quantity of
radioactive material, except tritium and dis-
solved gases, should not exceed 5 curies for
each light-water-cooled reactor at a site.

I"Background," means the quantity of ra-
dioactive material in the effluent from
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors at
a site that did not originate in the reactors.

Title 10-Energy

3. Notwithstanding the guidance in para-
graph A.2, for a particular site, if an appli-
cant for a permit to construct a light-water-
cooled nuclear power reactor has proposed
baseline in-plant control measures 2 to
reduce the possible sources of radioactive
material in liquid effluent releases and the
calculated quantity exceeds the quantity set
forth in paragraph A.2, the requirements
for design objectives for radioactive materi-
al in liquid effluents may be deemed to have
been met provided:

a. The applicant submits an evaluation of
the potential for effects from long-term
buildup in the environment in the vicinity
of the site of radioactive material, with a ra-
dioactive half-life greater than one year, to
be released; and

b. The provisions of paragraph A.1 are
met.

B. For radioactive material above back-
ground in gaseous effluents the annual total
quantity of radioactive material to be re-
leased to the atmosphere by all light-water-
cooled nuclear power reactors at a site:

1. The calculated annual air dose due to
gamma radiation at any location near
ground level which could be occupied by in-
dividuals at or beyond the boundary of the
site should not exceed 10 millirads; and

2. The calculated annual air dose due to
beta radiation at any location near ground
level which could be occupied by individuals
at or beyond the boundary of the site
should not exceed 20 millirads.

3. Notwithstanding the guidance in para-
graphs B.1 and B.2, for a particular site:

a. The Commission may specify, as guid-
ance on design objectives, a lower quantity
of radioactive material above background in
gaseous effluents to be released to the at-
mosphere if it appears that the use of the
design objectives described in paragraphs
B.1 and B.2 is likely to result in an annual
dose to an individual in an unrestricted area
in excess of 5 millirems to the total body or
15 millirems to the skin; or

b. Design objectives based on a higher
quantity of radioactive material above back-
ground in gaseous effluents to be released to
the atmosphere than the quantity specified
in paragraphs BA and B.2 may be deemed

2
Such measures may include treatment of

clear liquid waste streams (normally tritiat-
ed, nonaerated, low conductivity equipment
drains and pump seal leakoff), dirty liquid
waste streams (normally nontritiated, aer-
ated, high conductivity building sumps,
floor and sample station drains), steam gen-
erator blowdown streams, chemical waste
streams, low purity and high purity liquid
streams (resin regenerate and laboratory
wastes), as appropriate for the type of reac-
tor.
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to meet the requirements for keeping levels
of radioactive material in gaseous effluents
as low as practicable if the applicant pro-
vides reasonable assurance that the pro-
posed higher quantity will not result in
annual doses to an individual in an unre-
stricted area in excess of 5 millirems to the
total body or 15 millirems to the skin.

C. For radioactive iodine and radioactive
material in particulate form above back-
ground released to the atmosphere:

1. The calculated annual total quantity of
all radioactive iodine and radioactive mate-
rial in particulate form from all light-water-
cooled nuclear power reactors at a site
should not result in an annual dose or dose
commitment to any organ of an individual
in an unrestricted area from all pathways of
exposure in excess of 15 millirems. In deter-
mining the dose or dose commitment the
portion thereof due to intake of radioactive
material via the food pathways may be eval-
uated at the locations where the food path-
ways actually exist; and

2. The calculated annual total quantity of
iodine-131 in gaseous effluents should not
exceed 1 curie for each light-water-cooled
nuclear power reactor at a site.

3. Notwithstanding the guidance in para-
graphs C.1 and C.2 for a particular site, if
an applicant for a permit to construct a
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactor
has proposed baseline in-plant control meas-
ures I to reduce the possible sources of ra-
dioactive iodine releases, and the calculated
annual quantities taking into account such
control measures exceed the design objec-
tive quantities set forth in paragraphs CA
and C.2, the requirements for design objec-
tives for radioactive iodine and radioactive
material in particulate form in gaseous ef-
fluents may be deemed to have been met
provided the calculated annual total quanti-
ty of all radioactive iodine and radioactive
material in particulate form that may be re-
leased in gaseous effluents does not exceed
four times the quantity calculated pursuant
to paragraph C.1.

[40 FR 19442, May 5, 1975, as amended at 40
FR 40818, Sept. 4, 1975; 40 FR 58847, Dec.
19, 1975; 41 FR 16447, Apr. 19, 1976; 42 FR
20139, Apr. 18, 1977]

3Such in-plant control measures may in-
clude treatment of steam generator blow-
down tank exhaust, clean steam supplies for
turbine gland seals, condenser vacuum sys-
tems, containment purging exhaust and
ventilation exhaust systems and special
design features to reduce contaminated
steam and liquid leakage from valves and
other sources such as sumps and tanks, as
appropriate for the type of reactor.

APPENDIX J-PRIMARY REACTOR CON-
TAINMENT LEAKAGE TESTING FOR
WATER-COOLED POWER REACTORS

Table of Contents
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the conditions of all operating li-
censes for water-cooled power reactors as
specified in § 50.54(o) is that primary reac-
tor containments shall meet the contain-
ment leakage test requirements set forth in
this appendix. These test requirements pro-
vide for preoperational and periodic verifi-
cation by tests of the leak-tight integrity of
the primary reactor containment, and sys-
tems and components which penetrate con-
tainment of water-cooled power reactors,
and establish the acceptance criteria for
such tests. The purposes of the tests are to
assure that (a) leakage through the primary
reactor containment and systems and com-
ponents penetrating primary containment
shall not exceed allowable leakage rate
values as specified in the technical specifica-
tions or associated bases and (b) periodic
surveillance of reactor containment penetra-
tions and isolation valves is performed so
that proper maintenance and repairs are
made during the service life of the contain-
ment, and systems and components pene-
trating primary containment. These test re-
quirements may also be used for guidance in
establishing appropriate containment leak-
age test requirements in technical specifica-
tions or associated bases for other types of
nuclear power reactors.

II. EXPLANATION OF TERMS

A. "Primary reactor containment" means
the structure or vessel that encloses the
components of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, as defined in § 50.2(v), and serves
as an essentially leak-tight barrier against
the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to
the environment.

B. "Containment isolation valve" means
any valve which is relied upon to perform a
containment isolation function.

C. "Reactor containment leakage test pro-
gram" includes the performance of Type A,
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Type B, and Type C tests, described in II.F,
II.G, and II.H, respectively.

D. "Leakage rate" for test purposes is that
leakage which occurs in a unit of time,
stated as a percentage of weight of the origi-
nal content of containment air at the leak-
age rate test pressure that escapes to the
outside atmosphere during a 24-hour test
period.

E. "Overall integrated leakage rate"
means that leakage rate which obtains from
a summation of leakage through all poten-
tial leakage paths including containment
welds, valves, fittings, and components
which penetrate containment.

F. "Type A Tests" means tests intended to
measure the primary reactor containment
overall integrated leakage rate (1) after the
containment has been completed and is
ready for operation, and (2) at periodic in-
tervals thereafter.

G. "Type B Tests" means tests intended
to detect local leaks and to measure leakage
across each pressure-containing or leakage-
limiting boundary for the following primary
reactor containment penetrations:

1. Containment penetrations whose design
incorporates resilient seals, gaskets, or sea-
lant componds, piping penetrations fitted
with expansion bellows, and electrical pene-
trations fitted with flexible metal seal as-
semblies.

2. Air lock door seals, including door oper-
ating mechanism penetrations which are
part of the containment pressure boundary.

3. Doors with resilient seals or gaskets
except for seal-welded doors.

4. Components other than those listed in
II.G.1, II.G.2, or II.G.3 which must meet
the acceptance criteria in III.B.3.

H. "Type C Tests" means tests intended to
measure containment isolation valve leak-
age rates. The containment isolation valves
included are those that:

1. Provide a direct connection between the
inside and outside atmospheres of the pri-
mary reactor containment under normal op-
eration, such as purge and ventilation,
vacuum relief, and instrument valves;

2. Are required to close automatically
upon receipt of a containment isolation
signal in response to controls intended to
effect containment isolation;

3. Are required to operate intermittently
under postaccident conditions; and

4. Are in main steam and feedwater piping
and other systems which penetrate contain-
ment of direct-cycle boiling water power re-
actors.

I. Pa (p.s.i.g.) means the calculated peak
containment internal pressure related to
the design basis accident and specified
either in the technical specification or asso-
ciated bases.

J. Pt (p.s.i.g.) means the containment
vessel reduced test pressure selected to

Title 10-Energy

measure the integrated leakage rate during
periodic Type A tests.

K. La (percent/24 hours) means the maxi-
mum allowable leakage rate at pressure Pa
as specified for preoperational tests in the
technical specifications or associated bases,
and as specified for periodic tests in the op-
erating license.

L. Ld (percent/24 hours) means the design
leakage rate at pressure, Pa, as specified in
the technical specifications or associated
bases.

M. Lt (percent/24 hours) means the maxi-
mum allowable leakage rate at pressure Pt
derived from the preoperational test data as
specified in III.A.4.(a)(iii).

N. Lam, Ltm (percent/24 hours) means
the total measured containment leakage
rates at pressure Pa and Pt, respectively, ob-
tained from testing the containment with
components and systems in the state as
close as practical to that which would exist
under design basis accident conditions (e.g.,
vented, drained, flooded or pressurized).

0. "Acceptance criteria" means the stand-
ard against which test results are to be com-
pared for establishing the functional accept-
ability of the containment as a leakage
limiting boundary.

III. LEAKAGE TESTING REQUIREMENTS

A program consisting of a schedule for
conducting Type A, B, and C tests shall be
developed for leak testing the primary reac-
tor containment and related systems and
components penetrating primary contain-
ment pressure boundary.

Upon completion of construction of the
primary reactor containment, including in-
stallation of all portions of mechanical,
fluid, electrical, and instrumentation sys-
tems penetrating the primary reactor con-
tainment pressure boundary, and prior to
any reactor operating period, preoperational
and periodic leakage rate tests, as applica-
ble, shall be conducted in accordance with
the following:

A. Type A test-1. Pretest requirements. (a)
Containment inspection in accordance with
V.A. shall be performed as a prerequisite to
the performance of Type A tests. During
the period between the initiation of the con-
tainment inspection and the performance of
the Type A test, no repairs or adjustments
shall be made so that the containment can
be tested in as close to the "as is" condition
as practical. During the period between the
completion of one Type A test and the initi-
ation of the containment inspection for the
subsequent Type A test, repairs or adjust-
ments shall be made to components whose
leakage exceeds that specified in the techni-
cal specification as soon as practical after
identification. If during a Type A test, in-
cluding the supplemental test specified in
III.A.3.(b), potentially excessive leakage
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paths are identified which will interfere
with satisfactory completion of the test, or
which result in the Type A test not meeting
the acceptance criteria III.A.4.(b) or
III.A.5.(b), the Type A test shall be termi-
nated and the leakage through such paths
shall be measured using local leakage test-
ing methods. Repairs and/or adjustments to
equipment shall be made and a Type A test
performed. The corrective action taken and
the change in leakage rate determined from
the tests and overall integrated leakage de-
termined from the local leak and Type A
tests shall be included in the report submit-
ted to the Commission as specified in V.B.

(b) Closure of containment isolation
valves for the Type A test shall be accom-
plished by normal operation and without
any preliminary exercising or adjustments
(e.g., no tightening of valve after closure by
valve motor). Repairs of maloperating or
leaking valves shall be made as necessary.
Information on any valve closure malfunc-
tion or valve leakage that requires correc-
tive action before the test, shall be included
in the report submitted to the Commission
as specified in V.B.

(c) The containment test conditions shall
stabilize for a period of about 4 hours prior
to the start of a leakage rate test.

(d) Those portions of the fluid systems
that are part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary and are open directly to the con-
tainment atmosphere under post-accident
conditions and become an extension of the
boundary of the containment shall be
opened or vented to the containment atmos-
phere prior to and during the test. Portions
of closed systems inside containment that
penetrate containment and rupture as a
result of a loss of coolant accident shall be
vented to the containment atmosphere. All
vented systems shall be drained of water or
other fluids to the extent necessary to
assure exposure of the system containment
isolation valves to containment air test pres-
sure and to assure they will be subjected to
the post-accident differential pressure. Sys-
tems that are required to maintain the
plant in a safe condition during the test
shall be operable in their normal mode, and
need not be vented. Systems that are nor-
mally filled with water and operating under
post-accident conditions, such as the con-
tainment heat removal system, need not be
vented. However, the containment isolation
valves in the systems defined in III.A.l.(d)
shall be tested in accordance with III.C. The
measured leakage rate from these tests shall
be reported to the Commission.

2. Conduct of tests. Preoperational leakage
rate tests at either reduced or at peak pres-
sure, shall be conducted at the intervals
specified in III.D.

3. Test methods. (a) All Type A tests shall
be conducted in accordance with the provi-
sions of the American National Standard

N45.4-1972, Leakage Rate Testing of Con-
tainment Structures for Nuclear Reactors,
March 16, 1972.1 The method chosen for the
initial test shall normally be used for the
periodic tests.

(b) The accuracy of any Type A test shall
be verified by a supplemental test. An ac-
ceptable method is described in Appendix C
of ANSI N45.4-1972. The supplemental test
method selected shall be conducted for suf-
ficient duration to establish accurately the
change in leakage rate between the Type A
and supplemental test. Results from this
supplemental test are acceptable provided
the difference between the supplemental
test data and the Type A test data is within
0.25 La (or 0.25 Lt). If results are not within
0.25 La (or 0.25 Lt), the reason shall be de-
termined, corrective action taken, and a suc-
cessful supplemental test performed.

(c) Test leakage rates shall be calculated
using absolute values corrected for instru-
ment error.

4. Preoperational leakage rate tests. (a)
Test pressure-(1) Reduced pressure tests. (i)
An initial test shall be performed at a pres-
sure Pt, not less than 0.50 Pa to measure a
leakage rate Ltm.

(ii) A second test shall be performed at
pressure Pa to measure a leakage rate Lam.

(iii) The leakage characteristics yielded by
measurements Ltm and Lam shall establish
the maximum allowable test leakage rate Lt
of not more than La (Ltm/Lam). In the
event Ltm/Lam is greater than 0.7, Lt shall
be specified as equal to La (Pt/Pa). 1. 2

(2) Peak pressure tests. A test shall be per-
formed at pressure Pa to measure the leak-
age rate Lam.

(b) Acceptance criteria--(1) Reduced pres-
sure tests. The leakage rate Ltm shall be less
than 0.75 Lt.

(2) Peak pressure tests. The leakage rate
Lam shall be less than 0.75 La and not
greater than Ld.

5. Periodic leakage rate tests-(a) Test
pressure. (1) Reduced pressure tests shall be
conducted at Pt;

(2) Peak pressure tests shall be conducted
at Pa.

'ANSI N45.4-1972 Leakage Rate Testing

of Containment Structures for Nuclear Re-
actors (dated Mar. 16, 1972). Copies may be
obtained from the American Nuclear Soci-
ety, 244 East Ogden Avenue, Hinsdale, IL
60521. A copy is available for inspection at
the Commission's Public Document Room,
1717 H Street NW., Washington, DC. The
incorporation by reference was approved by
the Director of the Federal Register on Oc-
tober 30, 1972.

2Such inservice inspections are required
by § 50.55a.
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(b) Acceptance criteria-(1) Reduced pres-
sure tests. The leakage rate Ltm shall be less
than 0.75 Lt. If local leakage measurements
are taken to effect repairs in order to meet
the acceptance criteria, these measurements
shall be taken at a test pressure Pt.

(2) Peak pressure tests. The leakage rate
Lam shall be less than 0.75 La. If local leak-
age measurements are taken to effect re-
pairs in order to meet the acceptance crite-
ria, these measurements shall be taken at a
test pressure Pa.

6. Additional requirements. (a) If any peri-
odic Type A test fails to meet the applicable
acceptance criteria in III.A.5.(b), the test
schedule applicable to subsequent Type A
tests will be reviewed and approved by the
Commission.

(b) If two consecutive periodic Type A
tests fail to meet the applicable acceptance
criteria in III.A.5(b), notwithstanding the
periodic retest schedule of III.D., a Type A
test shall be performed at each plant shut-
down for refueling or approximately every
18 months, whichever occurs first, until two
consecutive Type A tests meet the accept-
ance criteria in III.A.5(b), after which time
the retest schedule specified in III.D. may
be resumed.

B. Type B tests-1. Test methods. Accept-
able means of performing preoperation and
periodic Type B tests include:

(a) Examination by halide leak-detection
method (or by other equivalent test meth-
ods such as mass spectrometer) of a test
chamber, pressurized with air, nitrogen, or
pneumatic fluid specified in the technical
specifications or associated bases and con-
structed as part of individual containment
penetrations.

(b) Measurement of the rate of pressure
loss of the test chamber of the containment
penetration pressurized with air, nitrogen,
or pneumatic fluid specified in the technical
specifications or associated bases.

(c) Leakage surveillance by means of a
permanently installed system with provi-
sions for continuous or intermittent pressur-
ization of individual or groups of contain-
ment penetrations and measurement of rate
of pressure loss of air, nitrogen, or pneumat-
ic fluid specified in the technical specifica-
tion or associated bases through the leak
paths.

2. Test pressure. All preoperational and pe-
riodic Type B tests shall be performed by
local pneumatic pressurization of the con-
tainment penetrations, either individually
or in groups, at a pressure not less than Pa.

3. Acceptance criteria. (See also Type C
tests.) (a) The combined leakage rate of all
penetrations and valves subject to Type B
and C tests shall be less than 0.60 La, with
the exception of the valves specified in
III.C.3.

(b) Leakage measurements obtained
through component leakage surveillance

Title 10-Energy

systems (e.g., continuous pressurization of
individual containment components) that
maintains a pressure not less than Pa at in-
dividual test chambers of containment pene-
trations during normal reactor operation,
are acceptable in lieu of Type B tests.

C. Type C tests-1. Test method. Type C
tests shall be performed by local pressuriza-
tion. The pressure shall be applied in the
same direction as that when the value
would be required to perform its safety
function, unless it can be determined that
the results from the tests for a pressure ap-
plied in a different direction will provide
equivalent or more conservative results. The
test methods in III.B.1 may be substituted
where appropriate. Each valve to be tested
shall be closed by normal operation and
without any preliminary exercising or ad-
justments (e.g., no tightening of valve after
closure by valve motor).

2. Test pressure. (a) Valves, unless pressur-
ized with fluid (e.g., water, nitrogen) from a
seal system, shall be pressurized with air or
nitrogen at a pressure of Pa.

(b) Valves, which are sealed with fluid
from a seal system shall be pressurized with
that fluid to a pressure not less than 1.10
Pa.

3. Acceptance criterion. The combined
leakage rate for all penetrations and valves
subject to Type B and C tests shall be less
than 0.60 La. Leakage from containment iso-
lation valves that are sealed with fluid from
a seal system may be excluded when deter-
mining the combined leakage rate: Pro-
vided, That;

(a) Such valves have been demonstrated
to have fluid leakage rates that do not
exceed those specified in the technical
specifications or associated bases, and

(b) The installed isolation valve seal-water
system fluid inventory is sufficient to assure
the sealing function for at least 30 days at a
pressure of 1.10 Pa.

D. Periodic retest schedule-1. Type A test.
(a) After the preoperational leakage rate
tests, a set of three Type A tests shall be
performed, at approximately equal intervals
during each 10-year service period. The
third test of each set shall be conducted
when the plant is shutdown for the 10-year
plant inservice inspections. 2

(b) Permissible periods for testing. The
performance of Type A tests shall be limit-
ed to periods when the plant facility is non-
operational and secured in the shutdown
condition under the administrative control
and in accordance with the safety proce-
dures defined in the license.

2. Type B tests. (a) Type B tests, except
tests for air locks, shall be performed during

2Such inservice inspections are required
by § 50.55a.
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reactor shutdown for refueling, or other
convenient intervals, but in no case at inter-
vals greater than 2 years. If opened follow-
ing a Type A or B test, containment pene-
trations subject to Type B testing shall be
Type B tested prior to returning the reactor
to an operating mode requiring containment
integrity. For primary reactor containment
penetrations employing a continuous leak-
age monitoring system, Type B tests, except
for tests of air locks, may, notwithstanding
the test schedule specified under III.D.l., be
performed every other reactor shutdown for
refueling but in no case at intervals greater
than 3 years.

(b)(i) Air locks shall be tested prior to ini-
tial fuel loading and at 6-month intervals
thereafter at an internal pressure not less
than Po.

(ii) Air locks opened during periods when
containment integrity is not required by the
plant's Technical Specifications shall be
tested at the end of such periods at not less
than P,.

(iii) Air locks opened during periods when
containment integrity is required by the
plant's Technical Specifications shall be
tested within 3 days after being opened. For
air lock doors opened more frequently than
once every 3 days, the air lock shall be
tested at least once every 3 days during the
period of frequent openings. For air lock
doors having testable seals, testing the seals
fulfills the 3-day test requirements. In the
event that the testing for this 3-day interval
cannot be at P., the test pressure shall be as
stated in the Technical Specifications. Air
lock door seal testing shall not be substitut-
ed for the 6-month test of the entire air lock
at not less than Po.

(iv) The acceptance criteria for air lock
testing shall be stated in the Technical
Specifications.

3. Type C tests. Type C tests shall be per-
formed during each reactor shutdown for
refueling but in no case at intervals greater
than 2 years.

IV. SPECIAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS

A. Containment modification. Any major
modification, replacement of a component
which is part of the primary reactor con-
tainment boundary, or resealing a seal-
welded door, performed after the preopera-
tional leakage rate test shall be followed by
either a Type A, Type B, or Type C test, as
applicable for the area affected by the
modification. The measured leakage from
this test shall be included in the report to
the Commission, required by V.A. The ac-
ceptance criteria of III.A.5.(b), III.B.3., or
III.C.3., as appropriate, shall be met. Minor
modifications, replacements, or resealing of
seal-welded doors, performed directly prior
to the conduct of a scheduled Type A test
do not require a separate test.

B. Multiple leakage barrier or subatmos-
pheric containments. The primary reactor
containment barrier of a multiple barrier or
subatmospheric containment shall be sub-
jected to Type A tests to verify that its leak-
age rate meets the requirements of this ap-
pendix. Other structures of multiple barrier
or subatmospheric containments (e.g., sec-
ondary containments for boiling water reac-
tors and shield buildings for pressurized
water reactors that enclose the entire pri-
mary reactor containment or portions there-
of) shall be subject to individual tests in ac-
cordance with the procedures specified in
the technical specifications, or associated
bases.

V. INSPECTION AND REPORTING OF TESTS

A. Containment inspection. A general in-
spection of the accessible interior and exte-
rior surfaces of the containment structures
and components shall be performed prior to
any Type A test to uncover any evidence of
structural deterioration which may affect
either the containment structural integrity
or leak-tightness. If there is evidence of
structural deterioration, Type A tests shall
not be performed until corrective action is
taken in accordance with repair procedures,
nondestructive examinations, and tests as
specified in the applicable code specified in
§ 50.55a at the commencement of repair
work. Such structural deterioration and cor-
rective actions taken shall be reported as
part of the test report, submitted in accord-
ance with V.B.

B. Report of test results. 1. The preopera-
tional and periodic tests shall be the subject
of a summary technical report submitted to
the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555 approximately 3
months after the conduct of each test. The
report shall be titled "Reactor Containment
Building Integrated Leak Rate Test."

2. The report on the preoperational test
shall include a schematic arrangement of
the leakage rate measurement system, the
instrumentation used, the supplemental test
method, and the test program selected as
applicable to the preoperational test, and all
subsequent periodic tests. The report shall
contain an analysis and interpretation of
the leakage rate test data for the Type A
test results to the extent necessary to dem-
onstrate the acceptability of the contain-
ment's leakage rate in meeting the accept-
ance criteria.

3. For each periodic test, leakage test re-
sults from Type A, B. and C tests shall be
reported. The report shall contain an analy-
sis and interpretation of the Type A test re-
sults and a summary analysis of periodic
Type B and Type C tests that were per-
formed since the last Type A test. Leakage
test results from Type A, B, and C tests that
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failed to meet the acceptance criteria of
III.A.5(b), III.B.3, and III.C.3, respectively,
shall be reported in a separate accompany-
ing summary report that includes an analy-
sis and interpretation of the test data, the
least-squares fit analysis of the test data,
the instrumentation error analysis, and the
structural conditions of the containment or
components, if any, which contributed to
the failure in meeting the acceptance crite-
ria. Results and analyses of the supplemen-
tal verification test employed to demon-
strate the validity of the leakage rate test
measurements shall also be included.

[38 FR 4386, Feb. 14, 1973; 38 FR 5997, Mar.
6, 1973, as amended at 41 FR 16447, Apr. 19,
1976; 45 FR 62789, Sept. 22, 1980]

APPENDIX K-ECCS EVALUATION
MODELS

I. Required and Acceptable Features of
Evaluation Models.

II. Required Documentation.

I. REQUIRED AND ACCEPTABLE FEATURES OF
THE EVALUATION MODELS

A. Sources of heat during the LOCA.

For the heat sources listed in paragraphs
1 to 4 below it shall be assumed that the re-
actor has been operating continuously at a
power level at least 1.02 times the licensed
power level (to allow for such uncertainties
as instrumentation error), with the maxi-
mum peaking factor allowed by the techni-
cal specifications. A range of power distribu-
tion shapes and peaking factors represent-
ing power distributions that may occur over
the core lifetime shall be studied and the
one selected should be that which results in
the most severe calculated consequences, for
the spectrum of postulated breaks and
single failures analyzed.

1. The Initial Stored Energy in the Fuel.
The steady-state temperature distribution
and stored energy in the fuel before the hy-
pothetical accident shall be calculated for
the burn-up that yields the highest calculat-
ed cladding temperature (or, optionally, the
highest calculated stored energy.) To ac-
complish this, the thermal conductivity of
the UO, shall be evaluated as a function of
burn-up and temperature, taking into con-
sideration differences in initial density, and
the thermal conductance of the gap be-
tween the UO, and the cladding shall be
evaluated as a function of the burn-up,
taking into consideration fuel densification
and expansion, the composition and pres-
sure of the gases within the fuel rod, the
initial cold gap dimension with its toler-
ances, and cladding creep.

2. Fission Heat. Fission heat shall be cal-
culated using reactivity and reactor kinetics.

Title 10-Energy

Shutdown reactivities resulting from tem-
peratures and voids shall be given their
minimum plausible values, including allow-
ance for uncertainties, for the range of
power distribution shapes and peaking fac-
tors indicated to be studied above. Rod trip
and insertion may be assumed if they are
calculated to occur.

3. Decay of Actinides. The heat from the
radioactive decay of actinides, including
neptunium and plutonium generated during
operation, as well as isotopes of uranium,
shall be calculated in accordance with fuel
cycle calculations and known radioactive
properties. The actinide decay heat chosen
shall be that appropriate for the time in the
fuel cycle that yields the highest calculated
fuel temperature during the LOCA.

4. Fission Product Decay. The heat gen-
eration rates from radioactive decay of fis-
sion products shall be assumed to be equal
to 1.2 times the values for infinite operating
time in the ANS Standard (Proposed Ameri-
can Nuclear Society Standards-"Decay
Energy Release Rates Following Shutdown
of Uranium-Fueled Thermal Reactors". Ap-
proved by Subcommittee ANS-5, ANS
Standards Committee, October 1971). The
fraction of the locally generated gamma
energy that is deposited in the fuel (includ-
ing the cladding) may be different from 1.0;
the value used shall be justified by a suit-
able calculation.

5. Metal-Water Reaction Rate. The rate of
energy release, hydrogen generation, and
cladding oxidation from the metal/water re-
action shall be calculated using the Baker-
Just equation (Baker, L., Just, L. C., "Stud-
ies of Metal Water Reactions at High Tem-
peratures, III. Experimental and Theoreti-
cal Studies of the Zirconium-Water Reac-
tion," ANL-6548, page 7, May 1962). The re-
action shall be assumed not to be steam lim-
ited. For rods whose cladding is calculated
to rupture during the LOCA, the inside of
the cladding shall also be assumed to react
after the rupture. The calculation of the re-
action rate on the inside of the cladding
shall also follow the Baker-Just equation,
starting at the time when the cladding is
calculated to rupture, and extending around
the cladding inner circumference and axial-
ly no less than 1.5 inches each way from the
location of the rupture, with the reaction
assumed not to be steam limited.

6. Reactor Internals Heat Transfer. Heat
transfer from piping, vessel walls, and non-
fuel internal hardware shall be taken into
account.

7. Pressurized Water Reactor Primary-to-
Secondary Heat Transfer. Heat transferred
between primary and secondary systems
through heat exchangers (steam gener-
ators) shall be taken into account. (Not ap-
plicable to Boiling Water Reactors.)
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B. Swelling and Rupture of the Cladding
and Fuel Rod Thermal Parameters

Each evaluation model shall include a pro-
vision for predicting cladding swelling and
rupture from consideration of the axial tem-
perature distribution of the cladding and
from the difference in pressure between the
inside and outside of the cladding, both as
functions of time. To be acceptable the
swelling and rupture calculations shall be
based on applicable data in such a way that
the degree of swelling and incidence of rup-
ture are not underestimated. The degree of
swelling and rupture shall be taken into ac-
count in calculations of gap conductance,
cladding oxidation and embrittlement, and
hydrogen generation.

The calculations of fuel and cladding tem-
peratures as a function of time shall use
values for gap conductance and other ther-
mal parameters as functions of temperature
and other applicable time-dependent varia-
bles. The gap conductance shall be varied in
accordance with changes in gap dimensions
and any other applicable variables.

C. Blowdown Phenomena

1. Break Characteristics and Flow. a. In
analyses of hypothetical loss-of-coolant acci-
dents, a spectrum of possible pipe breaks
shall be considered. This spectrum shall in-
clude instantaneous double-ended breaks
ranging in cross-sectional area up to and in-
cluding that of the largest pipe in the pri-
mary coolant system. The analysis shall also
include the effects of longitudinal splits in
the largest pipes, with the split area equal
to the cross-sectional area of the pipe.

b. Discharge Model. For all times after the
discharging fluid has been calculated to be
two-phase in composition, the discharge
rate shall be calculated by use of the Moody
model (F. J. Moody, "Maximum Flow Rate
of a Single Component, Two-Phase Mix-
ture," Journal of Heat Transfer, Trans
American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
87, No. 1, February, 1965). The calculation
shall be conducted with at least three values
of a discharge coefficient applied to the pos-
tulated break area, these values spanning
the range from 0.6 to 1.0. If the results indi-
cate that the maximum clad temperature
for the hypothetical accident is to be found
at an even lower value of the discharge coef-
ficient, the range of discharge coefficients
shall be extended until the maximum clad
temperature calculated by this variation has
been achieved.

c. End of Blowdown. (Applies Only to
Pressurized Water Reactors.) For postulated
cold leg breaks, all emergency cooling water
injected into the inlet lines or the reactor
vessel during the bypass period shall in the
calculations be subtracted from the reactor
vessel calculated inventory. This may be ex-
ecuted in the calculation during the bypass

period, or as an alternative the amount of
emergency core cooling water calculated to
be injected during the bypass period may be
subtracted later in the calculation from the
water remaining in the inlet lines, down-
comer. and reactor vessel lower plenum
after the bypass period. This bypassing
shall end in the calculation at a time desig-
nated as the "end of bypass," after which
the expulsion or entrainment mechanisms
responsible for the bypassing are calculated
not to be effective. The end-of-bypass defi-
nition used in the calculation shall be justi-
fied by a suitable combination of analysis
and experimental data. Acceptable methods
for defining "end of bypass" include, but are
not limited to, the following: (1) Prediction
of the blowdown calculation of downward
flow in the downcomer for the remainder of
the blowdown period; (2) Prediction of a
threshold for droplet entrainment in the
upward velocity, using local fluid conditions
and a conservative critical Weber number.

d. Noding Near the Break and the ECCS
Injection Points. The noding in the vicinity
of and including the broken or split sections
of pipe and the points of ECCS injection
shall be chosen to permit a reliable analysis
of the thermodynamic history in these re-
gions during blowdown.

2. Frictional Pressure Drops. The friction-
al losses in pipes and other components in-
cluding the reactor core shall be calculated
using models that include realistic variation
of friction factor with Reynolds number,
and realistic two-phase friction multipliers
that have been adequately verified by com-
parison with experimental data, or models
that prove at least equally conservative with
respect to maximum clad temperature cal-
culated during the hypothetical accident.
The modified Baroczy correlation (Baroczy,
C. J., "A Systematic Correlation for Two-
Phase Pressure Drop," Chem. Enging. Prog.
Symp. Series, No. 64, Vol. 62, 1965) or a com-
bination of the Thom correlation (Thom,
J.R.S., "Prediction of Pressure Drop During
Forced Circulation Boiling of Water," Int. J.
of Heat & Mass Transfer, 7, 709-724, 1964)
for pressures equal to or greater than 250
psia and the Martinelli-Nelson correlation
(Martinelli, R. C. Nelson, D.B., "Prediction
of Pressure Drop During Forced Circulation
Boiling of Water," Transactions of ASME,
695-702, 1948) for pressures lower than 250
psia is acceptable as a basis for calculating
realistic two-phase friction multipliers.

3. Momentum Equation. The following ef-
fects shall be taken into account in the con-
servation of momentum equation: (1) tem-
poral change of momentum, (2) momentum
convection, (3) area change momentum
flux, (4) momentum change due to compres-
sibility, (5) pressure loss resulting from wall
friction, (6) pressure loss resulting from
area change, and (7) gravitational accelera-
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A. INTRODUCTION 

> Appendix 0. Fracture Toughness Requirements" to 
10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic .Licensing of Production and 
Utilization Facilities," requires, in part, that the reactor vessel 
betline materials ". . must have Charpy upper- shelfnergy 
of no less than 75 fl-lb (102J) initially and must maintain 
upp•r-shelf energy throughout the life of the vessel of no less 
than 50 ft-lb (68J), unless it is demotrated in a manner 
approved by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula
tion, that lower values of upper-shelf energy will provide 
margin of safety against fracture equivalent to those required 
by Appe.ndx 0 of the ASME Code."' Charpy uppcr-shelf 
energy is defined in ASTM E 185-79 (Ref. 1) and -82 
WR 2), which are incorporated by reference in Appendix KL 

"Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program Require
ments to 10 CFR Part 50. This guide describes general 
procedures acceptable to the NRC staff for demonstrating 
equivalence to the margins of safety in Appendix 0 of the 
ASME Code (Ref. 3). Several examples using these proc
dures are presented in Appendix A to this guide and in more 
detail in NUREG/CR-6023 Ref. 4).  

This regulatory guide contains information collections 
that are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 
U.SC. 3501 et seq.). This regulatory guide has been submit
ted to the Office of Management and Budget for review and 
approval of the information collections. These information 
collections and record keeping are needed for demonstrating 
compliance with Appendix 0 to 10 CFR Part 50 for the 
remaining duratienofthe plants license if Charpy upper-shelf 
energy ofthe materials in the beitline region may drop, or may 
have dropped, below the 50 ft-lb regulatory limit 

The public reporting burden for this collection of 
information is estimated to average 960 hours per response, 
including the time for reviewing instructions, semrcing 
existing data sources, gathering and mAinta;nin the data 
needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of 
ifnnation. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or 
any other aspect of this collection of information, including 
suggestions for further reducing the reporting burden, to the 
Information and Records Management Branch (T6F33), U.S.  
Nulear Regulatory Caomission, Washington DC 20555; and 
to the Desk Officer, Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affairs, NEOB-10202 (3150-0011), Office of Management 
and Budget, Washington, DC 20503.  

B. DISCUSSION 

The problem of evaluating materials that do not satisfy 
the 50 ft-lb upper-shdf enry requirement was recognized by 
the NRC staff several years ago and was designated Unre
solved Safety Issue A-1 1, "Reactor Vessel Materials Tough
ness." In 1982, the staffcompleted resolution ofUSI A-l I by 
issuing NUREG-0744, "Resolution of the Task A-1l Reactor 
"Vessel Materials Toughness Safety Issue (Ref. 5), which

provided methods for evaluating the fracture behavior of these 
materials. Further, Generic Letter 82-26 (Ref. 6) was issued 
to advise licensees of the USI resolution. No new require
ments were implemented as part of the USI resolution.  
However, neither NUREG-0744 nor Generic Letter 82-26 
contained criteria for demonstrating equivalence of margins 
with Appendix 0 of the ASME Code. Rather, the NRC staff 
asked Section X) of the ASME Boiler Pressure Vessel Code 
Committee to develop and suggest to the staff appropriate 
criteria.  

In February 1991, the Chairman of the ASME Section 
XI Subgroup on Evaluation and Standards provided to the 
NRC staffcriteria that had been developed by members of the 
Working Group on Flaw Evaluation (WGFE) and the Working 
Group on Operating Plant Criteria (WGOPC) (Ref 7).  
Although these criteria did not represent ASME Code criteria, 
they did represent the best opinion of knowledgeable persons 
familiar with the problem and with the ASME Code.  

Upon review, the NRC staff found these criteria to be 
acceptable for denstrating margins of safety equivalent to 
those in Appendix 0 of the ASME Code (Ref. 3). However.  
specific methods for evaluating the criteria still were being 
developedby the ognizant ASME Code committees. Further, 
those efforts were not expected to provide specific guidance 
on determining event sequences and transients to be consid
ered, nor were they exected to provide specific guidance on 
approprit material properties.  

This guide has been developed to provide comprehen
sive guidance acceptable to the NRC staff for evaluating 
reactorpressure vesses when the Charpy upper-shelf energy 
falls below the 50 ft-lb limit of Appendix G to 10 CFR 
Part 50. The analysis methods in the Regulatory Position are 
based on methods developed for the ASME Code, Section XI, 
Appendix K ( 8). The staff has reviewed the analysis 
methods in Appendix K and finds that they are echnically 
acceptable but are not complete, because Appendix K does 
not provide information on the selection of transients and 
gives very little detail on the selection of material properties.  
In this regulatory guide, specific guidance is provided on 
selecting transients for consideration and on appropriate 
material properties to be used in the analyses.  

Ductile tearing is the dominant fracture process in the 
upper-shelf region of the Charpy impact energy versus 
a .aim fnveor RPV materials. The conditions govern

ing cleavage mode-conversion of the ductile tearing process 
in materials with low Charpy upper-shelf energy are still not 
well understood and are not considered in this regulatory 
guide.  

The material property needed to characterize ductile 
taring in the analysis methods in this regatory guide is the 
material's J-integral fracture resistance, the J-R curve. This 
curve is a function of the material, the irradiation condition, 
the loading rate, and the material temperature. The curve is 
detrmined by testing the specific material, uider the condi
tions of interest, in accordance with the American Society for
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Testing and Materials Standard Test Method E 1152-87, 
"Standard Test Method for Determining J-R Curves' (Ref. 9).  

Unfortunately, the specific material of interest (Le., the 
material from the beltline region of the reactor vessel under 
operation) is seldom available for testing. Thus, testing 
programs have used generic materials that are expected to 
represent the range of actual materials used in fabricating 
reactor pressure vessels in the United States. Statistical 
analyses of these generic data have been performed and 
reported in NUREG/CR-5729, -Multivariable Modeling of 
Pressure Vessel and Piping J-R Data' (Ref. 10). These 
analyses provide a method for determnining the material's J
integral fractre resistance that the NRC staff finds acceptable 
for use in the methods described in this guide. Other methods 
for determining the material property may be used on an 
individual-case basis ifjustified.  

NOMENCLATURE 

The following terms are used in this regulatory guide 
and its equations

a The flaw depth, which includes ductile flaw 
growth (in inches).

a, The effective flaw depth, which includes ductile 
flaw growth and a plastic-zone correction (in 
inches).  

a*. The effective stable flaw depth, which includes 
ductile flaw growth and a plastic-zone correction 
(in inches).  

a,*. The effective stable flaw depth at tensile instabil
ity of the remaining ligament, which includes 
ductile flaw growth and a plastic-zone correction 
(in inches).  

a. The postulated initial flaw depth (in inches).  

2c The total flaw length, which includes ductile flaw 
growth (in inches).  

B, Net-section thickness of the ASTM E 1152-87 
(Ref. 9) test specimen used in determining mate
rial tearing resistance, J-R curve, behavior (in 
inches).  

Cl ,C2 Coefficients used in the equation for the 
C3, C4 material tearing resistance, J-R curve.

CR The cooldown rate ('F/hour).

CVN Charpy v-notch upper-shelf energy (fl-lb.).

E Young's modulus of elasticity (ksi).

E' /(_v2)O (ksi).  

F,. F2, F3  Geometry factors used to calculate the stress 
intensity factors (dimensionless).  

Jww The J-integral from the applied loads (in.-lb/i. 2).  

Jm,.ia The material's J-integral fracture resistance (in.
lb/in.2), J-R curve.  

jai The material's J-integral fracture resistance at a 
ductile flaw growth of 0.10 in. (in.-lb/'in).  

KI& The mode I stress intensity factor caused by the 
radial thermal gradient through the cladding 
applied to the vessel inner surface, calculated with 
no plastic zone correction (ksi Ain.).  

KV The mode I stress intensity factor caused by the 
internal pressure, calculated with no plastic-zone 
correction (ksi 4tin.); K,.' and K.m are the 
axial and circumferential values, respectively.  

4ý K,, calculated with a plastic-zone correction (ksi 
fin.).  

K1 The mode I stress intensity factor caused by the 
radial thermal gradient through the vessel wall, 
calculated with no plastio-zone corroection 

Y.; K. calculated with a plastio-zone correction (ksi 

'in.).  

p Internal pressure (ksi).  

p. The maximum accumulation pressure as defined 
in the plant-specific Overpressure Protection 
Report, but not eceding 1.1 times the design 
pressure (ksi).  

1• The inner radius of the vessel (in inches).  

SF The safety factor (dimensionless).

t The wall thickness of the vessel's base metal (in 
inches).  

The sum of the vessel wall thickness, t, and the 
cladding thickness, t.L (in inches).

tlL The thickness of the stainless steel cladding 
applied to the vessel inner surface (in inches).  

T Metal tWeraturp, at crack-tip, used in the analy
sis ('F).
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WF The margin factor = 2 standard deviations on test 
data (dimensionless).  

A reference material's flow stress, specified as 85 
ksi in ASME Section XI, Appendix K (Ref. 8), on 
Charpy upper-shelf energy.

of

The following criteria are acceptable to the NRC staff 
for demonstrating that the margins of safety against ductile 
fracture are equivalent to those in Appendix 0 to Section III 
of the ASME Code. Licensees may follow this regulatory 
guide to determine the equivalent safety margins, or they may 
use any other methods, procedures, or selection of materials 
data and transients to demonstrate compliance with Appendix 
o to 10 CFR Part 50. If licensees choose to follow this 
regulatory guide, they must use the acceptance criteria, 
analysis methods, material properties, and selection of 
transients as described in this regulatory guide. The accep
tance criteria are to be satisfied for each category of transients, 
namely, Service Load Levels A and B (normal and upset), 
Level C (emergenc), and Level D (faulted) conditions. These 

service load levels are described in Standard Review Plan 
3.9.3 (Ref 11). Because of differences in acceptable outcome 
during the various sevice load levels, different criteria have 
been developed for Levels A and B, C, and D.  

1.1 Level A and B Conditions 

When the upper-shelf Charpy energy of the base metal 
is less than 50 ft-lb, postulate both axial and circumferential 
interior flaws and use the toughness properties for the corre
sponding orientation. For a weld with Charpy upper-shelf 
energy less than 50 fl-lb, postulate an interior surface flaw 
oriented along the weld of concern and orient the flaw plane 
in the radial direction. Postulate a semi-elliptical surface flaw 
with an aht = 0.25 and with an aspect ratio of 6-to-I surface 
length to flaw depth. A smaller flaw size may be used on an 
individual-case basis ifjustified. Two criteria must be satisfied 
as described below. The maximum accumulation pressure, 
discussed below, is the maximum pressure defined in the Over 
Pressure Protection Report that satisfies the requirement of 
Section III, NB-731 1(b), of the ASME Code (Re 12).  

1.1.1 The crack driving force must be shown to be less 
than the material toughness as given by Equation 1:

(1)

where J,, is the J-integral value calculated for the postu
lated flaw under pressure and thermal loading where the 
assumed pressure is 1.15 times the maximum accumulation 
pressure, with thermal loading using the plant-specific heatup 
and cooldown conditions. The parameter J,, is the J-integral 
characteristic of the material's resistance to ductile tearing 
Q...), as denoted by a J-R curve test, at a crack extension of 
0.1 inch.  

1.1.2 The flaw must be stable under ductile crack 
growth as given by Equation 2:

< C'V 
8a a a 

(with load held constant)

(2)

at 

= p~fod = lal 

where J,•. is calculated for the postulated flaw under 
pressure and thermal loading for all service level A and B 
conditions where the assumed pressure is 1.25 times the 
maximum accumulation pressure, with thermal loading, as 
defined above. The material's J-integral fracture resistance 
should represent a conservative estimate of the data for the 
vessel material under evaluation (i.e., mean - 2 standard 
deviations). Methods for determining the J-integral fracture 
resistance, J-R curve, are discussed in Regulatory Position 3 
of this guide. Methods for determining the appropriate service 
level conditions are discussed in Regulatory Position 4 of this 
guide.  

1.2 Level C Condition 

When the Charpy upper-shelf energy of the base metal 
is less than 50 ft-lb, postulate both axial and circumferential 
interior flaws and use the toughness properties for the corre
spending orientation. When the Charpy upper-shelf energy of 
any weld material is less than 50 ft-lb, postulate an interior 
surface flaw with its major axis oriented along the weld of 
concern and the flaw plane oriented in the radial direction.  
Consider postulated surface flaws with depths up to one-tenth 
the base metal wall thickness, plus the clad thickness, but with 
te total depth not to exceed 1.0 inch (2.54 cm) and with an 
aspect ratio of 6-to- I surface length to flaw depth. A smaller 
maximum flaw depth may be used on an individual-cas basis 
if justified. For these evaluations, two criteria must be 
satisfied.  

11.1 The crack driving force must be shown to be less 
than the material toughness as given by Equation 3:

aWpped < Jo.1 (3)
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1, The material's yield stress (ksi).  

v Poisson's ratio (dimensionless), specified as 0.3.  

C. REGULATORY POSITION 

1. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

J~vpied < J0.1



where J., is the J-integral value calculated for the postu
lWted flaw in the beltline region of the reactor vessel under the 
governing Service Level C condition, with a safety factor of 
1.0 on the applied loading. J01 is the J-integral characteristic 
of the material resistance to ductile tearing (JQ..), as denoted 
by a J-R curve test, at a crack extension of 0.l inch.  

1.,2 The flaw must also be stable under ductile crack 
growth as given by Equation 4:

8a aa
(4)

(with load held constant) 
at 

i'amp~~ = Jtmlt,1 

where Jo is calculated for the postulated flaw under the 
governing Service Level C condition, with a safety factor of 
1.0 on the applied loading. The material's J-integral fracture 
resistance hould represent a conservative estimate of the data 
for the vessel material under evaluation (i.e., mean - 2 
standard deviations). The J-integral resistance versus crack 
growth, J-R curve, is defined in Regulatory Position 3 of this 
guide. Determination of the appropriate service level condi
tions is discussed in Regulatory Position 4 of this guide.  

1.3 Level D Condition 

When the Charpy upper-shelf energy of the base metal 
is less than 50 ft-lb, postulate both axial and circumferential 
interior flaws and use the toughness properties for the corre
spending orientation. When the Charpy upper-shelf energy of 
any weld material is less than 50 ft-lb, postulate an interior 
semi-elliptic surface flaw with the major axis oriented along 
the weld of concern and the flaw plane oriented in the radial 
direction. Consider postulated surface flaws with depths up to 
one-tenth the base metal wall thickness, plus the clad thick
ness, but with total depth not to exceed 1.0 inch (2.54 cm) and 
with an aspect ratio of 6-to-I surface length to flaw depth. A 
smaller maximum flaw depth may be used on an individual 
case basis if justified.  

For these evaluations, the postulated flaw must be stable 
under ductile crack growth as given by Equation 5:

at

(5)

(with load held constant)

Jw1'ppWia = J.mWAial 

where J.3P is calculated for the postulated flaw under the 
governing Service Level D condition, with a safety factor of 
1.0 on the applied loading. Additionally, the flaw depth,

including stable tring, should not be greater than 75% of the 
vessel wall thickness, and the remaining ligament should be 
safe from tensile instability. The material's J-integral fracture 
resistance should reflect a best estimate, Le., the mean value, 
of the data representative of the vessel material under 
evaluation.  

The J-integral resistance versus crack growth, J-R curve, 
is discussed in Regulatory Position 3 of this guide. Methods 
for determining the appropriate service level conditions are 
discussed in Regulatory Position 4 of this guide.  

2. ANALYSIS METHODS 

The analysis methods described in this guide are 
acceptable to the NRC staff for evaluating the criteria de
scribed above. Other methods may be used ifjustifled on a 
case-by-case basis.  

2.1 Level A and B Conditions 

The acceptance criteria discussed in Regulatory Position 
1.1 for Level A and B conditions involve a comparison of the 
applied J-integral to the material's J-integral fracture resis
tanc at a ductile flaw extension of 0.1 inch and a determina
tion that this flaw would be stable under the applied loading.  
Procedures are detailed below for (1) calculating the applied 
J-integral for Service Levels A and B flaws and loading 
conditions and (2) determining that the slope of the material's 
J-integral resistance curve is greater than the slope of the 
applied J-integral versus crack depth curve at the equillritum 
point on the J-R curve where the two curves intersect, as 
illustrated in Figure 1.  

2.1.1 Calculation of the Applied J-Integral 
The calculation of the applied J-integral consists of two 

steps: Step 1 is to calculate the effective flaw depth, which 
includes a plastic-zone correction, and Step 2 is to calculate 
the J-integral for small-scale yielding based on this effective 
flaw depth.  

Step I 
For an axial flaw with depth'a equal to (0.25t + 0. 1 in.), 

calculate the stress intensity factor from internal pressure, p, 
with a safety factor, SF, on pressure equal to 1.15, using 
Equation 6:

K F=(s) p, [I + (Rl11] (7c)°3 F, (6)

F, = 0.982 + 1.006(a/t)2

This equation for K,"" is applicable to 0.05 - a/t < 0.50, and 
it includes the effect of pressure acting on the flaw faces.

1.161-4
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Figure 1. Comparison of the Slope of the Applied J-Integral and J-R Curve.  
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For a circumferential flaw with depth 'a equal to (0.25t 
+ 0. 1 in.), calculate the stress intensity factor from internal 
pressure, p., with a safety factor, SF, on pressure equal to 
1.15, using Equation 7: 

K4'- = ($F)p. [ I + (R,/(2t1)) ] ( a)°0'SF, 7 

F2 = 0.885 + 0.233 (aft) + 0.345(a/t)62 

This equation for Kip' is applicable to 0.05 :c a/t s 0.50, 
and it includes the effect of pressure acting on the flaw faces.  

For an axial or circumferential flaw with depth 'a' equal 
to (0.25t + 0.1 in.), the "steady-state" (time independent) 
sess intensity factor from radial thermal gradients is obtained 
by using Equation 8:

KIt = ((CR)10oo)t" F3 (8)

F3 = 0.69 + 3.127(a/t) - 7.435(a/62 + 3.532(a/t)3 

This equation for Kit is valid for 0.2 :g a/t 0.50, and 0 s CR 
g 100F&r. This equation does not include the contribution to 
K, from the cladding thickness, t ... If the steady-state values 
of thermally induced K,, are used, the material J-R curve 
should correspond to the temperature at the beginning of the 
transient, when a uniformly high temperature is present across 
the vessel wall thickness, leading to the lowest J-R curve. The 
above Kjt expression can be replaced with an improved 
accuracy solution if an appropriate justification is provided.  

Calculate the effective flaw depth for small-scale 
yielding, a,, using Equation 9:

a, = a + (T) [ ( t•_..  
7[ U (9)

Step 2 
For an axial flaw, calculate the stress intensity factor 

from internal pressure for small-scale yielding, C, by 
substituting a. in place of 'a' in Equation 6, including the 
equation for F,. For a circumferential flaw, calculate K; by 
substituting a. in place of 'a' in Equation 7, including the 
equation for F2. For an axial or circumferential flaw, calculate 
the sress intensity factor from the radial thermal gradients for 
small-scale yielding Ký, by substituting a, in place of 'a' in 
Equation 8, including the equation for F3.  

The J-integral from the applied loads for small-scale 
yielding is given by Equation 10:

J,,,,~a = 1000(K,,a.4 IE' (10)

Alternatively, in place of the steady-state Equation 8, a 
thermal transient stress analysis may be performed for the

limiting cooldown rate, including the contributions of cladding 
to thermal stress and the thermal stress intensity factor. For 
this alternative analysis method (also described in Reference, 
4), the main features for computing KY, and Kk., which are 
applied in examples in Appendix A, are given in.  
Appendix B.1- The limiting condition should be determined 
for the transient time at which the material's J-R curve will be 
greater than or equal to the Jbw for evaluating Equations 1 
and 2. The main steps are:

a. Determine the temperature gradient across the vessel 
wall thickness, in 10 to 20 time steps over thefull 
duration of the tra•sLient; and compute the corresponding 
thermal stress histozy, taking into account the cladding 
thickness, t,.  

b. For each time step. compute K. and uL values as a 
function of the crack depth in the range 0.05 s a/t s 
0.5.  

c. For Equation 1. calculate the pressure-induced K, and 
the J... using Equations 9 and 10, at a crack-tip depth 
of(0.25t' + 0.1 in.) for each time step.  

d. Use Step a to find crack-tip temperature history at each 
time step. See Figure A-I in Appendix A for an 
example.  

e, For a given material condition, determine the J-R values 
at the crack extension of 0.1 inch by using the crack-tip 
temperature history from Step d. See Figure A-2 in 
Appendix A for an example.  

f Compare the material's J-R values as a function of time 
in Step e with the Jý, values in Step c. See Figure A-2 
in Appendix A for an example. The time at which the 
J-R value is just equal to the J,,w determines the 
critical condition for evaluating Equation 1.  

g. At the time determined in Step Z evaluate Equation 2 to 
verify the stability of the predicted flaw growth.  

2.1.2 Evaluation of Flaw Stability 
Flaw stability is evaluated by a direct application of the 

flaw stability criterion given by Equation 2. The applied J
integral is calculated for a series of flaw depths corresponding 
to increasing amounts of ductile flaw growth. The applied 
pressure, p, is set equal to the maximum accumulated pressure 
for Savice, Level A and B conditions, ps, with a safety factor, 
SF, equal to 1.25. The applied J-integral for Service Level A 
and B conditions may be calculated using Equations 6 through 
10. Each pair of the applied J-integral and flaw depth is 
plotted on a crack driving force diagram to produce the 

'The equations provided in Appendix B may be used if the transient 
temperature hstoy can be approxmatedI adequaty by either an 
exponential or a polynomial equatio. IV it cannot be approximated 
adequately, a mom rigorous approach should be used.  

Te omer code egmv iuAppeandix B is for general illustration licensees 
assume responslity for the correctness of the computer codes ty use.

K
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applied J-integral curve as illustrated in Figure 1. The mate
riars J-R curve also is plotted on the crack driving force 
diagram. Flaw stbiity at a given applied load is demonstrated 
if the slope of the applied J-integral curve is less than the 
slope of the material's J-R curve at the equilibrium point on 
the J-R curve where the two curves intersect.  

2.2 Level C Condition 

The acceptance criteria discussed in Regulatory Position 
1 for Service Level C conditions are similar to those for 
Service Levels A and B, with the exceptions of the crack size 
to be considered and the safety factor applied to the pressure 
loading. For Service Level C conditions, flaw sizes up to 
one-tenth the base metal wall thickness, plus the clad thick
ness t.L but with a total depth not to exceed 1.0 inch (2.54 
cm), are to be considered. A safety factor of 1.0 is used for 
both pressure and thermal loading. As with the Service Level 
A and B criteria, for Service Level C it must be demonstrated 
that the applied J is less than the material's fracture resistance 
at a crack extension of 0.1 inch, and that the flaw must be 
stable under the applied loading.  

Procedures are described below for (1) determining the 
applied J-integral for Service Level C flaw and loading 
conditions and (2) determining that the slope of the material's 
J-integral fracture resistance, J-R curve, is greater than the 
slope of the applied J-integral versus crack depth curve.  

2.2.1 Calculation of the Applied J-Integral 
The calculation of the applied J-integral consists of two 

steps: Step I is to calculate the effective flaw depth, which 
includes a plastic-zone correction, and Step 2 is to calculate 
the J-integral for small-scale yielding based on this effective 
flaw depth.  

Step ) 
Postulate a series of flaws with depths ranging up to 

cladding thickness plus 0. 1 times the base metal wall thick
ness, but not exceeding 1.0 inch (2.54 cm). The number of 
flaws and the specific flaw sizes to be postulated should be 
m icrient to determine the peak value of the applied J-integral 
over this size range. For each of these postulated flaws, the 
analysis flaw size 'a' should be the sum of the postulated flaw 
size plus 0. 1-inch ductile crack extension. For axial flaws, at 
each analysis flaw size, calculate the stress intensity factor 
arising from internal pressure, p., with a safety factor, SF, on 
internal pressure equal to 1.0, using Equation 11:

K4',"'= (sF9p. [ I÷+(R/t ) ] ( 7raf5F, 11 
F1 =0.982+1.006(alt'?; with 0.05<a/tr'0.5 

For circumferential flaws, at each analysis flaw size 
calculate the stress intensity factor arising from internal 
pressure, p. with a safety factor, SF, on pressure equal to 1.0, 
"using Equation 12:

K4p -=(S•)p,(. I +R/(2t)](a)O.SF2 (12)

F2 = 0.885.0233(a/ft)+0.345(a/t)2 

These equations for Kip'"w are valid for 0.05 s at' s 0.5, 
and include the effect of pressure acting on the flaw faces.  

If it can be demonstrated that the actual cooldown rate 
could be bounded by a "constant" cooldown rate, for each 
crack depth the stress intensity factor arising from radial 
thermal gradient, including cladding effects (see Example 4 in 
Appendix A) is given by Equation 13:

K,-[-0.012771 *0.549525(- R)-0.611352( )2
1000 1000 

+(0.565199,0.046752(.-2-))( 1-.95371("y 
1000 t I 

*1.6287(-a1(t•P 
t

(13)

This equation is applicable to 0.05 < a&t' r. 0.5, and 100 g CR 
< 600TFhour. The CR values less than 100"F/hour are 
covered under Service Levels A and B (see Equation 8). The 
cladding thickness ist . -51l6 in., R, = 86.875 in., base metal 
thickness t = 8.625 in., and RA' ratio = 9.72. Details of the 
analysis results are given in Appendix A. Equation 13 is based 
on the current state of knowledge on K solutions for 6:1 
asect-ratio flaws subjected to non-uniform stress gradients in 
the crack-depth direction. The above I. expression can be 
replaced with an improved accuracy solution if an appropriate 
justification is provided.  

Calculate the effective flaw depth for small-scale 
yielding, a,, using Equation 14:

= a + (-L) I(K I Kft) 12 a (14)

Step 2 
For each flaw size considered, calculate the stress 

intensity factor arising from internal pressure for small-scale 
yielding, IC by substituting a. in place of 'a' in Equation 11 
for the axial flaws and in Equation 12 for the circumferential 
flaws. Similarly, calculate the stress intensity factor arising 
from radial thermal gradients for small-scale yielding, Y, by 
substituting a. in place of 'a' in Equation 13. The J-integral 
arising from the applied loads for small-scale yielding is given 
by Equation 15:

JWpphtd = 1000 (K:7P+ K)2 IE / (15)

In an actual transient the cooldown rate initially may 
vary sigoificantly with time. Therefore, transient-specific peak 
thermal stress-induced KCH and K,4& computations may be 
necessary. If so, in place of Equation 13, a thermal transient
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stress analysis may be performed for the specific transient, 
including the contrinbutions of cladding to thermal stress and 
the stress intensity factor. For this alternative analysis method 
the main features for computing K. and I., which are 
applied on examples in Appendix A, are given in Appendix 
B.u The limiting condition should be determined for the 
transient time at which the materiars resistance (I-R curve) 
will be greater than or equal to the J,, for evaluating 
Equations I and 2. The main steps are: 

a. Determine the temperature gradient across the vessel 
wall thickness, in 10 to 20 time steps over the full 
duration of the transiet, and compute the corresponding 
thermal stress history, taking into account the cladding 
thickness, tI.  

b. For each time step, compute Ka and KkL values as a 
function of the crack depth in the range 0.05 : a/t' < 
0.5.  

c. For Equation 1, calculate the pressure-induced Ky. and 
the J.P.., using Equations 14 and 15, at a crack-tip 
depth of ((0.( t + tý, + 0.1 in.) < 1 in.) for each time 
step.  

d. Use Step a to find crack-tip temperature history at each 
time step. See Figure A-i in Appendix A for an 
example.  

e. For a given imterial condition, dtermine the J-R values 
at the crack extension of 0.1 inch by using the crack-tip 
temperature history from Step d. See Figure A-2 in 
Appendix A for an example.  

f. Compare the material's J-R values as a function of time 
in Step e with the J3 values in Step c. See Figure A-2 
in Appendix A for anexample. The time at which the 
J-R value is just equal to the J, determines the 
critical condition for evaluating Equation 1.  

g. At the timedetennined in Step f, evaluate Equation 2 to 
verify the stability of predicted flaw growth.  

2.2.2 Evaluation of Flaw Stability 
Flaw stability is evaluated by a direct application of the 

flaw stability criterion given by Equation 4. The applied J
integral is calculated for a series of flaw depths corresponding 
to increasing amounts of ductile flaw growth. The applied 
pressure, p, is set equal to the peak pressure for the Service 
Level C transient under consideration with a safety factor, SF, 
equal to 1.0. The applied J-integral for Service Level C 
conditions may be calculated using Equations I I through 15.  
Each pair of the applied J-integral and flaw depth is plotted on 
a crack driving force diagram to produce the applied J-integral 
curve as illustrated in Figure 1. The materiars J-R curve also 
is plotted on the crack driving force diagram and intersects the 
abscissa at the initial flaw depth, a,. Flaw stability at a given 
applied load is demonstrated if the slope of the applied J
integral curve is less than the slope of the material's J-R curve 
at the equilibrium point on the J-R curve where the two curves 
intersect.

2.3 Level D Condition 

The acceptance criteria discussed in Regulatory Position 
I for Level D Service Conditions involve only the stability of K 
the postulated flaws. Additionally, the stable flaw depth must 
not exceed 75% of the vessel wall thickness, and the remain
ing ligament must be safe from the tensile instability.  

Stability of ductile crack extension is demonstrated for 
Service Level D in the same manner used for Service Level C.  
However, the material properties should represent only the 
best estimate (i.e, mean value) of the J-R curve for the vessel 
material under evaluation.  

Tensile stability of the remaining ligament is conserva
tively demonstrated if Equation 16 is satisfied.

Ofa (16)

Where, from Reference 13, for a semi-elliptical flaw, 

a** - [a*(l - (1 + 2c'A 2)4 )] / (1 - (a*/A){1 + 2c"A2)-] 

3. MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

The statistical analyses reported in Reference 10 
addressed a broad range of materials and conditions For the 
purposes of this guide, the NRC staff has concluded that only 
the ASTM E 1152-87 (Ref 9) definition of the J-integral 
fracture resistance curve should be used. This determination 
requires that a test specimen's net thickness, B%, be specified.  
Smaller specimens typically produce more conservative 
(lower) J-R curves than larger specimens. However, larger 
specimens are needed to provide large amounts of crack 
growth needed in evaluating certain stability criteria described 
in Regulatory Position 2 of this regulatory guide. The NRC 
staff recommends the test specimen's net-section thickness, B, 
to be 1.0 inches (2.54 cm) for determining the J-integral 
resistance curve using the methods specified in Regulatory 
Position 3. This is a reasonable compromise and slightly 
simplifies the equations for the material J-ft curve. The 
neutron fluence attenuation at any depth in the vessel wall 
(such as near the crack tip) should be determined using 
Regulatory Guide 1.99 (Ref 14).  

This guide provides methods for determining the I
integral fracture resistance of three classes of materials: welds 
Sm factured with Linde 80 welding flux, generic welds used 
in fabricating reactor pressure vessels, and plate materials 
(low and high toughness). The J-R curves for plant-specific 
materials may be used if justified on a case-by-case basi.  
Otherwise, the material's J-integral fracture resistance may be 
determined from Equation 17, developed in Reference 10:

J4=(0) {C)(Aa) 0exp[C3 (Aap])C4

\1

(17)
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The coefficients in Equation 17 for each material type are 
discussed below. As noted earlier, the net-section thickness, 
B., of ASTM E 1152-87 (Ref. 9) compact-tension (CT) 
specimem to be considered is specified as I inch. In addition 
to the Charpy (CVN) models discussed in this guide, Refer
ence 10 contains two other models, namely the Copper
Fluence (Cu-ft) models and the pre-inradiation Charpy 
(CVN) models, which may be used to determine the mate
rial's J-R curves.  

3.1 Welds Made Using Linde 80 Flux 

For analyses addressing Service Levels A, B, and C, a 
conservative representation of the J-R curve is obtained by 
setting the margin factor, MF = 0.648. For analyses addressing 
Service Level D. set MF = 1.0.

Cl = exp[-3.67 +1.45 ln(CVh) -0.00308T7 

C2 = 0.077 + 0.116 InCl

C0 = -0.0812 - 0.0092 lnCI

C4 = -0.5

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21)

3.2 Generic Reactor Pressure Vessel Welds 

For analyses addressing Service Levels A, B, and C, a 
conservative representation of the J-R curve is obtained by 
setting the margin faictor, M - 0.629. For analyses addressing 
Service Level D, set M - 1.0.

C1 = exp[-4.12+1.49 ln(CYh)-0.00249T 

C2 = 0.077 + 0.116 InCl 

C3 = -0.0812 - 0.0092 InCI 

C4 = -0.5

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25)

3.3 Reactor Pressure Vessel Base (Plate) Materials 

The elastic-plastic fracture toughness of plate materials 
may be relatively high or quite low, depnding on a variety of 
chemical, metallurgical, and thermo-mechanical processing 
variables. The statistical analyses reported in Reference 10 
included only materials that exhibited a J-R curve with a 
significantly rising slope, ic., the higher toughness materials.  
However, test results reported in NUREG/CR-5265, "Size 
Effects on J-R Curves for A-302B Plate" (Ref. 15), clearly 
show J-R curves with very little, if any, increase in slope.  
References 15,16, and 17 provide some insight into the nature 
of the low toughness issue for the plate materials. While there 
are several variables that influence the fratr toughness,

sulphur content seeins to be areasonable indicator of the plate 
tougnss, with a "higher" sulphur content indicating "lower' 
fracture toughness ( 17). A sulphur content ofO.018 wt-% 
is a good demarcation for high- and low-toughness values.  

Because of the low-toughness plate issue, and because 
of the relat*ivy sparse data base that could be used to estimate 
the firature toughness for these materials, a fracture toughness 
model is only provided for high-toughness plate materials. If 
the sulphur content of the plate is less than 0.018 wt-%, the 
plate models described in Reference 10 may be used. How
ever, if the sulphur content is greater than or equal to 0.018 
wt-%, justification sbxzld be provided for use of the models in 
Reference 10. Factors that might justify use of these high
toughness models could include information about the year of 
manufacture of the plate and any special thermo-mechanical 
processing that would serve to improve the fracture toughness 
of the plate. If adequate justification cannot be provided, a 
low-toughness plate model should be developed and used.  

The CVN value should be for the proper orientation of 
the plate material (see Figure 2). For example, for axial flaws 
the CVN value for the L-T (strong) orientation in the vessel 
wall should be used. Similarly, for circunferential flaws the 
CVN value for the T-L (weak) orientation should be used. In 
many cases, the CVN values for both orientations may not be 
known. ff the CVN value for the T-L (weak) orientation is not 
available, the L-T (strong) orientation CVN value may be 
multiplied by a factor of 0.65 (Ref. 18) to obtain the CVN 
value for the T-L (weak) orientation. However, if the CVN 
value for the T-L (weak) orientation is known and the L-T 
(sdrug) orientation is to be estimated, the CVN value for the 
L-T (strong) orientation is assumed to be the same as that of 
the T-L (weak) orientation.  

3.3.1 High-Toughness Model (S < 0.018 Wt-%) 
For plate material with sulphur content greater than 

0.018 wt-%, the use of this model should be justified as 
discussed above.  

For analyses addressing Service Levels A, B, and C, a 
conservative representation of the J-R curve is obtained by 
setting the margh fctor, MW = 0.749. For analyses addressing 
Service Level D, set MF - 1.0.

CI = exp[-2.44+1.13 ln(C/WA)-0.0027771 

C2 = 0.077 + 0.116 InCl 

C0 = -0.0812 - 0.0092 InCl 

C4 = -0.409

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29)
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DEFINITION OF ASME AND ASTM ORIENTATIONS

"WEAK" DIRECTION 

ASME TRANSVERSE 
ASTM T-L 

RPV CIRC. FLAW

"STRONG" DIRECTION 

ASME LONGITUDINAL 
ASTM L-T 

RPV AXIAL FLAW

K

Figure 2. DefInition of the ASNM and ASIh Flaw Oricntations in an RPV.
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3.3.2 Low-Toughness Plate (S k 0.018 Wt-%) 
For analyses addressing materials with a sulphur content 

greatcr than 0.018 wt-%, the J-R curve data are scarce. Very 
> limited J-R data for a 6-inch-thick specimen (ASTM 6T CT 

at 180I' temperature) from an A-302B plate in the T-L 
(weak) orientation, avaiable in NUREOGCR-5265 (Ref 15), 
may be used with adjustments for the specimen temperature 
and CVN value (Ref. 19), or a material-specificjustification 
should be provided to support the use of other data. For 
analyses addressing Service Levels A, B, and C, a lower
bound reptwentation (mean - 2 standard deviations) of the J-R 
curve should be used. For analyses addressing Service Level 
D, the mean value of the J-R curve should be usecd 

Additional J-R curve test data for the low-toughness 
A302B plate material are presently being generated. Regula
tory guidance will be updated, ifjustified, based on the results 
obtained from the test data collected for J-R curve in low
toughness plate material.  

4. TRANSIENT SELECTION 

Selection of the limiting transients for Service Levels C 
and D is a key aspect of evaluating the integrity of reactor 
pressure vessels that contain materials with Charpy upper
shelf energy less than 50 fl-lb. Generally, Service Levels A 
and B are limiting. However, there may be plant-specific 
consicerations that make Service Levels C or D controlling for 
ductile fracture.  

To provide reasonable assurance that the limiting 
service loading conditions have been identified, either oftwo 
approaches may be used: a plant-specific transient evaluation 
or a generic bounding analysis. It should be noted that plants 
may be grouped and limiting transients for these groups may 
be determined. The plant-specific transient evaluation is the 
preferred approach. However, since some licensees may not 
have the specific transient infoafnaion needed for this analysis, 
a conservative "bounding" anasis may be performed for each 
service level. Specific guidance for each of these approaches 
is provided below.  

As described in the Discussion section of this guide, 
ductile tearing is the dominant fraure process in the upper
shelf region, and the possibility of mode-conversion to 
cleavage (brittle) fracture is not considered in this regulatory 
guide. The analyses using these bounding transients need only 
address the transient from its beginning to the time at which 
the metal at the tip of the flaw being analyzed reaches a 
tm rau equivalent to the adjusted RT. plus 500F. In this 
regulatory guide, an adusted RTmr plus 50WF (which typically 
represents the low-temperatu overpressure protection 
systen's enabling temperature) is taken as the lower tempera
ture limit for upper-shelfbehavior.  

This regulatory guide states that licensees should 
consider a spectrum of transients, including ATWS (antici
pated transient without scram). Although ATWS is not a 
design basis transient, for compliance with Appendix G to 10 
CFR Part 50 it was considered in Reference 4 for evaluation 
of low upper-shelf energy materials. Based on the generic 
analyses in Refermne 4 and additional staff calculations,

ATWS in currently operating light-water-reactor (LWR) 
vessels in the United States is not found to be a dominant 
transient with respect to the low Charpy upper-shelf energy 
issue, and no further action is necessary with respect to 
ATWS. However, for designs other than the currently operat
ing LWR vessels in the United States, ATWS could become 
a dominating transient, and as such needs to be considered as 
a Service Level C transient for further evaluation. A plant
specific justification should be provided for consideration of 
such designs at another service load level. For such designs, 
lioensees should consider the assumptions used in the generic 
analyses of Reference 4 to be sure that they are bounding for 
theirplant-specific applications. If these generic analyses are 
not bounding, plant-specific analyses should be performed.  

4.1 Plant-Specific Transients 
To provide reasonable assurance that the limiting 

service loading conditions have been identified on a plant
specific basis, the Service Level C and D design transients and 
events that are necessary to demonstrate compliance with 
Standard Review Plan 3.9.3 (Ref. 11) should be used.  

When Ihis transient list isnot available or is incomplete, 
the most complete list oftransicnts for these service levels that 
is available for similar plant designs should be used. Typi
cally, the most complet list of transients would be for the 
later-vintage plants from a particular vendor. This list should 
be reviewed, and the limiting transients for the reactor vessel 
being analyzed should be defined. Once the transients are 
defined, system-levl thermal-hydraulic analyses should be 
performed to determine the limiting presmre-temperature
time history for each transient being considered. This history 
provides the input to the analyses described in this guide.  

4.2 Bounding Transients 
When the plant-specific transients are not available or 

when developing or updating the pressure-temperature-time 
histoy would be an undue burden, a conservative "bounding" 
pressure-tenmprature-time history may be used. This history 
shxmld anticipate a pressure equal to the shut-off head for the 
high-pressure injection system and a cooldown rate of 400OF 
per hour for Service Level C and 6001' per hour for Service 
Level D. These values are based on the NRC staffs experi
ence in performing the bounding analyses (for examples, see 
Appendix A of this regulatory guide and Reference 4).  
Altematives to these cooldown rates may be used ifjustified 
by the plant-specific safety-injection flows and temperatures.  

D. IMPLEMENTATION 
TIhe purpose of this section is to provide information to 

applicants and licensees regarding the NRC staffs plans for 
using this regulatory guide.  

Except in those cases in which an applicant or licensee 
proposes an acceptable alternative method for complying with 
specified portions of the Commission's regulations, the 
methods descnled in this guide reflecting public comments 
will be used by tlhe NRC staff in the evaluation of applications 
fornew licenses and for evaluating compliance with Appendix 
Gto 10 CFR Part 50.
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APPENDIX A:

EXAMPLES 

Several cases are provided hem to demonstrate examples of the methods of analysis described in this 
regulatory guide.  

Example 1 (Levels A&B Loading, PWR Vessel) 

Consider the following geometric and material properties: 

Vessel Geometry and Loading Conditions: 
Vessel internal radius, IR = 86.5 in.; A-533B vessel with generic welds 
Base metal thickness, t = tam = 8.444 in.; Cladding thickness, = 5132 in.  
Total thicknes t' - (tm + W - 8.6 in.; Ratio (RN') - 10.06 
System accumulation pressure, p. = 2.75 ksi; Cooldown transient = 10 0 Fihr 

Base Metal Thermo-Elastic Properties: 
Modulus of elasticity, E = 27E3 ksi; Poisson's ratio, v = 0.3 
Yield stress, a, - 80 ksi; Ultimate stmre, o.= 90 ksi 
Flow stress, ot = 85 ksi; Fluid heat transfr cocf- =1000 BTU[hr-O-'F 
Theral diusivity = 0.98 inninte; (E&.,Y(l - v) = 0.305kiPF 

Cladding Thermo-Elastic Properties: 
Thermal expansion coefficient, a = 9.1E-6PF; Poisson's ratio, v = 0.3 
Modulus of elasticity, E - 27E3 ksi; Thermal conductivity = 10 BTUihr-fl-¶F 
Stress-free temperature ofcladding = 5500F; Initial operating temp. = 550OF 

The VISA-iI code,. with modifications for printing KI, Ka, and KI for 6-to-I aspect ratio flaws, was 
used to perform analyses for determining transient theamo-mcchanical stresses and temperature gradients 
across vessel wall thickness. An sxdal flaw with an aspect ratio of 6 to I was postulated to xist in the vessel 
internal wall. To account for the effect of crack-face pressure on stress intensity factor solutions in VISA-Il, 
the accumulation pressure was adjusted to be equal to [p.t'.{ l + RPA')}/, 3.02 ksi. At a fixed crack depth of 
(0.25t'-O. 1) inch, the tempcrature history prediction is shown in Figre A-I for a transient with a constant 
cooldown rate of IO0•ihr.  

With a factor of safety, SF, of 1.15 on accumulation pressure for Equation I of this guide, the applied 
J-integral history at a crack depth of (0.25t'+ 0.1) inch for mechanical and thermal stresses, including the 
cladding effects, is shown in Figure A-2. The applied J-integna reaches the peak steady-state value of 486 
in.-Ib/imn in about 150 minutes. Also shown in Figure A-2 are the J-R curves for generic welds (Equations 
17, 24-25) at three Charpy V-notch uppcr-sheffencrgy (CVN) values. These J-R curves were drawn for a 
crack extnsion, As, of 0.1 inch and for the temperature history, in Figure A-I, at a crack depth of 
(0.25t'-O.1) inch A study ofFigure A-2 shows an interesting trend that the crack initiation is predicted to 
take place at about 45 minutes into the transient (with crack-tip temperature of 500F¶) where the applied-J 
value (-- 445 in.-lb/i. 2 ) is less than the peak steady-state value and is just equal to the material's J-R curve at 
CVN value of 40 ft-lb. Thus, the more detailed analysis results in a lower CVN value that satisfies the 
acceptance criteria.  

In order to satisfy Equation 2, with a safety factor of 1.25 on accumulation pressure, Figure A-3 shows 
that CVN value should be greater than or equal to 41 ft-lb. This is significantly lower than the 47 fi-lb value 
obtained by using the steady-state applied J-integral approach for analyzing transients with constant 
cooldown rates.  

'F.A Simoaen gt at, VISA-HI - A Computer Code for Preddting the Probabfity oafReacdr Presmer Vene F&Rlhe, USNRC.  
NUREOICR-4436, March 1926.
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Example 2 (Levels C and D Loading, PWR Vessel)

The problem statement was presented in a meeting of the ASME Section XI Working Groups on Flaw 
Evaluation and Operating Plant Criteria (in Louisville, Kentucky, on December 1, 1992), where results of the 
analyses were compared by the participants. The vessel geometry and material properties are: 

PWR vessel internal radius, R4 - 90.0 inch; A-533B plate material thickness, t = tsu - 9.0 inch; Cladding 
thickness, tI, = 0, Rf& = 10 Copper, Cu = 0.35wt%; Nickel, Ni = 0.3 wt%; Initial RTm. = 0.01F 

Pre-irradiated CVN, - 108 R-lb (L-T orientation) 
Surface fluence, •t = 3.0E19 n/cm2 

Flaw orientation = Axial, in plate material; Flaw aspect ratio 6 to I 
Fluid temperature at vessel surface, T(tm) - [550 - 25011 - exmg- 0.1 tm)W]'F with time, tin, in minutes.  
Heat transfer coefE = 320 BTU/br-t-OF; Thermal diffusivity = 0.98 in.2/min 
Elastic modulus, E = 28E3 ksi; Poisson's ratio, v =0.3; a f S&IE-6 inlm.-0F 
Yield stress, oy = 80 ksi; Flow stres, of-85 ksi 

J-R curve: J = (SF).[CI.(Aa)c. cxpfC3.(Aa)"4] in.-kipr/ 2 

where.  
ln(Cl) = [-2.89+1.22 ln(CVN,) - 0.0027 T + 0.014 ((t)] 
C2 = [0.077 + 0.116 ln(Cl)] 
C3 = [- 0.0812 - 0.0092 ln(Cl)] 
C4 --0.417 
SF = 0.741 forLevelC events 

The VISA-i code was used to determine thermal stress and temperature history for the Level C 
transient specified in the problem. It was found that at time tm = 20 minutes, the peak thermal stresses occur.  
The corresponding peak thermal strews intensity factor as a function of crack depth to vessel thickness ratio, 
a/, of semi-elliptical flaws is given as: 

Kj- [21.026+374.22(a/t)-1593.56(aA)0+2912.1(a/t)-2029.7(a/)] ksih"m. with 0.05 ! at • 0.5 

Therefore, at a = I inch, K, - 46.6 ksi-"in. At an internalpressure, p - I ksi, the pressure induced K, - 18.9 
ksi-fin. Now, ifthe pressure, p, is increased, then at a pressure of 6.75 ksi, the J-applied at a = (0.It + t. + 
0.1) inch becomes equal to the material's J-R curve as shown in Figure A-4. This will mark an "initiation" of 
ductile flaw growth. The temperature at the crack-tip (a= 0.It + t,) for time tmn= 20 minutes is 400OF. If 
internal pressure p is further increased, in Figure A-4 it can be seen that at pressure p = 7.56 ksi the crack 
growth becomes unstable. That is, the slope of the J-applied curve becomes greater than the slope of the 
material's J-R curve.  

Example 3 (Levels C and D Loading, BWR Vessel) 

The problem statement is the same as in Example 2, except for a BWR vessel geometlry. The vessel 
geometric details are: 

BWR vessel internal radius, R. = 120.0 inch; A-533B plate material 
Thickness, t = t, - 6.0 in.; Cladding thickness, t., = 0, M - 20 
Flaw orientation - Axial, in plate material; Flaw aspect ratio - 6 to I 

The VISA-il code was used to determine thermal stress and temperature history for the Level C 
transient specified in the problem. It was found that at time tin =16 minutes, peak thermal stresses occur.  
The corresponding peak thermal stress intensity factor as a function of crack depth to vessel thickness ratio, 
alt, of semi-elliptical flaws is given as: 

KI, = [I 2.243+227.94(at)-972.71 (aht)4+1785.2(a/t)3-1249.3(at)4] ksi"in., with 0.05 < a/t < 0.5
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Therefore, at a = I inch, K -= 27.9 ksi-"in. At an internal pressure, p = I ksi, the pressure-induced K -= 37.0 
ksiWin. If the pressure, p, is increased, at a pressur of4.55 ksi, the J-applied at a = (0.1 t + tL + O. I) inch 
becomes equal to the material's J-R curve as shown in Figure A-5, which will mark an "initiation" of ductile 
flaw growh The temperature at the crack tip (a-= 0.1t + t.) for time tmi= 16 minutes is 4050F. If the 
pressure, p, is further increased (see Figure A-5), it can be seen that at a pressure p = 4.75 ksi the crack 
growth has become unstable. The slope of the J-applied curve is now greater than the slope of the materials 
J-R curve.  

Example 4 (Thermal K1t for Prescribed Levels C and D Leading, PWR Vessel) 

For a PWR vessel, thermal K3 values are determined for a few prescribed cooldown rate (CR) 
transients. The geometric and material properties are iven as: 

Vessel Geometry and Loading Conditions: 
Vessel internal radius, Rý = 86.875 in.; A-533B plate material with cladding 
Base metal thickness, t = tm - 8.625 in.; Cladding thickness, t. = 5/16 in.  
Total thickness, t' = (thj + W -98.9375 in.; Ratio, W/t') = 9.72 
Thermal cooldown rate, CR = 100"Fihr to 600"Fihr (constant, for each analysis) 
Inner wall temperature, Tk .(R - = 550'F; TsJR = R) = 150F 

Base Metal Thermo-Elastic Properties: 
Modulus of elasticity, E = 27E3 ksi; Poisson's ratio, v = 0.3 
Fluid-film heat transfer coefficient,= 1000 BTUihr-f -PF 
Thermal diffusivity = 0.98 in!/minute; (Ea)/(I - v) = 0.305 

Cladding Thermo-Elastic Properties: 
Thermal expansion coefficient, a = 9.1E-61F; Poisson's ratio, v = 0.3 
Modulus of elasticity, E = 27E3 ksi; Thermal conductivity- 10 BTU/hr-ft-OF 
Sftr -free temperature of cladding = 550-F; Initial operating temp. = 550WF 

The VISA-i1 code was used to determine temperature and thermal stress history for constant CR transients of 
1 00F/hr, 15( 0F/hr, 20(0Fir, 30(0F/hr, 400-F/hr, 500rFihr, and 600¶bhr. The corresponding peak thermal 
stress intensity factors, Y41, as a function ofcrack depth to vessel thickness ratio, aWt,, for 6-to. i aspect ratio 
semi-elliptical flaws, were computed using the VISA-11 code. These are shown in Figure A-6 and are 
presented here in polynomial expressions using least-square fits as: 

For CR - 100"Fhr with 0.05 <(aft') < 0.5: 
Ka - [27.284 - 5.838 (aft') - 0.3548 (aft') 2 - 8.3858 (aht'Y] ksifin.  

For CR - 150°F/hr, with 0.05 g (aft') s 0.5: 
K,4 = [32.003 + 40.012 (aft') - 138.2 (a/t'r - 113.98 (aht')r] ksif"in 

For CR = 200F/hr with 0.05 < (aft') g 0.5: 
KI = [36.362 + 82.011 (aft') - 265.01 (aft')r + 226.9 (aft')2] ksi/rin.  

For CR - 300F7hr with 0.05 : (aft') 10.5: 
K,4 = [43.667 + 150.77 (aft') - 474.9 (aft')2 + 415.01 (a/t')2] ksijrin.  

For CR - 400°F/hr with 0.05 r. (aft') < 0.5: 
Kft = [49.254 + 201.12 (aft') - 632.1 (a/t'r + 557.87 (a/t')3] ksii"in.  

For CR - 500OF/hr with 0.05 < (aft') < 0.5: 
4 = [53.552 + 237.64 (aft') - 749.6 (aA')2 + 666.62 (aft') 3] ksarin 

For CR - 600F•hr with 0.05 g (at') < 0.5: 
K,, = [56.927 + 264.21 (a/t') - 838.6 (aft')2 + 750.88 (aft')2] ksiv"in.
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These results were also used in developing the unified Equation 13 for K, where the constant CR and the 
nomalizhd crack depth, at', are used as dependent vaiables. A least-square statistical fit was performed to 

obtain Equation 13. The czoss-product term, (CRXa/'), was also used in developing this fit, in addition to the 

polynomial terms in aW and CIL
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"APPENDIX B

COMPUTATION OF STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS 

Information about computing transient temperature gradient across the vessel wall thickness, themal 
stresses, pressure, and thermal stress intensity factors (K.,, Kt) are provided in this Appendix as FORTRAN 
subroutines fiom the VISA-1 code. Additional details on the computational method, theory used, limitations, and 
names of the major variables used are available in NUREG/CR-4486' and NUREG/CR-3384.' The computer 
code provided in this Appendix is for general illustration only, to show how the cladding effects could be 
incorporated for thermal stresses and thermal sres intensity factors caused by differential fthemal expansion 
between the cladding and the base metal. i.censees should ensure that the computer codes they use include an 
idepth evaluation of ts effiects.  

A description of cladding-iduced thermal stress intensity factors is presented in Appendix A to 
NUREOICR-4486. Limitations of the stress intensity factor correction factors for finite length semi-elliptical 
surface flaws are indicated in Appendix C to NUREG/CR-4486. In developing these correction factors, only 
uniform membrane and linear bending stresses were considered. In addition, the correction factors for 
circunfe-ential flaws were assumed to be the same as the ones for axial flaws. Improved solutions may be used 
on a case-by-case basis ifjustified.  

'F.A Shnonen et al, *VISA-H - A Computer Code for Predicting te Probability of Reactor Pressure Vessel Failure* USNRC, 

NUREG/CR-4486, March 1986. D.L Stevens et al., 'VISA- ACoemputer Code for Predicting the hbability of Reactor Pressure 
Vessel Failure," USNRC, NUREO/CR-33S4, September 1983. Copies are available for inspection orcopying fora fee from the NRC 
Public Document Roomn at 2120 L Stee NW., Washingto DC, the PDR's ai'ling address is Mail Stop U,6. Washingtm, DC 
20555; telephone (202)634-3273; fax (202)634-3343. Copies ofNUREOICRs may be purchased at curent rates from e d U.S.  
Government Printing Office, Post Office Box 37082, Washington, DC 20013-7082 (telephone (202)512-1200); or from the Natioad 
Tedmical Information Service by writing NTIS at 5285 Poat Royal Road, pringd, VA 22161.  
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Taken From: VISA-H Code LNUREG/CR-4486 (1986). NUREQXR-3384 (1983)]

SUBROUTINE SPKI 

Calculate PresstireValuesand, Stren Intensity Factor, PKI 

DIMENSION CONST(5) 

REAL 1(5). IC(5) 

INTEGER CRAM TBE 

C DETERMNE POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION OF PRESSURE 

CONST(l) = PDATA(I) 

CONST(2) = ((-2.5)*PDATA(I)+48*PDATA(2)-36*PDATA(3)+ 

I 16*PDATA(4)-3*PDATA(S))1(3*TMAX) 

CONST(3) = (35*PDATA(l)-104*PDATA(2)+114*PDATA(3)

I 56*PDATA(4)fI I *PDATA(5))*V(3*TMX**2) 

CONST(4) = ((-5)*PDATA(])+18*PDATAC2)-24*PDATA(3)+ 

I 14*PDATA(4)-3*PDATA(5))*161(3*TMAX**3) 

CONST(5) = (PDATA(l)-4*PDATA(2)+6*PDATA(3)-4*PDATA(4)+ 

I PDATA(5))*32/(3*TMAX**4) 

C Calculate PRESSURE Component of Applied K, PKI, For Each 1-kne Crack Depth 

OUTRAD=RAD+TH 

FACTOR = RAD**2.0 / (OUTRAD**2.0 - RAD**2.0) 

C 

DO 120 TAM = 1, 10 

IT = TMAX*TflvWI0.0 

DOI 10 CRACK= 1, 1CMAX 

X=Z(CRACKYM 

C CALCULATE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS 

DO 100M= 1,5 

IM =ZZ(Kl)+X*ZZOA.2)+(X**2)*ZZ(K3)+(X**3)*72XK4) 

IC(M) - ZZC(MI) + X*ZZC(K2) + (X**2)*ZZC043) + (X**3)*ZZC(K4) 

100 CONTINU13 

PRES(TDAE) = CONST(I)+CONST(2)*TT+CONST(3)*TT**2+CONST(4)*TT* 

I *3+CONST(5)*TT**4 

PKI(CRACK.TIME) = PRESCrB4E)*((3.1416*Z(CRACK))**.5)*(10.5238*1(1) 

I -1.1524*I(-2)*X40.1729*1(3)*(X**2)-0.0230*1(4) 

2 *(X**3)+0.0029*1(5)*(X**4))
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PKIC(CRACK,TIMfE) = 5*pREs(TIME)((3. 1416*Z(CRACK))**.5)*1C(I) 

RATIO = RAD / (1O.0*5 TH) 

PKI(CRACK.TIME) - RATIO * PKI(CRACKTIME) 

PKIC(CRACK,TIME) = RATIO * PKIC(CRACK.TIME) 

c CALCULATE HOOP STRESS 

SHOOP(CRACKTIE) = FACTORS* PRES(TME) 

1 (1.0 + (OUTRAD/CRAD + Z(CRACK)))**2.0) 

110 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATE LONGITUDINAL STRESS 

SLONCTCITIME) = PRES(TIME) *FACTOR 

120 CONTINUE 

RETUR}N 

END 

SUBROUTINE TPOLY 

C CALCULATE WATER TEMPERATURES USING A POLYNOMIAL' MODEL 

REAL TEMP(5), CONST(5), S(5). AN(4). Y(4,5). KTEST 

REAL K, KO, CP(4), SUM(4) 

INTEGER TIME, CRACK. CONSTK CONSTE 

INTEGER Q 
C KPOLYNOMIAL Modeling of The Wate Temperature 

C Determine Meta Temperature For EACH CRACK DEPTH AND TIME INTERVAL 

DO 100N= 1,5 

TEMP(N) - TDATA(N) - TINT 

100 CONTINUE 

C FIT A 'POLYNOMIAL TO THE WATER TEMERATURE 

CONST(1) = TEMP(1) 

CONsT(2) - ((..25)*TEMP(1) + 48*TEMP(2) - 36*TEMP(3) + 

1 16*TEMP(4) - 3*TEM[P(5WY(3*TMAI) 

CONST(3) - (35*TEMOP(1) - 1O4*TEMP(2) +11 4*TEMP(3)

I 56*TEMP(4) + I I *TEhe(5))*2/(3*TMAX**2) 

CONST(4) = ((-5)*TEMP() + 18*TEMP(2) -24*TEMP(3) + 

1 14*TEMP(4) - 3*TEMP(5)Y'16/(3*TMAX**3) 

CONST(5) = (TEMP(1) - 4*TEMP(2) + 6*TEMP(3) - 4*TEMP(4) + 

I TEIP(5))*32I(3*TMAX**4) 

DO 150 TIME =1. 10 
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"TT = TMAX*TIMFJIO.  

C EQUATION FOR THE TEMPERATURE OF THE WATER 

TWATER(TIME) = TINT+CONST(I)+ CONST(2)*TT + CONST(3)*TT**2 + 

1 CONST(4)*TT**3 + CONST(5)*TT**4 

DO 150 CRACK= 1,5 

K=KO 

I1O X = ZQ(CRACK)/TM 

TAU - K*TTfTH**2 

DO 120M= 1, 5 

W(M) = CONST(M) * 

120 CONTINUE 

DO 130N- 1,4 

ALNQ - AL(NQ) 

AN(N) = 2 * SIN(ALNQ)/(ALNQ + SIN(ALNQ)* COS(ALNQ)) 

CP(N) = COS(ALNQ (I-X)) 

Y(N,I) -I - EXP(-(ALNQ**2)*TAU) 

DO 130 M -2, 5 

Y(NM) = TAU**(M-I) - (Y (NM-IyALNQ**2)*(M-1) 

130 CONTINUE 

DO 140N= 1,4 , 

ALNQ - AL(NQ) 

SUM(N) - AN(N) * CP(N) * (S(I) * EXP(-(ALNQ**2*TAU)) + S(2) 

I * Y(N,IYALNQ**2 +2*S(3)* Y(N,2)ALNQ**2 + 3 *S(4) * Y(N,3) 

2 /ALNQ**2 +4 *S(5)*Y(N,4)/ALNQ**2) 

140 CONTINUE 

C EQUATION FOR THE QUARTER POINT TEMPERATURES 

TQ(CRACK,TIME) - TWATER(TIME) - SUM(I) - SUM(2) - SUM(3) - SUM(4) 

C CONTROL FOR THE CONSTANT KAPPA OPTION 

IF (CONSTK-.EQ. 1) GO TO 150 

C TESTFOR THE ACCURACY OF KAPPA FOR THE GIVEN METAL TEMPERATURE, 

C IF THE DESIRED ACCURACY IS NOT OBTAINED, ITERATE ON KAPPA 

C FOR THIS CRACK DEPTH AND TIME.  

KTEST = 1.030 - (5.97E-7)*((T(CRACKTIME))**2) 

IF ((ABS(KTEST-K)) JLE. 0.0001) GO TO 150 

K=KIEST 

GOTO 110 

150 CONTINUE
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RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE TEXP 

C Calculate WATER TEMPERATURES Using an 'Exponential Decay" Model 

REAL B. KTEST, K, KO. SUM(4) 

INTEGER CRACK, TIME, CONSTK, CONSTE 

INTEGER Q 

C EXPONENTIAL DECAY MODEL OF THE WATER TEMPERATURE 

DO 130 TIME = 1, 10 

TT = TMAX*TIMFl0.  

C EQUATION FOR THE TEMPERATURE OF WATER 

TWATER(TIME) = TO + DT * (I-EXP(-BE*TT)) 

DO 130 CRACK i 1,5 

K=KO 

100 WSQ = BE*TH*THK 

TAU - K*TT/(TH*TH) 

DO 120N=1,4 

ALNQ = AL(N.Q) 

B = -DT*((2*SIN(ALNQ)/(ALNQ+(SIN(ALNQ))*(COS(ALNQ)))) 

I *(EXP(-(ALNQ**2*TAU))-EXP(-WSQ*TAU))I((ALNQ**2/WSQ)-1)) 

X =i ZQ(CRACKYTH 

SUM(N) = B * COS(ALNQ*(I -X)) 

120 CONTINUE 

C EQUATON FOR THE -QUARTER POINTS" TEMPERATURE VALUES 

TQ(CRACKTIME) = TWATER(TIME) - SUM(1) - SUM(2) - SUM(3) - SUM(4) 

C CONTROL FOR THE CONSTANT KAPPA OPTION 

IF (CONSTK.EQ. 1) GO TO 130 

C TEST FOR KAPPA ACCURACY AND CONTROL OF KAPPA OPTION 

KTEST = 1.030 - (5.97E-7)*((T(CRACKTIvE))**2) 

IF ((ABS(KTEST-K)) IE. 0.0001) GO TO 130 

K =KTEST 

GO TO 100 

130 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE SKIT 

C Calculate Stress and Temperature at Crack-Tip and Thermal Stress 

C Intensity Factor, SKIt 

REAL E(5,10), CC(5), I(5), IC(5) 

INTEGER CRACK, TIME 

INTEGER Q, CONSTE, CONSTK 

C DETERMIINE POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION OF TEMPERATURE PROFILE 

C CONVERT CLAD TIHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY TO INCH AND MINUTE UNITS 

CCOND = CCOND / (12.0*60.0) 

COND = COND /(12.0*60.0) 

DO 105 TIME - 1, 10 

TQI = TQ(I.TIME) 

TQ2 - TQ(2,TIME) 

TQ3 - TQ(3,TIME) 

TQ4 = TQ(4.TIME) 

TQ5 = TQ(5,TIME) 

Cl =TQI 

C2 = (-25*TQI+48*TQ2-36*TQ3+16*TQ4-3*TQS)/(3*TH) 

C3 = (35*TQI-104*TQ2+114*TQ3-56*TQ4+1 I *TQS)*(2.0/3.0*TH**(-2)) 

C4 = (-5*TQI+1 S*TQ2-24*TQ3+14*TQ4-3*TQS)*(16.03.0*TH**(-3)) 

C5 = (TQI-4*TQ2+6*TQ3-4*TQ4+TQ5)*(32.0/3.0*TH**(-4)) 

C CALCUATE TEMPRATURE AT THE CRACK TIPS 

DO 100 CRACK = 1, ICMAX 

T(CRACKTIME) = C1+C2*Z(CRACK)+C3*(Z(CRACK)**2) 

I -C4*(Z(CRACK)**3)+C5*(Z(CRACK)**4) 

100 CONTINUE 

IF (CTH .LE. 0.0) GO TO 105 

T(,TIME) = T(2,TIME) - (COND/CCOND)*(r(2,TIME)-T(ITME)) 

105 CONTINUE 

IF (CONSTE .EQ. 1) GO TO 120 

DO 10 TIME = 1, 10 

DO 110 CRACK = 1,5 

E(CRACKTIME) = 0.286+(5.400E-5 * (TQ(CRACK,TIMED))) 

1 -(2.600E-8 * (TQ(CRACK,TIME))**2) 

110 CONTINUE
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GO TO 140 

120 DO 130 TIME = 1.10 

DO 130 CRACK - 1, 5 

E(CRACK,TIME) - EDATA 

130 CONTINUE 

C DETERMIN POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION OF STRESS DIST 

140 DO 170 TIME - 1, 10 

DO 150 CRACK - 1, 5 

CC(CRACK) - E(CRACKTIMAE)*TQ(CRACK.TIIE 

150 CONTINUE 

Al =CCWI 

A2 - (-25*CC(1)48*CC(2)-36*CC(3)+16*CC(4)-3*CC(5)Yt3.0 

A3- (35*CC(1)d104*CCC)+1 14*CC(3)-56*CC(4)+1 1 *CC(5))*(2.0/3 0) 

A4 = (-5*CC(1)+18*CC(2)-24*CC(3)+14*CC(4)-3*CC(5))*(16.0I3.0) 

A5 - (CC(l)-4*CC(2)+6*CC(3)-4*CC(4)+CC(5))*(32.0I3.0) 

SIG) = AMf.0 + A3/3.0 + A414.0 + A5/5.0 

SIG2 =-A2 

SIG3 = -A3 

SIG4 = -A4 

IGS = -A5 

C CALCULATE STRESS AT CRACK TIPS 

DO 170 CRACK - 1. ICMAX 

X =Z(CRACK)/TH 

STRESS(CRACK,TIME) - SlGI + S102*X + SIG3*(X**2) 

I + SIG4*(X**3) + SIGS*(X**4) 

C CALCULATE INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS 

DO 160M= 1,5 

I(M = ZZ(M1) +X*ZZ(M,2)+ (X**2)*ZZQM.43)+ (X**3)*ZZ(M.4) 

IC(M) =ZZC(Mj)+X*ZZC(M2)4(X**2)*ZZC(MK3)+(X**3)*ZZC(MA) 

160 CONTINUE 

A = Z(CRACK) 

C EQUATION FOR THE THERMAL STRESS INTENSITY 

TK(CRACKTIE) - ((3.1416*A)**.5)*(SIGI 1(1) 

I +51G2*I(2)*X+SIG3*I(3)*X**2 

2 +SIG4*IK4)*X**3+SI050I(5)*X**4) 

TKC(CRACK,TilvE) =(3. 141 6A)**.5)*(SIO1 *IC(1)+SIG2*IC(2) 

I *X+51G3*IC(3)*X**2+5104*IC(4)*X**3+5105*IC(5)*X**4) 
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170 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE KICLAD 

C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES STRESSES AND STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS 

C DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF "CLADDING" ON THE I.D. SURFACE OF THE VESSEL 

INTEGER CRACK, TIME 

INTEGER CONSTE, CONSTK, Q 

REAL 10, 11 

DO 170 TIME- I, 10 

C CALCULATE STRESS DISTRIBUTION THROUGH VESSEL WALL 

C TEMP AT CLAD/BASE METAL INTERFACE 

TI = 0.5*(T(2,TIME) + T(3,TIME)) 

C TEMPERATURE AT THE VESSEL I.D.  

TO - T(,TIME) 

C STRESS-FREE TEMPERATURE 

TI= SFREET 

C CALCULATE STRESS DISTRIBUTION DUE TO CLAD K 
C SIGCI = STRESS IN CLAD AT VESSEL I.D.  

C SIGC2 = STRESS IN CLAD AT CLAD/BASE METAL INTERFACE 

C SIGBI = STRESS IN BASE METAL AT CLAD/BASE METAL INTERFACE 

C SIGB2 - STRESS IN BASE METAL AT VESSEL O.D.  

DELEA - CLADE*CALPHA*(I-ARATIO)/(I-CLADNU) 

C CALCULATE STRESS IN CLAD (KSI) 

SIGCI - DELEA* (TI - TO) 

SIGC2 = DELEA ( -TI) 

C CALCULATE FORCE DEVELOPED IN CLAD 

FCLAD = CTH*0.5*(SIGCI + SIGC2) 

C CALCULATE STRESSES IN BASE METAL (KSI) 

RO -RAD 

RI = RAD +CTH 

R2 =RAD+TH 

CONST = 1.0/((R2/RI) 2.0-1.0)*(RO-RI)/RI *DELEA 

I *(TI-O.5*(TO+TI)) 

SIGBI = CONST * (I + (R2/RI)**2.0)
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SIGB2 - CONST * 2.0 

C CALCULATE FORCE DEVELOPED IN BASE M[ETAL 

FBASE - (CTH-TH*0.S*(SIGBI+SIGB2) 

C ADJUST SIGB 1 AND'SIGB2 TO BALANCE FORCES FCLAD AND FBASE 

SIGINC - 0.5*(SIGBI-SIGB2) 

SIGAVE -0.5*(SIGBI+SIGB2)*FCLAD/FBASE 

SlOB 1 - SIGAVE + SIGINC 

SIGB2 - SIGAVE - SIGINC 

C CALCULATE CONSTANTS DESCRIB3ING STRESS DISTRIB3UTION 

C QI - SLOPE OF CLAD STRESS DISTR.  

QI - (SIGCI-SIGC2)/SIGC1/(CTHITH 

C P -SLOPE OF BASE METAL STRESS DISTR.  

P = (SIGB2-SIGB1Y/SIGCJC/ I((IH-CTHYMH 

C -R -INTERCEPT OF BASE METAL STRESS GRAD. AT VESSEL L.D.  

R-=-(SIOBMI/SIO - P*CTWFH) 

C CALCULATE STRESS AND KI DUE TO CLAD FOR ALL Z(CRACK'S, 

C KI AT THE L.D. SURFACE EQUALS ZERO (LE.,CRACKDEPTH = ZERO) 

SCLAD(1,TJME) - SIOCI 

CLADK(1,TIME) = 0.0 

C KIlIN CLAD NEAR CLAD/BASE METAL INTERFACE 

SCLAD(2,TDME) = SIGC2 

ALP = Z(2)/TH 

10 = 1. l22+0.9513*ALP-0.624*ALP**2.0+8.3306*ALP**3.0 

Il = 0.6825+0.3704*ALP-O.0832*ALP**2.O+2.8251 *ALP* $3.0 

CLADK(2,TIME) - SQRT(3. 14159*Z(2))*SIGC1 *(IO-QI*ALP*I1) 

C CALCULATE KI IN BASE M[ETAL 

XI= CTH/TH 

DO 170 CRACK = 3,35 

ALP - Z(CRACK)/T 

SCLAD(CRACKTIME) = (-R+ALP*P)*SIGCI 

10 - 1. 1 2240.9513*ALP-0.624*ALP**2.0+8.3306*ALP**3.0 

CLADK(CRACK,TIMvE) - SQRT(3. 14159*Z(CRACK))*SIGC1 *1.751938 

I *((IO-0.63662)*((1 .0+R)*ASINQUI/ALP)+ALP*((QI+R*P) 

2 *SQRT(1 QWXALP)**2.)-QI)-1 .570796*R)+(IO01 .0)*(((1 .0+R)-XYt.  

3 *(QI+R*P))*SQRT(1 .- (XALP)**2.)+ALPt2.0*(QI+R*P)*ASIN(XIIALP) 

4 -1 .0-0.7894*R*P*ALP)) 

170 CONTINUE 
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RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE FACMB (AAA, BBB, THH, FMA, FMB, FBA, FBB) 

C THIS SUBROUTINE CORRECTS FOR *FINITE LENGTH" SEMI-ELLIPTICAL FLAWS 

DIMENSION ZM(2,4), ZB(2,4), Z(2) 

DIMENSION X1(12), YM(12,4), YB(12,4), Y(4) 

DATA XI/O., .0125, .025, .0375, .05, .075,.l,.15,.2,.3,.4,5I 

DATA Y/.05, .25, .5, .8 / 

DATA YM/ 1.0,.99,.98,.96,.95,.91,.87,.80,.75,.66,.60,.55, 

1 1.0,.94,.88,.83,.80,.76,.73,.68,.63,.55,49,.44, 

2 1 .0,.88,.77,.69,.64,.59,.55,.49,.44,36,31,.27, 

3 1.0,.72,.56,.48,.43,.38,.35,.29,.24,. 18,.15,.131 

DATA YB/ i.0,98,97,.95,.94,.92,.89,85,.82,74,.66,.58, 

2 1., .93,.88,.84,.80,.75,.72,.67,.63,.57,.50,.43, 

2 1., .84,.71 ,.63,.57,.49,.45,.39,.35,.29,.23,.18, 

3 1., .69,.50,.38,.29,.20,.14,.08,.05,.02,-.01,-.041 

DATA Z/ 0.0, 0.5 / 

DATA ZM/.44,.55, .40,.48,.31,.31,.23,.17 I 

DATA ZB/.50, .62, .63, .67, .58, .50, .43,.32 I 

AOL = AAAI(2.0*BBB) 

AOT = AAAfTHH 

DO 100- I=1,3 

J=I 

IF(Y(I+1).GT.AOT) GO TO 110 

100 CONTINUE 

liONI =J 

N2 =J+l 

DO 1201= 1, 11 

J=I 

IF(XI(I+1).GT.AOL) GOTO 130 

120 CONTINUE 

130 MI =J 

M2 = J+l 

FACI = (AOL-XI(M1))/(Xl(M2)-XI(M1)) 

XXI = YM(MI ,N1)+FAC I *(YM(M2,NI)-YM(MI,N1))
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MU =YM(MIN2)+FACI*(YM(M2,N2)-YM(MI.N2)) 

FAC =(AOT-Y(NI)Y(Y(N2)-Y(Nl)) 

IF (AOT IT. 0.05 ) FAC 0.0 

F (AOT.GT. 0.80) FAC 1.0 

FMA = XXI + FAC*(XX2 - XXI 

XXI = YB(MINl) + FACI*(YB(tMNl)-YB(MINl)) 

xm -YB(miN2)+FACI*(YB(tMN2)-YB(MI.N2)) 

IFBA - XXI + FAC*(XM - XXI 

FAC I = AOL/0-5 

XXI -ZKI.Nl)+FACI*(U4C2,Nl)-ZM(INl)) 

)m =zm(iN2)+FACI*(ZM(2,N2)-ZM(l.N2)) 

FMB = XXI + FAC*(3M-XXI) 

XXI - ZB(INl) + FACI*(ZB(2,Nl)- ZB(INl)) 

XM = ZB(IN2) +FACI*(ZB<2.N2)- ZB(I.N2)) 

FBB - XXI + FAC*(XM -XXI) 

RETURN 

END
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Appendix 0, 'Fracur Toughness Requircmencs,' to 10 CFR Part 50, 'Domestic Licensing of Production and 
Utilization Facilities,' requires, in part, that the reactor vessel bcltline materials '... must have Charpy upper-shelf energy 
of no less than 75 ft-lb (102J) initia"ly and must maintain uppcer-shelf energy throughout the life of the vessel of no less than 
50 ft-lb (68J). unless it is demonstrated in a manner approved by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, that 
lower values of upper-shcfenergy will provide margins of safety against fracture equivalent to those required by Appendix 
ofothe ASME Code." This Regulatoxy Guide 1.161, 'Evaluation of Reactor Prcssure Vessels with Charpy Upper-Shelf 

Ener-y Less Than 50 ft-lb,' has been developed to provide acceptance criteria and analysis methods acceptable to the NRC 
staff for demonstrating margins equivalent to those in Appendix 0 to Section III of the ASME Code.  

Publication ofrgulatcry guidance was undertaken because no comprehensive guidance currently exists, and there are 
reactors, both pressurized water reactors and boiling water reactors, with upper-shelf energy that is projected to fall below 
the 50 ft-lb regulatory limit before the end of the current license period. Withut comprehensive regulatory guidance. each 
affected licensee will have to submit a plant-specific analysis, including acceptance criteria and evaluation methods, and the 
staffwill have to evaluate each submittal without the benefit of staed acceptance criteria and approved evaluation methods.  

2. OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this guide is to provide acceptance criteria and evaluation methods acceptable to the NRC staff for 
demonstrating margins equivalent to those in Appendix 0 to Section MI of the ASME Code for those beltline materials 
whose Charpy upper-shelf energy falls below the regulatory limit provided in Appendix 0 to 10 CFR Part 50.  

3. ALTERNATIVES 

Two alternatives to issuing evaluation procedures for pressure vessels with Charpy upper-shelf energy less than 50 
ft-lb were considered: (1) endorse actions being implemented by Section X[ of the ASME Code and (2) take no action.  

3.1 Endone ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix K 

The ASME, in Section X)M has published Appendix K' that provides acceptance criteria and evaluation procedures 
for pressure vessels with Charpy upper-shclf energy less than 50 ft-lb. However, the Appendix K evaluation procedures 
curently address only Service Levels A and B, and no guidance on specific materials properties is provided. It is important 
that all four service levels be considered in the evaluations, and it is important that specific guidance on estimating material 
properties be provided. Given the ASME codification process, and the process whereby the NRC endorses ASME 
appendices and code cases, the time delay in obtaining suitable guidance would be excessive. At present, the ASME's 
Appendix K does not provide complete guidance. As discussed above, Appendix K does not provide information on the 
selection of transients, and it gives very little detail on the selection of material properties. As such, a request for revision 
of Appendix K to Section XM of the ASME Code will have to be made.  

3.2 Take No Action 

As discussed in SECY-93-048,2 'Status of Reactor Pressure Vessel Issues Including Compliance With 10 CFR Part 
50, Appendices 0 and IV, using the NRC staffs generic criteria for estimating Charpy upper-shelf energy, there are currently 
15 plants that would have calculated upper-shelf energy less than 50 ft-lb and 3 others that would haveuppcr-shelf energy 
below 50 ft-lb before the end of their operating licenses. Appendix 0 to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that licensees submit 

,A.npdxK emously, Code Caw N-•S 12), "Asesment cef tor Vessels with low Upper ShelfCmpy kmpact Er"y ls,' Amrica Society 
of Mechanical Engineers, Section Xn 1993.  

2 Jcmes MK Taylor, Executive Director for Opcrat, SECY-93-04, Policy Issue (Infamtloo) for the Connissionae, USNRC Fchuay 25, 199.  
ics am~ ava'lable fr"or m eorpying f a fee =fr9= NRC Public Document Room at 2120 L Sret NW., Washington, DC; 1he PDR's maiing 

address is Mail Stop LL.6, Washgto. DC 20555; telephone (202)634-3273; fax (202)634-3343.  
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analyses to demonstrate margins equivalent to those in Appendix G to Section MI of the ASME Code 3 years before the 
upper-shelf energy of any beitline materials falls below 50 ft-lb. Therefore, taking no action is not a viable alternative.  

4. COSTS AND BENEFITS OF ALTERNATIVES 

The cost and benefits of the two alternatives discussed above are presented here.  

4.1 Endorse Appendix K to ASME Code Section XI 

The acceptance criteria proposed in Appendix K to ASME Section XI are identical to those proposed in this regulatory 
guide. The regulatory guide analysis procedures for Service Levels A and B were taken from Appendix K. However, the 
guide provides procedures applicable to Service Levels C and D. The regulatory guide provides specific guidance on 
appropriate material properties and on selection of transients for consideration, whereas Appendix K does not provide these 
procedures and guidance. Without this guidance, each affected licensee would have to develop appropriate procedures for 
Service Levels C and D, justify the choice of transients, and develop plant-specific material properties.  

It is estimated that without the guidance of this regulatory guide, developing plant-specific procedutes and material 
Upopties and applying them to check and report the analysis results would require an additional 6 staff-months (1040 hours) 

for each affected licensee. Assuming that half of the affected licensees either belong to owners! groups or could make use 
ofcoimon data, the total additional burden on the licensees that would be incurred by plant-specific analyses is estimated 
as 9 plants x 6 staff-months per plant, or 54 staff-months (9360 hours).  

In addition to the increased burden on the licensees, it is estimated that an additional 1.5 NRC staff-month would be 
required to review each plant-specific submittal. Thus, the total increased burden on the NRC staff assuming that half of 
the affected plants can be grouped, is estimated to be 9 plants x 1.5 staff-month per plant, or 13.5 staff-months (2340 hours).  
This estimate assumes that there would be only minor discussions with the licensees.  

4.2 Take No Action 

As discussed in Section 3.2 above, taking no action is judged to be a nonviable alternative.  

5. DECISION RATIONALE K 

It is rehmnded tat the reglatory guide be issued because it would offer a comprehensive set of acceptance criteria, 
evaluation procedures, and material properties that can be used to perform the analyses required under Appendix 0 to 10 
CFR Part 50 for those pressum vessels that have Charpy upper-shelf energy of any beltline material that falls below 50 ft-lb.  
Issuing the regulatory guide is recommended over the alternative of endorsing Appendix K to ASME Section XI because 
Appendix K does not currently include (1) analysis procedures for Service Levels C and D, (2) guidance on selecting the 
transients for evaluation, or (3) details on tempesture-dependent material properties. Further, it is estimated that preparing 
plant-specific analyses that include the procedures and data that are not addressed in Appendix K would require 
approximately 54 staff-months of effort for the industry and approximately 9 staff-months for the NRC to review the 
additional information.  

The NRC staff considered the possibility of worling with the ASME Code Section XI working group to modify 
Appendix K to include the missing procedures and data. However, given the number of plants that could need the guidance 
in the near term, and given the ASME codification process and the NRC's process for endorsing ASME documents, the time 
needed to modify and endorse Appendix K was judged to be excessive,.  

The efficacy cdw procedures in the regulatory guide was demonstrated by generic bounding calculations3 performed 
by the NRC staff in preparing SECY-93-048. These calculations demonstrated that the requirement in Appendix 0 to 
10 CFR Part 50 to demonstrate margins equivalent to those in Appendix O to Section Ill to the ASME Code could be 
satisfied for materials with Charpy upper-shelf energy less than 50 ft-lb for all the generic vessel geometries and material 
combinations considered.  

3 Charles Z. Seapan. Jr., NRC, Memorandum to Jack Stunider, NRC, January 15, 1993, "Generic Bounding Analyses for Evaluation of Low Charpy 
UperýME .ffeon Safety Margi Against Fracture of RPV Beltine Plate and Weld Materials', Charles Z. Serpan Jr.. NRC. Memorandum 
to Jack Strmider, NRC, Fdxuay s, 1993, "Additional hrmation Regarding Results of Generic Bounding Analyses for Evaluation of Pressure Vessels 
Fabrcated Using Low ChaW Uppr-Shelf Energy Materials." Copies are available for inspection or copying for a fee firom the NRC Public Document 
Room at 2120 L Street NW., Washington, DQ, the PDR's mailing a is Mail Stop .L6. Washington. DC 20555; telepo (202)634-3273; fax 
(202)634-3343.
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The regulatory guide acce-,.snce criteria were taken directly from the ASME efforts. The criteria were developed by 
the ASME Code Section XI working group over an I I-year period and represent the collective judgment of a body of 
cxerts representing the NRC stafl research contractors, nuclear utilities, nuclear power plant vendors, consultants, and 

S academia. Similarly, the evaluation procedures for Service Levels A and B were developed by this group. The procedures 
in the regulatory guide for Service Levels A and B are essentially identical to those in Appendix K to ASME Section 3.  
Thus, the aoceptance criteria and die evaluation procedures for thc service levels that generally control the analyses are based 
on the consensus technical 6pinion of a large group of technical cxpes and were developed over an extended period.  

The evaluation procedures for Service Levels C and D were developed by the staff and build on the procedures for 
Service Levels A and B. As part of a continuing effort by die ASME Section XI working group, the NRC staff has compared 
1he regulatory guide procedures to odr procedures that are being developed by various organizaticns. The comparison was 
very favorbl; with the procedures proposed in the regulatory guide predicting lower acceptable Charpy upper-shelf energy 
values than would be predicted by the other procedures, which were less rigorous and, consequently, more conservative.  

The procedures for transient selection are based on procedures that have already been endorsed by the star 
Alternatively, generic bounding transients can be used ifjustified.  

The guidance on material properties is based on a state-of-the-art statistical evaluation of all available fracture 
touglmess data. A broad range of alternatives is offered in the regulatory guide so that methods acceptable to the staff arc 
offered for virtually every siuation and combination of circumstances.  

The regulatory guidc provides timely, cost-effectivc guidance that is based on the consensus of a lar group of 
tecdincal experts represnting divers• badcgmrmds and nerecst The specific guidance is comprehensive and would provide 
an effective and definitive approach to performing equivalent margin anaiyscs.  
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Mr. John T. Conway 
Executive Director 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 
Congress of the United States 

Dear Mr. Conway: 

Enclosed for the information of the Joint Committee on Atomic 
Energy are tentative lI~upplementary Regulatory Criteria for 
ASME Code-Constructed NUclear Pressure ,Vessels" dated August 14, 
1967. These criteri a ha v~ been. developed by the AEC t S 'Regulatory 
Staff wi th the cooperat1on of the .:Commission I s Reactor Develop
ment and Technology Staff and nati-onal lis.boratories. The Regu
latory St-aff also worked closely, with the ACRS in the development 
of the criteria, and they reflect ACRS review and comment. The 
criteria are an organized tabulation of requirements above those 
specified by the present ASHE Nuclear Pressure Vessel Code wnich 
are now being imposed on a case-by-case basis by the ACRS and the 
Regulat.ory Staff, or which we think ;sho~hl be ·.iiDposed for fu,ture 
cases. Th~_,~_e.fJ~c_t .t~JL.!i.Qnsi.deral:il.te/o.egree' current practl,ce in 
design, f'abrica.t.ion, a!\~ _A~~p'~cti~~?ff"_~!..t.tspYJ;".e y~ssels fqr water
cooled power reactors, but are cO]lsidered'to be,gerieral-ly appli'-
cable to pressure ves~els :f?E.:5.Eit~:s..~~T!;f.€~C'tb~~:~~ well'; " 

. ' ~ 

Over the past several months, i nd~stry -eode gto~ps". have :made 
considerable progress in upgrading eXist,i,ng codes 'l'Snd.starida]:ds· 
applicable to nuclear pressure vessels~\ and they are actively: 
considering further steps in this direction. ·We are' making:' these' 
cri teria available to these gro'tips an~, to ot~ers' ~ n the. n,i..l<;lear 
industry since they.may be useful in these. efforts_.'; "p~nding 
further deve lopment ~ the 'su pp1 ementary cd teria wi-! 1.'prov,~.de
interim guidance to the nuclear industry concerning ABC regu
latory requirements. 
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Mr. John T. Cqnway 2 

~ 
A cop'y of the, public announe~ent to acconipanythe'\s~pplementary 
erit'eria when' ,released also ·is enclosed. "!:,;,' 

',1''1'' 

Sincerely your$,,' . " 

''-,L. Price \ "/~':, 
Dir,eetor of Reg~lation 

.Enclosures: • '. ' 
1. "Supplementary Regulatory Critkr~a,.,: 
'. for ASME Code'w.Constructed ~clear' ,:':'\. 
',: \., Pressure V~s~~~{~;,n August 14, ~967 
2. Pre~s Release' . 
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,ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATORY CRITERIA 
FOR ASME CODE·CONSTRUCTED NUCLEAR PRESSURE VESSELS* 

INTRODUCTION 

'GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
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§ L.ll 
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* References to the "Code," "Code Paragraphs," or "Code Appendix" relate to' 
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, Rules for Construction 
of Nuclear Vessels, 1965 Edition, and the published addenda. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear pressure vessels are among those components of reactor 

facilities which are essential to the prevention of accidents which could 

affect the public health and safety. In accordance with Criterion 1 of 

the proposed General Design Crite~ia for Nuclear Power Plant Construction 

Permits, which were published in the FederaL Register (32 FR 10213) on 

J~ly 11, 1967, these components must be designed and fabricated to quality 

standards reflecting the importance of the safety function which they 

perform. 
r 

For this· reason, it has been the practice of the Commission to require 

, . 

on a case-by-case basis that nuclear pressure vessels be designed, fabricated,. 

and inspected to quality standards which supplement those presently specified 

by industry codes. To formalize these requirements, the AEC's regulatory 

staff with the cooperation of the Commission's Reactor Development and 

Technology staff and national laboratories has developed a list of supple-

mentary criteria for ASME Code-Constructed Nuclear Pressure Vessels. The 

regulatory staff has worked closely with the ACRS in the development of the 

criteria, and they reflect ACRS review and comment. Their purpose is to 

help assure that pressure vessels of licensed nuclear power reactors are 

built to the highest quality standards practicable. They reflect to a 

considerable degree current practice for pressure vessels of water-cooled 

power reactors, but are considered to be generally applicable to pressure 

vessels of other power reactors as well. 
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As a matter of convenience, 'each of the criteria has been related to 

a' particular paragraph or part of the ASME Nuclear Vessel Code (1965) and 

published addenda, since this Code is usually specified for pressure 

'vessels of nuclear power reactors by applicants for ABC construction permits. 

However, some of the criteria have been derived from other industry standards 

and specifications, such as those of the American Society of Testing Materials 

and the Society for Nondestructive Testing. In addition, in some instances 

II 
I 

I 

the'criteria include,matters which are beyond the scope of present industry I, 

codes. These matters are of significance to the safety objectives and 10n8-
\ 

term reliability required for pressure vessels of nuclear power reactors. 

Over the past several months~ industry code groups have made considerable 

progress in upgrading existing codes and standards applicable to nuclear com-

ponents, and they are actively considering further steps in this direction. 

These criteria may be useful to these groups in their efforts. Pending 

furth«:;:r development, the supplementary criteria are expected to be useful 

to pressure vessel designers and manufacturers and to others in the nuclear 

industry as interim guidance concerning AEC regulatory requirements for 

nuclear pressure vessels. 

( 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

§ 1.10 Classification of Nuclear Vessels. Pressure vessels, in the reactor ., 

,coolant system of pressurized water reactor-(PWR) and boiling water reactor 

(BWR) plants shall be classified as follows: 

PWR Plants 

Reactor Vessel. 

Steam Generators (shell and tube side) 

Pressurizer 

Pressurizer Relief Vessel (or Quench Tank) 

Regenerative or Excess Letdown Heat Exchangers' 
(Chemical and Volume Control System) 

Letdown Coolers 
(High Pressure Injection and Purification System 
or Chemical and Volume Control System) 

Drain Coolers 
(Chemical and Volume Control System) 

Reactor Coolant Purification Dernineralizers 

Reactor Residual Heat Removal or Shutdown Cooling 
. Exchangers 

Radioactive Waste Disposal System Vessels 
(Subject to pressures greater than would prevail 
if vented to atmosphere) 

SiNH Plants 

Reactor Vessel 

Regenerative Heat Exchangers (Primary System) 

Class A 

Class A 

Class A 

*Class C' 

Class A 

Class A 

""Class C' 

*Class C' 

*Class C' 

*Cla5s C' 

Class A 

Class A 

~'<Class C I requi res compl iance wi th rules of Subsection C. of the Code for 
,Class C vessels and the supplemental requirements of Code paragraph N-2113. 
'Class C' vessels may be optionally reclassified as Class A vessels. 

/ 
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Reactor Coolant Purification Demineralizers 

Shutdown - Containment Spray Heat Exchangers 
(Reactor Shutdown Cooling System) 

Radioactive Waste Control System Vessels 
(Subject to pressures greater than would prevail if 

, vented to atmosphere) 

These requirements supplement Code paragraph N-130. 

""Class C· 

*Class C' 

*Class C' 

Explanation - The quality of Code-constructed pressure vessels 
is dependent upon ~he classification selected (i.e., Class A or 
Class C'), Selection of appropriate vessel classification 
requires consideration of the operating conditions to which the 
vessel will be exposed and the nature of the safety fUnctions 
which it will be required to perform to protect the public 
health and safety. 

Code rules which would assure appropriate and consistent classi
fications of all vessels in nuclear power plants have not been 
developeo. This criterion classifies the principal nuclear 
vessels whose performance during their service lifetime is 
essential to the protection of public health and safety. 

§l.ll Conditions for Design. For pressure vessels classified as Class A or 

Class '(. under § 1.10, the Design SpeCification shall set forth the condi tions 

for vessel design associated with: 

(a) Normal Operating Conditions - Conditions to which the vessel will 

be exposed during normal operation of the facility (e.g., for a reactor 

~essel, the conditions include criticality, warmup, cooldown, operation from 

partial power level up to and including the anticipated maximum overpower 

leyel, and the expected tranSients in changing from one normal condition to 

another). 

off 

Class C' requires compliance with rules of Subsection C of the Code for 
Class C vessels and the supplemental requirements of Code paragraph N-21l3. 
Class C' vessels may be optionally reclassified as Class A vessels. 

:i: 
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(b). Abnormal Conditions - Conditions not expected during normal 

service but to which the vessel will be exposed as a result of equipment 

failures, operating personnel errors~ system load disturbance, or postulated 

malfunctions of components (e.g., for a reactor vessel, these conditions 

include (1) reactivity excursions due to inadvertent control rod withdrawal, 

program ?rror, or component malfunction, etc., (2) interruption or partial 

loss of core coolant flow, (3) depressurization by, active elements (e.g., 

relief valves), (4) malfunctions or failures in the steam or power conver-

sion system, (5) reactor··turbine load mismatch or turbine trip). 

(c) Fauit Conditions - Conditions associated witn extremely low 

probability ,events but which the vessel must be designed to withstand with-

out loss of integrity because of their potentially serious ,consequences, 

(e.g., for reactor vessels, the fault conditions include those postulated 

accidents which may· transmi.t undue static or dynami c loadings and, blowdown I 

- forces onto the vessel, such as a major rupture of a reactor coolant system 

component (or in associated systems) or ejection or drop of rna xi mum worth 

control rod). 

(d) Environmental Conditions - Natural or Service environmental condi-

tions which when considered in conjunct'ion with (8), (b), and (c) above may 

influence vessel design (e.g.~ for reactor vessels, the environmental con-

ditions include those aSSOCiated with service environments and natural 

phenomena such as (1) instability of vessel materials which may develop 
i. 
during service such as strain-aging, temper embr1ttlement, hydrogen embrittle- .. 

ment, etc., (2) anticipated changes in mechanical properties of the vessel 
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material from irradiation exposures during service lifetime, (3) mechanical 

and hydraulic shock or vibratory for~es transmitted to the vessel from 

postulated component malfunctions and faults originating in system com-

pODants or from coolant flow-induced effects, and (4) seismic ground 

accelerations which have an expectancy of occurring in the vicinity of or 

at the plant site). 

(e) Cyclic Conditions - For each pressure, thermal, and mechanical 

transient which a vessel may be subjected to under the conditions of (a), 

(b), (c), and (d), the cyclic conditions and their expected Dumber of 

occurrences over the design service life of the vessel shall be specified 

. in the DeSign Specification. The transients conSidered shall include both 

preoperational and such other hydrostatic or pressure tests wlijch the vessel 

~y be subjected to during its design life, whether imposed on the vessel 

alone or on the system of which it is a part. Transients associated with 

safety actions as imposed by the operations_of engineered safeguard systems 

shall be included. 

The number of cycles specified for each transient shall be conservatively 

.estimated and shall be conSidered as the limit of occurrences permitted during 

the vessel's service life. The design cycles shall be specified in sufficient 

detail to enable the .plant operator to identify and log the service cycles 

d~ring plant operation over the vessel's service life. 

These requirements supplement Code paragraph N-141. 

Explanat!~ - Because the safety functions aSSOCiated with the 
reactor coolant systems must not only be reliably performed under 
normal operating 'conditions but also under abnormal situBtions, 

/ 
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postulated 'design basis accidents, and environmental forces, 
the ucondi tions of design" for nuclear vessels must take into 
account all these conditions if safety r 7quirements are to be 
met. 

To meet this objective, Code-constructed nuclear vessels must 
be designed to withstand without impairment of their structural 
integrity the conditions identified in this criterion in addi
tion to the conditions specified by Code rules. 

§1.12 Certification of Stress Reeort. 

(a) In addition to Code-required certification. the registered Profes-

sional Engineer(s) certifying the Design Specification shall review, or cause 

to be reviewed by engineers responsible to him. the Stress Report prepared by 

the vessel manufacturer and shall certify that the conditions of design speci-

fied in the Design Specification have been correctly interpreted and applied, 

in the Stress Report. This certification shall be appended to the Stress 

Report with the Code-required certification. 

(b) In addition to certification of the Stress Report by the vessel 

manufacturer or its design agent, the vessel owner or its agent shall prOVide, 

or cause to be provided, an independent review of the Str~ss Report by a 

registered Professional Engineer(s) competent in the field of pressure vessel 

stress analyses who shall certify with respect to: 

(1) The applicability of the analytical methods empl~yed as related to 

the conditions of design and design configurations. 

(2) The acceptability of the assumptions, loading combinations, boundary 

conditions, and mechanical properties of materials as applied in the analyses 

for the service conditions specified in the Design Specification. 

.1 
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(3) The extent of design agreement with similar analyses for com-

ponents of comparable vessels with similar service conditions. 

The certification shall be appended to the Stress Report with the Code-

requi~ed certification. 

These requirements supplement Code paragraphs N-l41 and N-l42. 

Explanation - To provide assurance that the design of a nuclear 
vessel satisfies the safety requirements applied to the nuclear 
power plant, the Code-required Stress Report which documents the 
vessel stress analyses must reliably reflect the correct applica
ti on of the "condi t ions of desi gn r : as spec if i ed in the vessell s 

'Design Specifications. It is incumbent upon the engineers 
responsible for preparation of the Design Specifications to 
verify the application and interpretation of the conditions of 
design as employed in the Stress Report. 

In addition, to maintain the high quality standard in nuclear 
vessel design, the Stress Report must be subjected to an inde
pendent review if its adequacy in meeting the vessel's safety 
requirements is to be assured. 

§l.l3 Conditions with Unspecified Design Rules. Stress analyses shall be 

, made for ~onditions for which design rules are not specified in the Code 

(e.g., mechanical shock, vibration effects, and dynamiC loads), These 

stress analyses, including the design criteria, shall be.-identified in the 

Stress Report together with the bases upon which the structural capability 

of the vessel to withstand these vessel loadings are established. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N-l42. 

Explanation - Nuclear vessels are subject to unusual conditions 
which impose mechanical shock, vibrations, or dynamic loads for 
which Code design rules are not available. Since the long-term 
reliability and safety of nuclear vessels may be influenced by 
the loadings imposed under these conditions, the vessel deSigner 
must establish ·conservative design cri teria and perform appropri"ate 
stress analyses. 

.! 
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§.1.14 Vessel Owner's ResPQnsibility for Inspection. For Class A vessels, in 

addition to the Code-required inspections it shall be the responsibility of 

the vessel owner or its agent to employ and maintain one or more qualified 

owner's representatives at the vessel manufacturer's plant on a continuing 

basis during the course of vessel manufacture, and in the field during 

installation, to make or witness those inspections and review and verify 

those reports which are essential to assure that vessel construction is in 

. accord with the requirements of the Design Specifications, material speci-

t'ication, approved fabrication drawings, am':: inspection and testing procedures, 

as implemented by the vessel manufacturer's quality assurance program. 

The vessel manufacturer shall permit access for surveillance by the 

,vessel owner's authorized representatives to any place where vessel design, 

material manufactur,e and storage, vessel fabrication, assembly, inspection; 

and testing are performed. 

The vessel owner or its agent shall review the quality assurance program 

of the vessel manufacturer, and shall, if necessary, impose speci fi c addi-

tional requirements to assure itself that adequate quality in manufacture 

will be attained. 

The inspections shall not be conSidered complete until the vessel is 

f~lly installed (or erected), including all internals and.piping connections 

at·the installation Site, and subjected to the final preoperational hydro-

'. 
static test of the reactor coolant system of which it is a part. 

Such inspections shall not relieve the vessel manufacturer of the 

! 
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responsibility for the structural integrity of the vessel to the extent 

prescribed by the Code and with which it must certify compliance. 

These requirements supplement Code paragraph N-143. 

Explanation - The most important contribution to assurance 
of attainment of the quality standard of nuclear vessels is 
the establishment and continued enforcement of all rules and 
requirements of design, materials, fabrication, inspection, 
and testing prescribed to achieve the intended final quality 
of the finished vessel. 

,Since the ultimate responsibility for the safe and reliable 
operation of nuclear power plants rests with the vessel owner, 
it is incumbent upon the vessel owner to assure himself that all 
procedures and practices in the course of vessel manufacture 
are being competently perf~rmed without deviations from acceptance 
standards. 

§ 1.15 Manu(.E1cturer r s Responsi bili ty for QusH ty Assurance. For Class A 

vessels, the manufacturer shall have a quality assurance program, including 

an adequate administrative and technical support organization. 

The quality assurance program shall embrace all phases of manufacturing 

to assure a high level of quality throughout all areas of performance: 

deSign, development~ materials, fabrication> proceSSing, assembly~ inspection, 

test, equipment maintenance. and handling for sh"iprnent. The program shall 

include the Code requirements specified in Appendix IX - Section IX - 200 -

Quality Control System Requirements. 

The vessel manufacturer shall make readily available to the vessel owner 

or its agent the written procedures and records of its quality assurance 

program as evidence of conformance with specified quality standards. 

ThiS requirement supplements Code paragraph N-144. 

I 
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Explanation - Quality assurance in the manufacture of nuclear 
vessels must be extended to all facets of performance if the 
intended high level of quality 1s to be achieved.in ~he finished 
vessel. 

Such assurance must, of nece~sitYt include the conduct by the 
vessel manufacturer of a program which verifies the appropriate-

, ness of the vessel design, the adequacy and approval of the 
stress analyses, the properties and soundness of the vessel's 
materials, the procedures for each fabrication operation, the 
monitoring of each fabrication step, the resolution of manu
facturing deviations, and the competency of the performance of 
all inspect jon and testing p,ractices. 

Evidence of such conformance is a prerequisite in determining 
the acceptability of the fabricated vessel and provides the 
required measure of assurance of the quality and safety of 

, nuclear vessels. 

'§l.l6 Vessel Fabrication Report. The vessel manufacturer shall prepare a 

Vessel Fabrication Report within six months of completion of fabrication of 

n Class A vessel. The report' shall be certified by the" vessel manufacturer 

with respect to the accuracy of the contained information after an audit 

p'erformed by the vessel owner's representatives present during the course 

of vessel manufacture. The report shall be made available to the vess~l 

owner who shall assume the responSibility of maintaining the report on 

file for the period of the vessel's service life. The Vessel Fabrication 

Report shall include, at least, the following: 

(a) Mill test reports of all materials within the vessel's pressure 

boundary, including the heat treatment data and the Charpy impact test 

results of the material test coupons. 

I 
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(b) The written weld,procedure qualifications, including the results 

of mechanical properties tests, Charpy impact tests, and metallurgical examina~ 

tions performed on test specimens and weld .materials. 

(c) The written nondestructive examination procedures, including any 

additional requirements and acceptance criteria beyond those specified in 

the Code. 

(d) Material and weld joint repairs and postweld heat treatments per-

. formed in the course of manufacture accompanied by identification and ,location 

of such repairs On the vessel drawings. 

(e) All 'manufacturing deviations, which occurred during any phase'of 

,fabrication, and the corrective actions or disposi tions taken, as approved 

by the vessel owner or its agent. 

(f) A detail record of findings from all final nondestructive examina-

tions (radiographic, magnetic particle, liquid penetrant, and ultrasonics) 

performed on the vessel or vessel components. For vessel components not 

accessible during the final vessel examination, the record of the last 

examination performed at an earlier stage shall be included •. The records 
, 

shall be adequate to serve as a reference examination for comparison with 

future examinations as may be required during the service life of the vessel. 

(g) Vessel flange bolt tightening procedures and preloads and bolt 

elongation measurements taken during assembly at the manufacturer's plant, 

which are required for bolting operations during the service life of the 

vessel. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N-144. 

I~ 
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Explanation - In recognition of the long-term reliability and 
safety' expected of nuclear vessels, examinations of these 
vessels at p'eriod1c intervals during its servige life may be 
required. To enable a meaningful assessment of the structural 
i ntegri ty of the vessel followi ng such' examinations, a fabri
cation history of the vessel is essential to evaluate any' 
unexpected structural deterioration or damage sustained in 
service. 
. , 

, The Vessel Fabrication Report serves as a reference upon which 
the adequacy of the vessel for continued service may be assessed 
by comparison with the records of the examinations performed 
during the vessel manufacture •. 

§1.17 Boundary Between Vessel and Piping. The control rod housings of a 

reactor vessel shall be considered as extensions of the vessel's pressure-

retaining boundary and the rules of Subsection A of the Code shall apply to 

that portion of control rod housings which are exposed or may be exposed to 

the reactor coolant pressure. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N-150. 

Explanation - Control rod systems of reactor vessels constitute 
a group of appurtenances directly connected to the reactor 
vessel. The safety and reliability of the control rod housing 
in service are of paramount importance to the safe operation of 
the reactor vessel. It is, therefore, essential that the standard 
of quality of the reactor vessel be extended to the control rod 
hOUSings. 

•• 

I 
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MATERIALS 

§1.20 Vessel Material Property Improvement. For Class A vessels, the material 

specifications of ferritic materials of any product form (wrought or cast) to 

be used in the pressure-retaining boundary shall require aluminum killing and 

'.vacuum degassing treatment in manufacture, or other treatments producing com-

parable material property improvement. 

For reactor vessel rerritic materials which are intended to directly 

surround the reactor core where the neutron fluence is above 10
17 

nvt (E of 
. n 

1 Mev or above), the material specification shail limit the phosphorous 

content to 0.012 percent maximum and the sulfur content to 0.015 percent 

,maximum for both ladle and check analysis. 

I § 1. 21 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N-310. 

Explanation - The reliance placed upon the materials of con
struction of nuclear vessels to retain their physical and 
mechanical properties over long intervals of service without 
jeopardy to the vessel's structural integrity demands the 
selection of high quality materials in vessel manufacture. 

To attain the level of quality expected of nuclear vesset. 
it is essential to require manufacturing practices which 
produce cleaner steels with improved metal fatigue properties 
~nd less susceptibility to the detrimental effects of strain
aging and material embrittlement under service conditions. 
Improvements in material quality are achieved by the appli
cation of vacuum degassing processes employed during material 
manufacture as well as by more rigid controls of the 
chemical composition than applied to materials for nonnuclear 
applications. 

Material Test CouEons. 
: 

Material test specimens shall be taken from 

, the end of each mi 11 rolled plate which represents the top end of the ingot. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N-313.4(a). 

,j 
! 
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Explanation - .In large ingots intended for components of nuclear 
vessels, material properties vary substantially. To assure the 
selection of vessel' materials throughout the vessel plates which 
meet the minimum material specification properties, it is 
essential to remove specimens from those areas of steel plates 
representative of the poorest quality of the ingot for the 
purpose of verifyi~ their physical and mechanical properties. 

§l.22 Nondestructive Examination of Reactor Vessel Plates. 

(1) Ultrasonic Examination - In addition to the inspection employing 

-the straight beam technique, all plates for reactor vessels shall be ultra-

o sonically inspected over 100% of the plate surfaces using a 45 angle beam 

or shear wave technique, both longitudinally and transversely to the major 

• plate rolling direction. 

The examinations shall be performed on '..:he shell courses and head 

segments of the vessel after final forming operations and, any heat treatment 

employed directly upon completion of forming but prior to welding of the 

shell courses or head segments. Vessel plates subject to an accelerated 

c?oling phase of the heat treatment to enhance properties shall be ultra-

sonically examined after accelerated cooling. 

(2) Test Surface for Angle Beam Test - The test surface shall contain 

a machined calibration ,notch with a 60
0 included angle, whose depth is equal 

to 2% of the plate thi ckness and whose length is between l/21t and 3/4". The 

test surface shall not be part of the vessel preSSure boundary nor closer 

than 2ff to any edge. 

(3) Acceptance Standard for Angle Beam Test - Any ultrasonic indica-. 
tion equal to or exceeding that obtained from the calibration notch shall be 
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cause for rejection or repair in accordance with requirements of the Code 

and criterion §1.23., 

These requirements supplement Code paragraph N-321.1. 

Explanation - The manufacturing difficulties in maintaining steel 
quality generally increase with the plate thicknesses. The use of 
heavy steel plate thicknesses in nuclear reactor vessels introduces 
the need to verify the quality of these plates prior to vessel 
fabrication. The technique of nondestructive examination of the 
materials provides the means for locating ,significant and 
unacceptable manufacturing defects. 

Because of the importance of the safety functions associated with 
the reactor vessels in nuclear power plants, it is essential to 
adopt examination techn1ques for vessel materials which will assure 
elimination of defective materials. 

Defects can be introduced in vessel steel plates both during their 
manufacture and during vessel fabrication processes such as forming 
and heat treatment. Examinations ~hich follow these processes are 
more likely to reveal unacceptable flaws. 

fi.23 Nondestructive Examination and Repairs of Materials. Areas repaired 

by welding in materials intended for Class A vessels shall be radiographically 

examined following the postweld heat treatment. Such welds shall meet the 

acceptance standard applied to vessel welds in accordance with Code rules 

and as supplemented by criterion §1.51. 

The welding procedure and the welders Or welding operators employed by 

the manufacturer of ,materials (in any product form) in making weld repairs 

_ shall be qualified in accordance with Section IX of the Code and meet the 

following applicable requirements of Section III of the Code with respect 

to: 

1) N-320 - Nondestructive Examination 'and Repairs of Material; 

I 
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2) N-S20 - Welding Processes, Weld Qualifications and Records, and 

PrecButions for Welding; 

3) N-S30 - Preheating and Postweld Heat Treatment; 

4) N-620 - Inspection of Welding and Acceptance Standards; and 

5) Appendix IX - Quality Control and Nondestructive Examination Methods. 

The-material manufacturer shall make available to the vessel owner or its 

agent, upon request, records of the written welding qualification procedures 

used in making repairs, repair procedures, extent of repairs, results of non-

destructive examinations, and certification of compliance with the applicable 

rules of Section III of the Code. 

These requirements supplement Code paragraphs N-321.2, N-322.4, N-323.S. 

"and N-324.9. 

Explanation - In order not to degrade the high quality of the 
finished vessel, it is essential that nondestructive examina
tion requirements and acceptance standards for material repairs 
be equal to those required for welding of the fabricated vessel. 

§1.24 Examination of Reactor Vessel Bolts. Nondestructive examinations of 

the bolts for reactor vessel "flange closure shall be per'formed on the finished 

component after completion of threading operation and heat treatments. 

The liquid penetrant examination shall be in accord with Code paragraph 

N-627, except that a high-sensitivity post-emulSifiable fluorescent penetrant 

shall be used, and shalf meet the acceptance standard of N-325.2. 

The ultrasonic examination shall be performed in accordance with N-625.3 

and meet the acceptance standards of N-325.3. 
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Where threads are subject to surface treatment or plating processes, 

the examination shall be performed both prior to and after surface treatment. 

These requirements supplement Code paragraph N-325. 

Explanation - Closure studs and bolts of reactor vessels con
stitute critical components whose structural integrity is relied 
upon during the entire service life of the vessel to the same 
extent as the materials that form 'the pressure-retaining boundary 
of the vessel. 

Nondestructive examinations of these components upon the com
pletion of all manufacturing operations and heat treatment are 
essential to reveal defects which could potentially contribute 
to loss of integrity or failure under service loading conditions. 

§1.25 Ductile Brittle Transition' Properties. For reactor vessels, the 
, . ' 

ductile' b'ri ttle. transit ion propert ies of ferri ti c materi als shall conform 

with the following requirements: 

(a) Impact-absorbed energy values of all carbon and low alloy steel 

intended for the main closure flanges and the shell and head materials 

connecting thereto. shall meet the imp~ct test values specified in Code 

, Table N-421 at a temperature no higher than 10 F. 

(b) The properties of carbon and low alloy steel intended for the 

shell materials directly surrOunding the reactor core shall satisfy the 

follOWing requirements: 

(1) A ductile to brittle transition (NOT) temperature no higher 

than 10 F as determined by drop weight tests conducted in 

accordance with Code paragraph N-331.1. 

,i i 
I 
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(2) The impact test value specified in the Code Table N~421 at a 

test temperature no higher than 10 F as determined by Charpy-V~ 

notch testi conducted in accordance with Code paragraph N~331.3. 

(0) 'Impact-absorbed'energy value of carbon and low alloy steel pressure-

retaining material not specified in (a) or (b) above, and of the material for 

the vessel support skirt shall meet the requirements specified in Code Table 

N-421 at a temperature no higher than 40 F. 

Where Charpy-V-notch specimens are used for the impact tests of (8). 

(b), and (c) above, impact-absorbed energy values shall be determined from 

specimens taken in a plane parallel to the material surface with the long 

axis of the specimen parallel to the direction of the major rolling or 

forging operation, and at a location with respect to material thickness and 

heat treated edge as specified in Code paragraph N-313.4. 

In addition to the test specimens required for (a), '(b), and (c) above, 

at least 9 additional Charpy-V-notch specimens from each heat of the materials 

shall be used to determine the temperature region of transition from ductile 

to brittle fracture and the energy absorbed in the region of 100% shear 

fracture. The upper shelf absorbed energy shall, as a minimum, meet the 

following requirements: 

(d) For materials directly surrounding the reactor core, including 

welds and weld heat-affected zones, the upper shelf absorbed energy test 

value of any longitudinal specimen of carbon and low alloy steels shall be 
• 

no less than 60 ft.-lbs. at a temperature no higher than 160 F. 
') 

I 
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(e) For materials of formed heads, including welds and weld heat-affected 

zones, the upper shelf absorbed energy test value of any transverse specimen of 

carbon and low alloy steels. shall be no less than 40 ft.-lbs. at a temperature 

no higher than 160 F. 

(f) For bolting materials. the upper shelf absorbed energy test value of 

any longi~udinal specimen shall be no less than 40 ft.-Ibs. at a temperature 

no higher than 160 F. 

All impact-absorbed energy values of (d), (e), and (f) shall be determined 

from Charpy-V-notch specimens taken in a plane parallel to the material surface 

with the long axis of the specimen parallel to the direction of the maximum 

principal stress which the material will be subjected to in service, and at a 
, 

location with respect to thickness and heat treated edge as specified in Code 

paragraph N-313.4. For plates used in formed heads, the direction of the 
, ! 

maximum prinCipal stress shall be considered to coincide with the direction of 

the minor rolling operation. 

These requirements supplement Code paragraprr N-33l. 

Explanation - The major irradiation-induced changes In the 
mechanical properties which occur in ferritic ste'els require 
that the reactor vessel materials possess properties (ductile
brittle transition) ~hich provide a safe margin for operation 
from the range of conditions-where the potential for a brittle 
mode of vessel failure exists. 

To provide this margin~ it is essential to select materials 
whose initial ductile-brittle transition characteristics are 
sufficiently conservative t'o accommodate the expected irraciiation
induced embri ttlement' in service wi thout impos i n8 unacceptable 
operating limitations and without jeopardizing the safety of the 
reactor vessel during service. 
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§1.26 Exclusion of Repairs in Bolting Materials. Bolting materials with 

defects requiring repairs by welding shall be unacceptable for vessel 

flange closure studs, bolts, and nuts. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N-322.4. 

Exelanation - Bolting materials for reactor vessel closure 
flanges are subject to cyclic loading conditions in service 
which may adversely influence the metal fatigue life of the 
material. The presence of defects or weld repairs in the 
materials of these critical vessel components reduces their 
long-term reliability. To obtain the high level of bolting 
integrity for safe operation of the reactor vessel, it is 
essential to select bolting materials free of defects or 
weld repaired areas. 

, , 
'I 

I 
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DESIGN 

§1.30 Fracture Mechanics Analyses. Far reacter vessels which may be expesed 

17 ' 
to. a neutran flue~ce in excess af 10 nvt (E of I Mev.snd above), an analysis n 

shall be perfermed to. estimate the margin between the crack size as a result of 

grawth under design cyclic loads and the critical crack size far brittle frac-

ture in the welds of the vessel shell material which directly surrounds the 

reactor care region. The analysis shall be based on the growth rate of antici~ 

pated f laws under design cycli c loads and on material praperties at a tempera-

ture 60 F above the nil-ductility transition temperature. The critical crack 

size shall be calculated fer each periad during which the material praperties 

may Significantly change to. affect the results. 

The analysis shall demonstrate that the estimated fatigue crack 'size at 

any time in the vessel service life will be significantly less than the 

critical cr'ack size for brittle failure. 

This requirement' supplements Cade paragraph N-415. 

Explanation - Nuclear vessels are subject to transient leads af 
cyclic character which may cause flaws in critical weld zones to 
grow. 

In evaluating the severity of fatigue crack grawth in zones af the 
reactar vessel where irradiation tends to. embrittle the material, 
it is in the interest of safety to estimate the margin between 
the ultimate size of the fatigue crack under repeated laad varia
tions and the critical size for fracture. Frac~ure mechanics 
provides the principles upon which this brittle fracture potential 
may be assessed. . 

/ 
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§1.3l Design for Cyclic Loading.' The Code design fatigue curve of Figure 

415(a) for reactor vessel components subject to a neutron fluence in excess, 

, 17 
of 10 nvt (E of 1 Mev and above) in service shall be modified by reducing 

n 

the allowable amplitude of alternating stress intensity" Sa, by 25 percent. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N-4l5.2(c). 

Explanation - Neutron irradiation of ferritic steels in reactor 
vessels causes changes in ductility of the material during service 
which introduces uncertainties, as yet undefined, with respect to 
the low cycle,fatigue resistance o! the steels. 

Nuclear vessel may contain cracks or flaws of a size below the 
threshold of detection by the nondestructive examination techniques 
employed during fabrication. It is,essential to provide an 
increased safety margin for materials in an irradiation environment 
beyond the margin required for nonirradiated materials. 

§1.32 Bolting Design Requirements. The design of bolted connections for 

.~ 

I 
Class A vessels shall take into account the provisions necessary to facilitate 

periodic examinations of ,the bolting or studs during service lifetime, and 

bolting or stud replacement If required. 

Thread roots shall be appropriately radiused and machined or rolled to 

a fine finish to reduce stress concentrations. 

Closure studs two inches and larger in diameter shall be designed to 

accommodate any anticipated rotation of flange faces during initial bolt 

tightening operations in order to limit stud bending within the Code allowable 

design stress intensities (e.g., spherical washers). 

Bolting design shall provide for the use of bolt tighteners which aXially 
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elongate the bolts under controlled preload conditions and enable precise 

measurement of both the appli ed preload and the actual bolt elongation. The 

bolt tightening procedures, preloads) and bolt elongation measurements shall 

be recorded in sufficient detail to enable all subsequent bolting operations 

during the service life of the vessel to be performed within the prescribed 

limits. Such information shall be contained in the appropriate section of 

the Vessel Fabrication Report (Criterion §l.17) • 

. These requirements supplement Code paragraph N-4l6. 

Explanation - The bolts for flanged closures of nuclear vessels 
are components which, by design, have areas of high stres~ con
centrations. The load carrying capability of the bolting is 
vital to the safety of the vessel. 

Unless design provisions enable both in-service inspection and 
replacement of bolts or studs, the (~velopment of cracks in 
bolting under cyclic loading may jeopardize the structural 
integrity and the continued safe operation of nuclear vessels. 

§1.33 Earthquake Loading. Where earthquake loadings are specified in the 

Design Specifications. the determination of the seismic-induced stresses 

shall be based upon the application of acceptable methods of dynamic analysis 

for the calculation of the structural response of the vessel to earthquske 

motions. The analys·is shall take into account the response spectra of the 

ground motions, the degree of structural damping, and the amplification of 

ground motions as dictated by specifiC site conditions. 

In determining the maximum stresses, the effects of vertical components 

of seismic motion shall be combined directly and linearly with the effect of 

horizontal components of earthquake motion, and both vertical and horizontal 

I! 

I 
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components shall be combined directly and linearly with other loadings 

specified under the criterion of §1.34. 

The cyclic loading associated with design seismic-induced vibrations 

shall b~ included in the fatigue analysis. 

Consideration ,shall be given to out of phase displacements of the 

vessel supports, or components of vessels (e.g., control rod assemblies on 

reactor vessels, connected piping, etc.) resulting from differences in 

seismic-induced motions of vessels, components, and appurtenances connected 

thereto. and to the possibility of tilting or rotation of structural founda-

tions upon which the reactor vessel rests. 

§ 1.34 

This reqUirement supplements Code paragraph N-447. 

Explanation - A prinCipal safety requirement for a nuclear 
power plant is the assurance of the capability for a safe 
and secure shutdown of the facility in the event of an earth
quake occurring at the plant site. Such a capability must be 
provided for by designing nuclear power plant components (i.e., 
vessels) to resist the design basis earthquake without impair~ 
ment of their structural integrity. 

Because of the uncert~inties associated with the effects of 
earthquake loadings on nuclear power plant components, it is 
imperative tpat safe shutdown. be re~iably achieved in order 
to render the plant secure for the protection of public health 
and safety. This shutdown capability is also essential to 
reverify the functional operability of the protective systems 
and engineered safeguards for the reactor coolant system prior 
to resumption of plant operation. 

Design Conditions - Combinations of Loadings. , Class A vessels and 

their supports shall be designed on the basis of the loadings imposed by 

(a) normal operating conditions, (b) abnormal conditions, (c) fault con-

ditions, and (d) environmental conditions. These conditions are identified 

I 
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under criterion §l.ll. 

The vessel and its supports shall be designed to accommodate the most 

severe loading combinations which may act simultaneously. The combinations 

of loading shall include but not necessarily be limited to those imposed by 

the following combination of conditions: 

(1) Normal operating conditions plus any system transients in changing 

from one normal condition to another. 

(2) Normal operating conditions plus any system transient imposed by 

the development of abnormal conditions (emergency or upset system condition). 

(3) Normal operating conditions plus any system transient resulting 

from the occurrence of postulated system fault conditions (system component 

failure). 

'(4) Normal operating conditions plus environmental forces (earthquake 

where specified). / 

(5) In addition to the vessel loading combinations specified in (1), 

(2), (3). and (4), a reactor vessel, its external supports, and the internal 

reactor core and structure supports shall be designed to accommodate the 

most severe coincident loadings aSSOCiated vlith: 

a. The dynamic loads imposed on the vessel by the design basis earth-

. quake at a time when the reactor is operating at full-r~ted power~ and 

b. The system tranSient loads transmitted to the vessel upon a postu-

lated severance of any connected piping.or upon a failure of a reactor 

coolant system component assumed to occur in consequence of the design basis 

earthquake of (a), and 
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c. The transient forces transmitted to the vessel via the supports of 

the reactor core and other vessel internal structures as a result of the 

sudden depress~rization caused by the system transient of (b). 

For loading combination (1) and (2), the design stress intensities 

shall be in accord with the values specified in the Code. 

For. loading combinations (3) and (4), the design stress intensities 

for general primary stress shall not exceed 90 percent of specified minimum 

yield strength of the vessel steel at maximum operating temperature (Sy 

,value from Code Table N-424). 

For loading combination (S),the principles of limit analysis may be 

appli ed; in whi ch' case, the combined loadi ngs shall be limit ed to 90 percent 

of the lower bound limit for yield collapse load (based on the maximum shear 

stress failure criterion and the Sy value specified in Code Table N-424 

corresponding to the maximum vessel operating temperature). If the yield 

collapse load is not determinate, tests may be performed to define its value 

for the specified loading combination. In such tests, the collapse load shall 

be taken as that combination of loading when the measured strain is two times 

the strain value at the pOint of the initial deviation from the elastic 

stress-strain linearity. 

These requirements supplement Code paragraph N-447 .. 

Explanation - The safety functions assigned to nuclear vessels 
are essential not only under normal operating conditions~ but 
also under the combination of conditions or a simultaneity, of 
forces which may prevail in the event of anticipated system 
malfunctions, postulated failures in reactor coolant system 
components, and the multiple effects of earthquake shocks and 
system ruptures. 

I 
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Nuclear vessels consti tute, those components of nuclear power 
plant which contain the major portion of the system energy with 
the greatest potential for destructive forces upon failure. To 
protect the public health and safety, they must be designed to 
accommodate the most severe combination of loadings without 
failure. 

§1.35 Computer Programs. Analytical design techniques may employ computer 

programs provided their applicability is appropriately established in the 

Stress Report) and the results are validated by comparison with proven 

analytical methods of stress analyses, other verified computer programs, or 

'experimental procedures. Experimental st~ess analysis in compliance with 

Code Article 1-10 is an acceptable method in validating the use of new 

computer programs. 

The information presented in the Stress Report with respect to computer 

II 

programs employed in the vessel stress analyses shall be sufficient to enable ! 

independent verification of the input data, the analytical model adopted, 

the assumptions, and boundary condi t ions as they relate to, th~ conditions 

for vessel design. 

This' requirement supplements Code paragraph N-432(b). 

Explanation - Within the present state of the pressure vessel 
design technology, many analytical solutions to design problems 
have been computerized to reduce the work of stress analyses. 
However, the mathematical complexity aSSOCiated with the 
commonly applied linear theory of elasticity has proven 
formidable in providing exact solutions to all pressure vessel 
design problems of interest. The analytical solutions derived 
from approximate theories with simplified assumptions based on 
gross structural behavior and empiricism can only be verified 
by comparison with proven analyses or experimental investigations. 
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The validity of the analytical solutions cannot readily be 
verified by measurements of stresses and strain on the com
pleted nuclear vessels. Neither can such measurements be 
taken in a practical manner after t~e vessel is placed in 
service. In consequence, limited dota of vessel structural 
response are available. Design predictions must therefore 
depend heavily upon the adequacy and accuracy of the 
analytical methods employed by the vessel stress analyst. 

§1.36 Environmental Effects 

(a) Irradiation-induced Effects - For reactor vessels of ferritic 

'materials, where the expected neutron fluence over the specified life 

exceeds 1 x 1017 nvt (E of 1 Mev and above), the design shall make pro
n 

visions for the placement of material surveillance specimens in the 

vessel for the purpose of monitoring and evaluating, at periodic intervals, 

'the radiation-induced material property changes and to establish as required, 

limitations on operating conditions. The design shall accommodate sufficient I 

material surveillance specimens conforming with ASTM Standard E 185-66T, and 

enable surveillance tests to be performed at intervals of 1/4, 1/2. and 3/4 

of the vessel's service lifetime. 

(b) Time-dependent Effects - For reactor vessels, the design shall 

take into account the time-dependent effects of deteriorative factors (i.e., 

corrosion fatigue, creep instability, strain-aging, etc.) under operating 
. 

conditions' for the specified vessel life. Whenever anticipated changes of 

the initial mechanical or physical properties of the materials toward the 

end of vessel life may adversely influence their serviceability, the design 

.: , 
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shall accommodate material surveillance specimens to monitor the progress 

of these deteriorative factors. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N-446. 

Explanation - Based on currently available data and experience, 
accurate predictionsof the environmental effects such as irradia
tions and service conditions on nuclear reactor vessel materials 
are either uncertain or subject to significant error. To assure 
that the mechanical properties remain within the acceptable 
range for safe operation of the nuclear vessel, it is necessary 
to employ means of monitoring changes which may occur in service. 

§l.37 Design for Inspectability. The design of the reactor vessel shall 

provide accessibility for visual inspection at appropriate intervals during 

its service lifetime of all critical areas and the interior surfaces of the 

vessel, including the bottom head. Critical areas include structural dis-

continuities and the principal weld joints of the vessel. The attachments 

to the inside of the reactor vessel shall be designed to enable removal of 

all i ntet;nal compo'nents necessary to permi t vi sual inspection of the 

interior surfaces of the vessel aided by remotely operated optical equipment' 

where necessary. 

Th~ provisions of'accessibility for inspection shall further enable 

examination of essentially 100 percent of the volume of the reactor vessel 

material, either from the inside or outside surfaces of the vessel or a 

c:ombination thereof, by ultrasonic or other methods .. The extent of the 

vessel subject to examination shall include all ~elds within the vessel 

- bo~ndary up to and including the ~elds of transition Sections between the 

Ii 

I! 
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vessel nozzles and the connected piping, and the welds of the reactor control 

rod housings to the vessel head •. 

The design of Class A vessels, other than the reactor vessel, shall 

provide accessibility for inspection and examination of all critical areas 

either from the inside or outside surfaces of the vessel or a combination 

thereof. 

These requirements supplement Code paragraph N-440. 

Explanation - In reCognition of the critical s~fety functions 
associated with the nuclear reactor vessel, the preservation 
of its structural integrity throughout its operating history is 
of primary importance to the safety of nuclear power plants. 
To demonstrate that continued operation of the reactor ve$sel 
at any time does not incur a risk of a rupture of the vessel, 
a program of periodic examination and inspection is necessary. 

Because of the attendant difficulties associated with the 
inspection of reactor vessels in the presence of a radioactive 
environment, implementation of postoperational inspections 
reqUires consideration on the part of· both the plant Bnd vessel 
deSigners in developing designs which enable and facilitate 
these inspections. 

§1.38 Attachments to Reactor Vessels 

(4)' For reactor vesse 1 s of ferri tic materi als, vessel nozzles shall 

.not be located in any shell sections which directly surround the reactor 

core region and which is calculated to receive integrated neutron doses in 

excess of 1 x 1017 nvt (E of 1 Mev and above). 
n 

(b) Partial penetration weldS, shown in Code Figure N-462.4(d) as 

applied to control rod housings of reactor vessels shall be limited to the 

inside of the vessel. 

/ 
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(c) Supports and supporting members attached to the reactor vessel 

wall by welding shall be located in areas other than. the shell sections 

which directly surround the reactor core. 

These requirements supplement Code paragraphs N~457(a), N-457(c), and 

N-473, respectively. 

Explanation - The attachment of appurtenances to nuclear 
vessels superimposes structural discontinuities which signifi
cantly alter the 'normal stress patternsin the walls of the 
vessel under load or which introduce undesirable stress intensi
fications. 

These areas of stress intensifications at the attachments intro
duce conditions susceptible to the crack'development in s~rvice. 
In turn, 'these cracks may initiate either ductile or brittle 
fractures through the pressure-retaining wall of the vessel. 

Avoidance of attachments in the zones of the reactor vessel 
where the mechanical properties cha:;ge during service is 
essential to eliminate these adverse stress conditions. 

§1.39 Reactor Vessel Core Support. 

(a) Attachments to the inside of, a reaeto! vessel for support of 

reactor fuel core structure shall be designed to withstand the loadings under 

n9rma1 operating cycles, abnormal conditions, postulated fault conditions, 

and combination thereof as stated in criterion §1.34. 

The attachments shall be designed to sustain the most severe of the 

l~ading combinations within the design stress intensities specified by the 

,Code and within deflection limits which allow unimpaired control rod motion 

under such loadings as well as preclude mechanical damage to fuel assemblies. 

Load-carrying attachments welded to the inside of' the reactor vessel 

, ,-

f: 
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. 
shall be designed to provide full penetration welds which enable either 

radiographic examination for their entire length or examination by means of 

ultrasoniC techniques, magnetic particle, or dye penetrant; methods specified 

in the Code. If the examination is performed by magnetic particle or dye 

penetrant methods, each weld layer shall be progressively examined. 

(b) Where the internal supports of the reactor core structure are 

welded directly to the weld oyerlay cladding of the reactor vessel, the area 

of attachment shall be examined 100 percent by the ultrasonic technique prior' 

to welding of the, structural 'support. The ultrasonic examination shall be 

performed in accord with Code paragraph N-625.2, weld repairs in accord with 

. Code paragraph N-625.4 and the acceptance standards of Code paragraph N-625.3 
, 

s'ha.ll be me t • 
.. . ' 
. Requirements (a) and (b) supplement Code paragraphs N-474 and N-5l8.5, , 

respect i vely. 

Explanation -The design of the structural attachments to a 
reactor vessel whic'h provide the pri ncipal support for the 
reactorrs nuclear fuel core must provide~ reliable means of 
holding the core in position under any condition of loading, 
either antiCipated Or postulated which the reactOr vessel 
may sustain. 

The loss of the reactor core supports could allow a disarrange
ment of th'e nuclear fuel assemblies~ or the dt sengagement of the 
re~ctor core structure from the system of the control rods with 
a concomi tant uncontro liable reacti vi ty change. T.he consequences 
would carry the risk of overpressurization of the reactor vessel 
and crack development. To protect the public health and safety, 
this requires a design and fabrication of reactor core supports 
which provide the highest integrity in service. 

I! 

I 
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FABRICATION 

§1.40 Chemical Analysis of Weld Wire. A chemical analysis of solid and 

stranded wire filler metal shall be performed on each section of wire which 

may be spliced together in one coil. The ,wire coil shall be obtained from 

the manufacturer with not more than one splice to enable sampling for chemical 

analysis of the accessible ends as a practical means to verify that the 

entire wire coil meets specifications. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph NMSll.S. 

Explanation - Within the limits of the present day pressure 
vessel technology) th~ struc~ural integrity achieved in the 
fabrication of the vessels depends substantially upon the 
welding processes employed' to join and assemble the vessel 
components, and the properties of the welded joints. 

Although many tests are conducted on weld materials prior to 
their welding application to verify their compliance with 
specifications, it is not practical to reverify the properties 
of completed welds on quclear vessels. Because misapplication 
or the improper use of weld materials cannot be discovered, it 
is essential that all weld materials be tested in a manner 
which will preclude weld materials in nuclear vessels not in 
conformance with specifications. 

§ 1.41 Cut;},!1,8, Plates and Other Products. Plates and other products cut to 
, , 

shape by t;hermal cutting in preparation for welding shall have the edge 

surfaces cleaned by mechanical means (machining, shearing, chipping, or 

grinding) before examination in accord with the requirements of Code para-

graph N-S13.2 and prior to welding. 

!. 

At least 1/32 inch of metal shall be removed fi:·om all surfaces thermally!! 

cut by air-arc, inert gas-arc, or carbon-arc. Not less than 1/8 inch shall 

be removed where oxygen-arc or oxygen cutting (including both powder and 
,I 
.~ 

.i 
! 

I 
" 
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flux cutting) is used. 

The weld preparation and adjacent base metal surfaces for a minimum of 

one 'inch on each side of the weld preparation shall be smooth, clean, and 

free of any foreign matter. The weld preparation shall be protected from 

contamination until welding 1s started and fully completed. 

§ 1.42 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N-Sl9. 

Explanation - Despite the practice of nondestructive examina-, 
tions of materials for the purpose of detecting flaws prior 
to their acceptance, experiences have demonstrated that small 
flaws may escape detection, particularly at the edges of 
vessel materials which are to be joined by welding., 

The existence of any flaw in the welds of a nuclear vessel 
where unaVOidable residual weld stresses and operating 
stresses coexist may pose a threat to the continued safety of 
the vessel in service. Adherence to practices which enable 
the elimination of unsound materials in the metal regions subject 
to welding is recognized as a prerequiSite for sound welds. 

Welding Qualification Procedure Requirements. 
; 

(a) Test Matre'rial Requirements" In lieu of test material thickness 

requirements ot ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section IX-(1965), . 

Tables Q-13.1 and Q-13.2, the requirements of the weld -procedure qualifi-

cation test of Code paragraphN-S41.2, and of the impact tests of Code 

paragraph N-54l.3(e) as applied to Class A vessels shall be met by welding 

test material obtained from one or more heats of the vessel, and whose 

thickness is equal to the major thickness of any jOint in the vessel. 

Alternatively, 1f the' test material thickness requirements as speci-

fied in ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section IX-(1965), Tables 

'I 

i, 

I 
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Q-13'.l and Q-13 .. 2, are used for the requirements of the weld procedure 

qualification test of Code paragraph N-S41.2, only the requirements of 

impact test of Code paragraph N-541.3(e) need be met by welding test 

material obtained from one or more heats of the vessel. and whose thickness 

is equal to the major thickness of any joint in the vessel. 

(b) Base Material'" Weld procedure qualifications for reactor vessels 

of ferritic materials shall require the use of base material test plates 

meeting the impact test values in Code Table N-421 at a temperature no 

higher than 10 F. The procedure qualification test plate for weldments 

which are to be subject to an austenit·izing heat treatment shall be at 

least 3t x 3t in size with the weld test coupons taken at least t from any 

edge of the plate. 

(c) Metallurgical Examination - The weld procedure qualification 

/ 
report shall be accompanied by a report of a metallurgical examination, 

including photographs of the bend test speCimens, of the tensile test 

coupons, and a photo~acrograph of the etched cross section of the welds 

in the area where the tensile coupons have been removed. 

The photomacrograph shall show weld bead sequence and groove design 

substantially similar to that specified in the procedure qualification. 

The photomacrograph specimens shall be subjected to a megnetic particle 

examination in accord with Code paragraph N-626, a liquid penetrant 

examinat10n jn accord with Code paragraph N-627 and meet the acceptance 

standa~ds of Code 'paragraph N-320. 
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(d) Impact Test of Procedure Qualification Welding - For welding procedure 

qualifications intended for the welding of reactor vessel components, impact 

testing of the procedure qualification weld deposit and heat-affected zone 

shall meet the impact test values assigned the base material in Code Table N-42l 

at a temperature no higher than 10 F. 

Requirements (a) and (d) supplement Code paragraphs N-54l.l and N-54l.3(e)'. 

I 

lrespectively. Requirements (b) and (c) supplement Code paragraphs N-541.2(a) 

and N-541.2(d), respectively. 

Explanation _ Prior to the performance of production welding on nuclear 
vessels, the practice is to qualify the weld procedure in accord with 
prescribed rules and tests to ensure that the mechanical and metallurgi~ 
cal properties of vessel weld joints will be comparable to those of the 
vessel materials. 

The safety of nuclear vessels is dir.ectly and adversely influenced by 
any disparity between the properties of weld joints and the vessel 
material. Normal variations in the Chemistry, mechanical and physical 
properties are experienced 1n both the vessel materials and weld 
metal. It is imperative to verify the quality of welds for each vessel ! 
as may be produced by combinations of different lots of the actual 
vessel materials and weld metals used if a conSistent quality is to be 
ass~red in manufacture. 

1.43 Precautions for Welding. All low alloy, low hydrogen electrodes, and 

,fluxes used·in welding shall be stored in a dry~place. 

The coated electrodes shall be baked for one hour in an oven at 800 F 

before use. After the baking cycle, the electrodes shan be stored in holding 

ovens maintained at 300 F plus/minus 50 F. Welders shall be permitted to 

remove only that amount of electrodes that can be used during a two-hour period. 

Welding fluxes shall be stored in holding ovens maintained at 300 F plus! 

minus SO F.. Fluxes transferred to welding machines from the holding oven shall 
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be maintained continuously a~ a temperature sufficient to preclude moisture 

absorption or shall be returned to holding oven~ if unused. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph N~523(b). 

Explanation - The storage conditions for weld materials are recognized 
as contributory to the resulting quality of weld joint in nuclear 
vessels. The importance of adopt1ng acceptable practices as part of 
the quality control program for weld materials is emphasized by the 
experiences of poor quality of welds resulting from improperly 
maintained weld materials. 

Since weld analyse's are not pr'actica'l' after weld metal deposi tion ' 
in the nuclear vess~l, precautionary controls of weld material must be 
relied upon to preclude degrading the quality of the completed vessel. 

1.44 Welding Requirements. 

(8) Weld Root Examination - In addition to the preparation reqUirements 

specified by the Code for the root of the second side of double~grooved joints 

welded from both sides, a magnetic particle inspection of ferritic materiels 

in accord with Code paragraph N-626, or a liquid penetrant test for nonferritic 

materials in accord with Code paragraph N-627, shall be performed prior to the 

application of weld metal. The tests shall be followed by an appropriate 

cleaning procedure to remove all traces of materials used 1n conducting the 

(b) Preheating Requirements - Th~minimum preheating temperature to be 

maintained prior to any flame cutting operations and durin'S the performance of 

category A, B) C, and D welds, including weld repairs, shall meet the following, 

, requirements: 

P3 materials 1'1 or less in thickness 
over ltf in thi ckness 

200 F 
300 F 

I 
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P4 materials - 3/4" or less in ·'thickness 300 F 
over 3/4" in thickness 400 F 

P5 materials -' 3/4" or less in thickness 400 F 
over· 3/4" in thicknes~ 500 F 

The preheating temperature shall extend at least 2t on both sides of the weld 
I 

!where t Is the weld section thickness. The preheat shall be maintained until 

. the vessel or component of the vessel is subjected to the postweld heat treet-

menta Any loss of preheat before completion of the weld shall require a weld 

surface magnetic particle inspection and a radiographic examination before 

resumption of welding. 

(0) Requirem~nts for Postweld Heat 'Treatment. 

1) The postweld heat treatment temperatures existing throughout a 

vessel or component shall not differ from that employed in the weld procedure 

qualification test plate by more than minus 2S F or plus 50 F, taki'ng into 

I considerat ion the, tempera ture tolerance measured in the test plate with / 

respect to the minimum holding .temperature specified fn Code Table N-532. 

2) A written heat treatment· procedure shall be prepared detailing 

, temperature, times, heating and cooling rates lJ thermocouple location, number 

:, of recordings and chart speed. 

3) Temperatures shall be measured by the use of sufficient number 

of thermocouples attached to the vessel to assure that the temperature 

"gradients do not exceed the limit of subparagraph (1) above. Such temperature 

. measurements shall be autographically recorded and made available to the vessel 

owner or its agent upon request. ' 

,4) The temperature measuring eqUipment shall be calibrated at least 
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'once each month. 'Records of calibration shall be made available to the vessel 

owner or its agent u~on request. 

Requirement (a) supplements Code paragraph N-527.1~ requirement (b) 

supplements Code paragraph N~53l, ~nd requ~rements (c) supplement Code para-

graphs N-S32.3 (3) '(6) (7) ,(8) respectively. 

Explanation - The deSign of the major strength welds in a nuclear 
vessel reqUires the application of weld metal from both the inside 
and outside of the vessel) ,principally because of the heavy wall 
thickness which must be joined. 

" , 

Experiences have demonstrated the need to examine by nondestructive 
teChniques the weld deposit at the root of the joint to preclude 
weld defects from lack of fusion or penetration. 

Additionally, nuclear vessel materials require not only preheating 
to establish~d temperatures to lessen their susceptibility to 
cracking or microfissuring as the weld joints are completed, but, 
also closely ~ontrolled postweld heat treatment to enhance their 
mechanical and metallurgical properties after welding. 

To achieve the high quality expected of nuclear vessels, closely 
controlled weld preheating and postheating 'is a necessary practice 
to preclude weld defects detrimental to the vessel's safety. 

,,-

II 

/ 

i 
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INSPECTION 

§1.50 Final Inspection and Examination. In addition to the nondestructive 

'examinations required by Code paragraph N-618.2, the vessel shall -be subjected, 

after 'completion of the hydrostatic test, to an ultrasonic examination of all 

accessible weld surfaces of the 'pressure boundary incl~ding the weld clad 

surfaces. The examinati'on shall be performed to provide for 100' percent 

vorumetric inspectio~ of the metal bounded by a It dimension on each side of 

the centerline of the w,eld where t is the thickness of the weld joint. The 

examination shall be in accord with Code paragraph N-625. 

The examination method employed shall provide a means for producing a 

permanent record, properly identified with respect to the location and extent 

of the areas of the vessel examined, including annotated interpretations of 

all significant indications observed. The records shall be appropriate to . 

II 

. ' serve as a reference examination for comparison with future inspections which / 

- ~y be reqUired during the vessel's service life. 

In areas where either the interpretations of the reflections observed 
, 
are in doubt, or the recorded indications appear to exceed the acceptance 

standards of Code paragraphN-625.3, a supplemental examination shall be 

performed by means' of a radiographic examination in accord with Code paragraph. 

The radiographic examination shall employ special ,techniques of exposure 

orientation necessary 'to fully define and interpret the reflectors observed by 

the ultrasonic examination. 

Any indications revealed by the radiographic examination :which exceed~·the 
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acceptance standard of N-625.3 shall be subject to review and evaluation by 

the vessel manufacturer. the professional engineers who certified the vessel 

D,esign Specification and the Stress Report, and the vessel owner or its agent, 

before the need for repairs and retests is established. 

Any weld repairs shall be performed in accord with Code paragraph 

N-6'2S.4.. All areas of the vessel of questionable interpretation, weld repaired 

areas, and the result of nondestructive reexaminations shall be recorded as 

, part of the Vessel Fabrication Report and, accompanied by appropriate identi-

fication and location of these areas on vessel draWings. These records shall 

be made available 'to the ~essel owner or its agent upon request. 

This requirement supplements Code paragraph NM 618. 

Explanation -.In recognition of the numerous fabrication processes 
through which a nuclear vessel must pass, each of which may 
cumulatively contribute to, the development of flaws during the course 
of fabrication, a program of .final Inspection.and examination is 
necessary to ·verify the "as built .. structural integrity, prior to its I 
acceptance for service. To obtain meaningful results, such examin M 

ations must be performed follOWing completion of fabrication, heat " 
treatment and testing. 

The examination results assume additional values in that they provide 
a reference for reexamination of the vessel as may be required periodi
cally to reverify its structural' integrity for continued service. The 
maximum advantage of nondestructive techniques employed in the vessel 
inspection can be obtained by comparing results between the vessel's 
preoperational and postoperational examinations. 

§l.Sl Nondestructive Examination and Responsibilities. 

(8) Radiograph Examination of Welded Joints - Radiograph examination 

employed for the examination of we'tding to meet Code requirements shall 

. conform, as a minimum. with tbe applicable requirements of Code Appendix IX -
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Section IX - 200 Quality Control System Requirements and Section 1X - 300 

Nondestructive Methods of Examination, and the requirements contained herein. 

(b) Nondestructive Examinations - Nondestructive examinations employed 

, for the examination of materials and welding to meet Code requirements shall 

conform as a minimum with the requirements of Code Appendix IX - Section IX -

200 Quality Control System Requirements and Rection IX - 300 Nondestructive 

Methods of Examination. 

Each written procedure of (8) and (b) shall be qualified by the vessel 

manufacturer and made part of the quality assurance program and shall be made 

available for review and approval by t~e vessel owner or its agent. Such 

approval shall not relieve the vessel manufacturer of its responsibilities 

for compliance with Co~e rules. 

This requirement 'supplements Code paragraph N-611.1. 

Explanation - The structural in~egrity built into nuclear vessels is 
dependent upon the meaningful performance of t~e nondestructive exam
inations of the vessel as a means to achieve and control the quality 
standards during the course of vessel manufacture. 

Equally important to the attainment of high quality standards in 
nuclear vessel manufacture is the quality assurance effort invested 
in establishing the adequacy of nondestructive examination methods. 
The vessel' owner who ultimately assumes the responsibility for the 
safety of nuclear power plant, in which nuclear vessels represent 
major components, must assure himself of the adequacy of the vessel 
manufacturer's methods of nondestructive examination by a review of 
the quality'assurance program. 

'I' 
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TESTING 

§1.60 Hydrostatic Testing Requirements 

(a) Examination for Leakage During Hydrostatic Test. " Any indication of 

leakage in the pressure boundary of a vessel at other than a flanged connection 

shall be reported to the vessel owner or its agent before corrective action is 

taken. Both the location and extent of the leak indication and the corrective 

action taken shall be reported in the Vessel Fabrication Report. 

(b) Testins Temperature. Prior to and during the performance of the 

hydrostatic test, the vessel material temperature shall be not less than 60 F 

above the highest of" the impact test temperatures required to meet the impact 

test values in Code Table N-42l, taking into account materials and welds of 

the vessel's pressure boundary and the materials of nonpressure parts directly 

welded to either the inside or outside surfaces of the vessel. The test 

temperature shall be reported 1n the vessel Fabrication Report. / 

(c) Water and Cleaning Requirements for Testing_ Prior to hydrostatiC 

testing., the vessel interiG).r surfaces shall be cleaned with compounds free of 

halogen or other 9-eleterious material, as approved by the vessel owner or its 

agent" 

For vessels constructed or clad with austenitic or Ni-Cr-Fe alloy, the 

water used for a hydrostatic test conducted below 150 F shall be demineralized 

water with a maximum chloride p'lus fluoride" ion content of 25 ppm. For vessels 

constructed or clad with austenitic a11GY, tests conducted abQve 150 F, but not 
I 

exceeding 200 F, demineralized water with maximum chloride plus fluoride content 

not in excess of 1 ppm shall be employed. For vessels constructed or clad with 
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Ni-Cr~Fe alloy, water with an initial halogen ion content not in excess of 25 

ppm may be used for tests conducted above 150 F b~t not exceeding 200 F 

provided a flush or rinse with 1 ppm demineralized w~ter Is performed. The 

measurements of water chemistry during the test shell be recorded in the Vessel 

Fabrication Report. 

Following the hydrostatic test, the'vessel surfaces shall be completely 

dried and protected from contamination by sealing ~ll openings and using 

desiccants or heated dry air when practical to .preclude moisture accumulation 

Within the vessel. Such protection shall be effective until final installation 

of vessel in a'closed system. 

Requirements (a~, (b) and (c) supplement Code paragraphs N-7l4.3, N-714.4 

and N-714.S respectively. 

I' 

Exalanation - The performance of a hydrostatic pressure test upon 
completion of vessel fabrication serves to detect manufacturing 
flaws as indicated by water leaks, to locate inadequate design as 
evidenced by exceSsive distortions, under pressure, and to verify 
the adequacy of the ductile-brittle transition properties of all 
materials used in the construction of the vessel. 

Hydrostatic testing under improperly controlled conditions may 
potent ially injure the vessel or may expose the vessel material to 
deleterious effects of halogens in the test water. These effects 
may not be readily detected until after a significant service period. 

Appropriate test conditions are essential to preclude effects 
detrimental to the vessel's safety in service. 

I' 
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NEW MATERIALS--SPEClAL REQUIREMENTS 

§1.'70 Aeproval of New Materials for ASME Code-Constructed Nuclear Vessels. 

(a) Crack-Susceptibility Test for Ferritic Materials - In addition to 

Code requirements, new materials intended for reactor vessels shall be subjected 

to crack-susceptibility tests meeting with the following requirements: 

For each product form used in reactor vessels, the base metal, weld 
, 

metal, and heat-affected -zone shall be subjected to comparative tests to 

determine its crack-susceptibility from embrittlement by strain aging, hydrogen 

embrittlement, or temper embrittlement. 

(1) The strain aging test shall consist of a reverse bend test, using a 

specimen 0.75 x 10 inch long, prestained by an initial 180 degree bend, aging 

at 300 F (or 550 F) for 1-1/2 hours, and finally opening the bend specimen at 

room temperature. The results, in terms of observed cracking, shall be 

.' 

compared with that: 'of Code-approved materials of known low susceptibill!:y':to / 

strain aging. 

,(2) A test to detect susceptibility to hyd~ogen embrittlement shall 

consist of immersing a precracked specimen (cantilever bar) in an electrolytic 

s'olution conducive to hydrogen release or exchange for a specified period. 
I " 

The results in terms of increased crack growth or development shall be compared 

with that of Code-approved materials having low susceptibility to hydrogen ' 

"einbri t tlement. 

(3) A test to detect susceptibility to temper embrittlement in consequence 

of heat treatments shall be conducted by subjecting two test plates - one plate 

to the postweld heat treating temperature and time as specified in the Code and 
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a: second plate to a temperature of 900 F for 24 hours, followed by furnace 

cooling. CharpYMV-notch tests shall then be performed with at least 12 

specimens to develop the trans i tion curve for each test pla'te and to determine 

the difference in transition temperature shift caused by the heat treatments. 

(b) Fracture-Toughness ~ropertles - For ferritic materials intended to 

be- used in reactor vessel region directly surrounding the core. appropriate 

tests shall be made to compare the fracture-toughness properties with steels 

of acceptable toughness. 

Information on the fracture-toughness properties of the material shall be 

.. developed by an acceptable test procedure. In addition, a crack growth rate 

test under cyclic loading conditions shall be conducted on specimens to obtain 

information in the temperature range of interest. 

Similar information shall also be furnished for the welded specimens of 

these materials to demonstrate that comparable properties are attainable in the I 

heat-affected weld zone and weld metal as in the base metal. 

Requirements (a) and (b) supplement Code Appendix VIII-IOO(c) and (d), 

respectively .. 

Explanation - The application of new steels in reactor vessels with 
physical and mechanical properties substantially different from those 
currently in use is beset Wi~h some uncertainties in regard to their 
suitability under the long-term service effects of an irradiation 
environment and exposure to reactor coolant condi,t ions. 

Unless appropriate tests are performed to compare the crack-suscepti-
; bility and fracture-toughness properties of new steels with those of 

proven and acceptable propert ies, the assurance of reactor vessels 
meeting saf.ety requirements for extended service periods cannot be 
established. 
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AEC DEVELOPS SUPPLEMENTARY 
CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR PRESSURE VESSELS 

The Atomic Energy Commission 1s making available to industry co~e 

groups and to others in the nuclear,industry tentative supplementary 

, criteria for the design, fabrication, and inspection of pressure vessels 

.. for licensed nuclear power reactors. These vessels contain the reactor 

I fuel and the coolant. The purpose of these criteria is to help assure 

that these vessels are built to the highest quality standards practicable • 

The criteria have been developed by the AEC's Regulatory Staff with 

the cooperation of the Commission's Reactor Development and Technology 

staff and national laboratories. The Regulatory Staff has worked closely 

with the Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards in the 

development of the criteria, ~nd they reflect ACRS review and comment. 

Industry code groups have also taken steps over the past several months 

to upgrade existing codes and standards applicable to nuclear pressure 

,vessel~t and are actively considering further steps in this direction. 

\ ! These criteria may be useful to these groups. 
I 

, <II 
It has been the practice of the AEC to require o,n a case-by-case 

basis that nuclear pressure vessels be designed to qual~ty standards which 

supplement those,presently s~ecified by industrial codes. The supplementary 

criteria reflect to a considerable degree current practice in the deSign, 

fabrication, and inspectIon of pressure vessels for water-cooled power 

reactors, but are considered to be general1~: applicable to pressure vessels 

i,' 

,I 

" 
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of other power reactors as well. They are intended to be used in conjunc-

tion with and as supplements to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
.. 

code rules, the specifications of the American Society of Testing Materials. 

and the standards of other code groups. Pendlng further development, 

these criteria are expected to be useful to pressure vessel manufacturers 

and to the nuclear industry as interim guidance concerning AEC regulatory 

requirements for nuclear pressure vessels. 

Copies of the tentative criteria are available for inspection in the 

Commissionts Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 

and may be obtained by writing to the Director, Division of Reactor 

Standards, U.S. Atomic Energy CommiSSion, Washington, D.C. 20545. Comments 

on the criteria may be sent to the Director of Regulation, U.S. Atomic 

Energy Commission"Washington, D.C. 20545 • 

.. 
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pu;:;.nCSlcd thllt j~".if... onc ~'i::;; \:i.llirlf.; -to .Dcc~pt the. cr1 teril'. one 3houi(i 
be vi in~ to nccept tna bt'!sc~ Lor l\lt:! crit.cr~~cJ tha:ur.b l;H.:rc !Ire Ilo:!1!.! SCpt; 
in the in'::o~'ll'llion prod.dcd in' t!.lC. b.~oc:;. r .. ·:.i In:Ucotcc tb,t tht! ,ll-lIEt 
of "Critcril' for ?crritic ~:"tcri..Dl i-'rnct.uic· tOl.iz.hm~::'~eC:-'f"1:rc:..:H!nts" h'Td h..:l!r 
rcvie\J~d I'!.l ('. 'P~rt or the u:;~;T pl:liln::'n,;" pro:.';t"rtlll :mel CO:':'.i:;:lt::; :-.:d been c;:ivl!n. 
He !l.''Iid th.!lt he. t:nd pro'!>r.!JJy I.Ith~:,,!:: \lhn \~;'ld rcvich'!.!::l the cd.:..cr::'l'., h:ld :,ivcn 
b.:lGic CO:l:.lcnt.s uhLc~ h"d 1lnt hee!: ~ncorpt'l\·: ll!u tnlo t!,,~ c,,-:'I:':t oE the c!'"it.:::rio. 
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I' j; . i~·~~~~~~~·~,~i~~~.o~~~ ~::t~~~'r°Ot1.~aJb:g~~~ hl~r~2~;i±l 
. ,,1. .- ':. ).<:t_"~C!d th.tl;t tbe critcrin are tied hcC1Vily to the Ch~rpy tests. 

, "_1. \l.nr:l.lc.:'!ted th!'t he docs not believe it is pMsible to assign ,.,. failure 
:'pro no , .our:). LS 10- 6 pcr·Jc~.r. 'co. the"probability of vess~l fai.)urc~"th'Dt ~ 
"'mit;ht: :~e',f!ssocillted \lith .1,!se'·,of· tbe ,proposed :frncturc toughness requlrements.~.- ~ 

He It·hougnt"thl'lt.; the valuc."w:~s ·.~.~ .. t that ~811 ,and ~eported that ineorr,ect Q~eel:it 
~\a5,,'been',~~scd :'in.,non-nucleat :v~s~el:"}"']i,!;l\ ha~ 1e~ .. to the. fnilure: ~f; 8UC~ ;~:\"'. " 

vessel ev~ry,:couple-.of ycnrs'.{--, 1_", ,",;fhought,,,that, if Duch;,8 mit'ltR\te~were 
~ade,\ ,wc.aker",rn,Hr! ~ould,cert.o.in y,be,u!lcd'nnd.the fact detected during the: 
l:!.~rQ .te,!":t. ndicnted that, if stronger steels ~ere used, difficulty' 
migh':t'be '~~ouTIt:erp ,:w th'~he·.wc1cl8. ,." '-"r "_., .'" ',. ". '. 

L~ i "_:~~iI~~ tit~t the:.:d~~nt rcg8~~'in_~ ,t~e~~~ of thC.~ f~~~;~~~ ·;o:~~~. 
nc~s rCGu1reml?nts;-shou1d',not:be'~puhli.S~~: L,> indicot~d::,t~a~-,. tbe,~q,?e.~ 
cient raiscs: re "nurr.b,:!:r~,of c;:uestions, nndL2- ;:.t!l~e that he}did ... no~ ,bc~,~ey!:-.. 
. it: vns well. vritt.en~· ," j' 'iii r 1.- .. .!~.:; 0::::' 

(:~;, . .J. ... I:~<l~ed:,th8t the ~uc'stiOD should be, asked .. as to whnt·:.l~~:i~;~f:,~r~~~,~"· 
'Itection ona' i'i;' i:ri,,!,n'" tCL;J:,c.or.1p1 ~31;: with'- t.hc_, cr iter ill snd uhct'ber,' <t .. ~e,~,er,!.te:r'~ 
iacccr.:1pli'sb, this .{ " .1.. ~~t:~cst:cd tha:t "the ,.'wrong 'welding m,a·ter l.?:'~._~iJ~~.L_; , 
be'usccl in fElbri.cat1.on of Q 'prc!:!It;rc vesseL:, Fie &t:.i.c! thnt r:::ltmy:we1ds' \till/not, 
be inr.pzctcd;'o=- only pertially in.:::pcctc.d during the life. of n pln.n,t.:':;;Ther·~"~::"· 
'are qucstions'"as 'to how ",;e11 ,the neutron 'flux'snd the tel:lpcretuI'c',e,t tba',p.ressure 
vessel wall will be known.' . 

I· or: JindicElted .that nn s:tte:npt has been t::I;.:tdc in otherunrees. to .. ,ob.~_," 
EnIn lonfor-.ution rcga:..·d1ttt..JJls~bil1ty of £QUures and that these efforts 
have bec.n unsuccessful:. 1 ~1 :istated tl:lnt ~tl~C! propon~d requir~Dts ~/~ul 

. represent t.-.bat the f.EC SUYDO suf£1ei-ent. He indicllted th.!t it 'is not o~ili.ou r:' 
tbat n requir~nt of a oinim~ Ch.nrpy V-notch frncture cnercy of 50 ft-lbs 

,:wouid pln.co material in Pellini's plastic enclave. 

Q:_::~rev 1I &raph ,indicnting that, in terms of ft-lbs to c::.usc frllctu~~ ,1';: 
durl.nt n Cluu.-py V·notcn tC!lt, 3pe~ir:"lcna tnken in the ·t::ram;ver9C c!trcctiCl;) h.'n'o· ; 
lov1t!.r valueD thilD tbose taken in the longitudinal direction. }. ~inirJ~r.. Ch::'!"?)' 
V·notcb .fracture energy of 50 ft-lbs would be required fC'r t"lotLrial throtlg},o'Jt 
the pressure vessel life. Linear fracture ~echnn1cs techr.icucs cnn be usccl for 
eVllluatioil of r.ul,terinl hnvin;; n ChtLrpy V-notch frtlcturc cnC!r:-~' cf SI) ft-lbs or 
le&s. A C~L"!tPY y-l).Q~value o£ 50 ft·lbs corre~ponds to a KIc vc1uc of "pprox -
n:.otcly 150.1 :L - \indicat.ed that the oiZQ flov which c:-r-::-c3pondo te' kl c 
value of uct 1.;'> quaS J=ssz:rld thret he fcele fDirly cO::lforto.hle rc:gcrdin,', t:\~ 
use of thio v:lluc. t .1______.._ l-.aid that l.Ihan he sc~s tltnt :: tl:n.' :~!'\::: to 11,' r,. 

, 

size in t.hc J'I to 10 rm1;,~C to cau.'lC cHff.iculty he is not c,:,:,:~nri\Qd. r..L I 
indicLll:cd thr:t till.! klc vOllue o( 150 t"ould not lcr.d tn r.;";:J::;.1: ?!"'"::"";",r:'io:l ;o!".~ I'· 
crlOck or ,1 si.::c. up to nppro::i:a .... t:cly !J to 7 inches clp.ep "'';l~ 1', .• cll;:!!: ]Cln;. 

• --'"-::-:~:r-r :T.-.••• -•. -•... -... -... -. -•. '.1-' --.. _-.... -__ 'j.-....... c-.... -... -.... -... 'I-... -.... -.... -... -.... -,..,..-... -... -.... -... -.... ' .. _-.. __ -_.1-~~. -.... -..... 
I ............. .. ......... ...........···-~1:-::· 
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l'~-; ~,Ld~~~~'~c;; ~~t th.tC~~~:c~it~~in~~~:: ~e~irict thoms.lve.tob~i'%,~ 
"~app Jc~t~:t()r~lY .t:o~.pr.cset\t.-}y ~ug~ .!)teels.,~,.:lle.1.nqu.ircd as to ""hother It·,,;~8:!l::lf.·;.'· 

..'::~~;!~~~~~~\~·~~n~:~;;~~.r'th ~~,~\;~!~~~~.~~~. ~;n~~~~cv~!U~o O!e 5! !:~!=:a-
: ,t.~~!l .. }?! n.:;~tcCl:;,d.u~:C.·j ~t.'1a1~V;l:~:nJ - then' t:~c o,r igiruil, 'frnc ture energy' wo.uld 

'have" ·t.o. :be. h~sh,t:!:r,.~ J --J~.:;.:..'-~-:}i-ndic,~Q.Q,;, tiJ~ . ..;h.£c . .:.i.!t:Q,ccking 's failure rate 
of Ip':B.D t~an lO:-D pt::!r rc'''.ctor':ycar. r .1 F -,thought that, in establish-. 
ing t:he p.t,o.hdbill!:1ty_[Valuc".~fo.rc.iPr:c.ssilr.e v.cs~3elVf:lli-l,,!r.:.e., ther~ "10uld need to be l 
probnb1li,trcBi:~3.:tc.1:>Ushed reci.:Lrdinz the use of the wro~ pressure vessel uell 
t..dter161 o"r incorrect veldint rods. " 

" """"'"~'''''''''" '.. .-:'.', "." ; , ... ,.,.','<'''.'' r:,. ,"" . 
[=~~, - .. 0 :.Jth'~~·;;~·t '"thnt 'with" 'th~"prc;s~"e~" a'nd t~e~~I'.turr.8 ~hich will be 

prese'n.t i.n •. ,~,,:r.cf'p~.Qt'.; t.hat;: ICI;.nc\:s :would pe1).ett;"~t.e i~' .2::>sur~ vC1lgel wnlI tmd 
result in IClll~nne before the vessel uould break. J Jbelicvc.d that the 
o1tun't.icri: f~:ib'h.t;,: ;i?,e r~" ,bi t ,m.1.r,glua..1 :t;nd ,cClll!::'l.en~ed otii(iC: uncer,tainties 1'n, knoving 
the temperil,:tt;':F,-e :o..f.. ",the rad,;i:~ t;ion, w::n'lples VB. thAt of the preSSg~:V4s.s.~ t1n 11 
and the differences in the. fll!Xes to "'hich each is subjected. l=='/'nm 'Pointed 
out t~Hlt"I~!=;hu"J.~~nt-n.l)~" ir,ac',t.ure .C:fl.~.rby""of 5.0 :f.t::-::1bs .:b .. ,·for ··the inner' 'surf cc of 
,the prcs~,ur,~ .. '.V:~s:Q:~l.::(l.nd,:,th~"t"h,:Lgher values would be present through the pross.ur " 
vesseL.w.'lii·. '\ie stated thni: ll. value of 50 ft-lbs hr.d been chollen bnsed on r~- 'I 
·:~i~;~n.:z tth~clPel1:ini,':"data :Wh~C'l ,.indicn~ed, thD·t·_·ductU~. 'tellr coo 1 d OCt'";Jlt.' i: :; -. .. ,.' , Fe- ] 

·riii'i\.ter;i.:ols\-;havi'ng;~frnc.ture "en(ll.""t;y. of·,ltpprox~otely 25, to '30 :ft .. lbs. -1 _ ~ , .. _ 
.'t=!K"h.ljJhe AS!!I: cod. does have s"". re~uirementB reGr.rdinz fracture enqrz.y, • r ,.:t. 1;~,t'c:<l "tha,t, ,itA,ge~:,b,l!t:·,thct:, .. ~thes.e,r:requir:c!l).ents 'l1re only 'for "lC!T1g~~~udi1lcl 

.. l'.SfIlIiP, tC~;"ari'cHtlll\ra1uc of, ~onl.y ':30 :~£:.-:-lb~ ,~s ·reG'u.i:red.· ;':." :', .. . '. ',.' :'.:1'" : , 
".':,·i"'~'··~:':·'·.·;..1~1"· ""1",'1" 'I ';., .... , ... ~, r' .. -_ . .",.,1 ",. .. .' . '1,;: 1'·': :L :". '-'1:~1~:6t~~~:d:: ~~(,~the ;.f'ol iOt~·ingt;,r·~bcrd-.i~~"'~·~h;e ~~ob·~bili ty of B prcssur~"--'--" 
ves'sel ft.ilin3 uhich hAd been buil~ ucing the proposed. criteria. .\ ... 

i I" 
conSi!l"tD fi'R',very simpl~ SC:Ot:lCtry. n right T"'-' 51;7"-;' ;.'~ " '. 

'1.. The belt rczion 
".\::.~. cylinder • 

.. "", !'" ." , 
2. Chc:Jistry testing will be required for all tha plaies. 

3. Sornplins nnd teotin;; of the tieid I"lAterinl will be roq.d_red. 

4. The inner surface nt the belt region will have n low~r fr.::!::ture 
ellergy than the outer 'Unll. 

:5. The. pressure ve'ssels 'wl-.ll have . .nn elevated: t(~mpernturc before ~.;. ',. 
"" ,h:4;h pr(.!ss~re is ,rtnchcd. '",,;.:-' \' '! -;" " 

C .1.i.-;~,1:Jnicli" tl~.~t "the 'belt ;'rez'io~ i'£. not the 'Bre!l where he uoulcl e~~'~t .n '(·lc.:::l: . 
Eo ..occur" Dut he ·does c:<:pci.ct thnt lct!.kn uill pC;cur i'n 'nozdc re:;i('lns.': !',,'., i. 
;, . ." '"., ," ',,:.. ~, .. ' ''',,;',,'' 

U.-~~!;!~d' ,n :~e~sf!np'~t:' a~~icie ;r~;nrdtfl!:;' n f~~lurc 'tn" on P-1l1 l'.,ir'cr',::ft. 
~c.'u i=cp3~t9d tlm,t the :fn.ilurc ~'"s'::,cithcr due to poor inspection, the ::tn'
"pee,tion.bein, ,conc~ntr(ltcd ;tnc r:l\'.r-h 1=' 0 Ij·· ... jcn l'l'crc fl .. ·.'j I'err 'e:mccf"iI 
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. t',,· "ki·1':""'i": ::,:,\.':.7#stn:t~d:.thllt _the irrndtll.tion:_ aU'r"e~~ltlncc prouram I1'S! 'lI."'llcmg 

.' . ;tl! ._ p:ro ,r~.!_., ::.; .e., tnd t.ented. ,thn t. 'When the_ prcn,:!,_~_:_tlcy res cnrc:n pr._C!&r.em: :~'&". 
'" coroplcted.· diff:cr~t._ 'crit'er.i-n m·"Y he nceqc!=i .• L {"~:" ." JS4id tb,<:!re. t-~"'8' ~eed 
. ". 'to .. ob taln. 'dn:tn. fro::l ,the,:lISST- procrn.'1l And· ;to .,rc."I.C ti . ~ .:cnsus .rcz'ltrd·lng rt,he 
,: 'i.1'IIt:.t,nft:lg:'lof'.·i:h(L·dntn.:- .It_'1:1<!R_ l"cport~cl ehnt."-.,s).x prcs-:tlUrc ve1l8c13 -'With .. &~i-nch_ 
'.:_, ",alln3lnva b_c(!n :,purchased·· ns (t p~rt of tbe HSST ·prot,rnm. The first .of t;heac 

iB .. ,t(' ihc', ilcl:!..vcred ::thla -f.heal y'.!ar. ClM, -tc::_sting. of~ the venoel -.,11.'1' ;be.!b:egun 
~: .l~··;~l'Prolt~·tcly. ;l~:,oonths.; '. r 

, ." -, 

: ; . '.1 

,. 

" 1,' ." '; .. ,' .. ' , '."., ~ " 

,Mr. :PawHc;ki 'briefly revip;uoo the contents -of. the 'docu::D:cnt '-rccnn1cel.,·Ba·8es for 
'Devel~t -.0[1· Ilr:terilll Fracture. ToU.[;iUless Criterill.rl .• The kIc "dlt.tll.:bmo.e- ·b.oen 
found to '~Dd"ic8te. n sharp. increase in the. kIt! values !1t the poi..nt:~here, the 
duotile.~bl1ittle trll.n~i-tio~ ,po,int occuro. There bad jriginlllly been fear thllt 
the kIc values lf~ulc. not incrcnsc rapidly at this point. Hr. Pc:wl1ck1 Daie 

,. thll: t :~1!t :';1S ;;:prop:oted, .... that.:.oper:l t ~ on. aluays De,;,1:n upper reg ton of ~.t:he tr,,,~ ~~"tY:'fJ:1 . i 
:range. 0"' .. ' Dr .• .:.O'!t:r:-::nt."Jn~ut,red ,:.~hcthcr op!!rl.ltf,on :will 1I ~,\."ays be il] .:.,the .ful--l ~1-;.k~8 t· e 
enc·lave, ··,.a,i.!'·;· nr.",Hcl~i- ~3aid, thc.t the 'crit"!tlll' Ilre not v-r:t.t ten in t,tems. ;;(.,:, the 

. ~ncle;v~" ·:\'.~n~ ,·rcmor.te~·~:i·!h~evar) th.l! t ill ~9:' ,of the -cuses cperD,t:·Lcr.n' ;:w;1:il.~.e :··in 
.t,he:·,plns tic ;:,enclave.i !'. 

, ,Dr', ,·<*rcnt d-.l"tq~·ired,. ... n~ .'.tq. .. "'h~tbe!" l'l ninL'1"IUE1'.;.~»' il ;;~ ~ tc.'T,)era ture .. ,pf (1.2Q.?0:s, 
pr:~lH~nt~.y.~e~nt·: 119Q:cO .c. to! the ,).;'01' te.:;--:<>er':!ture,. '. ~}1r ... l1Q.ccnry rcpor.t.c~. c.t:tw~;;i·~u.ch 

,ll cr Lter.io!!:' .·n.~::::.-n9t.·):)(~~n required by the R.e&~ latory .. Staff. Toe .. ASU£ i~~e. :re
·,qut~eD:~c1th~=·):'ll·e·:'use·:."f .the cIrC!lt.'eir;ht tcst·.:9r the ',Charpy V-notch:,t~nt~:f NRt. 
·:r~(.ell.rch ;indicllc·e9 th.ct. the Cncrpy V-f!C't.ch ·tc'gt, ,1!laY not provide lldeqtUlte .. datli. 
In ·one. ··cn.nc·, ~i:.hc !!DT . tt'!.;npcrattirc' cstabl i,:;hed ~y the dync.':lic tear test \I~S at 
,approximatcly 120 ft-lbs nnd tnerc VltS II gro.s~ llIci: of correl.ntion 'tith'!the 
Charpy tast. Dr. Cooper Btated th.:It, in this .pllrcicull1r case, there {s '.D 
ques·.tion of the validity of the dyru:oic tesr test for the pnrticulnr uiD~erial 
used. Dr. BusD said thnt this is the reason that the use of A-533 rcquirc~. 
r.~·· . 

considerable doct!:Jlcnt.,tion, It llll::; re?ot"ted thnt the trlln=:rition te:!:nparDtu!'e 
determined hy the dynnmic teer t~$t vill be used if the info~tion is aVDII~ 
.cblc and the vdue obt.nincd is hi~hC!r thll.n that Ero";;l the Chl1rpy V~noteh tcst. 
It ~a8 reported that General ~lectric requires both testo for the presBure 
vessel material in·the core region. 

Hr. Palo'lick~ stated thst the usc of the NO! tc::'rpcrllture plus l: cc.rtnin tempera· 
ture value '1"s confuBin!} .nod h8s .not alu:1Ys been conservAtive. Accordingly. the 
Regulatory Staff is rccCr::'nend~n.:; .the U812 of the ~inilnur:l Erl'cture ener..'1Y ·of 
50 ft-lbs. ubich corrcsi>0nd9 to D kIC vnlue of 150. "J.'his vc)uo i8 in the upper 
ratlSc of the validity of clastic fracture mechanics. . 

nr. Okrc.n·t recalled the' Stnff stll.tc:..lCllt thAt the mtlterin:l 'WQulG not ncccElonrUy 
be required to "operate with-in relli.n": 'Il pltlDti:::. enclave. Dr. Ckrent cDmlDented 
that the onteri.n.l cny be on the boreerl inc uhcrr: it yould hf.!vC more of n bri.ttle 
naturc. Hr. Pawlicki rcplied that ',w beUevcs tbnt the Minir.l\.l.;j l~Ic v:tluc of 
150 1s 'ndo!quntc for Q pres !lUre vl.!~.:lcl r\d.clmc!lG un to ? 
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Mr.-.:., Cortcn~, ~er ·tho epoIl"sot'"ship of the ,nS-Sl' prosr,ALl. 10 to' prQVidc;radv;iee: 
; ;reglllrd:1.ne. the;.:eorrelntion' -between the Chnrpy.-,V-notchl,v.'\ lues' and, the ;klc~·:.: y 
.··.value.s; .. l :Dr. ',Ol~ent ,pointed out that the -cr,Hcri~ '~.!I_~c. l-lritt:en :fcir fcrr.1'tic 
mater·f..a1.:nt'!~ ;that: the Rci;ul-atory Steff- hila :found tn.-ana case that .:~he ':ettap:-; 
"'81&h't.·te.'l't:.wao~not adcqtintc_. Hr. PavUcki· stated ".that the Resulntor,y .. :~t.eff 
belteve~ .. th.Ot the", Charpy ,V-n/?tch teat result~_· phould b~ vcrif1.c4 ',by !droJNei.g-~'t. 
,tests~.Dncl: the: most' c:.onsenr_ativc values used. ltr. Etberin3ton Gn.id ·that ,ther.e: 
:1.8;.8. qucsti:on .C'S, ,to" ,uhetbe.r ithc criteria ,should be Jr'e3 tric ted :to .. use, ,for., " " 
,presently: '.used_ ·Gt'ee1.,; ·Xr. :nawUeki -_replied' :i~'_ 'the a f:f it'1lll tivi! .. ·.:.Hr ~. H:~CCQIiY . 

, ·s.nld, tlult:;:'the :p;c.zulato:ry;:Stllff h.:l.s not CXlUllined 'aU fcrritic r=l..:l.~.~:r:inlt;. but:·.he 
b.eHevcsrthD;t, the rprOjlo::cd_,,!cri'teria arc in.::thc right ,direction. ,;eli.e "stll~ed 
thrit ,thct,.qu~~ticm·"cight be ',raised 8S to ... ·hether, the lcri't£!ria ere 9,uffic,i-ently 
c-ons-e.r:vlltiv.4· ..and: tha t the -RcEuln tory Sttlff ';vill-, cont:inue to c..":lUlli1.1e- .. ,to Iwhicr. 
:£crri,ticH,matcx:: .. ial's '.the cr,iter,ia should apply.- '-The ,criteri..e ~lll b~. re.vised 
to.~~8pecHy' ,:,the. ·spplicttble. range of .ferri tic ,ma,~erlal.s:.;" ";',\,,:' ~1 ,f';,~';. f.'!' i. !~,j , 

" i;",,,,;'ll':, ,,:~,":U:,l;",::}~;i~:.":~: t' ,\]:, """ '''.: ',;';'.: ~ :: ';':,"1:'-" "':';;',\:-:. ;~:;'~ 
,Dr,J":,-Qkrcnt .tt\qul;r,ed~,as ,to,.-,what da,;ree .-of ,assurance of"'pressure v£!ssel 1nF~,~rity 

i ,shouldl,be",ll~'taincd l!nd whs.,t :de~rec of protection of,::thc public 3hol,ll,d'l,b:ei.',"'1~i..,,
--.nohievc:d~ >nr. ::-H,",.':'--::-::-Y replied tha t the crite.ria. are :a~ch thn t the. frDcture 

toughncs&, indicD.l.f:s that a throu~h wall flaw can occur Dnd there seU 1 be. l! 
I "degl'ce.!of ::f\';£cty-" -:,'or'",con tinued opcrat ion. .. Dr. Okrentl:"inq~irccl 'W~cthqr ,~1;_lr '."':r 

'~18~eDry"rWtlS";,sllyin~ thet 1 the 'pr6bab ili ty o~ ,'the ht::nl t.h, and sllfe. ty ,·pf",~he '~public 
:bcd.';'g,::ln,:d~~er.~is '~ero. ·.tlr. "l1s.ccnry indicated t"hat. ·with the pr:qpo~eQ lJm~t 
on,£r<lcturc,.to:..:gllncss, there ,should be :res9onoble (l.ssurcncC! oz n9,,,,pr(1p~n~:tt:y(. 
£or"'ropid.,cznck propa:;ation. -In-. -Ol:.rcnt inquired rctOlrdinc; \-:hat levcl of 
ll!J~urOlnce re3.mHnz ve.ssel integrity should be provided. Hr. Hoccllry replied 
that •. fro=J. the .cltltn ~vail8ble,·hc believes there 'Would be ::o:e.ro prooribi1i~y' of .-
pI."e!is.~e ve::scl flli1~rc. He indicOlted, howeve;-, thnt neu data ~igbt ,bc .. dcvelop ... 
e'd \lhiCh- 'Woul" indiditc otherw'!..nc. lie thOl.!ght: thDt tlle !!c;::ulntory StRff Ishoulc! 
,str,ivctfo:- the zero probability \.-.21OJe. Hr. Corten soid :th:!t, if the -proPose.d .... 

. , 
cr1tcric nrc r:"Jet. there should be ;:cro probs.b!.l1ty. lie thought that buia t:t.:Iy ... 
ndt 'he nttained, however, hcc:nuse of fllilurcs in the inspect ion p:-occss. 'Dr~" 
Ok:rcnt -inqu1.re.d .:lB to how s::u'Ill fl.:n." have to be bc!fore one need not t.'Orry 
about then. :/::'. Corten replied thn-t: l! t:llY to put B probability on thil:; hns 
not been fou:'ld. l~ .... [\!); .• stated th.:l.t ]Olr. Pellini bns urged tbllt coosiderllble 
work be donc'rcoardi~ tleld ,molterinl ::nel heat nffected zones. Dr. CooDer 
indiCllted thnt .ur.irr'acl'il'.tccl(',welcl Inaf:.erial is usulIlly better thDn base .~.oter1a1. 
Dr." ~UDh &aicl til:<l't c'on!lidc'::-ribl.c clnt<', nrC' .ovniloble r£!t;nrdin,:;; submerzcd "arc ;:.. 
'Wcldi~.! Dr;" Okrent pointed out tilnt there 'WCIS Bone ·thouJht that there mi.:!.ht.'. 
be n 'plnt~~u for the klc ,vclues, but then it yns recently found the curve turns 
up with tCo"Upcroture. : ", ' I, , \"": , 

Dr. Cooper indicated thnt he llould Eke to nee 11 t:love :lIml:r frcr..! the UQe of the 
Chcryy V~notch test, as this -uoulcl. :~ct :ltlay from the. problem of frD::! which 
direction n 3=:'JPle ill ,tal~en. It 'Wan reported thnt the specifications for each 
rellctor prCS::~lrc vcr-scI require that D. review be cnde by rhe purchaser of where: 
the irradintion :::t=.Iples tlr~ to be tnl~cn. 

::'. 
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Hr,; Corten,_:stotcd tbl'1t higher mtnuuUlll 'vnlUC8 -,should .be npecifi!!d"t"or the.' .:_ 
mtlter-id ___ t-~l.nk·'WHl.:.no.t .. be;.irrDd.l.,lltcd thl!fl fat' tbnt which wUl b~., it1"44'~p.;ed-!",!-
l,Ie: i,.ndica t~~ t~t- ·the:- ~tr~JJ8:,!,c8JculntionB are .. the ,mos t difficul t. ~n,. the,: ~o::d~ 
8.nd,,:.bo~~ed,:-:~m,: head r~giort..jI,. "I'"' :, ~. ::", 
,; '. ~: __ ',: . ~.,,!\:!., c.:_ "'::.: _ :0 I ;, ,:, 1- .: -.-. , .: '.;.' 'J-. ~ -r: 
D:,=,; ::,Okr~nt~,§ub::;c.g.tecl .thtlt ._·,pC._;,hl?p3, Rnnen ling ,tl.1sht, be required t9'- !1',t:.-'lY;: !J~ovc 
'8"'cert6.1n';·3.1ue •. Dr. nush Gaid that ttnnenl'ing tally result in ocgrC!dntion of 
tbe' primary system. lIe indicated thet, with II. fracture enercy of 70 ft-lbs, . 
. £.: fla,,",l',pp.r.oxioate~y: .4 .. ·feet: .. lpng 'Would be neceS8,tlry.:~n order t.CI::_cllu~e·,.e"p';,ob
~~"'.':,,A~en·ling, ,t;hree, ,or,: four",_timcs durins ,tJle lif~, 9£ the vC3s~1:,Pltgh'.i:.,~.h'e 
:leBs con9crvattv~' ,thnn. per.lli-tting the er i ttctll finv oi2:e to decrens,~' torl_-Iff 
:or .. 2, fect_tlong'~_"'itbout lI.nne.n-ling. :;-; :',:-\ ::.·.·1':,;> 
i " I. 

.. ,,, r,' 

,~ 

h'benevet~:.th~-.,minimuro fr,8ct1JrC~enersy levels ~lInnot ,be.t:lct, frllcturc mecho.nics 
may be Dpp'iied to justify lower valtlcs. Nr. Etherington stated that, if 50 

:;f:t:-1bs -is":an--.:,,.pproprinte ,requirement' for irradi8ted'mClterinl at the be,l,t: reg.ion.! 
;then 'B ::hi-gher ;Y111ue_"sho'uld -Ibe present in the: ,no::zle- 'reGion. -Dr .• ,rDu,sh·, berlie\V.¢9:::· .. 
lit::highly';-l.mprobnble thllt d'iffercnt materials lIould be used in fabric'at-1~::-;-j.::t 
.iJ:1fferent':, parts,: of. ,the ,pressure: vessel. ror. Cor ten thou3ht that",,'l1, "sins<~,~:,~, 1" ,:;,1 ' 
,:cr,itier,ton, s-houldc:be::u:lcd :'lIndl ,that, perhaps, the mater,ial be requircd",t,o hctye . .I;": 
(thc':':srune·,:i-ni'ti1t.:l :'Lr'fI'cture':cnergy v<llue -throuthout the vessel. Dr .• : Coop~r;, .. {th~·; 
'lst·lI.teC1:.~tbllt ,thc'l:cr,iterin, invite the. use of -linenr 'fracture mecrum'-i-cG technique,S 
l:and, thot tip-.- \1118' worried' 'about 'the poss-ib ll1ty of dynttraic tcp.r,. -li.e said,:: thn,t:,: 
:lthe:;,true 'upper,' shelf. should' not-.:be IlUowcd to ,fall bclOl~ 3S to @ .. ·,£"t::-,[ps.';.:~ :~te 
i'8ugge3ted ft.hD."~ ne ... lcrlteria 'might be lldded <tbnt -tbe upper shelf' m~s-t:,:h.av-e.;'a 
:'frllbtuI",c 'energy,:of- at lells,t 70,ft-lbs initinU:y and .nt lenGt 35 .. to: ,4D:, f.t-,'~'b.c 
ill.t:'tbc':end:::of::,v.cssel life.,· 'Jo'.r •. Hllccnry sni(}' ,that he did not knot.!' iUh~ther:'; , ' , I I 
:;opera-tifln V1:th-;ll I!I,8terid bavinn'_s' fracturc energy,lens t:.hnn 50 .. -:f~.-~:P8JCltt).: 

~,~",~~:~t~fied. \ .] 

Hr. Etherington inquired vhether the Rcgulotory' Staff bed obtained comments 
" .. re,snr:dill[:; the proposed criteria. Hr. y.:nccnry reported thnt ';.hey hlld' froc 
""five'd{ffercnt individunlG or groups. He sllld thnt the Regulatory Staff does 

not pllln to publish the bases docu:!l(!nt nnd that this clocunent has been gener-
nted tiS it resul t, of D Subcom:ni Ltee rcque.s t. Hr. Case has indicD ted tbere is 
n question a~" to how the criterir! Dhould be ,.published. 

,f ' •. ".' ,_; •• 

Mr. Hod~nr.y l1ereed 'thAt the "Crile~i(J .for Fcrritic l1ntcrinl Fracture. 'Toughness 
ReQuirCl:lCntu" will be ch~ngcd to restrict the typ~ of ferritic ,materin,]' to whicl 
they arC! ,Bwlicllble', Hr. CtheriI".t;ton questioned the. usc of the vord ''r'1~chaniclll· 
in the. citle "Critcriol for f'er::-itic ll.:\tc::-Lnl Frncture TouL;hness RCGuire:nc:nto or 
Co:::ponents nnd Pipi~ of ::echnnlcnl Fluid SY3ter:\Sfl. Ile. also questioned ,the .usc 
of the .. \-10rd' ":within" in the first sentence of the c::" iter ia • The phrase, "withi 
the rencto;- coolnnt ,pressure boundnry" enn be conn trued to rnc.'"I.n core internn}", 
etc. Dr. <;:ooper Dut,ces,ted thr.t the phrflsc 'J>rc!loure retoinin~:'\ mif.ht be used 
in the crilerin. Dr. nush indic.n.tcd he ,..,IS concerned thnt tilt! cr~tcritl ID.ii.:ht 
lIppCo'lr to o'lT'ply tn bolte. Dr. Coopc!" 5U~.:C5tcd th:1t the criceriD t:li.;ht CJ,-
clude boltin,s. ru!'\teri~l, Ilr. Okrcnt co:..:.:cnted th."ll, in ...... riL.nz. criterin, onc ~:~ 

" ~ , pcrl'M:t!': out. . .thr: L . .the 4 t f' tc;.)~n t.-·t:-ltfI ~.··n(l lI~D(l(! t··-t at: lng .. ahc 11·-1 e--f"eq~ i.red-··f· :-________ .,JL ..... 
I < ,,' """-:-'" .' • • 

iu .. Q.111y .,j.~!. I.U1: cOIl!.qrv:'tlvC rni..hlfr Lb:m :>U~f)\ll' (;C reqUl.rc.-:lC\ t;G.. Dr. [~1l3j If, 

" 
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fe:rr:l.t:i:~:,tl)t'ltei!:2\1~~:-l;I2, inch n.n~: ~'C;8.8 in ,.thtcicnesJl;l "oulp..~,J·l'ltVe ,exelu~~ c8,u~!tJ ~".V\l';:. 
test;tn&.:.for, t.h~' ~~ptto:tr p,re8Dur,e,.,ve.~G'e1 ,which ,vae:',,,fnmin'ntl,ed:. Mr. E~!lep~ngtCm_;,', I 
com:ne_nt.<;~~ t~:t 'tt~gv.lor:d' ·!'noIlTlll.U!;~ng~l 'in section. (.e) (1):, needs to. ,~e c;:.;~8.r~-£A~d:,~.iI:;_ _. . 

, ·c,',;~, :,~:. ',' :"~ , r:'~).r'·: \",:: ':"':J 1', ,- ,_ • .> . ~ ',. ''',';, .' ~: :. c t s'--'i .~.",; ·i ... 
Dr_.,:'Qkr~n;~:.{'[:~~s"l":l;.cd :thnt. Hr._ D,i,l-lunno ulleu 'to 8uggest" ,tn,e:, usc ·of the~ ~'li:: (;,:;',i1,.J 
te::rp,~s.t_ur,~, :p,l~s, ;~-2qo._: r:~ \oIhe:re.:4ynrunLc ,load i.nr. may. be :p.r!=!£lent. Hr ': ~~cc:-rr-y: l.L' .. ;",:": 
8e i'~L i,that: "suc~: 'n:-;,crit,cr.~'on, !,lny, in9:t;:--be .consc!v8'tive .:in·;t-hnr. the crlln.8;i.:ti.~n.' ~~-;' 
cur;ve_ ;m8y_:,·b.~J ~.e_t:,y, ';,s,ball CW_ 'Dntl ,t1tot 2500 F 'might:, ':a:eed to. .. .be 'added .ra,~~cr:;:t.hp~: '; ;,', 
1200 :-F:~~ ,. :Hc:.;~_a:id,~that: !:thi!l ~71UJ :th~ ',r,cason that': :,the dects,ion ,\-;::10. ;Q::Iq~, .,to, ;8 t?n~~~ 
a ·mtn1rnnn,. fp\.C;~Cllrc .:cners,y. Dr,,:' Bush sl\id that,. -.in 'the .. most ·dcl;rnd-ed:_·cond:i:t:ion 
al-lcrwcd '~l:!.y:,C;hq:·:cr.~t~ri(!", the cAteris,l 'Would ,be"ot\.,:tbe.-,borderline o~·~the pln,atic 
enc-lave. ;:,Dri".::.Okren,.t. '~aid ,that· Hr. Pellin-i hnd' s'tated:"that operat'ion_Lahou,l4,~~~:, 
eB_rr,i'ed, '.out ;,on:l1 in,;,the, -:p l-ns t·i.c -encla:vc. ,He . .-inquired -whether thcr.e."wao.:l1_ny".:. 
rctl-~o'n I,:chn,t:' -r-t;)i.i s-,'cr;ruld (not be d'One,. 'He pOinted iOU t -'chl!t ,the une cf tiDT pIus 
600 P \-IIlS thO"Llght to he aeccptnble 11 fe1.l yeflr8 ago nnd nOW it is being stl'lted 
thnt . thts,,·-er L';.cr.{:on tis '.not. icon:ler:vl1tiva. Dr,', O'k,rp..rtt:. ,'inquired IlS-' tri, oit'n,e"reRson 
wby dl.',~iri~'"J. [~[~l:: :,ttir,c' ':enrir~~ ,o'f.' 60 ~'or %5 .f.t-lbs::;shou-l-d not -'be ·rcqu.i't'e:dl. r ,Hr. ~'r; , 
l.o\scCl1rY.;ls.tllito'd. ,~t:htl t,; ~ pc,rhnps" D. 'uinimun upper she1:f,,;etlE'.rgy leva 1 s:hould" !obe:, ,':':'I;~D t 
e8,tll.b l-isQed'~1:;)rDr"''-'1Bash. s'si:d tha,t.·.ih'e '\oIould ·l'1ke,:':to 'use ",the '50 'oft-_lb-, ,va;l.u,~:~.n,nd 
worild:,(be' w.i'",Hnr; ,,:,co· .. ,h::vc tbe ,.."alue"chnnsed if. the HSST· '.prosrSZl do'e:s:;not-, "in41:":."'7; 
czftc"thBtt'ltlfi'ls; 'i's'\",'Il,I,:v:erY:·,B'nfe::vslue'. " ",',L;,:" L'~~' '''C';l',,,',- ";; ':1 1:;1-\1.-::-

\~,..j-\~>'!~:!i;f;'li-.;:'~1(':· .'.::c;' "-'~~~";' •. :::'" ::~, ,.. • • -"~ r',;;, '..!- ;,~;:,"<"!:t!'~~,"~~ .r'I'JI"~< 
HZ;""',Oo_I!ten sr.'iq tha)t':- :\i,i:th , the' ,~'Proposed cr iteri""';:'n pressure . . III 
8. .!c:r~·ck, ::r.::t rthe ~cnc ,'of ",the 40-ycllr .H,'fe \.Ihic'~,\ '::,t'5-,\c0'3:.pl'e,tcly ,:' , ' . ~'1' ", : 
wri'1~t,~)amCituci~;:c.imes oft-he ':wn,ll thickness in leng tl1 t,tlnd. :Sbill not _run" ..', _\" A 
indi-C8tc;d.:thati-hc did :,not expect _that.ll cracK through thl" !'" ' __ ,._~'~l;:<: ' 
wcu-ld--oicessnrl-ly, let ,:w!'ter out .. ____ ~lr. Cor ten stD!tecl, hcvev-er, the~ on,c. .. ,,.In., 
no_t.,,:po~.s.ib ~y millS find ing sueh !I cr;nck during an inspec t ~on, Dr. Buah 
that SUC;"r • .E\ cr~c\: eoul,d be detected by humidity "or radint:ion Qm::.itot's or r 
o',the.r-,T:lc.:ms ,befo::-e it ,would run. Dr. Okrcnt pointed out thot, until L " 

it misht h.-:ve beun sai!d th:lt turbines never feil nt nuclcllt' £ac.iHi:i.cD; 'how~'" --
f" "".~,?t~,;r~cc:ntly ("Inc failed. }1.r. Cort~q suzgented that, i~stend of. ''C' __ 

the,r.l.nl.r.~tlre £r~cturc energy, better l.n~pection cethods ml.~ht be usea. Dr. 
Okrent predicted l:h;'!c £bms ~!ill be found Dod licensees vill vl.sh to. continue 
operntion usin.:: the defective prcs!lure vells.el. Hr. Cooper quen.ioned as to 
wh.3t nec.1wnistl t:light ctluse It fll!v to &t'oo.' in the bc.ltline reg,ion. "'-"'", 

'. :,' 

Dr .• ,(lkrent -gentcd thllt, if it enn bc..saie on a solid basin there is zero 
prob:ibil ~ ty" o,~ ·fl\i·lu~:l!. ,',,~'th . th~ ;,usC: jf l!. nli~kuc, fracture. (mercy or .50 ,-ft-lbs. 
then ;th(! u!Je ,of ,BUC~ !'~:,.v(Jluc ;'s ir.cccpt6ble.' He .indic"'tod thflt, .if this .cnnnot 
be Gt'!ld. then the quc.~,tion s,ilould be rllised ns to \01\1)' 0 more ':onservativc 
roini.':';\u~ frn.ctu'['c 'cnc.r:y is not used. Dr. Okrcnt inquired nGClrdint; thl:! '['alison 
for n~t ~~d.tl':; ~ hir;l)er 'r\ur.,hct"i", ,;Ir .• EtherinGton stnted t~nt ema rcnson 0 hi~;her ; 
v~lue.~I~i~·.ht no.r. 'he .~cccp.tb~.1~, i,5 t:h~t .it t1d.["hc result 'in r('Jc:ction ,of good, plDLC 
~t'teri."ll. ',,~:r_. ~"ul_~ckt indic?tccl.t:hat there nilt;ht:-bc difficulty .in:dcnlin;.:. -11, ' 

inclust.':'"y in vo':1\' i.i~c,tnr. tha.-;-: t.hnt evcn p 50 ft.-lb vnluc is ncceptnull!. •. Dr-. 
sr.ll1 t.nDt usc o~ ,trro. hi.::;h 11 :nin~'l~:~'vl'llue \Jou"ld force tho:" u"c of -t!nncnl:L~~. ',,.IJr 
~~Cl1t indictltcd Lh.-,t t!lC IC::S h:'lo becn told t.hnt :ltlncnlinr~ ctln be 'Pcrfor(:led. 
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rHr."P.QvUckt)said .thtlt :lIPf1licanto ~reod that. tl1ey will be prcpnred tO~8nne/,J t
,:,hGCaUDO thc;y!do not'-bolieve:' they ever \1tll have to do 30. f'.'":"", ~\i: ,. .... ', . f 
,.p.:.::~ ;i.o.ccnry··-Dt.~b:~d thnt "the"ISD\ ~p::!ci;i:::llt-LOllD Set forth the requirc:nen,t& ~~! 

rcgai-d.i ng ::;;,!:Jr,-lc!1- t.okt'!n fr'om ,II: ,heat o.£fe.ctcd 7.onc:. Secti.on (d)(:J) on :.,pltEC .j f 
-" of the, I'r:rllct\:rc Tt1ujhncris RcquirC::1C!lt::I~I. io to be' chnn::;cd ::0 spectty a 'vnlue ~, 
; ·cf" 2~~ "in~-,th,~. ~t1i·t.c.":l(',nt:; II'th.c' .:tr'~o,~}. t ion .. t~c.r~ture . . • .~!:t.C.ll no1 be ,&r~te.~_ 
~,:thru\.'thc'.:minl..·::"cCl CI:>c~ll.ti~ tc::rpercttr:c tlt \:hi.:ch the prc::;surc ·~=""cds 20t'~of "; 
\'8yst~"opcintl~ 'prc~3ure .';: •. ,", Dr. Cooj>cr said thot. ho did no',' ,::".':'t;r:G,rr~tb\ ~!, 

, :.; haw the trn~~i t. ~ on tcnpcrD turc is r:bt.::J incd frcr.l the dyn;cr;!i.c tC:'lr to''!:; l •. Hr. Ii 
Po..,licki cu;~.;:-.caLccl th:!t the critcri.::. cC"'t:.}d leave lin option of usii~8 Elo!!leth~nr ~ 

J"'o,ther ~t~.,n ·the C:l:t!1'Y :tica:t ,"t"o5ult~ cnd providin3 :'1I: ·corrcb.tLon t .. i:th the, Chnrpy;\' 
: "Vtl:lu~:::'. i:":D=.-:rU3:1',·~·.!,::~c',tcd that ,i;uch ~n ('Iption be ,given but ·suojoct. to. rhe 

·/lppravl'.1 :l~f. tha :procedur,e rby ,the: Re~ul.o:tnry .Gtaf.f,·' ;'.i:";"'-
:~, :\, ';:,;, I:' '" .1:;:',:·' '->.:,:, .. ,',:' L :. ~ : .... ,,' ,,~.~: ',' ~::;' ~.1;: 

c' Dr . .;,'"Okrcrtt· qUCDtioncd ·.,the -use;of the vUlue of 250o ;"F lnstcod _of II lom;~r,·,vAlue .~ 
~,,:in ,_(,iY l~ \'p6~ C -(."J ;.: .. Dr,." Okrcnt "sut.:;cstcd thnt'" such. prob lams, n::~ Jl:-13si.;) 1 {! ",rl:l-l:X_:~ 
'I', -dap1'.c::Js tbn ,_in' -cf.l'!'3ulc.:J' tmu" ,other e tff-i.cul tic~ ,re:;nrd i.n~ cerrcl:: ~:':lr. . ('If,_·~~::oplc .. \': 
_;~A-Dte-... t:9. p-rc~-:::;:::Tc.;t'c:::;cl 'mntcr-tnl eeL.:"! :J.:';;!!~:bc indic~tcd in ,the c.l:itcrill. Hr~ 
:: '.Ether,i[,13tdn,:·thou.:;~t ,thllt- 'tc:::tporontut"c differenceD )bctwccn the c:::p3ulc9 land ;,the 
i. ::pi:e,~sut',~ i\!c:;!IC 1 ,,!,'::,:ll ;nir,h t • not rc:>r~scnt mueh, of C ,:pre:, lc::,\. "-ppro::i~nt.t!ly fib: _ 
/' -neutron .cncr[;o/ :;~hrc:::hold ,::ton!.tor.s ,nrc c:::Qd ,.to cete:rro.ine: the -:lct~,:~on irr:lldi.- -
i "'adon -of 'C, ,"con!:ul c. , :The unc"of tt:c V:-l11C of ,.250o ','F inGtMd 0: l! 1oc:!t' :v:n.luc _',) 
.;,-on' ,POl!;C3 ,~ ;nJ?d, ;3 ·of .'HC1 tc-.rinl Su..~!.] l:::nce ~r('l~~rn:::'_! ,-",,'.109 r;lIes ~ :~cr.:.cd. :'D~,: "Okrcn 
r~_'ic.'feITed fa' ,the ;ln3 t :9 to tet:u:mt on PC;}C ,3 of ,;t'l1C., requirement::: rcr.jl.rd:;'n~ ,·the 
:.~",lItiotcr'l:rtl :'Sur:veillnncc '!>r,();:;r~r.:!'!. He lO<:!id thnt it ""as difficult to believe 
.. thnt -dHfcrc-:lt re;>.ctor:: :will :be' opct":!cccl undc,r cOt.lpnrnblc conditiono ll:n~ 

,p~ryi;cc. Dr. Ck:,cn'~ thou.:;hc th::r::., even nt th'c 3~::tC oitc. rCt.:ctor:; lI'illi be 
opcrn;tcid dU£c.rentIY. lie indica,ted, nbo, thpt he had the feeli.n;· that! the 
_opcrator 9houlcl be re~pon5ible for (l ourvc111anc.c nroz;r~ ll.nd Hll[; ,Du:rorilsed 
to see the ph:'.osc "nuppl ied to one C'r :l:lorc. appl iCQntlO" atated in (n) ~i pn'.ge 
3. 

Dr. nUSll pO::'~ltCC: Ol!~ t.hnc Charpy tc~tin:. tt..1chincs often n.."l£unct~cm so lTO _to 
mnkc the b,.o:-ct .v~ltlcs hiL:h. llc lOu[;l:;cst;ed that the rcquirc':)cnts ,r:I::..s,ht, indi
cnte thnt the Chc.rpy tcntin..~ m.:lchi!}L: :::U5t be cnlibrlltcd by nppropri.:lt.c -,pro-
cedurcs. Dr. Ol:.rc!\t irH!lIirco rc£;cr:!in; hou tlie Clwrpy dntll are u~cd to_ clr1"l~' 
·a curve. '!t ,Wi'!S reported tr .... "t t11ir; '1::::.::: done by_ "Eycbol11!. Dr. Okrc.l!l' C'IICS
ti.onl..'.d ",hether there ;:;hould l.)C 0 rcr:i.!irc':Ient th;l.t the _DO !It co~scrv"'t.ivc ''W'Dluc5 
be: ur-cd." Ilr. ~'!.:lcc~ry indic.ntcd lw bcliuved that there nre ".ST.'~ l.·(!.:juirc:'Jcnts 
rcgardin3 hOtl the d!lt.n t'::.!Gt be plo"::Lc'!. r':. O:n-cnt tnqulrad .:1S to vh!!thcr 
pcr:::.ms "cr£n:,;::~~ tbe C!-tnrpy lC3t::; I!ccd .:..) be qU:llificd. f,ppr:rcot:ly, l.:;'ttlc 
if DOY qunlific.!lt-:'oa, other thnn Q '::c ... i.lior1ty with }.S'r.l I!!S, io required., 
Ur. Etherb:toa ::a::>ted he believc:d. ;,;hnl.. thc Sl'.bcc::m:ittce did not h.:lvc tiny 
enjor rC:lcrvnt .. t:;).:; ;:-"r.ar.:!·:n~ th~ rcr,ui:rc."'1CnLS of "!,"llcriol SurV'cill.:mcc Pro-, 
·'~n.:..:lll. ' 'nlO r.C'~;ttl=-"i:.ory ,;t.nCi; til to rcv:.:l~ "Ct"itcrin for FCJ;"ritic :::lccr'i~l 
Frncture l'o:T;.:imc3:l :-::!!'JuirC::::IC:'lt3". ::r. ;:thc=in2,tcn inl'jutrcd ~:: to hou Doon 
thtr. trli::;h~ be do;).c. r.nd }:r. ~~:H:=.'::-y ill:~-:'r-'tcd t!lnt th~~ OhCluJcl hc r..rn.lplctccl 
crc·· .. q t;,. .. t.; ..... n" ]""0 l.''''''c'' be;:,; ;,,<tloll,~n( .• 
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;.:, .-.:,:·:;·"·,;,~,:;:._c;~i ';,"" "'~, ,',' ' .. ~ 'i:" ',':,!_ ·::.:.;;-~',"rJ.~,: ~.,~: 
U;Mr,o:., ~~b.e~:t~~9fl= a~J!;ed r.~garding the :Re[;U~8tD~Y' St~f.fl s pos1t10n",rel~:tJ,e:'i~o , 
~ :,~eftl1!'Z,.~?}1,r,. ~~_c.cn-:ry ~tn.ted: that there; ~:rrt..l~,1t,ed dltta'r~n~r~:ing ~~e .\ 
,: , .. ~~_fi!~,~sc;.'!th,a,,~,': !.qUld,,,be,\ 8u!>jec~ea;, \:,? . .:mJlc.nJ 1ne ",-.~.!l'herc -nrc gu.~;a-t.'1on8~i9uch· i~ 
:"·':I~.~ ,-t:!t.e:;'~_Uc!=;t'!i .. ::OJ\ .~t-h_e_:~'tube-;1lP·;.t~'lHi!<shect joints. ?ir. Hllccnry indiclI:ted thet ,* 

tno, Regulatory Staff iti reluctant to consider unne.ll11nr, at temperatures llbove' 
,I':'):' ~b.~,': ,~~~:1.[;.r;\. ~aJ'lle~ 'Of" 6.50o:.,¥:,.,~ : Dr. :O~rent :Anql,!Jred _~h.et;her .r.t. i·s.: . .pr;:li.t;.t~~c:.~;l:J..to " ;i 
;, c·_.Il1lD:eal 'at;; 65QI?~ 'K.· _'Mr>:~!-'.a¢C_Ary:, rcplied t~t:~}he' h~~Aeved it bas.I, (,b,e,e~'1 ~.e,r"!:4=ied 'I'~ 
·i~.i:t_~~t 'th"c :~t'.'R"rPre:s:sur,ticr:'ibel'.ter.. nn~. JlllmP:Si ·c . .n~ cr.e~t'~ n ·ter.ilper-1,t."!,rC::.,ol::-6500 ~ •• , 

;'f"Mr. ·,Eth~r;i.ngton 'inquired abo!J t, " strain iag-1.ng· and .tCI:!J>er e:nbritt:.-le;tncnt. It WtlS "-: 

repOrted that the3c are items that will 'he lnvcstignted as p3rt of the RSS! ' 
program. Dr. Bush indicated that these represent potentt61 problems to ' ' 
materiala not now being used in rcnotors. 

br. Okrent reported that he had ncked an applioant whether he could state 
that bis P~lR syst~ could be annealed &t 6500 }" without goin~ back and aur
ve._yina to make sure this could be done, nnd the t1ppUcant s tnted unequivocally 
that he coull. Dr. Okrcnt indicated thnt the .Reguhtory Staff might review ~ 
the problem~ regnrding nnneal1~. P.r. HlIccary 8lI.1.d tha,t the Rc!;u!.atory Staff. 
is thinkinG of asking applicants haw they would anneal ~f this were found to 
be necessllry. 

Dr. Okrent otnt~d that 800~ ap?lic~nts have snid thut the ctortup p~r!oc is 
the most dnnze:rou9 time renardin~ the: pous1bUity .o~ fnilure of the prC8su:-e 
vessel. Dr. B~h said he n3s~d that the npplicant would be required to 
stay within specified technical specifications lio~ts rc~r.rdin& tcmper~turc 
and pressure values during this time. 

,.-~: 

" I ,Dr.,,~u8h pointed out that there is a t:'ilo-day,:meetint regardi~ the HSS'li pro-
gram land that the m,1ctinz, will be held on llllreh 31 and }.pr,il 1. 1970 at; OLlk 
JU.-dge. Poe indicated that this t1eet!.nz 'Would represent 8. tood opportunDty' . " 
~or llnyone Intcrcst;cd to reMin current r~gerdins: the nsST program. I 
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April 7. 1970 

H. Ethertngt.OD. Cha11'1DSrl 
NOT/Pressure Vesael./CoutaiDmeut 

SQbcC'Jll1lll1ttee 

MINUTES OF MBK'l'IBG OF AP8.lL 2. 1910 

Mtnutes of the meeting bald in ,the Alaxand.ar Motor IUD.. Oak 'RUge. on 
April 2, 1970. an attached fOl' your t'ey1ew. A capy has been sent to 
each of the. remaining .ncRS msubers. Pleue advise me resarding Whether 
or not our CDD.lJ\lLtaDta ebauld l"GCsive them. 

I ha.e Betlt Dr. Haaer of Wastinghoue. a Ust of names and a4dh.see", of 
1l1eIIt1:1l1 attend.es so he can fDnJ8't'd a summary of what bepreaented :':' , 

Attachment: 
Miuutes of ~et'n8 of April 2, 

1970. Oak B.14ge f TeJlDe!l8ee 

J. Ii:. Ran 
Senior Staff A881atant 

cc: Remaf.wler ACRS Members, w/attac_nt 

fiLE: NDT/PV/Containment BD9-4 



Summary 

KlNDTES OF 
NDT/PB.ESSURE VESSELS/CONTAINMENT 

SUBCOMMI'l'TEE MEETING 
OAK JUDGE t TENNESSEE 

APnL 2, 1970 

.llm:emb 
4/7/70 

The Subcc:mllU:tee met wieh ,the -ReguLa.to1.'y Staff and ACRS consultants to 
discuss the follaw1.:ag proposed criteria:· 

Appeo.du ·F. Reac~or Mate.rial Survaillan.c.e Program llaquiremeDts t 
February 20, 1970 

10 en SO.554·(1)~ Fracture 'roughaess Crit.eritl, Ms.rch 189 1970 

AppeDdb: F "w.as approved for iDcorporat.ion of the day t S 'cnmmeltts tm.d for 
final drafting. 

Practure Tougbaess Criterla was sent back Cathe Staff for study and revis~on. 
The effect of 1Trndiatma OIl frlU'!turerasistance ·of th1c.k reactor vesael walls 
.c.c:m.ti1ll:le& to be a major c:.c:mc:ern. 

A Westinghouse represeDCative . (T. Mager) presented f-ra.c.tnre tougtmesa data 
1Ihich indieated tb.at !tIc. may e:zhJ.bit a shelf behavior with 1:Dcreas.iDg tem
p~ratur •• 

Attendauee 

ACRS 

II. Etheriogton 
S • .Bush 
n. OUeut 
J. lla.ri s Staff 
W. Cooper. cOI)Bultant 
B.. Cor:teot consu.ltant 
F. Loss., c.onsu.ltant 
P. Paris 

.!2!Y! 

.1.. 'Birkel 
~. Re.n.u-oya 

~ 
R. H!u:eary 
S. Pawlicki 
J. Knight 
It. ~icbma:a 
P. lklrian 

lYlI 
R. De.brmau 
J. Illmter 

OIHiL -F. W1t:t 
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NDTlPv/CantaiDment Meeting - .2 .. April 7. 1970 

Meet.ing wit.h All Attendees 

Kr. Etheri.ngton requested Mr. \Utt,t a comments on the NDT reqni-rements por
tion of the draft SO. S.5a( i) II Fract:n.re touglm.e.ss Criteria. Wit.r. rec.ommenCled 
that NDT + 6OC?F be need as the mm;tmllt1l serviee temperature criterion. 

Dr. OkreQt asked 'Mr. W1-tt:: hi.s .optn1cu ,OD, .anaealiug ,requirements. Witt felt. 
that. if mmealb1g iB requi.red. Btlrveill.aDce sipe~imens IIIDSt be provid.ed to 
j1!dge when ,this sb.cN.ld be done. 

Haa:ary puaeii out a set of curves 'wh:i.ch are e.xamples of how the crit.erion 
would II'Oft 1u pnct.ilce.Ind:tan ,Point l was the .pecifk projeCt 1twol~. 
The rolliBg. ratio fDr these plates i-a about 1/.2. Figure 3 of the 'At.tach
DleDt chows the appUeaticm of the fracture ,toughness crtteria to the !P-l 
'beltUne materials. Os:e:of tile proposed criteria vould result in a m1:D.1 ... 
mum senue temperature of 1320, w 4Si)p' for the prcsent er1it.e.r:f..a. 

With ,the proposed cri,t.eYia applieG to otber-thaD-belltline ,malIerials. the 
iniDimum service t.empe.rature is IIl1lCb higher ,( 11SOF) as shown em Figure S. 
(This is beJ::au.se of the lowe'%' acceptah~ frac.t:ure t:ouglmesa mRLy. from ,the 
,beltl1De.) ,Duri'q.g ,tbe 1,1£e of the p1.ant.. the bel'tline requi:rement will 
gradually tncrease aDA CCNld ovel:take t.be 11SOJ.i' r.equintmeU. 

For all 'these duc:::usaicaa. the trans"gene Charpy"'V energie'S are assumed to 
be 2/3 of the loDglt.udiDal values. On the basis ~~. these camps.rtaona. /..11\ 

Maceary sblted chat: three of the exiat:iDg 11'-3 vessel plates uould be 4c:~ept
able. Using the previous version of the. proposed crite-ria, no ,plates would 
have 'heen rejec.~,. 

There was same discussion 011 whether or not ,the Charpy curves are direct.ly 
applicable to pZ"essO%'e ve.sselll since they only describe specimen beimvior. 
As pointed out by Hr. Corten, these dat:a may not' have d1.rec.t 'l'e.lac,icmship 
,to rapid crack propagation 1n a veasel.. ».1'. Paris reinft:t.reed Ccr.tteu I II scate
menta 

M:r. Etherington asked Witt if his aue effects al·so apply to t.ensile speci
mens • Witt. felt: .that they 40. There was some SubCGl1llli~b!e concern that the 
prroposed c~ite:ria 1.-8 vritten for ',"atrckthickar plates 1lhereas ,the th1nDe.st. 
pressure vessel wall being constructed is 6 ... s/8r.1 in thkkDeBs. Therefore.. 
the crit.eria may not be cODServat.i"ge in ·this ·SeDSe. 

Dr. Bush cauti<meil t:.be group about ummrrant:ed inereases in :required Charpy 
'Values,. In his opinion» mw:::h vessel plate may have to bed.is.earded if t.he 
'standards become ,too -reatrictive. ,Dr. Cooper· S opiniGm was that experie1:U:.e 
with vessels L 6~' thi.c.k. has beeu good even though tbe standards have been 
poor. Above 6 11

, there is reason for ~ern because of the sizing e'ffeets. 
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NDr/PV/Containment Meetiug ,.,. 3 ... April 7. 1910 

Be worries that tm'l + 600:r 'may DOt be adequate for ,the larpr st&ea. am! 
the thicker tl3e ",essel,tl1B more ,the ,concen. 'l'lu:Iusb he 'I/IOUldn't worr, 
aboa~ standing next to a~b.ick wallbeiAg hy4mtelltecl at: lOOOP. be waald 
feel better at 1700'F. If the :temperatUre _Ilt above 21'2Op, he wcmldD."t 
be aay place arouzut because of .the safety problems with any leaJdD& steam. 
Dr. OkreDt felt: that theee baBes far deciding .what ',8 safe 804 .mat isn't 
., DGt be .ppli.c.able ,to ,puDli.c safety cam:ema. Sa 81:.a'Ced. his COIilClulI~n 
on tlIa prior d*_rd,GItS.,. that: '8 stqle criterlan far tb1ck walled veueb 
may not. be appz:opriate. Dr,. Bash felt ,that .there may be iDBcIequst:e clat.a ·to 
say ,that the proposed ~r1.a sive safe venela in ,the vert thkk sect.iaas. 

Preaeutat101l by T. Ma'ger" West~e (All Atteadeea p1!'ellent.) 

Westinghouse hu been loolrlng for a fract.ure tougJmesa upper shelf for th.1c:k 
E'e8ctor materials. Dr. Hap.r preaezd:ecl ,some IiIeW data ·£ram h.t.a ~ lab. 
(Mager ¥tIl send copt.es of this data to ,all ,atteadee1l.) Be asked that I:I&e 
dat.a ''be hll1tiil.ea ,in 8 cODf.:1ldeat 1al fJIIII1Ill1er.. The ltlc .,.al~ for .. lUCrI!JuV ' 
material showed: au u.ppe1:' abel f hebavJ.or with temperatu.re. (previoDsly.. an UP"" 
tum of the C'01Vt! had 'beeD ezpecte4').. 'The .helf beha.v1DT baa ben ,seen in 
other mat:erlals;, i:.OO't Hap.r ftCOIi'I\i:,nd., :that 'the &SST PMgrmD 'Q8e mUd steels 
BDd eva~e tOe quest:itmS brought up by .these 4ieeusstons. ,Be felt that a 
Klc 1J.J:. of 50 'ui 7Ii, wou'lti be acceptable fear -s l-l/2n crack and that a 
Charpy 'V value of 10 f·t. U.s,." post-irradiated, i.e .probably a.ec:ept.ahle .1ii1e.st
inghouse ',8 second recOIJIIlIIe.miatiGn !:s. to irradiate A-S33 material and try to fit: 
this informaticm to tbe present data" Diffe.rent steels may stmw different 
behavior than the behavior di-sc'ossati above. Alao" since the yt-e 1tt strengths 
tend :to 'saturate .at ebcn.;rt 2-1lt1:019 fI'Vt, ,the !tIc: shelf may drop o~t ~ the, 
h1gbe-r trradial;i.on. . , 

Meet.tug sans F. W1:t:t: .• T. Mage-r a ·and RDT Representatives 

Discussion of Pro sed 1'0 en SO.· Sa 1 Ft'ae~re Too S'S Cri:te.ria tS//,f IN £; 

Mr. PawU"c:k1 introduced tile 8ub jec't £01' ·the :Reguiatory Staff. He observed 
t.hat the ,geometrically scaled 'up specimens wi:t.h scaled up cracks,. will faU 
at 10liiler .stren thaD :the thin ones.. This must be factared ,into the Regula
tory cousi.derat:ioas.. Pawlicki f.elt that the consideratians fall into three 
,cat.egoT1ea: 

1. 'Nominal operation of ve88e.l-s - establbh safety mar~os .• 
2. ARticipa~ed ·transien~s - 'deteTmine bov margins are reduced. 
3. Acts of God and other undefined aeci.d.ents - dete:rmine how 

mu.eh energy WOltld have eo be .absorbed for the vessel t.o fa.i 1. 

Dr. Okrent observed that there may be two categories of anticipated tr.ansients; 
those with and tilose without; prot.ective action. Pawlicki pointed out the prob
lem of adAinl aaother DOor to NDT ± 600p in tbet. for msterials witb diffenmt 
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NDT lpv /Contal1'D1Jent Meeting - 4 - April 7. 1970 

Hr. Etherington asked for consultants· comments on the lmportance of the 
fracture energy absorbed per unit volume of material versus sue (this is 
Wi'tt's concern). Dr. Cooper felt that fracture area is not die con:elat·~ 
able parameter nor is fracture volume. For brittle fail'lttes .• the fracture 
energy goes up with L'4. Mr. Loss generally 'would be happy wich adding 
more margiA to the. NOT + 600F, dependant on a satisfactory CharPY curve
and a good. correl'ation between Klc and Charpy results. Be later added 
that tbere 1.8 A difference between flauedend unfla.wed be.hsvior. 

Dr. Paris would ree.ammend a .c~prDmi:.se between the pure Cha-rpy appt'C8ch 
and the pure Ktc approach. Klc'yield strengtil may be a useful parameter. 
A U.lait based ·on yield strength VB Charpj shelf was eme ·of Dr. Paris 1 sug
gestions • 

Prof. Cotten cc:mmJenteci that a level of Charpy upper shelf energy and aJ). 

NlJT + same margtD limit is requir.ea. Some relationship .bould be estab
lished between upper shelf aud section thickness. 

Dr. Cooper added that be lagreed generally with both Paris and Carten. He 
stated tbat the average aoalyst. wou.ld use Ll a8 t.he correlation wi·th frac
ture eD8rgy but that ·this would be uuconservative,. Be waa uneertain aseD 
what value between L2 and Ll ahcmld be employee!. 

Mr. Etherington asked i·£ a different approach should be ·taken on t.he r.ri
teria. Paris repeated that these limits should be based aD thklmu& and 
on yield strength. The J:hiek.e.r vessel should have SDra ,restrictive limi~s 
than ·tbe thtllJ:ler ·0De. Cogper thought that the .industry CaDit 'wait for lDCIre 
soph1st1ca.tedcriteria and. tha't the proposed should be issued f;Oon. 

Dr, ·Okrent saud if there wee my reservations about thick sections, 
Mr. Loss felt there should be mo:re marg1n for the thinner sectious. Por 
some steels, the mtr + 600F is not cGIlIIervative b.eeause of the curve shapes 
and method of cleteradning NUT poiut. The g&ue.ral Isubj'ect of :clumatog the 
basts 'elf detemining NDT was discussed w1t.h m.') conclusion. ('the pl'Oblem 
is that the DT test value falls Ilear ·the .toe of the Charpy cune..) 

In response to Dr. Ok.rent"s question on whether or not the present approach 
for chir.:l!.: sect:ions 'was conservatil'Ve. Pawlicki stat.ed .that t.im propos.e.d cri
teria are in c.cmcert with ·wttt:r s findings. Paris stated tb.B.:t t:he situat.io1l 
:l.s marginai~ for veasels 8 n thick and. larger and ,that n criterion wtc:hout: pro
viai,oJl8 for chauge in thi.ckDa&s is probahly not: adequate. Paris 'NO'Uld require. 
£01." 6" thick irradiated sections, a 55 .ft-};b6I1li:nimum 'Charpy value. FOT a 
hIghly irrad1ated 6·ft Bection~ the 1lumber would be 90 ft-lbs. For a 12" un
irradiated section. 57 ft-lbs ·is recommended, fDr 12" irradiation the ·mmaber 
becomea 115. Ris method of analysis is conservative because he assumes uni
form fluence through ebe vessel wall. According to Dr. lliush~ if these numbers 
~lr'·~ "Si':>[', ,,!),,~"'1!d..fn': ~,,:,,:ctL'''- 1J'~~'~' 
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are used, one better forget about building reactor vessels. Paris' tnsal:u!n 
are based on fluaaces which get yie ld strengths up to 105 psi. Lack Df tIc 
data in the upper shelf region continues to be a problem. 

caueU'B 

In view of the ccmsulitmtts' ccmeerns (principally Par,is') about 1rradLat~Ol1 
ef,feC't:s in 'thi.c.k sectiamJ, ,the Subc.ommU~te.e was faceD with a thorough re
viJri01l of the proposed criteria ,to' incorpara'te fra.c:.t.ure toughness re,qul,re
meats in adtlltkan to mrr criteria. or wi.tnan iDterim 1s$ae af the pJ:'D~l 
with .a ,prmri.eD on i.rrad1a.tlon effeeta in ,the ·thicker see-tiona. The lat1:~r 
course seetaed mos:t appropriat;e :to ehe Subcommittee. 

Continued Di.acussioB of Proposed 10 en 50.55&(1) 

Dr .Ilush 's CCllll.l8'Dts on .the draft wtlre discasaed and 'handed to Maec.ary for 
iucorporatioQ in :the ne~draft (Mac~ haDded out a 3/18/70 draft of the 
e:rit.ed.a) • 

A considerable dis.cusslon was held en the Dumber ~f degrees the Charpy curve 
shor.rld be traDSlated iJs.equUIJ.'l'ltS.K ii(4)(117 am:l Oil the specification on the 
C:harPY .ltfi::::" value (Dr. Bush would recommend 30 ft· .. lbs as the basis hera). 
Dr. Rush warned agaias,t ,l.m!nas.i:D.& the DtUIIhe.rs ,for minimum Charpy adjus~ 
fract.ure Bllergy because of the :opposi,ti-on .and. delays whic.h will come from in
dustry. Cooper asked ,for limits in tile cr1:teru WiCA WDuld prohibit 8h~ 
bychto teat.ing at '/ 200~. :D:t. Olu:ent; e:xpressed his difficulty in undersiandtng 
Cooper"s 'c:c:mcern sint:e t.he name of t.he ~ is public healt.h and safety mdnot 
COllCerD over the aafe£y of ,shop C WD'I'kers • .. 

Discuss'ion o.f ApP!mdix, F - Surveillance Reguiremencs 

A. paae-oy"'pap review wasperio.naed Gf l::his 2/20/70 draft and. mod.i£ie:aticms 
made. as shown em. the ,marked up copy in the ACRS filea. During .. the c1iscuJs 10n 
it wu brought out: that: double .annealing ,of ,the ves..sal waH during veJrse ~ life 
would probably require a specimen ,capsule in addit:iallto what is already "re
quired by AppeDClb: F. ChaDges to elle draft were largely editorial. DRS'. 
to redraft tlds for final raview. 

Discussion of SO,.55a(i) 

A page-by-page discU8t!IioQ was coaduc:ted an the 3/18/70 draft (C,OlIIIDeIlts are 
included. in the AC2S file copy of th1a marked up draft). Dr. Okrent had a 
concern about .how system overprassn-re cons.1del'ati.ons are handled. by the pro. 
posed criteria. Cooper painted out that pressure containiug systems are ,both 
pressure-rate sensitive and pressure-time senai.tive. Fla.nge leakaae ean ibelp 
in, limiting pre.sure rises. ODe poa'Bible 'Solution to this oVerpressure qUestion 
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would be treatment. in a separa£e criterion. AccordLug to Mr. Etheriagton, 
sll expeeted pressure rises should be accommodated by ·t.he proposal. DRS 
was to study .t.his further. Maccary pointed out tllat dl!! proposal is being 
written w1t:h tbe thought that it will be mDeuded 88 necessary. perhaps 
every six months.. Words are to be inclw:1.ed to this effect. 

Prof. Carten believed that ·the quest,icm of whether or DOt Charpy teats 
should be c.cmdueted at SOOOF should ,be evaluat.ed. He was :to gtve this 
que. t ion SOllIe II tudy • 

He also fe It that the 50 ft -lb. .ad.justeil fr.aaure energy ior plates, etc •• 
was about appropriate. This gi.ves him DO trmible with an. uairrad1ated 
vessel.. Cooper liked 50 ft Ib provided the 1Q ft Ib aClder 1s lucreas.ed to 
15 ft. lb. Dr .. Okrent wonld reqnire a qualifying statement: for 'thick. sec" 
tiona, baaed .em auy lIew informsti_ 4'D effect of l:rrad1atioa.. 

Some of t:be mare significant cbsngeQ to the Marc.h 18, 1970 dTaft are ae fol
lows: 

1. An uppe~ limit to tensile strengt:h is t.o be added. 
2. System trans tents are to be l1.sted. 
3. A comment 1D to be included OD suitable ope:ra.c:ing restr,ic:tians. 
4. Operation with known flaws is to be discussed. 

In addition, the Staff is to review the sugges.eion that ebe fDllowing limits 
apply: 

Th1cJmes@ Min. All lnsted. CharI!!. 

t a: 5 In. 
t -= 2-5 in. 
t ::. 2 in. 

SO ft Ibs 
40 ft Ibs 
35 ft Ibs 

The upper shelf shall be is it lbs higher than these values. 

Further Subeomm.ttt.ee di'Scuss ion will ,be mquired following Staff review and 
i11Corporati.on of tbe members' COl1'IDZent.s. 

.... '* * 
At. tachments: 
1. Charpy v-match - Impac:t. Properties -

Indian Point III Reactor Vessel, 
dtd 3/30/70 

2. Use of CVN for Semi-Ductile or Non
S:aasibla SiAP,la iract~a Cr1t8r~a 
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§ 50.55& (1) FRACTURE TOUGHNESS CRITERIA 

(1) Introduction 

These criteria specify minimum fracture toughnecs requirements for 

ferritic materlaIG used in prelulUr-e-containing components of the reactor 

'coDlant pressure boundary to provide an adequate margin of anfety Against 

""bri tt1e fracture over the ontire se,ntiee lifetime under the system 

design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary. 

Por the purpose of these criteria, the system service conditions include 

thoGG pressure and temper-sture transients imposed by normal reactor 

operation, ,system hydrostatic tests. and other loading transients spec1-

fiod in the respective design apecificatlon of the pressure containing 

components. 

' . 

.. 
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(2) Definitions 

- y t::tC:\~~9 
(i) "pressurC",SQAtaiB7 components II means those pressure vessels, 

piping, valves, and pumps, including pressure-ret~ining bolting 

thereof. which make up the reactor coolant pressure boundary. 

(it) "Reactor coolant pressure boundary" is defined in 10 CFR Part 50. 

§ 50.2. 

(iii) "Ferritic material.s" means those carbon and low alloy steels 

with specified minimum tensile strength less than 100,000 ps~. 

f\ ""P op (including welds and weld hent-affected zones in such materials), 
rr v U r E"R _ -:::r P«S$f'9i..-y' »E1-~T£ 

L. J J..IJ I ( 'J' 0 and ~\01 alloy steel bolting) with specified minimum tensile 

TeNS IL·r: :)~r;trenr,th not greater ~25,OOO psi, which conform with the 

under which rules the component is built. . 
'~O R ,lY.S' t.... 1 M.. I -r ( H ~ -( JJ I 5 ~ 12 I ,.. £ re ( 6 til.( -f D H £. :;, £' , 

" " Nt:; N - i (? 12 A.P / A'T £:1) f"'1 A 'r E f2 Jjt~ L :5 .1 
"Normal rene tor C!peration" ~ those service condi tions normally 

expected during operation of the reactor coolant system, including. 

but not limited to! 

Normal system startup 

Normal operation in the de!'liRt1 power range (inc.ludes hot standby) 

System transients in chanr,ing from one normal condition to 

i "TfolE'iY{ Pc'tIDE' 
nnother (e.r .•• power loadin?, :md unload1.nr,) ..... J~A·;(;T rVO'RM,"(L) tU.1~12.(::€ltitV 

£'T~.. . /' 
(v) "System hydrostntic tc!'!ts ll includes those pressu'Cization cycles 

td which the reactor coolant pressure boundary, ~r portions 

thereof. will be subjected in tlle conduct of any hydrostatic. 
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.teat~. Such te~ta include theBe required to comply with the 

rule!'.: of the ASHE Section XI - "Rules for lnser-vice Inspection of 

Nuclear Reactor Coolant Sya tams II QS well all tes ta conducted prior 

to each plant startup. 

(vi) 
_~(t H·g ,;: e::~ IS R ~/ (.I.RD . 

"Mini'll1~emperature." of a component ill the. minimum 

temperature above ~~ich the coincident pressure imposed on the 

component may exceed 25 percent of the reactor coolant system 

operating pressure (at normal rated power) • or 25 percent of the 

reactor c:oolant: sYllt;am hydrostatic te/itt preoElure. 

A V 'fJ t,o ~M Ft-Jy''"f 0 I{ ?\} ('r J\. B.L£ 0 P ~IR ¥ /2?l£jTFi2 v"e.\"l {) N 5: 
(vii) "Adjusted fracture anergy" t far the purpose of these criteria, ". 

shall be the fracture energy of ferritic materinl, at a given 

,.,.,..'f\"H'tI/!'Jl'l"' .... ,..' ... a .. A..t .... ,. ... A 
.... --1""- .. -----. --.,.J---- .. 

j 

in aceordance with (5)(il)(~). 
. 
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(3) Fracture ToulJ,hnesa Ueq l!ir€!menta - Outset of Ser.-"iec-Lifc 

(1) Per:rici~ materielG of pressut:'C!-containing components of the reactor 

coolant prcli\sure boundary sl"t.!ill el:h.ibit t at the outae t of service- .') 
AT T We: fV'/.,' N.. -;5' ~ I? V,' (::, C 1-'; f"tp. J AI Z 'l y ..J'~./ 

lifa, the following fracture toughneaa properties;under the 

prGDSUre and ten~erature transients of the system service cond1-

ciona Q£sociated with normal reactor operation, and Bystem hydro-

8tatic: tests; 

U1-~i&f''I!':!ti& aatedall3 (except ao qUllli,fied under (3) (v» shl.111 exhibit. 
,,.,,.,,. 

.at tbe m.htimYRt"'" usrv.tce--tempe rat UIB , adjusted fracture enet'!J30- levels 

no -lower than: 

(!) For plates, pipes, tubes, forgings, and castings: 
, [I ~ 1= 1 II. (""-\ r.-:<:. f'..J ,~ A'y V < J 2- F' b e tv (;::=. ~ E c- 'w' foe t;::Js;5- ::;. t" /.:: LJ... I-~'" -- I'" 

Seetion Thickness Min:1luum. Charp7-V-Notch rOO 1Z"-~ I )·t~5; 
t (inchos) AdjU3ced Fracture EnerflY (ft-Tho) p .-:><" 

.---- F~ 

t '> 3 -.::;:::? 

;t~~ so 
..,..-0 L.):;' OK A"I -

.;.·.?3) 
TAt:" .F 

1 <. t < J r;: '" f'''t;;; Ric tV ~E. 

t < 1 ;Z -
" ./. 

(b) ...-For press ure-re taining bolting; ) 
7 ~ __ ~, _~ ____ ----./ 

:5 E f' A ?- A "":l £: 
~~~N:;( P£I?.A:~rlbN 

Diameter Charpy-V-Notch 
d (inches) "Adjusted Fracture Energy (ft-lba) 

d > 3 50 

d. < 3 40 
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The upp~r shelf fracture enerAY levels? as determined by CharpYJ 
) 

IS (h...,;-t- ;1/ b e. ~ J... el!~l e-(.y 
V-notch teats. shall be at least~t-lb higher than the values-

specified under (3)(ii), e}~cept for reactor vessel beltline 

material vhich ahnll meet additional requirements' of (3)(1v). 

(iv) Reactor vessel beltline mstc-rLd. 'Whose fracture toughness 

properties may be subject to significant degradation in service, 

shall exhibiC upper shelf energy levels D~_~~IY higher 

than those required under (3)(i11). Th~~~Cy~Jf such initial 

upper shelf enerflY levels shall be justified by appropriate 

data and analyses baaed on the estimated service degradation of. 

fracture toughness properties. Such analyses shall be made 

avail~ble for review by the Commission. 

(v) Ferritic material l/2-inch and less in thickness. when made to 

fine-grain practice. may be u~ed in pressure containing components 

of ·the reactor coolant pressure boundary without compliance with 

the requirements of (3)(i1) provided their minimum service tempera-

ture is not less than 100 0 F. 
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(4) !nserv:tce Req,uirem~nt - Reactor V:=gc:e! Seltl1ne Material 

(i) Renetor v~uDe18 conatructcd of fcrritic mate~iels shall hava their 

belt line ~eg1on mat~Lials Gnd ~ald propertieB monitored by a 

Gurveillllnce program confo,rt:Ung to the require'W.!nt:9 of "React.or 

H&teri&l Surve111anc:t! Program". 

(ii) Reactor vessels shall be designed to permit the conduct of a 

thermal annealing trentrnent to recover material toughness properties 

of the reactor vesoel beltline ferritic matcrialS'~ unl~ 
Mfo ~cr:. STKO"S~<;£~ 

experimental data and tests performed on~c~Qrab~renctor vessBl 

steels demonstrate thut the adjusted fracture energy of the reactor 

vessel heltline rnat'er1al will ~et eonseI'V'at1vely the requirements 

of (3)(ii) st a temper~ture of 200~F over the entire service 

lifetime of the reactor vesoel. 

(iii) Reactor vessels may bs permitted contin~d operac1on provided the 

adjusted fr~cture energy, at the minimum service temperature, 88 

established ~t any service period from the test results of the 

material Burve111ance program satisfies the limit specified in 

(3)(11) • 

(iv) In the event the adjusted fracture energy, 'At the minimum service 

temperature, 8S established at any Bervice period from the test 

'\) A ~(Jt;. results of the material surveillance program, falls het'",ee~;) 
~'~?~ ... ~,l andC0t-~the reactor ve •• el may b. permitted eoati"ue~ 

.~ c<.- ..! \~ \ /' 
;-- . \ tion provided; V '-"', r r--
/ \> ~ \t' ~ r c \/~ /, 
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(~) Ade~uate safety margins fOL coctinued operation can be 

demonst'r3ted by the &pplicatiotl9 of the ,principles of fracture 

lMCnaniCIl based on VD..!id fracture touehneDs dRCa obtsined from 

reprasentative materials including welds, and weld heat-affected 

R J(-: ~ £. 'i2, T 6 ,A ~r JI'fff ::5 P';: tt:..§ A- Nf:D J:::::1:-~ zones. ' .{ 

v~· L. U rl. E'T tel t. 
(~) EssentiAlly 100 percent

A
1nservtce inspection of the beltlina 

region of the reactor vessel 1s performed to eatsbliah the 

existence, if any. of significant flava in the material. 

(£) A fracture meehanicB an41yoi9 iQ performed based on: 

the belt line straSG analyses, the fracture toughness proper-

ties of the materials obtained from (4)(iv)(~). and the 

Such test data llnd analyses shall be ma.de ava.ilable for review snd 

approval by the Commisaion. 

(v) In the event the adjustod fracture energy. at the minimum service 

temperature, as established at any service period from the teot 

results of the ~~teri41 8urveillanee ~rogramt fells below 35ft-lb8 • 
.! 

. , 

the reactor vessel mgy no longer be pormitted continued operation. 

unlens 4 thermal annealing creatment ig performed to effect a 

rocovery of material toughness properties of the reactor veaBel 

beltline materiAl. 

The proposed annealing ~thod and procedure. and the fracture tough-

ness test date before and after annenling treatment, shall be made 

available for rev1e~ and approval by the Commiosion. 
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(5) Fracture Tou~~~39 Tests 

(i) Ferritic materi£1ls shall be tested for fracture toughness proper-

ties b~' means of the Char-py \T-notch 'irn?act test (AS'D! A-370), unci 

the Dropweil:;ht test (ASTH E-20S); in accordance 'Cd.th the follotdng 

requirement and the adjusted fracture energy levels determined as 

specified in (5)(11) to demonstrate compliance with the fracture 

toughness criteria of (3)(ii): 

Charpy V-notch (C ) impact teses shall be conducted to define 
v 

the C tea t c.urve (including the upper-she'!f energy level) 
v 

usin~ Type A specimens oriented wi th respect to the "wealt" 

direction (~JR orientation in plates) of the respective plates, 

taining components. 

(.!!.) Where the usc of specimens oriented wi th respect to the "weak" 

L \) 0 ~~ J:t. r 

~d LL 11'/ Q; 

r::--A T I (l ;j' 

direction is not practicable; specimens oriented with respect 

to the "strong" direction (RW orientation in plates) may be used 

provided test correlation data obtained from ferritic materials 

of the snme specification is available to convert the C test curve 
v 

(R\~ orientation) to the C tes t curve (lm orientation). Where v . 

sueh correlat:ion is no':: available, the "strong" direct.ion C 
v· 

test curves may be used to demonstrate adequat~ fracture tough-

ness provided that ferritic materials exhibit, at the minimum 

service temperature, adjusted fracture energy levels no lower 

than 1.5 times the energy levels of (3)(1i ). 

r' 
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(~) Materials uoed to prepare test apeeimens shall be repreaenta-

tive of the ~ctual properties of the finished component as 

required by the applic~ble cc~atruction code under which rules 

the component is built. with the exception that ferritic m=teriv.ls 

intended for the reactor 'Vessel beltline region ohall. comply 

.' with the requiremantn of (5)(1)(,.£). 

(~) Materials ucsd to prepare test specimens for the reactor vessel 

b~ltline region Ghall be taken directly fram excess material 

,end weldo in the veasel shell courae(s) following completion I 
ANP wt!,tif- i"(Ayf: ~~rJr:: T}j.rtJiJl:J1.. 'j-N.;:r w},JaJ..£i 

of the production longitudinal weld jointA Where seamless Pft?'Cf'S5.. ; 

shell forgings are used, the ta&t apecimena shall be taken 

from t1 separate weldm!'l.nt using e:tc.ess material from the shell 

forging(G) ~nd welded under the ~ame production. welding condi

tions applied in joining the ahe11 forgings. 

(~) Charpy V-notch impact test mac:hinea used to determine f.racture 

toughness properties for compariaon with the criteria of 

(3)(11) shell have been calibrated at least once in each 

6-month interv~l employing standard specimens obtained from 

U. S. Army Materialo Research Center. 
1C:e:: F~R ! /) A-::> 'rM SF£. C. 

'(!) Temperature instrumentation UDed to control test temperature 

of.specimens, for both Charpy V-notc:h impact tests oud drop-

weight tests shall hove been calibrated at least once in each 

3~onth interval. 

,', 
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(ii) Adjusted Fracture Energy 

The Charpy V-notch (C ) test car.ve ()s derived from the tests of 
v 

(5)(i) shall be adjusted as follows, to establish the adjusted 

fracture energy of eac.h materiLl.l tested, for comparison '(>]ith the 

acceptance requirements specified in (3)(i1): 

(~) The 'Charpy V-notch cur-.,e of (5) (:I.) shall be translated t.o 

the right along the temperature coordinate by a temperature 

increment equal to the sum of: 

<..~) the difference betwecll the Nil-Ductility Transition (NDT) 

temperature derived from the Drop'Weight test (mIT). and 

the temperature correspon4ing to the Charpy V-notch "fix" 

energy value (ft-lbs) specified in the ASHE Section III -

Nuclear Vesnel Code for the applicable ferritic material, 

to be applied only when the NDT temperature is higher 

than the temperature corresponding to the Charpy V-notch 

"fix~ II and 

a tls ize-effect11 increment of 70°F to be applied only for 

material thickness above 3-inches. 

The adjusted fracture energy, as read from the adjusted C 
v 

curve of (5)(ii)<'~). at the minimum service temperature t 

shall be used to determine compliance with the fracture 

toughness'requirement of (3)(11). 

'. 
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APPENDIX F 

REActOR MATERIAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM REQUIRBHENrS 

I tnt roduction 

The requirements of this material surveillance program are intended to 

monitor the changes 1n the fracture ~ou8hne8s properties of reactor 

veasel beltl1ne region constructed of ferrit1c material., which 

changes such materials may experience as a consequence of neutron 

irradiation over the service life of the vessel. The purpose of the 

program ie to obtain fracture toughness test data from material 

specimens withdrawn periodIcally from the reactor Yessel. to assure 

. that the 'Vessel will be operated under conditions of adequate margins 

of safety againatJn;:;f.tt:le- fracture. 
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II Definitions 

A. '18e1tl1ne region of reactor vessels 'I means the shell tnat:er1al. 

including velds and weld heat-affected zones. which directly 

surroUnd the effective height of the reactor core. 

"Effective height: of reactor core" 1s not less than the overall 

height of the reactor fuel element assemblies. and in no case 

leS8 than the height of vessel internal thermal shields where 

used. 

"Minimum service temperature ll is defined in 10 CFR Part 50 t 

I,SO.55a (i)(2). 

D. "Adjusted fracture energy" is defined in 10 CFR Part 50. § 50.55a' 

(i)(2). 

E. I!Intep:rated surveillance programs lt means' the combination of 

individus'l material surveillance programs as applied to one or 

mor~" reactor vessels to yield results which serve to monitor the 

changes in fracture toughnes's properties for a group of vesgels. 
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tIl Material Surveillance Program 

A. Surveillance Program Requirements - Reactor vesBels eonstruc:ed 

of ferritic materials shall have their beltline region monitored 

by a surveillance program complying with the following requirements 

aad the provisions of the ASTH Specification E-l85-70 except as 

modified by these requirements: 

1. Surveillance specimens shall be taken directly from the 

excess shell course material, welds, and heat-affected' zones 

of the beltline region of the reactor vessel, which are used 

to conduct the fracture toughness tests in meeting the 

requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, § 50.55a (i)(4) • 

. 2. Irradiation capsules containing the surveillance specimens 
F V?3-t:.1: Ld.. J 

shall be located as close as pr acriQaele to the inside vessel 

wall. In any case, the capsule locationS shall be such that 

the calculated neutron flux received by the innermost (with 
. . 

respect to the reactor· core) irradiation specimens will not 

exceed three times the calculated maximum neutron flw[ at 

the inside wall of the vessel. . The design and location of 

the capsules shall permit removal and reinsertion of the 

capsules. 

3. The required number of apecimens and capsules and their 

withdrawal schedule shall be governed by the following: 
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{aj For reactor vessels for which it can be conservatively 

demonstrated by experimental data and tests performed on 

comparable vessel steels that the adjusted fracture energy 

level of the reactor vessel beltline region will meet the 

requirement8 of § 50".55a (!)(3)(U). at a temperature of 

lOO°F, over the entire service. lifetime of the reactor 

vessel, at least th"ree capsules shall be required. for 

wi thdrawal as follows: 

Withdrawal Schedule 

Is t. capsule 1/4 Service Life 

2nd caps ule" 3/4 Se~ce Life 

3rd capsule Stan~y 

In the event, the surveillance specimens exhibit, at 

one-quarter of the vessel's service life~ a shift of the 

Cbarpy V-notch (C ) fracture energy curve greater than v 

orginally predicted by test data, the withdrawal schedule 

shall be modified as follows; 

Wi"thdrawal Schedule 

Is: "capsule 1/4 Service Life 

2nd capsule 1/2 Service Life 

3rd capsule Standby 
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(b) For reactor vessels which do not meet the conditions of 

III A.l(a) but for which it can be conservatively 

demonstrated by experimental data and tests performed 

on comparable vessel steels that the adjusted fracture 

energy levels of the reactor vessel belt line region 

will meet the requirements of § 50.55a (1)(3)(1i). at a 

temperature of 200°F over the entire aervice lifetime of 

the reactor vessel. at leas t four capsules shall be 

required. for withdrawal as follows: 

1st capsule 

Withdrawal Schedule 

At time when predicted 

shift of C adjusted 
v 

fracture energy curve 

.. 
I --1 

, 1 ~" ..) 

( 
, ,is approx. 5QoF (') y. Y.; 

xd .. _,~h.~'t~I- ('-,C~~ +I'r:.:.t-. 
2nd capsule Approx. equal interval 

be~een 1st and 3rd 

capsule vithdtawal 

lrd capsule 3/4 Service Life 

4th capsule Standby 

(c) For reactor vessels which do not meet the conditions of 

III A.3(b). at least five capsules shall be required. 

for withdrawal'as follows: 
, 

..c 
o ) 
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Withdrawal Schedule 

1st capsule At ti~ when predicted 

shift of C
y 

adjusted 

fracture energy curve 
I ' . 

/..;., . eJ \." 

2nd & lrd capsule Approx. equal intervals 

be tween Is t and 4 th 

capsule 

4th capsule 3/4 of Service Life ' 

.lth capsule Standby 

(d) Withdrawal schedules may be modified to coincide with 

those refueling outages or plant shutdowns most closely 

approaching the wi thdrawal schedule.' 

(e) Sufficient "archive" material shall be retained to pre-

pare additional surveillance specimens (as recomuended by' 

ASTM Specification E-185-70) except for reactors which 

mset the conditions of III A.3(a) or (b). The "archive,j 

material ahall be obtained from the excess shell course 

material, welds. and heat affected zones as identified 

in III A.l. 

B. integrated Surveillance Program 

1. An integrated surveillance program may be employed for multiple 

reactor vessels located at one site. provided that; 

" 
I 
j 
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(a) The reactors are designed in accordance with the same 

dL~j l» vt. alLd.. design specification. and construeted by a si.ngle fabri

eator using the materials produced to the same specifica-

tions, and employing the same fabrication procedures. 

(b) AU reactor vessels meet tne conditions of III k.3(a) 

or (b). 

All reactors will be operated under eomparable conditions 

and se rvi ce • 

All reactors are provided with equivalent space for 

insertion of a full complement of surveillance capsulee 

and sufficient "archive", material is 'retained for this 

purpose, 

(e) Each wssel contains material specimens obtained from 

its respective belt line region as required by the provi-

sions of III A.I. 

(f) The most conservative value of sdjusted fracture energy 

levels determined from tests of the specimens withdrawn 

from any of the reactors will be applied to all vessels 

in establishing operational limitations. 

2. For an integrated surveillance program, the required number of 

cap8ules and the withdrawal schedules shall conform to the 

following; 



(a> 

f? ~ "",. C) ~ ','P 
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For reactor vessels which meet the conditions of III A.l(a), 

the number of capsules and the withdrawal schedule shall 

conform to the requirements of III A.3(a). 

(b) For reactor vessels which do not meet the conditions of 

III A.l(a). the vessel initially placed in service shall 

contain a full complement of capsules 8S required by III a.3(b>" 

.e:c: ",e~, aa appl£:ea\H:e,. The remaining vessels shall contain a 

minimum of three capsules, 

The withdrawal schedule for the vessel with the full comple

ment of capsules shall camply with the schedule specified in 

III A.3(b), 4E' (~, as appHeeDie. 

The withdrawal schedule for the other vessels shall correspond 

approl:imately to the schedule for the withdrawal of the las t 

two capsules from the vessel lnitially placed in service. and 

the third capaule retained as a standby. 

C. Fracture Toughness Tests 

1. Fracture toughness testing of the specimens withdrawn fro= 

the capsules shall be conducted in accordance with the require

ments of 10 CFR Part 50. § SO .55a (1)(5) "Fracture Toughness 

Tests." 

2. The tea t resulc:s shall be adj us ted in accordance wi th the 

procedure specif1ed under 10 crR Part SO, § SO.S58 (i)(5) to 

verIfy that the fracture toughnss8 requirements of §'SO.5Sa

(1)(3)(11) are sat18f1ed~ 



, "' 
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D. Report of Test Resulta 

! 
9 
I 

1. Each specimen withdrawal and the fracture toupoess testa shall 

be the subject of a summary technical report, which includes 

a schematic diagram of the capsule locations io the reactor 

vesssl, identification of specimens withdrawn. the test results, 
, 

and the translation of the measured results to those-expected 

in the reactor vessel belt line region. 

The report ahell alao include the dosimetry measurements per-

fot'lllled at each specimen withdrawal, analyses of the results 

which yield the calculated neutroo fluenee which tbe reactor 

vessel beltline region has received attbe time of the testa, 

aDd comparisons with the orginally predieted values."" 

The minimum service cemperature, established for the period 

of operation of the reactor vessel beeween any tvo Burveillance 

spee1men withdrawals shall be specified in the report. including 

any changes in ope"rational procedures" whicl\ will be adopted to 

aBsure meeting such temperature limitations. 

"' 
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r;n.(:llJs~d '1-::'(0 eight:c?n cO;lie:l of these: rev.i!3ell dOC'.l!JEmts. ACRS 
l.'eviev.T 0)1(1 c.;onmmn:.: an~ n~qw:~-s1."'::.d '.:fi noon cw pCI,Jn:Lble.. 1;(, b",;li,('.v~" 

thut thcuG (:ri.tE!]:J,:l~ :in their .. pr,::.£,:2.nt f~ll:J)l, "Jr~ su:f.tf"tlllG for 
pil~llic.;J.Li();! for con,mentB in the )~:.::!:::"1Z.~_~ . .1.~~J~~,!LI.:.£.~. 

Enclosure;;:; : 
As statrc.d 

iancerely, 

.-' .... ,~.~.., :.~'i 

.. .1. ,:;',. ",".,.:: 

Edson G. C .... se, !)trectc:r 
Division of /(8actor St:mdst'ds 
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§ 50.558 (i) FRAcrURE tOUGHNESS CRITERIA 

(1) Introduct~on and Scope 

These cn·terla .specify minimum fracture toughness requirements for 

fe-rritic materi·als. of pressure-retaining components of, the reactor 

eoolan.t pressure' boundary, to provide adequate margins of safety against': "', 

f.ra.c·ture under normal reactor operaU"on, system, hydrostatic tests', and .. 
anti'cipated transi'entB to·wtt:tcll the system, may be subjected' over its 

entire service l:[fi!time'. 

These criteria . apply to carbon' and low alloy ferritic steels (inciuding 
, , . 

welds and wel"d heat-affected zones in such materials) whose spect'fied 
, " .. ~ 

. minimum' yier~1' strength .• a~ defin~d in (2) (v)', does not exceed' SO,OOO,-pBi.: ... · .. 
, . 

Adequacy of. 'fracture toughness' of' matenal's' with higher specl'fied, ·fIlinl'mum: .. :· ;:." 
..... 

yi'e:ld, strength sll'aU be· subject to reView and approval by. the Comm1ss~011.;·: 

These crt'terta apply to .. pre.8sur~;..retaining c~ponents 'of' the reactor 

coolant pr~saure boundary for nuclear powe'l' plants 'whose conatruc-tiOn' 

_ pe~~' is issued months after these criteria are publ-1shed' 4S. a 

, ". 

" ". 

".," . 
, .. 

. 'Regulation. For nuclear power plants whose construction permit .is issued' 

prior to that date, these :c~iteda shall be applied to the extent pracd-c:-' 

atile. to es'tabliah- safe operating procedures 'based on the measured fracture," 

toughness of tlie" ferritic materials used. :In cases where these criteria 

cannot be satisfied at any time dU'l'1ng the service, life', 'the li'censee shall,': 

de~8trate 'by other means that adequate margins of safety are_ available 

.for continued operation of the system. 
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The minimum fracture toughness requirements' specified in these, criteria 

are based on the current s tate of development of fracture mechanics and' 

'the available, fracture toughness data. These criteria are su.bject to 

periodic revi's-i'ons a9' more data are obtained on the fracture' toughness 

properi,ties of irradiated heavy section steels . 

','i' 

." ' 
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(2) 'Definitions 

(1) "Pressure-retaining components" are those- pressure vesseis., 

:piping,'" valves" and 'plimpa, which make up the reactor coolant 

pressure bouudary, 88 defined in 10 CFR Part 50, §- 50.2 • 

(U) "Normal reactot" opera-tionl! includes' those eonditions' normally 

expected during ttie 'course of reactor. coolant system" operation, . 

includ:li\'g; but not'· necessar1lr, l1.l!dted to: 

(!:> normal system startup 

(!!) normal operation in the design power range- (including hot 

standby operation) 

normal" system.' shutdown ·and cool-down' , ,," 

system transients in changing ·from one Dorma-! cond:i:t1on to 

"imother ·,(e .. g., power ioading and, unloading)-' 

':' 

. .',' " 

."-, 

-i."',; i' ,., 

"i":':~:' .i;., ,i::q 
" .. ' " : :r , '. 

\ " .' :. 
~' ' .. , '. 

r,:,· 
, ;::':' 

(iii) "System: hydrostatic tests" include those pressurization. cycles 

to"whi"ch the reactor' coolant p~8sure boundaTy, or portions 

thereof. wi'li be 'subjected', in' the eOttduct of any hydrostatic 

, ...• ! 
< • , 

tests· of the .. 8y8tem.~ Such tests' ioclude, those required to cOmply, 

'.~. 

Wi th the rules of the ASHE' Section XI - "Rules' for Inserv1ce: 

Iospection of' Nuclear Reactor Coolsnt Systems" as well as tests 

conducted' prior to e'ach' p'lant ·startup. 

{iv) "An~i~pated transients" include' faults 'of moderate frequency. 

and infrequent faults. Faults of moderate frequency are those 

.... ", 

. ... ,' ' ... ,," : .. -' " ~. -... •• _ •• ~_".~. '._~""_ ~."._ ,_ •• _ ~" •• '_.C ___ ,."'_" ••• _' '<' 
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, 
) . ./ 

deViations from normal operating conditions under which the 

reac'~,?r, coolant system must regain its Donnal operational status,. 

~ncIudlng, but not necessarily' Umlced_ to,: 

(.!.) Bingle errors by operators in the use of. controls or 

cont'rol devices. which' under normal operattn'g. cond!'tl'ohs are. 

corrected aU,tamat.1cally, 

(~.> reactivHy changes due to improper control rod' moti'ons. 

chemical (neutron absorber) dilutions, or inadvertent moder-

. ator cooldown t 

(.£) step-load ttanale_nts including ·reactor-turb'ine load mismatch 

(e.g .• ,. loss of l~ad)"''' 

(~) reactor '. scrams during normai rea~tor operati~g eond! t1OD:B 

reaetor coolant fl'ow interruptions (e.g., pumP failure, loss' 

of.,putllp.power) , 

(~) malfunctions of the 'associated' aUXiliary systetns, and the-

main steam and feeawater 'systems, which, cause transients i'n 

the 'reactor, coolant system • 

.-~. , 

. I~frequent faults are those postulated devi'stions from noriDal- opera

ting cond!',tions which requi're the reactor to be shut down. including,_' 

but not necessarily limited to: 

(.s.) system'depressurh:atlon by failure of active elements. (e.g,o, 

failure of a safety valve to open, 'or inadvertent opening of 

a' normally eloRed valve). 
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(k) react1~ty excursion resulting from the ejection of maximum 

worth control rod, 

(!) transients 1n reactor coolant system as a result, of a major 

rupture in the boundary of the' main !Iteam and feedwat-er 

(j) desf-gn postulated_ accidents (e.g., rupture of any, pi'pe ~thin " 

-' , ,: the boundary' of the' reactor coolant sys:tem) which require 

",' 
operation' of, emergency- core coating systems, 

(~) reactor coolant systems, tr.ans1ents produced ·by the '~perat:ion 

'';. of -emergency core _cooling systems. 

_,,_.::',,; r. , ' 

, 
~ -T 

.c,\ .. 
~ ,,,,',,; 

,~ i ,", 

, ,j 

".';'", 

'/ 

. .~ 

(v) 

(v1:)' 

" " 

"Speci'fi-ed' tnin'itttum yi'eld' strenJl;th" 'is the minimum' yield str.ength 

,1n: the' uni-rradiated condi.tion of a material, tabulated' ''in 'the, 

construction code- under whi'ch rules tile component' 1~: 'bU1'it ~ 

"Lowest pressurization temperature" of ·8 component is ,the- lowest 

temperature at,'"wh:l'ch cool.nt pressure within, the' ~onen'~" 

exceeds 25 percen,t of ,the reactor coolant system operating pres--

sure, or- at, which the rate of ~emperature ch-ange in the ·compone,nt·,.:.' 

" 

material exceeds 50-oYlhr, under normal reactor operation, system 

hydrostatic teata or anticipated transi'ents: 

(viii) "Adjusted fracture energy" is the fracture ener~ of ferri:ti~ 

material, At a, given temperature, obtained from the Charpy -V-notch 

curve adjusted, in' accordance with (5)(ii)(~. 

.. ~ . 

1, 
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(viii) "Beltllne region of reactor vessel" comprises the shell maceri'al, 

including welds and-weld, heat-affected zones, which directly-

surrounds the e-ffective height of the fuel element assemblies,. 

plus any addl-tional material for which the predi'cted shift of the'-

Charpy V-notch. (C,,) ,fracture energy curve exceeds. 100~F. 
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Av,~r;)ge 

>i"(,~cime":'.s 

45 

One Individual 
Specimen 

• 45 

40 

':' {El .".~. uDFH~r she.lf fracture 

--,,--, -,",~";,; :d,n":":,Wll .. r::octure. energy levels 
;,::~, f".lrgf-;'l;5 thicker than 12 inches. The 

I' :i~!tl1l~ -,', fn'" ~):Ich vessels shall be subject to 

--', .. (' 
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(3)  Fracture Toughness Requirements 

(i)  Ferritic materials of pressure‐retaining components of the reactor coolant 

pressure boundary (except as quantified under (3)(v)) shall exhibit 

throughout their service lifetime, at the lowest pressurization temperature, 

adjusted fracture energy levels no lower than the following: 

 

  Section Thickness      Minimum Charpy V‐Notch 
  t (inches)        Adjusted Fracture Energy (ft‐lbs) 
 
              Average  One Individual 
              3 Specimens  Specimen 
 
  t 5          50    45* 
 
  2 < t < 5          45    40 
 
  t  2          40    35 
 
 
(ii)  The upper shelf fracture levels, as determined by Charpy V=notch tests, shall 

be at least 15 ft‐lb higher than the values specified under (3)(i), except for 

reactor vessel beltline material which shall meet the additional requirements 

of (3)(iii). 

 

(iii)  For the reactor vessel beltline region the upper shelf fracture energy levels for 

unirradiated material, as determined by 

 

_________________________________ 
*   For reactor vessel beltline region these minimum fracture energy levels may be inadequate for 
plates and forgings thicker than 12 inches.  The minimum fracture toughness of such vessels shall 
be subject to a separate review by the Commission. 
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Charpy V-notch tests, .. shall meet the' follOWing requirements, 

except where it can be conservatively demonstra~ed by appropriate 

data and' analyses that lower values of upper stielf fracture energy 

are adequate. Such d'sta and analyses shall be subject to revi'ew 

and ~pproval by the Comniissi'on. 

(.!:)" For. reactor vessels. for which it can be conservatively 
,'" 

demonstrated by experimental' data nnd tests perfonned 

. ,.,,-, ' on comparable vessel steels, and' makinf2; proper ,al:lOW'ances 

for all uncertainties in the measuremen'ts. that the 

adjusted. fracture- energy level of the reactor vessel 

beltline region- will meet ,the requirements of (3) (1.) 

at .. 8. temperature of lOO-F', 'over the entire service I1fe-

time of the resc'tor vessel', the upper shelf fractu~e _energy' 

levels for unirrad1ated material shall meet the, requi"rements' 

of (3),(ii). 

(:£) For reac"tor 'vessels· which do not meet the condi',dons, of 

(3)(11,!')(!,) but for which it can be conservative:ly demon-
_.," . 

"strated bY,experimental data and tests perform~d on compar-

able vessel steels that the adjusted fracture energy levels 

" - ,- - of the -reactor vessel 'beltl1ne 'region will meet the require-

trents of (3)(1) at a temperature of 200-F, over the entire--

service lifetime of the reactor vessel, the upper shelf 

fracture energy levels for uni'rradiated material shall be 

at least 20ft-Ihe higher than the values speci'fied under, (3Hi) • 

. ' '~'~-' --~---.--.. ,--,.,~.-.-- .... ,.'.'----'""-
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For react6r vessels which do not meet the cond'!'tions of 

(3) (iii)(.!!.) t the upper shelf' frzicture· energy levei~ for-' 

unirradi"ated material shall be at least 25ft-lbs higher, 

than the va~ue8 speci-fied under_ (3) (1). 

(iv) Reactor'vessels which do not meet the conditions of (3) (iii) (~..>. 

shall 'be designed to permi-,t a thermal annealing treatment to 

recover material "toughness properties of ferritic materials of 

the reactor'vessel ·beltli"ne. 

(v.) Ferriti'c ·material lIZ-inch and less in thickness, when made to 

fine-grain- ,practi'ce, may. be used in pressure ret~1n1ng compo~ents 

of the ,reactor coolant pressure boundary without compliance with 

the 'requirements of '(3)"(.'1) proVided' their lowest pres8ur1zati'oD' 

temperature is, not leas than l'OO°}'. 

, , 

'-, 

" 

Crt) The ,ini tial fraeture toughness properties of 1.Dl1rrad1ated mater1;"als 

shall be adequate' to allow preoperational hydrostat~c te~ting .. 

of the. reactor coolant pressure -boundary, or portions thereof, at ,., 

temperatures below 20QoF . 

'. ~"". 

'. 
o ••• _" ,_. _,., 0.- '"':_.,.. .. .... ," " .. , 

": ,,,., 
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lnseivice Requirement· - Reactor Vessel' Beltl1ne Material 

(1) Reaetor vessels shall have their beltline region materials' and 

Weld p,roperties- monitored by a stirvei'llance program conforming 

to the "Reactor' Materi-a! Surveillance Program Requirements". 

Appendi'x F. 

(11) Reactor vessels shall· be acceptable for continued operation for. 

that' aervi'ce period within which 

the-· predi'cted adjusted fracture energy,_ at the lowest-

pressur!'zati"oft. tetnper~ture_~ (as derived -from: the teat' results: 

of 'the. 'materiaLaurveiIlance' program· of' (1)-" above) sati:a'fies'. 

'the' h~,qufrements, of' "(3)(1) ,_ and 

{.2." the requ1:re~nt8' of the ASHE. Code- Seeti'on' XI, "Ru~es 'for, 

Inaeivi"ce Insp:ection of Nuciear React'or __ Cool'ilnt Sysc.ema"., 

are met 'prior to, each resumpti'tm of system operati:'on". 

(11'1), In 'the"event th'at th~; requi~ements of (3.){i') cannot· be 'met~, 

reactor' ve8~els '.riay: 1::ie accept'able for continued' Operat1:on, pro-,:':c 

vi"ded', the" iol'l~ng requirements are' satisfied for' t'he' 8pec1~i8ci' 

condi tiona ; 

if the predicted adj'ust'ed fracture, energy level 1-a e-qual 'or' 

higher than, J5:ft-lbs, the beltline region of 'the Yesse,l 

shall be subjected to essentially 100 percent ,volumetric 

examination in accord With the rules' of ASME 'Code Section XI. 

and,. a fracture ,mechanics 'analys::LS shall be performed'. wh:Lch 

-"\'-' 

. j" 

.... 
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conservatively d~monstrate8 that adequate safety margins" 

exis-t for continued operation.. Such analya1-s shall be" base'd.,. 

on: 

(.!> flaw sizes detected by the 'inservice inspection, 

_(~) vaHd. fracture "toughness data (K
1C

, per AS,nt:- Sp~c .• .-: _" 

E"':2'4) for the: irradiated, base metal, welds and weld 

heat-affected zones., and 

(3) stres.s analyses of the .beltline region • 

<.!!.) 1f the- predicted 'adJusted fracture' energy level Is' lower 
. 

th'sn· 3Sft-lb~', the. reac"tor vessel belt.Ii'ne region shall' be- ~; 

~ubjected to's thermii.l.'anneaUttg -treatment" ·to· e·ffect recove:Y· 

of- material toughness properties. The degr~e of· such r.ecowt» .. 

shall .. be monitored :by ·teet1.Itg specimens· ·from the ·8urvei1.1an.::::·e:;. 

progr8l!t· .cap~ule8' before and·: after 'an~ealing:. ~re~tmen:t·, 

. and sh·all b~· adeqUate to satisfy the. requirements of·: ·.(3~'(":i.) ... 

at the: ·end. 'Of the,··pr~posed' service period .• 

(.£) if .the. require~ilts:. for "etJDdttions .<.!.) cor· ·~r· 'cannot· be':-
... 

satisfied·, ·the l:icensee shall be responsible to demonstrate';· . . ... 
by other appropriate"means, that adequate safety margins· 

exist for continued operation •. 

The proposed programs··' for conditions '<!.). <!!.) or·~). ahall be 

reported' by the" licensee to the' Commission for revi'ew and 

approval· at least 3 year4 p~lor to ·the date when the predicted 

fracture energy levels till! no longer 8atisf~ the reqi:rements of 

(3).(1). 
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(5) Fracture Toughness Tests 

(1) Ferr1t1c materials shall be tested for fracture toughness proper-'! 

ties by means ot the Charpy V-notch impact test' (ASTM A:...3·70) t. 

and the unirradil;lted' mate-rials a1:90 by means of the Dropweight 

test .(ASTM'_E-208) t in accordance with the following requirement 

and. the'. adjusted- fracture energy levels determined as spec1f1erd 

in (S.).(U.) to demonstrate comp·nance with' the fracture toughness 

criteria of (3) ('1) : 

Charpy V-not;ch (C'), imp8'Ct testa sha:ll be; conducted to 
v 

de'fine the c· test curve- ·(including the upper-shelf energy, v ' '. ' 

ieyel) 'using Type A :8'pecimens -oriented. wi'th respect to the 

"weak"- directi~n (WR orientation in plates) of plates. 

forg-iongs" •. castings'~ pipe,' and tubes intended for pressure-' ' 

retaining' c~On~nts'. 
JJ. ,," 

(!!) In ,UeU: of (a) abo~, C
v 

specimens oriented with respect to 

the "st-rong lt direction ,(RW _on'entation in plates), may be" 
, , 

': --. 

, ~~d __ p.rov1ded: test correlation- data obtained -from ferrlt1c' 

materials 'of 'che, same specif:Lcation are' ava:llable to coDvei·t·· .. 

the- C test' curve (RW orientation)' to the C test curve,' 
vv 

" , 
(WR orientation).' 

In Ii.eu .of (b) above ~ C specimens orientf!!id w1:th 'respect' 
v 

to the '''strong'' direction' may be used to ,demonstrate' adequat:-e· 

fracture toughness provided that_ materials exhibit, ,at the, 

lowest pressurization temperature. adjusted' fracture energy 

, "." , 

- ~ '-j 

.".,-

- .... ,._ .. ,_ ..... _. __ .. _' .. _ .. _- "'.-" _______ :,_''"' ___ ,,_,: ., __ .... ' .... ',J. __ 
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levels no lowe,r than 2 times the energy levels of (3)(i). 

(~) 'Mat.erialS used- to:-prepare test specimens _shall- "be ,rep~e~enta

tive of the actual properties of the finished component ias 

required' by the applicable_ cons'truction code- ,under which:> 

rules the component_ 1s built, widi the excep,tion -that. ferr±tic 

materials intended for the reactor vessel beltli'ne region' " • 

sh-a1"l comply nth the requi'rements 'of (SHI)(,!). 

(!:.) Mate.ri!,ds. Used .to' prepare· test specimens for" the reactor' 

vessel be'ltllne region shall be taken. directly from ex.cess 

material and' welds in the vessel shell course(s), f,Oll-OW1hg-

compl-etion' of' the prodhc,tion longitudinal we:~d . joint·,. &n.d· 

'subjected to. the heat treatment equivalent to that received" 

by ·the Vessel throughout its· fabrication process'. Whe:p:i:· 

'. ..' '.' I.· 
'seamless she·ll .forgings are used, the test specimens shall,. 

be tak~n from. a ·separate we'ldment using' excess material ·from·, 

, '. 

. the slie.l~· forging(s} and welded under the same produc.tlon. 

'.~ld.llig condl"ti-ons applied i~ joining.,the .shell" .forgings"." ., 

(.0 Charpy, V-notch impact tes.t machines' 'used to de.termine ,fr~cture . 

(g) 

toughness properties for comparison wi th the criteria of 

(3):(1) shall have been, calibrated at least once .1n each 

6-month interval usi:ng methods outlined in 'ASTM E23-tiO,t 

and employing standard specimens obtained from U. S. Army 

Materials Research Center. 

Tempera~ure instrumentation used to control test temperature 

of specimens, for' both Charpy V-notch imp'act tests and' 

," . 

, .,. 
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dropweight tests shall have been calibrated at least once 

in, each ~t.h interval. 

~ Personnel performing these fracture toughness tests shall be 

qual"1·f1ed" by training and' experienee.. and shall have demon

strated cam"entency ~o perform the testa 1n,.aec:~rd" with 

wr:t.tten procedures of the component manufacturer or the 

'-,. licensee. 

, 

.".'"'' 
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<!.l Fracture. toughness tests results shall be recorded and shall" 

inclUde' a eerC'ifi:'catioo" by the responsible pe-z:sou' having 

authority over the· tests· performed that': 

,(1) the--test, data are" correctly reported :and :f,dent1f1ed 

with the material intended for a pressure-retaining 
., ... ' 

component'I' 

(~l the' cests :.liaVe :'OOen_ conducted uSing ~chineB ,.and; instru

mentation ,~th available reeords- of ,:periodic: c8'libra,... 

tion', and~' 

.<..~.>' the' personnel' performing the tests are identified and~, 

.,-' 

records, of their quali'f1:cations Bre· avail8ble upOD' - , . . . 
request • 

(ii) Adjust~d Fracture Energy 

The· Cbarpy .V-ftotch (C~) ~e8t: curve 8S . derived from t~ tes'ts of 

(5)(1) shall be adjusted as f'ollows, to establish the adj'usted 

fracture energy of each material tested, for comparisOD With -~h~ 

acceptance requir~ments specified in (3),(1); 

, . 
" '. 7 ." .' 
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The Charpy V-notch curve of '(5)(1) shall be translated to 

the righ,t along the temperature coordinB:te by' a te~era~ure'" 

increment equai to the sum' of: 

<!) the' di:fference between, the Nil-Ductil1,ty Transiti'pn 

(NOT.)' temperature' derived;'frorn the Dropweight tes,t, 

(~) 

(DWT.) f and the temperature corresponding to the Charpy .. 

V-no'tch "fix" ene-rgy value (ft---lb"s) specified' in the' ,' . .... 

ASME Secti'on III' -' Nuchar Vessel: Code for" the appll;c~, 

able ferr1 .. t~'c, material." as obtained from, tes·ts·on 
~, ' " 

~i'rrad1.a:ted ,specimens" to be appried only wheq" the~~ NoT .. "~',, 

tempe'ratUJ::e ,1'8' higher than the temperature co,rrespondi,ng 
'" ~,,, -'.' 

to ,the Cha:tPy, V-notch "'f:Lx"'~ snd 
':,. " 

a "s'i:ze-effE;ct.,1I 'increment of 80°F to .be '8p'plied' ,for .. ': .~. . ;: '---' ~." . :', 

material" thickness 

material thickness les8 that 5-inches .• 

',' 
and--':40°F\fof; 

~: .. ::; " .. 
?;'- . 

The, adjUsted £ractuJ;e energy~ 8S read from- the' adjus'ted C ',,:. 
"'y. , ' 

cut'Ve" of (SY(l1·)>(:a):. at' the lowest 'pressur1:zation tempera";'-~'::'" .- .. ' ' .. 
, , I ,'" 

ture, "shall be used to dete,rm£ne cOmpliance with, ,the' 'fracb",re 

toughne~8' raqui'rement of (3){f). 
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Reactor Hater1.al Surveillance Program Requ:f.rementa. 
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APPENDIX F 

REACTOR MATERIAL SURVEILLA..'IlCE PROGRAM REQUIRE~tENTS' 

I Introdu~· 

The requirements of th1s, material surveillance program are to monitor 

the changes in the fracture tougllness propertie9_ of 'ferr1t1c materials, 

in the" ["cactor vessel beltline ["egion 8S a consequence of 'neutron 

irradiation. The purpose of the program is to obtain fracture tougtiness , 
test data frOID material specimens withdrawn periodically from the ["eactor 

vessel to assure that the vessel will' be operated under condi"tions of 

adequate margins of safety aga1nst. fracture throughout, its se["v.ice life • 

._- ........ -- . ...... -

, 
1 

1 

I 
I 

J. 
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.' 
11 Ocf initlons 

A. ,"Beltline region of reactor vessel" is defined in 10 CFR' Part 50. 

§ 50.558 li)(2). 

-< 
B. "Lowest Pressuri'zation Temperature" is defined in 10 CFR Part 50, 

§ 50 .558 (i)(2). 

C. "Adjusted fracture energy" is deffned in 10 CFR Part 50, § 50.55a 

(i) (2). 

O. "Integrated surveillance programs" means the combi'nation of 

individual material surveillance programs as'spplled to one or 

more reactor -vessels to,yield ,result.~ wh'ich serve to monitor ,the 

changes 1'n fracture toughness properties for a group of vessels'. 

-----~----.-. 
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1 II Nuleriul Suryel11ance l'rogr~ 

A. Surveillance. Program Requirements - Reactor vessels cons tru'cted li 
:: 

of ferdtic' materials' shall have their beltline' r'egion monitored" 

by a surveillance' program complying',wi~h: the provisions of the d 

ASTM _Spec:i.ficadon E-IB5-70 except as modified- by the follOwing;i. 

.requirements: 
" 

1. 

2. 

Surveillance specimens. sHa.ll be -taken directly from the 

excess_shell course material, welds, and heat-affected zones:: 
" 

of the beltl'ine region" of ,the reactor vessel'. which' are usedi, . 

to conduct the fracture toughness- tests in meeting the 

requirements -of 10 CFR Part 50, § 50'.55a (1) (3). Type of 

the specimens shall comply with the requirements- of § 

(i)( 5) (i) • 

, 
I 

50.55a.1 

.. ., 
irradiati'on-' capsules containing 'the surve'illance specimens ~:I :i 

'"'''' 
shall be, located as'," ~tose as" practicable to 'the inside vessel 

",., 

wall, but shall not be attached to th'e wall. In any cas'e" t~e ,I'" 
capsule locations sha,lI be such that the calculated ,neutron f~: 

iI 
f~ux:I'ecelved by the innermost (with respect to the rea'ctor 

core) frradiation s~ecimens will not exceed three times the 

calculated maximum neut,ron flux at the inside wall of the 

vessel. The design and location of the capsules shall permit 

insertion of replacement capsules • I 

:, 'C, 
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3. The- required number of specimens and capsules and tjl.eir 

withdrawal schedule shall be governed by the following: 

(a) For rea'ctor vessels for which it can be conservatively 

demonstrated by experimental data and tests performed 

on comparable vessel 9 teels. and making proper allowan'c:'es 

for all uncertainties in the measurements, that the 

adjusted fracture eriergy l:evel of the reactor vessel 

beltline region. will meet the requirements of. §' 50 .55a' 

(1) (3) (1). at a. temperature of 100° F. over the entire 

s'ervice lifetime of the reactor vessel, at ~east three 

capsules shall be required, for withdrawal as fo'llows: 

Withdrawal Schedule 
, 

Is t capsul'e 1/4 Service. L1fe 

2nd capsule: 3/'4 Service Life 

3rd capsule Standby 

In the event the surveillance specimens' exhibit. at' 

one-quar.ter of the 'vessel's service life. a shift·' of th'e 

Charpy V-notch -'(C) fracture energy curve greater than , 
v 

origina.llY predicted by test data. the 'withdrawal schedule·,·~. 

'shall be modified as follows! 

.. " 
. ,-,.' ~~'::.!>~;" ...... 
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3rd capsule 3/4 Service Ltfe 

4th capsule Standby 

(c) For reactor vessels which do not meet. the conditions of 

(d) 

III A. 3(b), ,8.t least 'five capsules shall be required, . 

for withdrawal as follows: 

Withdrawal Schedule 

1st capsule At time when predicted 

shift of C
v 

adjust,ed 

fracture energy curve 'I 

is approx. SOop or at 

1/4 Service Life, which-

ever comes first. 

2nd & 3rd ,capsule App~ox. equal .i~t~rva19 

between Is t and' 4th 

capsul~ 

4th capsule" 3/4 of Service Life 

Sth capsule Standby 

Withdrawal schedules may be modified to coincide with 

those re.fueling outages or plant shutdowns most closely 

approaching the wlthdraw~l schedule. 

(e) 'Sufficient "archive" materi'al shall 'be retained to pre-

ni.;,t;.:, . pare additional surveillance specimens (as' recomniended by 

. -.. -.-~-.--~-.--.- -.~. ------- ----'---- ~.----. -~. 

-
, .', 

--. .; ............ -.-.. ~ --- --- .-'-.~---~~,"' '--
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ASru Specificaton E-185-70) .except for reactors which 

meet the conditions of 'Ill A.3(a) or (bh The "archive" 

material shall be obtained from the excess shell course 

material, .welds, and heat-affected zones as. identified 

in III.A.1. 

B. Integrated Surveillance Program 

1. An integrated surveillanc,e program may be' employed for multi,ple-

reactor vessels' located at one site, provid,ed that: 

(a) The reactors are of the same design. ordered to the same 

design specification,_ and constructed by a stogIe- fabri-

c'atar using Ute materials produced to the same speclfica-

ttons, and employing the same fabrication procedures." 

(b) AIL reactor vesse'ls meet the conditions of- IIi' A.3(:a.) 

or (b). 

(c} All reactors will be operated under comparable conditions 

and service. 

(d) Each vessel cont~ins materiai specimens. obtained from 

.its respective beltline region as 'required by the provi- '.' 

sions of III A.1. 

,. .. 
_."--_. -- ..... --.-'.- -..- -" 

"- ", 

. '. ~ . , 
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(e) The most conservative" value at" adjusted fracture energy 

levels determined from tests' of" the specimens withdrawn 

from any of the reactors will- be applied to. all vessels 

in establ1~hing operational limit3 t ions ." 

·For an integrated surve'illance program. the required numher: cif 

capsules and the withdrawal schedules shall conform to the ,. 

following: 

(a) For reactor vessels which meet the conditions of III «.3(a), , 
the· number of capsules' 'and the withdrawal schedule for; eacft 

.' , 
vessel shall conform to the requirements of. III A.3(a}:. 

,! 

(b) For reactor vessels which meet the conditions of III A::.3(b). 

the number of capsules for each vessel shall conform to the 

requirements o~ III A.3(b). 

The withdrawal "schedule for the vessei initially placed 

in service shail c~:nnply with the schedule specified in 

·I!I A.3(b). 

The withdrawal schedule for. the other vessels shall cor~e-

spond approximately to the schedule for the with.drawal of 

the last two capsules from the vessel initially placed in 

service, and. the remaining two capsules shall be retained 

a9 s t.andbys. I· 

_._------ -' ...:-. ------- -. .!..-.---. ...:.-.--.:...~-'-..:.. '--...... ---... ~.-. 
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c. Fracture Toughness Tests 

1. Fracture toughness testing of the specimens withdrawn fro~ 

the capsules shall be conducted in ac.cordance with the 

requir,ements of 10. eER Part 50, § 50.55a (1)(5) "Fracture 

Toughness Tes ts. " 

2. The test. results shall be adjusted in accordance with the 

procedure specified under. 10 CFR Part 50. § 50.55a (1) (5) to 

vcr'ffy th'at the 'fracture toughness requirements of § 50.55a 

(1) (3UP are satisfied. 

l), Report. of Test Results' 

1. Each '~pecimen withdrawal and. the fracture toughness tests 

shall be the subject 0,£ a sununary technical report, which 

includes 3· schematic diagram' of the capsule, locations in theL", 

reae.tor -vessel, identification of specimens withdrawn, the 

·test 'results. and the translation of the measured results to 

those expect'ed in the' reactor vessel beltline region. 

The report shall also i'nclude the' dosimetry measuremen'ts per-

,;~ 

. , , 

formed at each specimen withdrawal~ analyses of the results,· >., 

which' yield t.ile calculated neutron fluence which the reactor. 

vessel beltH.ne region has received at the time of the ·tests', 

and cOIoparisonS with the origtnally predicted values.; 

, ... 

-----~-~~ -----'-~ ~-~'-~. -.- ._- ._---_._ .. ~----- _ .. _ .. -~--- -~--.;:-. - ~~. "","--.~.~" 
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The lOwest pressurization"temperature. as . defined fit It,.B, 

es.tabi'ished for the period of operation of the reactor 

. vessel '~etweeo aoy' two' surveillance specimen withdrawals 

shall be specified in. th~ repor,t. including any changes ,in 

operational .procedures. which will· be adopted t~ assure 

meeting such temperature limitations. 

" : '. , " 

", . 
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PROPOSED RULE MAKING

the Administrator before taking action
upon the proposed rule. The proposals
contained in this notice may be changed
in the light -of comments received. All
comments will be available, both before
and after the closing date for comments,
in the Rules Docket for examination by
interestedpersons.

In consideration of the foregoing, it
is proposed to amend § 39.13 of Part 39 of
the Federal Aviation Regulations by add-
ing the following new airworthiness
directive:
Gnmo&ir. Applies to all lodel G-159 air-

planes.,
Compliance required as indicated.
To detect cracking in the wing to fuselage

attachment fittings at Butt Line 9 of Grum-
man Model G-159 airplanes, accomplish the
following:

a. Within 6 months time in service after
the effective date of this AfD, unless already
accomplished, inspect the wing to fuselage
attachment fittings, P/Ns 159WM10064 and
159WM10065 (P/N 159Wt10223 assembly),
and P/N 159WM10045 at Butt Line 9 Left and
Right, wing front beam for cracks, deforma-
tion, gaps, or improper shirmng in ac-
cordance with Grumman Gulfstream I Air-
craft Service Change No. 190, dated June 28,
1971, or later FAA approved revision or in a
manner approved by the Chief, Engineering
and Manufacturing Branch, FAA Southern
Region.

b. If cracks, deformation, gaps, or Im-
proper shimming are found when conduct-
ing the inspection required by paragraph a.
within 100 hours time in service after detec-
tion correct In accordance with Aircraft Serv-
ice Change 190 or in a manner approved by
the Chief, Engineering and Manufacturing
Branch, FAA Southern-Region.

c. 'Upon request of the operator and FAA
laintenance Inspector, subject to prior ap-

proval of the Chief,-Engineerng and Manu-
facturing Branch, FAA Southern Region, the
initial inspection time may be adjusted to
coincide with inspections for wing corrosion
requiredby-AD 67-4-1.

This amendment is proposed under the
authority of sections 313(a), 601, and
603 of theliFederal Aviation Act of 1958
(49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 1421, 1423) and of
section 6(c) of the Department of Trans-
portation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c)).

Issued in East Point, Ga., on June 15,
1971.

JAMES G. ROGERS,

-Director.Sout hern Region.
[FR Doc.71-9451 EFiled 7-2-71; 8:48 am]

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
[ 10 CFR Part 50 ]

LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND
UTILIZATION FACILITIES

Fracture Toughness Requirements for
Nuclear Power Reactors

The Atomic Energy Commission has
under consideration amendments of its
regulations in 10 CFR Part 50, ' ricens-
ing of Production and Utilization F1aeill-
.ties," which would add new appendices

entitled "Fracture Toughness Require-
ments" and "Reactor Vessel Material
Surveillance Program Requlrements:*
The purpose of theproposed amendments
is to specify minimum fracture toughness
requirements for ferritic materials of
pressure-retaining components of the
reactor coolant presure boundary and
to require surveillance of the fracture
toughness specimens of thereactor vezsel
material by periodic tests. These amend-
ments would apply only to boiling and
pressurized water power reactors.

Criterion 31 of the "General Design
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" (Ap-
pendix A of Part 50) states that the re-
actor coolant pressure boundary shall be
designed with sufficlent margin to assure

Athat when stressed under operating,
maintenance, testing, and postulated
accident conditions (a) the boundary
behaves in a nonbrlttle manner and (b)
the probability of rapidly propagating
fracture is minimized. The criterion also
requires that the design reflect considera-
tion of service temperatures and other
conditions of the boundary material un-
der operating, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accident conditions and the
uncertainties in determining (a) ma-
terial properties, (b) the effects of ir-
radiation on material properties, (c)
residual, steady-state and transient
stresses, and (d) size of flaws.
. Theproposed amendments wouldspec-
fy minimum fracture toughness require-

ments needed to assure that Criterion 31
is satisfied and describe methods by
wich the fracture toughness of reactor
coolant pressure boundary materials
should .be determined. Because of the

,special importance to safety of the re-
actor vessel and because the fracture
toughness properties of the reactor ves-
sel beltilne region may change as a re-
sult of neutron irradiation, special re-
quirements for periodic testing of irradi-
ated specimens of reactor vessel beltline
materials would be specified.

Recent fracture toughness test data
indicate that the rules of currently ap-
plicable industry codes pertaining to
the required fracture toughness proper-
ties of ferritic materials used in nuclear
powerplants may not assure, In some
cases, adequate margins of safety under
certain conditions of" operations. The
proposed fracture toughness criteria are
based on the theoretical methods of
elastic fracture mechanics, currently
under further development under the
AEC-funded Heavy Section Steel Tech-
nology, (HSST) Program at Oak 'Ridge
National Laboratory and on recent frac-
ture toughness test data obtained by
organizations such as the Navml Re-
search Laboratory, Westinghouse Elec-
tric Corp., and General Electric Co.

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, and section 553 of title
5 of the United States Code, notice is
hereby given that adoption of the follow-
ing amendments to 10 CER Part 50 is
contemplated. All interested persons who
desire to submit written comments or
suggestions for consideration in connec-
tion with the proposed amendments
should send them to the Secretary of the

Commission, U.S. Atomic Energy Com-
msion, Washington, D.C. 20545, Atten-
tion: Chief, Public Proceedings Branch,
within 60 days after publication of this
notice in the FnDRA, REas z. Com-
ments received after that period will be
considered If It Is practicable to do so,
but assurance of consideration cannot be
given except as to comments filed within
the period specified. Copies of comments
received may be examined at the Com-
mission's Public Document Room, 1717
H Street NW., Washington, D.C.

1. In § 50.55a, the introductory lan-
guage in paragraph (b) Is amended,
paragraphs (h) and (I) are redesignated
as paragraphs (I) and (j), respectlvely,
the reference to paragraph (h) in para-
graph (b) (I) is amended to refer to
paragraph (i), and a new paragraph (hi)
Is added to read as follows:
§ 50.Sa Codes and standards.

Each construction permit for a utiliza-
tion facility shall be subject to the fol-
lowing conditions, in addition to those
specifledin§ 50.55:

(b) As a minimum, the systems and
components of boiling and pressurized
water cooled nuclear power reactors spe-
cified in paragraphs (c), (d), (e)," Cf),
(g), and (h) of this section shall meet
the requirements describedin those para-
graphs, except that the American Soci-
ety of Mechanical Engineers Chereinafter
referred to as ASME) Code N-symbol
need not be applied, and the protectibn
'Mtems of nuclear power reactors of anl
types shall meet the zequirements de-
scribed in paragraph (i) of this section,
except as authorized by the Commission
upon demonstration by the applicant for
or holder of a construction permit that:

(h) Fracture toughnes requirements:
For construction permits Issued on or
after January 1, 1971, ferritle materials
of pressure-retainin- components of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary shall
meet the requirements set lorth in Ap-
pendices G and H to this part.

2. New Appendices G andH are added
to read as follows:

Arraznm G-FrAcru Tovammrss;

L .'r-oOUC0o .rm SCOPM

This appendix ,pccUe3 minimum fracture
toughness requirements for fenritic mate-
rias of pressure-retaining components of the
reactor coolant prm--ure boundary of water
cooled power reactors in order to provide
adequate margin of safety under normal
reactor operating conditions, syotem hydro-
static tests, and during tr-ment conditions
to which the sy;tem may be cubjected over
Ita service lifetime.

These requirements apply to carbon and
low alloy ferritlc cteels (including welds and
weld heat-affected zones in such materils)
whose rpecified minimum yield strength, as
dellned in sectionILB, does not exceed 50,000
p..l. Adequacy of frcture toughness of fr-
r tIc materals with higher specifed min-
mum yield strength sd-1 be demonstrated
to the commi:ion on an Individual case
b,_s.
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the Administrator before taking action 
upon the proposed rule. The proposals 
contained in this notice may be changed 
in the light -of comments received. All 
comments will be available, both before 
and after the closing dat.e for comments, 
in the Rules Docket for examination by 
interested persons. 
. In 'consideration of the "foregoing, it 
is proposed to amend s "39.13 of Part 39 of 
the Federal Aviation Regulations by add
ing the iollowing new airwort~e..<;g 
directive: ' 
GRUMMAN". Applies to all Model G-159 air-

planes •. 
Compllimce required as Indicated. 
To detect cracking in "the wing t<l fuselage 

attachment fittings at Butt Line 9 of Grum
man Model G-159 a4:Planes, accompllsh the 
following: 

a. Within 6 months tlIne In servIce after 
the effective date 'of "this AD, unless already 
accomplished, inspect the wing "to 'fuselage 
attachment fittings, PINS 159WMI0064 and 
159WMl0065 (PIN 159W1.U0223 assembly), 
and PIN 159WMlOO45 at Butt Line 9 Left and 
Right, wing front beam 'for cracks, deforma
tion, gaps, or Improper shimmIng in llC
cordance with Grumman Gul!stream I Air
craft Service ,Change No. 190, dated June 28, 
1971, or later FAA approved revisIon or in a. 
manner 1:!:P'proved by the Chief, Engineering 
and Manufacturing .Branch, FAA Southern 
Region. 

b. If cracks, deformatIon, gaps, or im
proper sbjmmlng are :round when conduct
ing the inSpection requlred by "paragraph So 
within 100 hours time in =vIce after detec
tion correct in accordance with Aircraft Serv
lee 9hange .190 or in a =anner approved by 
the Chief, .Engineering and ManufacturIng 
Branch, FAA SouthernRegion. 

c. U.pon .:request ri! the operator and FAA 
:MaIntenance Inspector, subject to prior ap
proVal of 'the Chief, ~eering and :r.re.nu
facturing Branch, FAA Southern Region, the 
initial inspection time may be adjusted to 
COincide with inspectiOns for wing corrOSion 
requlred.by.AD 67-'4-"1.. , 

This.amendment is proposed under the 
authority of sections 313(a)~ 601, and 
603 of the.Federal Aviation Act of 1958 
(49 U.s.C. 1354(a), 1421, 1423) and of 
section 6 (c) or the Department of Trans
po$tion Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c». 

Issued..in.EastPoint, Ga., on June 15 
1971. ' 

JAMES G.ROGERS, 
DiTectoT,Southern Region. 

[FR Doc.'7l-9454 Filed '7-"2-71;8:48 am] 

ATOMIC ENERGY :COMMISSION 
[ 10 CFR Part 501 

LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND 
UTILIZATION FACILITIES 

Fracture Toughness Requirements for 
Nuclear Power Reactors 

The Atomic Energy COmmission has 
under consideration amendments of its 
regulations..in:10 CFR Part 50, ''licens
ing of Production and Utilization Facill
.ties," which wou1d add new appendices 

PROPOSED RULE MAKING 

entitled ".Fracture Toughness Require
ments" and "Reactor Vessel MnterIal 
SurveillanceProgrom Requirements." 
The purpose of theJ)roposed amendments 
is t.o specify minimum. fracture toughness 
xequirements for !erritic materIals of 
pressure-retaining components of the 
reactor coolant pr~e boundary and 
to require sur\"elllance of the fracture 
toughness specimens of thereactor v~el 
material by periodic tests. These amend
ments would apply only to bollIng and 
pressurized wnter power reactors. 

CrUerion 31 of the "General DasJgn 
Criteria for Nuclear Fower Flants" (Ap
pendi.'i: A of Part 50) sbtes that the re
actor coolant pr~e boundary shall be 
designed with sufficient margin to assure 

. that when .stressed under operating, 
maintenance, testing, and postulated 
accident .conditions (a) the boundary 
behaves in a nonbritUe manner and (b) 
the probability of rapidly propagating 
fracture is minimized. The criterion also 
requires that the design reflect considera
tion of service temperatures and other 
conditions of the boundary materfnl un
der operating, maintenance, testing, and 
postulated accident conditions and the 
uncertainties in determlnlng (a) ma
terial properties, (b) the c1rects of ir
radiation on material properties, (e) 
residual. steady-state and transient 
stresses, and (d) size of flaws. 
_ 'TheJ)roposed amendments wouldsPec

Ify minimum. fracture tounhness ~uIre
ments needed to assure that Criterion 31 
is satisfied and describe methods by 
wliich the fracture toughness of reactor 
coolant pressure boundnry materials 
should .be determined. -:Because of the 

'special importance to safety of thc re
actor vessel and becaUEe the Irncturc 
toughness properties of the reactor ves
sel belt1ine region may change as a re
sult of neutron irradiation, special re
quirements for periodic testing of irradi
ated specimens of reactor vessel be1t1ine 
materials would be specIfied. 

Recent "fracture toughness test data 
indicate that the rules of currently ap
plicable lndustry codes pertaining to 
the required .fracture toughness proper
ties of ferrltic materials used In nuclear 
powerplants may not assure, in some 
cases, adequate margins of safety under 
certain conditions oC operations. The 
proposed iracture tOUghness critWa are 
based on the theoretical methods of 
elastic fracture mechanics, currently 
under further development under thc 
ABC-funded Heavy Section steel Tech
nology, (HSST) Program at Oak 'RIdge 
National Laboratory and on recent frac
ture toughness test dnta obtained by 
organizations such as the Nn.\-n1 Re
search Laboratory, Westinghouse Elec
tric Corp., and General ElectrIc Co. 

Pursuant to ~the Atomic Energy Act or 
1954, as amended, and section 553 or title 
5 of the United states Code, notice is 
hereby given that adoption of the follow
ing amendments to 10 em Part 50 is 
contemplated. All interested persons who 
desire to submit written comments or 
suggestions for consideration In connec
tion with the proposed mnendments 
should send them to the Secretary of the 
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CommI.sslon, U.s. Atomic Energy Com
ml:;:.;lon, Washlngton. D.C. 20545. Atten
tion: ChIe!, Publlc Proceedings :Branch. 
within 60 days after publication of this 
notice in the FEDERAL EEGIS'IER. Com
ments received after that period will be 
consIdered if it is practicable to do so. 
but assurance of consideration cannot be 
given except as to comments filed within 
the perIod specified. Caples of comments 
received may be examined at the Com
mission's Publlc' Document Room, 1717 
H street NW., Washington, D.C. 

1. In § 50.55a, the introductory lan
gtm3'C in paragraph (b) is amended. 
paraGraPhs (h) and (i) are redesignated 
as paragraphs m and (j), re:,-pective1y. 
the reference to paragraph (h) in para
graph (b) (1) is amended to refer to 
paragraph (1), and a new paragraph (h) 
is added to read as follows: 
§ 50.:;5a Codes and sumdards. 

Each construction permit for a utiliza
tion facWty shall be subject to the fol
Io,",.1ng conditions, in addition to those 
sPecifiedin § 50.55: 

• • • • 
(b) As n. minimum, the systems and 

components of bollIng and pressurized 
water cooled nuclear power reactors spe
cl11cd in paragraphs (e), (d), (e)~"" en, 
(g). and (h) of this section shall meet 
the requirements descrlbedin those para
graphs, except that the American Soci
ety oC Mechanical Ensineers (hereinafter 
referred to as ASME) Code N-symbol 
need not bc applled, and the protection 
GYlJtans of nuclear power reactors of an 
types shall meet the .requirements de
scribed in paragraph (1) of this section. 
except as authorized by the CommIssion 
upon dcnumstratian by the applicant for 
or holder of a construction permit 'that: 

• • • • • 
(h) F.mcture touglme:;s requirements: 

For construction permits is.:.--ued on or 
after January I, 1971, ferr:ltic materials 
of pressure-retaining- components of the 
reactor coolant pressure boundary shall 
meet the requirements set "forth in Ap
pendices G and 11 to this part. 

• • " • • 
2. New Appendices G and 11 are added 

to read as follows: 
AFp:::mIlt G-Fr'.AC'I"tII:E TOl1Gm=s 

REQ== 
L n;reODtrC'l:Ior: AIm SCOPE 

Tllb appendl."< tpcclfleJ mlnlmum !rocture 
toughn= requirement::; for ferr1t1c mate
rillb of pr=urc-rcto.1n1ng components or th~ 
rC:lCtor cooltlIlt pre--~--ure bolmdary of water 
cooled power rtv.lctor:; in order to provide-
adequ:lte ~ of s:l!ety under norIll3l 
rC3ctor operating conditIons. cy:;tem hydro
mntte te..""t3, tlIld during trtm:;!ent condItloIl3 
to whIch the Gyctcm may be mlbjected o-:er 
It.:; =lce l1!eUme. 

T"llese requlrement::; apply to carb:m and 
low nlloy ferr1tlc meelr; (including weld3 tlIld 
v.-eld heat-affected zoneJ in such materil!.ls) 
whoso cpeclfied mlnlmum yield strength. as 
de.!lned in seet:1onn.B. doe::; not e:tCeed 50,00;) 
p.sJ. Adequacy or fmctl!re touglm= of !er
rltlc mater!alll with hIgher specified mlnf
mum yield .strength sh::1l be demolL-tra.ted 
to tho cqmml,!on on = individual =e 
b:!Sw. 
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11. DEF7NMONS

A. "System hydrostatic tests" mean those
pressurization cycles to which the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, or portions
thereof, will be subjefted during all hydro-
static tests of the system. Such tests include
those required to comply with" the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code-Section
XI-"Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nu-
clear Reactor Coolant Systems" as well as
tests conducted prior to initial and subse-
quent plant Startups. .

B. "Specified minimum yield strength" is
the minimum yield strength in the unirradi-
ated condition of a material specified in the
rules of the construction code under which
the component is built, pursuant to § 50.55a.

C. "Lowest pressurization temperature" of
a component is the lowest temperature at
which coolant pressure within the com-
ponent exceeds 25 percent of the reactor
coolant system normal operating pressure, or
at which the rate of temperature change in
the component material exceeds 50' F./hr.,
during normal reactor operation, system hy.
drostatic tests or transient conditions.

D. "Adjusted fracture energy" is the frac-
ture energy of ferritic material, at a given
temperature, obtained from the Charpy V-
notch curve adjusted in accordance with par-
agraph M.B.1.

E. "Beltline region of reactor vessel" com-
prises the shell material, including welds
and weld heat-affected zones, which directly
surrounds the effective height of the' fuel
element assemblies, and any additional
height of shell material for which the pre-
dicted shift of the Charpy V-notch (C.)
fracture energy curve exceeds 100' F.

F. "Material surveillance program" means
the provisions for the placement of reactor
vessel material specimens in the reactor ves-
sel, and the program of periodic withdrawal
and testing of such specimens to monitor,
over the service life of the vessel, changes in
the fracture toughness properties of the ves-
sel as a result of neutron irradiation.

G. "Integrated surveillance programs"
means the combination of individual ma-
terial surveillance programs as applied to one
or more reactor vessels to yield results which
serve to monitor the changes in fracture
toughness properties for a group of vessels.

IX. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS

A. To demonstrate compliance with the
fracture toughness requirements of section
IV.A, both unirradiated and irradiated ferritic
materials shall be tested for fracture tough-
ness properties by means of the Charpy
V-notch impact test specified by the Ameri-
can Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM
A-370). In addition, unirradiated ferritic ma-
terials shall be tested by means of the drop-
weight test (ASTM E-208). Charpy V-notch
impact tests shall be conducted in accord-
ance with the following requirements, and
the adjusted fracture energy levels deter-
mined as specified in section 1.B:

1. Charpy V-notch (C,) impact tests shall
be conducted to define the Cv test curve (in-
cluding the upper-shield energy level) using
Type A specimens oriented with respect to
the "weak" direction (WR orientation in
plates) of plates, forgings, castings, pipe,
and tubes intended for pressure-retaining
components.

2. In lieu of the specimens specified in
section M.A.1, Cv specimens oriented with
respect to the "strong" direction (RW orien-
tation in plates) may be used providqd test
correlation data obtained from ferritlc ma-
terials of the same specification are available
to convert the C, test curve (RW orientation)
to the C, test curve (WR orientation).

3. In lieu of the requirement of section
II.A.2, C, specimens oriented with respect
to the "strong" direction may be used to
demonstrate adequate fracture toughness
provided that materials exhibit, at the low-
est pressurization temperature, adjusted
fracture energy levels no lower than two
times the energy levels of section IV.A.

4. Materials used to prepare test speci-
mens shall be representative of the actual
properties of the finished component as re-
quired by the applicable rules of the con-
struction code under which the component
is built, pursuant to § 50.55a, except that
ferritic materials intended for the reactor
vessel beltline region shall comply with the
requirements of section III.A.5.

5. Materials used to prepare test speci-
mens for the reactor vessel beltline region
shall be taken directly from excess material
and welds in the vessel shall course(s) fol-
lowing completion of the production longi-
tudinal weld joint, and subjected to the heat
treatment equivalent to that received by the
vessel throughout its fabrication process.
Where seamless shell forgings are used, the
test specimens shall be taken from a separate
weldment using excess material from the
shell forging(s) and welded under the same
production welding conditions applied in
joining the shell forgings.

6. Charpy V-notch impact test machines
used to determine fracture toughness prop-
erties for comparison with the criteria of
sections IV.A and IV.B shall have been cali-
brated at least once in each 6-month interval
using methods outlined in ASTM E23-60, and
employing standard specimens obtained from
U:S. Army Materials Research Center.

7. Temperature Instrumentation used to
control test temperature of specimens, for
both Charpy V-notch impact tests and drop-
weight tests, shall have been calibrated at
least once -in each 3-month interval.

8. Persons performing fracture tough-
ness tests shall be qualified by training and

-experience, and shall have demonstrated
competency to perform the tests in ac-
cord with written procedures of the com-
ponent manufacturer or the licensee.

9. Fracture toughness test results shall be
recorded and shall include a certification by
the licensee or person performing the tests
for the licensee that:

(a) The test data are correctly reported
and identified with the material intended for

-a pressure-retaining component,
(b) The tests have been conducted using

machines and instrumentation with avail-
able records of periodic calibration, and

(c) Records of the qualifications of the
individuals performing the tests are avail-
able upon request.

B. Adjusted fracture energy:
The Charpy V-notch (C,) test curve as de-

rived from the tests in section III.A shall
be adjusted to establish the adjusted frac-
ture energy of each material tested and to
determine compliance with the acceptance
requirements specified in section IV.A as
follows:

1. The Charpy V-notch curve of paragraph
IILA shall be translated to the right along
the temperature coordinate by a tempera-
ture increment equal to the sum of:

(a) The difference between the Nil-Duc-
tility Transition (NDT) temperature derived
from the dropweight test (DWT), and the
temperature corresponding to a Charpy
V-notch energy value of 15 ft.-lbs. as obtained
from tests on unirradiated specimens (to be
applied only when the NDT temperature is
higher than the temperature corresponding
to the 15 ft.-lbs. Charpy V-notch energy),
and

(b) A "size-effect" increment of 7' F. per
inch, or fraction thereof, of material
thickness.

2. The adjusted fracture energy, as read
from the adjusted Cv curve of section III.B.1
at the lowest pressurization temperature,
shall be used to determine compliance with
the fracture toughness requirement of sec-
tion IV.A.

ZV. FRACTUR TOUGHNESS 11EQURLV.1NTS

A. Ferritic materials of pressure-retaining
components of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary (except as qualified under section
IVXE) shall exhibit throughout their service
lifetime, at the lowest pressurization tem-
perature, adjusted fracture energy levels no
lower than the following:

Ahlinmum Chata!,
V-notl& adjusted

Section thickness t fracture cterpy
(inches) : (It.-lbs.)

t---5 --------------------------------- 1 0
2<t<5 ---------------------------- 45
-t2 -------------------------------- 40

r~'or reactor vesel beltlIno region this
minimum fracture energy level may be in-
adequate for plates and forgings thicker than
12 inches. The proposed minimum fracture
toughness for such vessels shall be subject
to review and approval by the Commission on
an Individual case basis.

B. The initial upper shelf fracture energy
levels, as determined by Charpy V-notch
tests, shall be at leist 15 ft.-lbs. higher than
the values specified under section IV.A, ex-
cept for reactor vessel beltlino material
which shall meet the additional requirements
of section IV.C.

C. For the reactor vessel beltline region the
upper shelf fracture energy levels for unir-
radiated material, as determined by Charpy
V-notch tests, shall meet the followIng re-
quirements, except where it can be con-
servatively demonstrated to the Commission
by appropriate data and analyses that lower
values of upper shelf fracture energy are
adequate.

1. For reactor vessels for which it can be
conservatively demonstrated by experimental
data and tests performed on comparable ves-
sel steels, and making proper allovances for
all uncertainties in the measurements, that
the adjusted fracture energy level of the
reactor vessel beltline region will meet the
requirements of section IV.A at a tempera-
ture of 100 ° 

F., over the entire service life-
time of the reactor vessel, the upper shelf
fracture energy levels for unirradiated mate-
rial shall meet the requirements of section
IV.B.

2. For reactor vessels which do not meet
the conditions of section IV.0.1 but for
which it can be conservatively demonstrated
by experimental data and tests performed on
comparable vessel steels that the adjusted
fracture energy levels of the reactor vessel
beltline region will meet the requirements
of section IV.A at a temperature of 200

° 
F.,

over the service lifetime of the reactor vessel,
the upper shelf fracture energy ,levels for
unirradiated material shall be at least 20 ft.-
lbs. higher than the values specified in sec-
tion IV.A.

3. For reactor vessels which do not meet
the conditions of section IV.C.2, the upper
shelf fracture energy levels for unirradiated
material shall be at least 25 ft.-lbS. higher
than the values specified In section IV.A,

D. Reactor vessels which do not meet the
conditions of section IV.C.2 shall be designed
to permit a thermel annealing treatment to
recover material toughness properties of
ferritic materials of the reactor vessel
beltline.

E. Ferritic material one-half inch and less
in thickness, when made to fine-grain prac-
tice, may be used in pressure retaining
components of the reactor coolant pressure
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II. DEFINlTlONS 

A. "System hydrostatic tests" mean those 
pressurization cycles to which the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary, or portions 
thereof, will be subjected during all hydro
static tests of the system. Such tests include 
those required to comply with" the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
BoUer and Pressure Vessel Code--Section 
XI-"Rules for Inservlce Inspection of Nu
clear Reactor Coolant Systems" as well as 
tests conducted prIor to initial and subse
quent plant li,tartups .. 

B. "Speclfied minimum yield strength" is 
the minimum yield strength in the unirradi
ated condition of a,materlal speclfied In the 
rules of the constructIon cOJie under which 
the component is buUt, pursuant to § 50.550.. 

C. "Lowest pressurlzitlon temperature" of 
a component is the lowest temperature at 
which coolant pressure within the com
ponent exceeds 25 percent of the reactor 
coolant system normal operating pressure, or 
at which the rate of temperature change in 
the component materIal exceeds 50 0 F./hr., 
during normal reactor operation, system hy'; 
drostatic tests or transient conditiOns. 

D. "Adjusted fracture energy" is 1;he frac
ture energy of ferrltlc material, at a gIven 
temperature, obtained from the Charpy V
notch curve adjusted In accordance wIth par
agraph m.B.1. 

E. "Beltline regIon of reactor vessel" com
prises the shell material, includIng welds 
and weld hea.t-affected zones, which dIrectly 
surrounds the effective height of the' fuel 
element assemblies, and any additIonal 
height of shell material for whIch the pre
dicted shift of the Charpy V-notch (Cu) 
fracture energy curve exceeds 1000 F. 

F. ":Material surveillance program" means 
the prOVisions for the placement of reactor 
vessel material specimens in the reactor ves
sel, and the program of perIodIc withdrawal 
and testing of such specimens to monItor, 
over the service Ufe of the vessel, changes in 
the :fracture toughness properties of the ves
sel as a result of neutron irradiatIpn. 

G. "Integrated surveillance programs" 
means the combination of indivIdual ma
terial surveillance programs as applied to one 
or more reactor vessels to yIeld results which 
serve to monitor the changes in fracture 
toughness properties for a group of vessels. 

m. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS 

A. To demonstrate compliance with the 
fracture toughness requirements of section 
IV.A, both unirradiated and irradiated :ferrltlc 
materials shall be tested for fracture tough
ness properties by means of the Charpy 
V-notch Impact test speclfied by the Ameri
can Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM 
A-370). In addition, unirradlated ferritic ma
terials shall be tested by means of the drop
weight test (ASTM E-20S). Charpy V-notch 
impact tests shall be conducted in accord
ance with the followIng requirements, and 
the adjusted fracture energy levels deter
mined as specified in section m.B: 

1. Charpy V-notch (CT) Impact tests shall 
be conducted to define the CT test curve (in
cluding the upper-shield energy level) using 
Type A specimens orIented with respect to 
the "weak" direction (WR orientation In 
plates) of plates, forgings, castings, pipe, 
and tubes intended for pressure-retaln1ng 
components. 

2. In lieu of the specimens specified In 
section m.A.l, CT specimens orIented with 
respect to the "strong" direction (RW orien
tatIon In plates) may be used providlld test 
correlatIon data obtained from ferritlc ma
terials of the same speclficatlon are avaUable 
to convert the Cv test curve (RW orientation) 
to the CT test curve (WR orientation). 

PROPOSED RULE MAKING 

3. In lieu of the requirement of section 
m.A.2, CT sp¢mens oriented with respect 
to the "strong" directIon may be used to 
demonstrate ,adequate :fracture toughness 
provided that materials exhIbIt, at the low
est pressurization temperature, adjusted 
fracture energy levels no lower than two 
times the energy levels of sectIon IV.A. 

4. :Materials used to prepare test speci
mens shall be representatIve of the actual 
properties of the finished component as re
quired by the applicable rules of the con
struction code under which the component 
is bullt, pursuant to § 5O.55a, except that 
ferrltic materials intended for the reactor 
vessel beltline region shall comply with the 
requirements of section m.A.5. 

5. :Materials used to prepare test speci
mens for the reactor vessel beltline region 
shall be taken dIrectly from excess material 
and welds In the vessel shall course(s) fol
lowing completion of the production longi
tudinal weld joint, and subjected to the heat 
treatment equlvalent to that received by the 
vessel throughout its fabrication process. 
Where seamless shell forgings are used, the 
test specimens shall be taken from a separate 
weldment usIng excess materIal from the 
shell forging(s) and welded under the same 
production welding conditions applied in 
joInIng the shell forgings. 

6. Charpy V-notch Impact test machines 
used to determine fracture toughness prop
erties for comparison with the criteria of 
sections IV.A and IV.B shall have been cali
brated at least once in each 6-month interval 
using methods outlined In ASTM E23--60, and 
employing standard specimens obtained from 
U;S. Army MaterIals Research Center. 

'7. Temperature Instrumentation used to 
control test temperature of specimens, for 
both Charpy V-notch Impact tests and drop-' 
weIght tests, shall have been calibrated at 
least' once ,In each 3-month interval. 

S. Persons performing fracture tough
ness tests shall be qualified by training and 

-experIence, and shall have demonstrated 
competency to perform the tests In ac
cord with written procedures of the com
ponent manufacturer or the licensee. 

9. Fracture toughness test results shall be 
recorded and shall include a certification by 
the licensee or person performing the tests 
for the licensee that: 

(a) The test data are correctly reported 
and identIfied with the materIal Intended for 

-a. pressure-retaining component, 
(b) The tests have been conducted using 

machines and instrumentation with avail
able records of periodic calibration, and 

(c) Records o:f the qualifications of the 
indivIduals performing the tests are avail
able upon request. 

B. Adjusted fracture energy: 
The Charpy V-notch (CT) test curve as de

rIved from the tests In section m.A shall 
be adjusted to establish the adjusted :frac
ture energy of each materIal ,tested and to 
determine compliance with the acceptance 
requirements speclfied In sectIon IV.A as 
follows: 

1. The Charpy V:-notch curve of paragraph 
m.A shall be translated to the right along 
the temperature coordinate by a tempera
ture increment equal to the sum of: 

(a) The difference between the Nll-Duc
t111ty TransitIon (NDT) temperature derived 
from the dropwelght test (DWT), and the 
temperature corresponding to a Charpy 
V-notch energy vaIue of 15 ft.-lbs. as obtained 
from tests on unlrradiated specimens (to be 
applied only when the NDT temperature is 
higher than the temperature corresponding 
to the 15 ft.-lbs. Charpy V-notch energy), 
and 

(b) A "size-effect" Increment of 70 F. per 
Inch. or fraction thereof, of material 
thickness. 

2. The adjusted fracture energy, M read 
from the adjusted C. curve of scotion III.B.1 
at the lowest prossurlzatlon tomperaturo, 
shall be used to determine compliance with 
the fracture toughness roquiromont of sec
tlonIV.A. 

IV. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS REQUJREMI:NTS 

A. Ferritic materials of pressure-retaining 
components of the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary (except as qualified under scotion 
IV.E) shall exhIbit throughout their service 
l1fetime, at the lowest prcssurlzation tem
perature, adjusted fracture energy levels no 
lower than the followIng: 

MitJ,imnm OItClrplJ 
V-notch Clcllttstcct 

Section thickness t jracture cllcr(JY 
(Inches) : (jt.-Ibs.) 

t;:,,5 ____________________________ - _____ 160 
2<:t<:5 ______________________________ 45 
.t<:2 _________________________________ 40 

r:t:'or reactor vetlSOl beltllne region this 
minimum fracture energy lovel may be In
adequate for plates and forgings thlol:er than 
12 Inches. The proposed minimum fracture 
toughness for such vesselS shall be subjeot 
to review and approvlll by the Commission on 
an individual case basis. 

B. The initial upper shelf fracture energy 
levels, as determined by Charpy V-notoh 
tests, shall be at lC'~t 16 ft.-lbo. higher than 
the vaIues speolfied under section IV.A, OX
capt for reactor vessel boltllne material 
which shall meet the additional rOC1ulroments 
of sectIon IV.C. • 

C. For the reactor vessel beltllne region the 
upper shelf fractul"e energy levels for unlr
radiated materIal, lIS determined by Oharpy 
V-notch tests, shall meet the followIng re
qUirements, except where it ann be con
servatively demonstrated to the Commission 
by appropriate dab and analysos that lower 
values of upper sheif fracture energy arc 
adequate. 

1. For reactor vessels for whioh It oan be 
conservatively dem·:mstrated by experImental 
data and tests performed on comparable vca
sel steels, and making prop or allowances for 
all uncertainties ill the mellSurements, that 
the adjusted fract.ure energy level ot the 
reactor vessel beltUne region w111 meet the 
requirements of section IV.A at £\ tempera
ture of 1000 F., over the ontire service 11to
time of the reactor vessel, tho upper shelC 
fracture energy levels for unlrradlated mate
rial shall meet tho requlrements of seotion 
IV.B. 

2. For reactor vessels whloh do not meet 
the conditions of section IV.O.1 but for 
whIch it can be conservatively demonstrated 
by experimental data and tests performed on 
comparable vessel steels that the adjusted 
fracture energy levels of the reaotor vcssol 
beltl1ne region Vl111 meet the requirements 
of section IV.A at a temperature of 200 0 P., 
over the servtce lifetime of the reaotor vessel, 
the upper shelf fl"acture energy, lovols for 
unirradiated material shall be at least 20 ft.
Ibs. higher than the values speolfied In &CO
tlonIV.A. 

3. For reactor v£ssols whloh do not mcot 
the conditions of section IV.O.2, the upper 
shelf fracture energy levels for tt1llrradiatcd 
material shall be £it least 26 ft.-1bs. higher 
than the values specIfied in scotlon IV.A. 

D. Reactor vessels whioh do not meet the 
conditions of sectlon IV.O.2 shall be designed 
to permit a therm~l annealing trt'atmllllt to 
recover materIal toughness properties of 
ferrltlc materIals of the reaotor voss!.'l 
beltl1ne. 

E. Ferrltlc material one-half inoh and less 
In thickness, when made to fine-grain prao
tice, may be used In pressure retalninl: 
components of the reactor Coola11t pressure 
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boundary ithout compliance with the re-
quirements of -section IV.A provided thdlr
lowest Pressurization temperature Is not less
than 100 °  F.

V. nSmV- E REQUmETENT-EACTOR VESSEL
aEL YESE S&TESIAL

A. Reactor vessels shall have 'their beltilne
region materials 'and weld 'properties -moni-
tored by a niaterial surveillance program,
conforming to the "Reactor 'Vessel aterlal
Surveillance Program Requirements", set
forth in Appendix H.

B. -Reactor vessels shall be acceptable for
continued operation for that service period
within -whidh the -predicted adjusted frac-
ture energy, 'at -the lowest pressurization
temperature (as predicted Irom the test xe-
sults of 'the material -surveillance program
of section V.A.), satisfies the requirements
of section IV-A.

C. In the event that the requirements of
section IV.A cannot be satisfied, reactor ves-
sels are acceptable for continued operation
proyided the following requirements are sat-
isfied for the specified conditions:

1. If the predicted adjusted fracture en-
ergy level Is not less than 35 ft.-lbs., the belt-
line region of the vessel shall be subjected
to essentially 100 percent volumetric exam-
ination in accord with the rules of ASAMI
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. "Rules for
Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Reactor Cool-
ant Systems," section Xr, and a fracture
mechanics analysis shall be performed which
conservatively demonstratbs, making proper
allowances for all uncertainties in the meas-
urements, that adequate safety margins exist
for continued operation. Such analysis shall
be based on:

(a) law sizes detected by the inservice
inspection,

(b). Valid fracture toughness data (as de-
fined by: "Tentative Method of Test for
Plane-Strain Fracture Toughness of Metallic
Materials," ASTMI Designation: E 399-70T)
for the base metal, welds, 'and weld heat-
affected zones, Irradiated to a level equiva-
lent to that of the reactor vessel beltline
region, and

(c) Stress analyses of the beltline region.
2. If the predicted adjusted fracture en-

ergy level is lower than 35 ft.-lbs., the re-
actor vessel beltlne region shall be subject
to a thermal annealing treatment to effect
recovery of material toughness properties.
The degree of such recovery shall be moni-
tored by testing specimens from the surveil-
lance program capsules before and after
annealing treatment, and shall be adequate
to satisfy the requirements of section IV.A
at the end of the proposed service period.

3. If the requirements of section V.C. 1 or
2 cannot be satisfied, the licensee- shall dem-
onstrate, by other appropriate means, that
adequate safety margins exist for continued
operation.

The proposed programs for satisfying the
requirements of section V.C. 1, 2, or 3, shall
be reported to the CommLssion for review and
approval on an individual case basis at least
3 years prior to the date when the predicted
fracture energy levels will no longer satisfy
the requirements of section IV.A.

APpENDx H-REAcron VEsSEL MATERIAL
SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMs REQUTIREMENIs

L INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the material surveillance
program required by this appendix is to mon-
itor changes in the fracture toughness prop-
erties of ferritic materials in the reactor
vessel beltline region of water cooled power
reactors as a consequence of neutron Irradia-
tion. Under this program, fracture toughness
test data are obtained from material specl-
nens withdrawn periodically from the re-

actor vessel which will permit determining
the conditions undee which the vessel can

PROPOSED RULE MAKING

be operated with adequate marginS of Cafety
against fracture throughout Its servIco life.

M. MUEV=AlLAt.1L " XIRAYt C1r

Reactor vessels constructed of ferrltic ma-
terials shal have their beitline region moni-
tored by a surveillance pro-ram complying
with the practice recommended by the Amer-
lcan Society for Testing and =aterils
(ASTAMI) in "Surveillance Tests on Structural
Materials in Nuclear Reactors". ASTM DC3-
Ignation: E 185-70, except as modified by
the following requirements:

A. Surveillance specimens shall be taken
directly from the exces shell course mate-
rial, welds, and heat-affected zones of the
beitlne region of the reactor vesel, which
are used to conduct the fracture toughness
tests In meeting the requirement3 of section
IV of AppendLx G. The specimen type Shall
comply with the requirements of section
III.A of Appendix G.

B. Irradiation capsules containing the sur-
vellance specimens shall be located as clos
as practicable to the Inside vesel wall, but
shall not be attached to the wall. In any
case, the capsule locations shall be such that
the calculated neutron fluxv received by the
innermost (with respect to the reactor core)
Irradiatlol specimens will not exceed three
times the calculated maximum neutron flux
at the Inside wall of the vessel. The deslgn
and location of the capsules shall permit
insertion of replacement capsules.

C. The required number of capsules and
their withdrawal schedule are as follows:

1. For reactor vessels for which It can be
conservatively demonstrated by expertmen-
tal data and tests performed on comparable
vessel steels, and making proper allowances
for all uncertainties In the measurements,
that the adjusted fracture energy level of
the reactor vessel beltline region will meet
the requirements of section IV.A of Appen-
dix G at a temperature of 100 ° F. over the
service lifetime of the reactor ves-el, at least
three capsules shall be provided for subse-
quent withdrawal as follows:

Withdrawal
schcdule

First capsule --- One-fourth service life.
Second capsule--- Three-fourth rervice

life.
Third capsule.... Standby.

In the event the surveillance specimens
exhibit, at one-quarter of the vesel's service
life, a shift of the Charpy V-notch (C,)
fracture energy curve greater than originally
predicted by test data., the remaining with-
drawal schedule shall be modified as follovs:

Revised
withdrawal
schedule

Second capsule_._ One-hialf rervice life.
Third capsule.... Standby.

2. For reactor vessels which do not meet
the conditions of section ILO.1 but for which
it can be conservatively demonstrated by
experimental data and tests performed on
comparable vessel steels that the adjusted
fracture energy levels of the reactor vesel
beltline region will meet the requirements
of section IV.A of Appendix G, at a tempera-
ture of 200' F. over the srvice lifetime of
the reactor vessel, nt least four capsules shall
be provided for the subsequent withdrawal
as follows:

Withdrawal
schedule

First capsule ---- At the time when pre-
dicted shift of C, ad-
justed fractureenergy
curve is approxi-
mately 50" P. or at
one-fourth service
life, whichever 13
earlier.
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Sacnd cap-ule At approximately o11-
half of the time In-
terval between first
and third capsule
withdrawal.

Third capaule- . Three-fourths service
life.

Fourth cap:sule-- Standby.

3. For reactor vess-els which do not mee-t
the conditions of cectlon 11.C2, at least f7e
cap u le shall be provided lor -ubequet
withdrawal as follt=a:

TVitldraw s
schedule

First capsule -- At the time when pre-
dicted chift of C, ad-
jutedlractureenergy
curve i- pproxi-
mately 501 F. or at
one-fourth service
life, whichever is
earller.

Second and third At approximately one-
capsulwe. third and two-thirds

of the time interval
bctween first and
fourth capsule with-
draval.

Fourth capaule .... Three-fourths of serv-
ice life.

Fifth capsule ------ Standby.

4. Withdrawal chedules may be modified
to coincide with these refueling outages or
plant shutdowns most closely approaching
the withdrawal cchedule.

S. Suficlent archive material shall be re-
tained to prepare additional surveillance
specimens (as recommended by ASTM Des-
ignation: E 185-70 "Surveillance Tests on
Structural Mteriab In Nuclear Reactors")
except for reactor ve=sels which meet the con-
ditions of cection II.C. 1 or 2. The archive
material shnll be obtained from the excess
shell course material, welds,- and heat-
affected zone as Identified in section I1.A.

II. r'rzcnAr sUVssLLAs cM F=OGzAS

A. For multiple reactors located at a single
site. each of which meets the conditions or
cction 1.C.1 the minimum surveillance
program requirements of sectlon II.C.1 shall
be met for each reactor.

B. For multiple reactors located at a single
site, each of which meets the conditions of
r.ectlon I.C.2, an integrated surveillance pro-
gram may be employed, provided that:

1. All reactor vesels meet the following
additional conditions:

(a) The reactor vesseL are of the same de-
sign. ordered to the same design specifica-
tion. and constructed by the same fabricator
using the materials produced to the same
specifications, and employing the same fabri-
cation procedure.

(b) All reactors will be operated under
comparable conditions and service.

(c) Each vessel contains material speci-
mens obtained from Its respective beltlne
region as required by the provisions of sec-
tions 11.A.

(d) The moat conservative value of ad-
justed fracture energy levels determined from
tests of specimens withdrawn from any of the
reactors will be applled to all reactor vessels
in e tablishing operational limitations.

2. The required number of capsules and
their withdrawal schedule are as follows:

(a) At least four capsules for each vessel
shall be provided for subsequent withdrawal.

(b) The withdrawal schedule for the ves-
rel Initially placed in service shall correspond
to the schedule speciled in cection II.C.2.

(c) The withdrawal schedule for the other
vesels shall correspond approximately to the
schedule for the withdrawal of the last two
capoules from the vessel Initially placed In
Eervice, and the remaining two capsules shall
be retained as standbys.
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boundary without compllance with the~
quiremellts :of :section IV.A provided theIr 
lowest pressurization temperature is not less 
:than 1.000 :.P. 

v. =SER= l!EQ~"T-BE.\.c:rDR VESSEL 
'13EL"J:Lnn: 'M"ATERTAT. 

A. Reactor vessels shall have -theIr beltllne 
region materials 'and weld 'Properties =0nJ.
tored .by a .material· surveillance 'program 
conforming to"'the "Reactor \Tesselllfaterial 
Surveillance Program Requirements", .set 
forth in Aru>endix H. 

B. -React-Or vessels shall be acceptable for 
continued operation tor that service period 
within -which the -predicted adjusted frac
ture eneJgY, cat "the low.est pressurizatIon 
temperature (.as predicted ftom .the test .re
sults -of -the material 'survelllance program 
of section V.A.), satisfies the requlrements 
of section IV .A. 

C. In the event that the requirements of 
section IV.A cannot be satisfied, react-Or ves
seIs are acceptable for continued operatIon 
prorided the following requirements are sat
Isfied for the specified conditIons: 

1. If the predicted adjusted tracture en
ergy level1S not less than 35 ft.-Ibs., the belt
llne region of the vessel shall be subjected 
to essentially 100 percent volumetrIc esam
ination in accord with the rules of ASME 
BoUer and Pressure Vessel Code, "Rules for 
Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Reactor Cool
ant Systems," section XI, and a fracture 
mechanics analysis shall be performed which 
conservatIvely demonstrateS, making proper 
allowances for all uncertainties in the meas
urements, tha't adequate safety margins e.nst 
for continued operation. Such analysis shall 

. be based on: 
(a) Flaw sizes detected by the Inservice 

inSpection, 
(b). Valid fracture toughness data (as de

fined by: "TentatIve :MeEhod of Test for 
Plane-Strain Fracture Toughness of :Metallic 
1>faterIals," ASTM Designation: E 399-70T) 
for the base metal, welds, 'and weld heat
affected zones, Irradiated to a level equlva
lent to that of the reactor vessel beltllne 
region, and 

(c) Stress analyses of the beltllne reglo:l. , 
2. If the predicted adjusted fracture en

ergy level Is lower than 35 ft.-Ibs., the re
actor vessel,beltllne regIon shall be subject 
to a thermal anneallng treatment to effect 
recovery of material toughness propertles. 
The degree of such recovery shall be monI
tored by testing specimens from the surveIl
lance program capsules before and after 
anneallng treatment, and shall be adequate 
to satisfy the requirements of sectIon IV.A 
at the end of the proposed service perIod. 

3. If the requirements of sectIon V.C. 1 or 
2 cannot be satisfied, the licensee-shall dem
onstrate, by other appropriate means, that 
adequate safety margins exist for contInued 
operatIon. . 

The proposed programs for. satisfying tbe 
requirements of sectIon V.C. I, 2, or 3, shall 
be reported to the Commlsslon for revIew and 
approval on' an indivIdual case basis at least 
3 years prior to tbe date when the predicted 
fracture energy levels will no longer satisfy 
the requirements of section IV.A. 

APPENDIX H-REAc:roo VESSEL l\Ll.TERIAL 
SURVEILLANCE PaoGltAM REQUlIlE!>~ 

r. n;:nOD17c:r:rON 

The purpose of the materIal survelllance 
program required by this appendix Is to mon
itor changes in the fracture toughness prop
ertIes of ferrltIc materials in the reactor 
vessel beltline region of water cooled power 
reactors as a. consequence of neutron Irradia
tion. Under this program, fracture toughness 
test data. are obtained .from material specI
mens withdrawn periodically from the re
actor v~el which will permlt det-ermlnlng 
the conditions unde~ which the vessel can 
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be operated wIth adequate tIlllrSln!; or r.aiet}" 
agn.lnst fracture throughout Its ten'ICQ rue. 

z. stI1tVI:ILI.&t:c:£ :l'llOtll!A:.t c::aIIl2IA 

Reactor vessels conGtructed or fa:rillc ma
terials shall ho.'I'e theIr belUIne region mon!
t~red by n survelllance prozram complying 
with the practice recommended by tho Amer
ican Society for 'J:estlng tuld Uaterlals 
(AS'X1>l) in "Surrelllanco 'J:C!its on Structural 
Materials in Nuclear 'Reactors", AST'..t De::;
Ignatlon: E 185-70, except; on modified by 
the following requlrcments: 

A. Surveillance speclmell!l shall be ta1:en 
directly from the exce:s shell COllr::n mate
rIal, welds, and hcat-alIected :;:one:; or the 
beltllne region or the reactor v=l, which 
are used 'to conduct tho fracture toughne:::3 
tests in meeting the requirement::; or =tlon 
IV oC Appendix G. The specimen type lihall 
comply with the requlrements or rectlon 
m.A of Appendix G. 

B. Irradiation capsule:; conta1nInS the GUr
velllance specimens shall be located n:; clo::e 
as practicable to the inside Te:::;QI wall, but 
shall not be attached to tho wall. In any 
case, the capSule locations lihall be such that 
the calculo.tcd neutron 11u.'C receIved by the 
innermost (with respect to the reactor core) 
IrrlldlntloI1 specImens wlll not exceed three 
times the calculated mD-nmUm neutron l1wc 
at the inside " .. all or the ve=!. Tho drolgn 
and location oC tbe capsule:; llhall permlt 
insertion oC replacement cap:;ules. 

C. The reqUIred number of cap:;ule:; and 
theIr wlthdrawnl schedule are n:; fonows: 

1. For react-Or vessels for which It can be 
conservatIvely demonstrated by e.''1perlmen
tal data and tests performed on comparable 
vessel steels, and making proper allowance:; 
for all uncertalntles in the measuremenw, 
that the adjusted fracture energy level or 
the reactor veszel be1tllne region will meet 
the requIrements or =tlon IV.A or Appen
dix G at a temperature oC 100· P. over the 
servIce lIfetime or tbe reactor 'l'es:;el, at ll!a.:Jt 
three capsules shall bo provided for sub:e
quent wIthdr(1\\'a! as follows: 

WftlldrolCol 
3cllcdule 

First capsule_____ One-fourth tcrv!cn llfe. 
Second capsule___ Three-rourth rervlcn 

11fo. 
ThIrd capsule____ Standby. 

In the event tho survelllancn speclmell!l 
exhibIt, o.t one-quarter or tho \'~l's rcrvlco 
l1!e, a shl!t or the Cborpy V-notch (Or) 
fracture ~nergy cur\'o greater than orlglnally 
predicted by test data. tho remaining wlth
drawnl schedule shall be modUled as folloW!l: 

Rct1f3c4 
wltlldrolCol 

3c1lcdulc 
Second capsule___ One-balr zcrvlce life. 
ThIrd capsule____ Standby. 

2. For reactor vessels which do not meet 
the conditIons or section n.O.l but for which 
It can be conservatIvely demonstrated by 
experimental data and tests performed on 
comparable Tessel steelG thaI; the adJU!ltcd 
fracture energy levels or tho reactor Te:;:;cl 
beltllne region will meet tho rcqulrcment4 
or sectIon IV.A. oC Appendix G, at n tempera
ture of 200· P. over the GCrVlce Urotime of 
the reactor 'Vessel, at least four capsule:; shall 
be provided for the subsequent withdrawal 

Third cap:;ule __ 

Faurth cap..."Ule __ _ 
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At appro:dmately ana
half of the time m
ten-at. ~ tlr.:t 
and third cap;."t1le 
Withdrawal. 

Three-fourths servf~e 
rue. 

Standby. 

3. For Te3etor .e::;eb v;hlch do not meet 
tho condItI= of cection II.Co2, at le:tSt v;;e 
caJL"Ule:l olmll he provIded :for Ell:m!quen;t 
w1thdm", .. al tl:i foU=a: 

S:>tlind and thIrd 
cap...-u1e:;. 

Fourth cap:mle ___ _ 

Filth cap:;ule _____ _ 

Withdrazcal 
s(!heduZe. 

At the time when. 'Pre
dicted ::bUt of C. ac!
jtUtediractureenergj 
curve b :appro:d
matcly 50' F. or at 
on a-fourth service 
rue, whichever is 
earUer. 

At appro:dmately one
thIrd and two-thlrd3 
of the time interval 
between first and 
fourth capsule With
drawal. 

Three-fourths of carr
Ice rue. 

Standby. 

4. Withdrnwal GChedule:; may be modIfied 
to colnclde with tha:e refueling outages or 
plant tlllutdOWIUl most clo:::ely approaching 
the withdrawal cchcdule. 

G. SuIDclent archlve materIal shall be re
tained to pr!lp:lre additional survel11ance 
qlcclmcll!l en:; recommended by ASTM Des
JgnnUon: E 185-70 "Survelllance Tests on 
Structural Matcrla1!; in l'uclear Reactors") 
except for reaotor ve::.::;els which meet the con
dltloll!l of cectlon II.C. 1. or 2. The archlve 
material !lhall be obtained from the exCe:53 
lihell cour.:e maferlal. welds,' and heat
nlIected zone as Identllled in cection II.A. 

m. n:n:cnATED Stm1/E:ILLANCE PEOCR.UI 

A. For multiple reaotors located at a single 
oltc. each or which meet::; the conditions or 
ccetlon II.CJ. the mlnlmum surveillance 
pro;;rom requlrcment::; of l:ectlon II.CJ shall 
be met ror each reactor. 

B. For multiple reactor.:; located at a single 
oltc, each of which meet::; the conditIons or 
GeCtlon II.Co2. an Integrated surveillance pro
srnm may be employed, provided that: 

1. All reactor ve:::c15 meet the following 
additional conditloIUl: 

(a) The reactor ve:::eb nre of the s:nne de
olsn. ordered to the l:amc design specifica
tion, and con:;tructed by the s:nne fabricator 
winS the materln1!l produced. to the s:nne 
~cclficatlon:;, and employing the s:nne fabri
cation procedurro. 

(b) All reactor::; w1ll be operated under 
comparable condltloIUl and l:ervice. 

(0) Each ve:::el contains material specI
mell!l obtained from It::; respectlve beltline 
mlon n:; required by the provfzlons of sec
t1oll!l II.A. 

(d) The mo:it co=rvative value of ad
JU!lted fracture energy leveb determlned from 
trot::; of Ilpeclmcna Withdrawn from any of the 
reactor::; w1ll be appUed to all reactor vessels 
in e~tabll.:lhlns opcratlonalllmltations. 

2. The requIred number of capsules and 
thoIr Withdrawall:chedule are as follows: 

(a) At ll!a.:Jt four capsules for each vessel 
WfthdrolCol cl1all be provIded for mlb:;equent withdrawal. 

3c1u:dulc (b) The Withdrawal cchedule for the ves-

as follows: 

First capsule _____ _ At the time when prc- £Cllnltlnlly placed in cervfce shall correspond -
dIcted shift or Cr ad- to the cchedule qlecified in cect10n II.Co2. 
Justedfractureenergy (0) The withdrawal schedule for the other 
curre 15 approxl- v~b lihall cOrreglond apprmdmately to the 
mately 50· P. or at &Chedule for the withdrawal of the last two 
one-fourth service caJm1les from the vessel lnltlally placed in 
rue, whichever 13 Eerv1ce, and the remaInIng two capsules shall 
earUer. --. be retained as standbyz. 
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C. For multiple reactors located at a
single site, which do not meet the conditions
of section II.C.2, an integrated surveillance
program may not be employed.

IV. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS

A. Fracture toughness testing of the speci-
mens withdrawn from the capsules shall be
conducted In accordance with the require-
ments of section mU of Appendix G, "Fracture
Toughness Re4ulrements."

B. The -test results shall be adjusted in
accordance with the procedure specified
under section M of Appendix G to verify that
the fracture toughness requirements of sec-
tion IV.A of Appendix G are satisfied.

V. REPORT OF TEST RESULTS

A. Each specimen withdrawal and the frac-
ture toughness test shall be the subject of a
summary technical report to be provided to
the Commission. The report shall include a
schematic diagram of -the capsule locations
in the reactor vessel, identification of speci-
mens withdrawn, the test results, and the
translation of the measured results to those
expected in the reactor vessel beltline
region.

B. The report shall also include the do-
sinetry measurements performed at each
specimen withdrawal, analyses of the results
which yield the calculated neutron fluence
which the reactor vessel beltline region has
received at the time of the tests, and com-
parisons with the originally predicted values.

C. The lowest pressurization temperaturo
established for the period of operation of the
reactor vessel between any two surveillanco
specimen withdrawals shall be Spccificd In
the report, Including any changes In opera-
tional procedures which a e adopted to avsuro
meeting such temperature limitations,

(Sec. 161, 68 Stat, 948, 42 U.S.0. 2201)

Dated at Washington, D.C., this 4th
day of June 1971.

For the Atomic Energy Commission.

W. B. McCooL,
Secretary of the Commission.

[FR Doc.71-9453 Filed 7-2-718:47 ami
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C. For multiple reactors located at a. 
single site, which do not meet the conditions 
of section n.C.2, an Integrated surveillance 
program may hot be employed. 

IV. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS 

A. Fracture toughness testing of the speci
mens withdrawn from the capsules shall be 
conducted 111 accordance with the require
ments of section m of Appendix G, "Fracture 
Toughness Requirements." 

B. The test results shall be adjusted in 
accordance with the procedure specified 
under section m of Appendix G to verlfy that 
the fracture toughness requirements of sec
tion IV.A of Appel?-dlx G are satisfied. 
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V. REPORT OF TEST RESULTS 

A. Each specimen withdrawal and the frac
ture toughness test shall be the subject of a. 
summary technical report to be provided to 
the COmmission. The report shall Include a 
schematic diagram of the capsule locatiOns 
111 the reactor vessel, identification of speci
mens withdrawn, the "Wst results, and the 
translation of the measured results to those 
expected 111 the reactor vessel beltllne 
region. 

B. The report shall also include the do
simetry measurements performed at each 
specimen withdrawal, analyses of the results 
which yield the calculated neutron lluence 
which the reactor vessel beltllne region has 
received at the time of the tests, and com
parisons with the orIginally predicted values. 

C. The lowest pressurIZ(ltion temporaturo 
established for the> perIod of operation ot tho 
reactor vessel betwoon nny two surveillnnco 
speelmen withdrawals shall be spcoUlcd In 
the report, includlng any changes In opora
tional procedures whIch are ndoptcd to !I~.sUro 
meeting such temperature llmltatlons. 

(Sec. 161, 68 Stat. 948, 42 U.S.O. 2201) 

Dated at Washington, D.C., thla 4th 
day of June 1971. 

For the Atomic Energy Commission. 

W. B. MCCOOL, 
Secretary 01 the Commission. 

(FE Doc.71-9453 Flled 7-z...71:8:47 tlml 
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CONSENT CALENDAR ITEM 
The Conunissioners 

Director of Regulation . (r~):~· ...... 
AMENDMENT TO 10 CFR PART 50: 
TOUGHNESS REQUIREMENTS." AND 
VESSEL MATERIAL SURVEILLANCE 

APPENDIX G. "FRACTURE 
,APPENDIX H, "REACTOR 
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS II 

To recommend publication in effective form of amendments. 
to 10 CFR Part 50 which would specify requirements for 
the fracture toughness of the materials in the reactor 
coolnnt pressure boundary and also the requirement~ for 
a surveillance program to monitor changes in fr<1ctun: 
toughness of the materials in the reactor ve~sel beltline 
resulting from exposure to neutron irradiation. 

Present requirements for fracture toughness and for sur
veillance of irradiation damage of the materials for the 
reactor coolant pressure boundary are covered by General 
Design Criteria 31 and 32 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50. 
Construction of the affected components is governed by 
Section III of the ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 
as required by section 50.s5a of 10 CFR 50. These amend
ments give specific requirements for design and operation, 
many of which are in the form of a reference to pertinent 
sections of the ASME Code with certain supplemental require
ments. Some of these add fracture toughness requirements 
on the material. some i~quire higher temperature before the 
pressure is allowed to approach operating pressure and before 
the core is allowed to go critical, and some are inservice 
requirements that are needed to cope with damage from neutron 
irradiation. 

These amendments have tllc !::ame scope ;1g tho~H', pulll L~ltcd for 
conunent on July 3) 1971. They provide eomp,lr:Jh](' l11;lrl',J I):: 
of safety over the critical temperature ranr:;e where rrncturr' 
is a possibility. However, the language and technicnl ap
proach have been updated. Publication of the proposed rule 
occurred at a time when the fracture toughness requirements 

AcRt~mfct·cogf,;",~:e,:~:~", " 
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revisions to the ASME Code, and this has been done. 
Attachment A gives a comparative text of the proposed 
rules and the rules in their effective form. 
Attachment B summarizes the comments received. 

Recommendations: (a) Approve the enclosed Notice of Rule Making which 
would amend 10 CFR Part 50 to incorporate the rules 
for fracture toughness requirements and for reactor 
vessel material surveillance program requirements, 
and 

Coordination: 

Scheduling: 

Contact: 

(b) Note: 

1) The amendments will be published in the Federal 
Register to be effective thirty (30) days after 
publication; 

2) The JCAE will be informed; and 

3) II puhlic announcement will he is:::::ued. 

The Directorates of Licensing and Regulatory Oper;-<tions 
and the Office or the General Counsel concur. nnd the 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has approved 
publication in effective form. 

(a) Approvals or comments by June II, 1973. 

(b) For affirmation at an early Policy Session. 

~o~ 
Director of Regulatory Standards 

P. N. Randall. Ext. 7546 
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Attachment A 

NOTICE OF RULE MAKINr. 

TITLE 10 - ATOMIC ENim(:y 

CHAPTER 1 - ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

PART SO - LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND' 
UTILIZATION FACILITIES 

Fracture Toughness and Surveillance Program Requirements 

On July 3, 1971, the Atomic Energy Commission published in the 

FEDERAL REGISTER (36 FR 12697) proposed amendments to its regulatio'oR 

in 10 CFR Part Sp ",hi,ch would add new appendices en.titled, "Appendix G, 

/,,"-' 

Fracture Toughness Requirements," and "Appendix H, Reactor Vessel Material 

Survei~lance Program Requirements. II 

Interested persons were invited to submit written comments within 

60 days. Upon consideration of the comments received and other factors 

involved, the Commission has adopted the proposed amendments with certain 

modifications in the form set forth below. 

Significant differences in Appendix G from the amendments published 

for comment are: 

"!oj 

(1) Terminology was changed to be consistent with that of the ASME 

1/ 
Code.-

(2) The method of combining the results of the Charpy and dropweight 

tests to 'get a· combined measure of toughness 'Was changed. 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
Section III, "Rules for the Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components." 
1971 Edition, and addenda through the Winter. 1972 Addenda. 
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The prnpoRcd rule would have rcqllin'd c.h;lrnCl"¢l-izntlO1\ (,r lhl'. 

fracture toughness of the ferritic materials in the reactor 

coolant pressure boundary in terms of the temperature depend-

ence of two quantiti e.s: v (a) energy absorbed in Ch'arpy V-notch 

impact tests (ASTMl1 Standard A-370) and (b) the nil-ductility 

transition (NUT) temperature obtained from dropweight tests 

(ASTM Standard E-208). Charpy tests were to be run at appro-

printe. temperatures to characterize. the transition from fully 

ductile., "upper shelf." behavior to low-energy, "brittle." be-

havior. To obtain a toughness char,acterization that depended 

on both types of tests. the tlCharpy curve" was to be adjusted 

upward on the temperature scale to make the 15 ft. lb. level 

correspond to the NDT temperature from ,the dropweight tests. 

These- amendments continue the requirement contained in the pro-

posed rule that fracture toughness be measured by the Char?y 

test and the dropweight test. However, to reflect comments 

urging consistency with the ASME Code, fracture toughness of 

the material is characterized by its reference temperature, 

RTNDT . This temperatur~ is the higher vaille of the NDT temper

ature from the dropweight test or the temperature that is 60"F 

below the temverature at which Charpy test data meet a specified 

toughness level (50 ft. lbs. and 35 mils 'lateral expansion). 

American Society, for Testing and Materials. 
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(3) The concept of a lowest pressurization temperature given in 

the proposed rule was changed to a concept based on fracture 

mechanics that allows a continuous buildup of pressure as a 

function of temperature and wall thickness. 

The proposed rule would have required a "thickness correction" 

whereby the Charpy curve was to be shifted up the temperature 

scale 7°F per inch of material thickness. The thickness COT-

rection would have been added to the shift required for consis-

teoey between the two types of toughness' tests to obtain a curve 

of "adjusted fracture energy" yersus temperature. Fracture 

control would have been achieved by requiring the "lowest pres-

surization temperature" at which system pressure could exceed 

25 percent of normal operating pressure, or at which the rate 

of temperature change could exceed 50 D F!hr., to be the temperature 

at which the adj~sted fracture energy exceeded a certain level, 

which was higher for thick material than for thin. 

Many of the comments questioned the validity of the dependence 

placed on the Charpy test by the proposed rule. The thickness 

correction was considered excessive for thick sections and in-

adequate for thin sections. Other comments asked that the rules 

treat stresses more quantitatively to take account of the opera-

tors' ability to control pressure and rate of temperature change 

and the designers' ability to calculate pressure and thermal 
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stresses. Spec~fically, they urged the adoption of the approach 

that now appears in the 1972 Summer Addenda to the ASHE Code. 

The proposed rules were also revised to reflect these c.omments. 

As required by thes~ amendments. fracture control is achieved 

by requiring that stress in the pressure boundary be limited 

as a function of the metal temperature relative 'to the reference 

temperature, RTNDT , and as a function of material thickness 

according to the "K
IR 

curve" given in the ASME Code. Taken 

from fracture mechanics, the term "stress intensity factor" (K) 

defines a quantity that is pr9portional to the product or gross 

stress and the square root of crack depth, and includes factors 

to account for crack shape and for the manner of loading. Crit-

ical values of K, determined from tests in which precracked 

specimens are loaded to failure, arc a convenient rnea:;ure of 

fracture toughness, because differences in crack size and shape 

and differences in manner of loading between specimen and com-

ponent can be treated quantitatively. The KIR curve in the ASME 

Code gives allowable values of fracture toughness BS a function 

of temperature relative .. to RTNDT . The curve is based on data 

obtained from tests of large specimens in the 3/ HSST- program. 

Rather than require the estimation of maximum expected flaw size, 

these amendments require that in areas of the reactor vessel 

Heavy, Section Steel Technology Program, conducted at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. 
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remote from discontinuities, the assumed flaw size be propor-

tional to wall thicknoos. Thus, from the value of KIR at a 

given temperature, allowable stress values are obtained that 

are inversely proportional to the square root of wall thickness. 

(4) Fracture control procedures described in paragraph (3), above, 

are supplemented in thege amendments by a requirement that 

whenever the core is critical, the metal temperature of the 

reactor vessel shall exceed specified values dependent on the 

concurrent stress level. 

(5) The Charpy V-notch upper-shelf energy requirements for beltline 

region materials was set at ,75 ft. Ibs. for all cases, without 

distinction as to the predicted ~mount of irradiation damage. 

(6) Fracture toughness requirements for the various components of 

the pressure boundary were separated to reflect comments sug-

gesting that the rules fit the anticipated severity of service 

to which the component might be subjected. 

(7) The definition of "beltline region of the reactor ve~sel" W<1S 

broadened to include more shell material above and bc]ow tho.! 

core. 

Significant differences in Appendix H from the amendments published 

for comment are: 
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(1) Terminology was changed to be consistent with. that of Appendix 

G and the ASME Code. In particular, the adjustment for ir-

radiation effects is described in these amendments as an ad-

justment of the reference temperature, RTNDT • and the amount 

of temperature shift is determined by a slightly different 

treatment of the Charpy data than that given in the proposed 

amendment. 

(2) Provision was made for accelerated irradiation capsules and for 

modification of capsule withdrawal schedules based on results 

of tests of specimens that received the accelerated irraciiatiou . 

(3) A general provision for an integrated surveillance program was 

substituted for the specific requirements given in the proposed 

rule. It appeared from comments that it would be impractical to 

meet the requirements of the proposed rule for commonality of 

multiple reactorS. 

Appendices G and H are intended to implement General Design Criterion 

31, "Fracture Prevention of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary. II of 10 eFR 

Part 50, Appendix A. "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 

to the extent described below. The margin of safety against brittle 

fracture will be control~ed more quantitatively by these amendments than by 

the proposed rule, particularly with regard to specific guidelines for the 
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treatment of heatup and cooldown conditions. Appendices G and R truck" 

the language of the ASME Code and have adopced certain of its requirements 

but also include several key supplemental requirements. For the vessel 

beltline, inservice requirements are based on the reference temper~tu::02 

D.S adjusted to account for irradiation damage. There is also an aciditiu~131 

fracture tou!;llnt!~;'1 requirement in the form of shelf energy v;}lues .trom 

tlw Charpy curve [or. tbe material in its unirr.:J.ciiD.ted condition. 

Although the requirements of Appendic.es G and H become effective on 

the Commission recognizes. that there m..'ly be an interim 

period Hhen, for plants now under construction, the method of compliance 

"lito certai,. -provisions may be determined on a case-by-case basis. Fe;: 

e:-:a::l:;J1e, if the test data needed to establish certain f:-acture con~:rol 

requirements are not av~ilable because they were not required at t~e time 

m:lteriD.l sampling was done, estimated values that are appropriately con-

Purl;;u;lnt to the Atomic Energy Act of '1954, as amended, nnd sections 

552 and 553 of Title 5 of the United States Code, the following amendments 

to Title 10, Chapter I, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, are published 

as ·a document subject to codification to be effective on 

~-1 
I 

~ 

[30 days Qfter publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER) 

1. In ~SO.55a of 10 CFR Part 50, a new paragraph (i) is added 

and subdivision (a) (2) (i) and the prefatory language in paragraph (a) (2) 

are amended to read as follows: 

j 
I , 
! 
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~50.55n C()dcfI 'Jnd standard!,!. 

Eaeh construction permit for a utilization facility shall be subject to 

the following conditione, 1n addition to those. specified in ~50.55: 

(8)(1) ••• 

(2) As a minimum, the systems and components of boiling and pres-

surized water-cooled nuclear power reactors specified in paragraphs 

(c), Cd),,, (~). (f), (g), and (1) of this section shall meet the require-

ments described in those paragraphs, except that th; American Society 

of Mechanical Engineers (hereinafter referred to as ASME) Code N-symbol 

need not be applied, and the protection systems of nuclear power reactors 

of all types shall meet the requirements described in paragraph (h) of 

this section. except as authorized by the Commission upon demonstration 

by the applicant for or holder of a construction permit that: 

(i) Design, fabrication, installation, testing, or inspection of 

the specified system or component, is to the maximum extent practical, 

in accordance with generally recognized codes and standards, and compliance 

~ith the requirements described in paragraphs (c) through (i) of this 

section or portions thereof would result in hardships or unusual dif-

fi~ .. culties without a compensating increase in the level of quality and 

safety; or 

(i1) * * * 

* • * * • 
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APPENDIX G--FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 
REQUIREMENTS 

1. INTRODUCTION lIND SCOPE 

l.l ~'Ulj7Z---

This appendix specifie9 minimum fracture toughness requirements for 

ferritic materials of pressure-retaining components of the reactor cool-

ant pressure boundary of water cooled pover reactors ['i:~-e'f'ee't'] to provide 

of no~al oDsration, including anticioated ooerationai occurrence~ and 

system hydrostatic tests. to ,ihich the pressure boundary rna" be subjected 

over its service life~ime. 

~a4.Y4.fh;!.a.:t-e.aee-e"'-El4,f3.] The requirements of this appendix apply to the 

follrndr.g materials: 

A. Car-bon and lo~!-alloy ferritic steel plate. fon:in.l::;s, castin~". and 

pipe with specified min~rn1..!m yield strengths not over 50,000 psi. 
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Bcction 1. A. 

C. Haterials for bolting and other types of fasteners with specified 

minimum yield strengths not over 130,000 psi. 

AdeguuC'.v of the fracture touchness of other ferritic materials shall be 

demonstrated to the Commission on an individual case basis. 

II. DEFINITIONS 

A. "ASHE Code" means the American Society of }is-c.hanical Engineers Boilei 

B_ 

and Pressure Vessel Code. Section III, "Rules for the Cons eruction of 

Nuclear Power Plant Components" (unless another Section is specified) , 

1971 Edition, and addenda throur.;h the 
1/ 

Winter, 1972 Addenda.-

"Ferri tic material" means carbon and low-alloy steels, hi,!2:her al.loy 

steels including all stainless alloys of the 4)0: series, and maraFir>.2: 

and precipitation har.d!:!ning steels with a predominantly bodv-cenl.:t:red 

cubic structure. 

"Sys tem hydYOS tatie tes ts" means [thoS"e-t''rt!~a~'r'.o!:I'::tl.t;.±oJ't-cyc±e~-t'e 

1/ Copies may be obtained from the American Society of Hechanica1 Engineer-s, 
United Engineering Center, 345 Eas t 47th Street, New York, N. Y. 10017. 
Copies are available fOT inspection at the Cor:unission' s Public Document 
!I.com, 1717 H St. N. W. > Washington, D. C. 
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te'S't~"-iftl!:l'l:l.ee-1!hel!te-"l!'eEt't1'i!'el!l:-:ee-<eem.p.a:1_-wi-!k-t!ke-"~!!'4:eeft-Seetie.tc)'-fl 

Keehe~~eH~-Bftt4:ftee~e-~ASM£t-ieiie!'-eH~-~!'e9~y~e-¥eeee~-'eee] all 

preoperational sy~tem leaka~e and hydrostatic pressure tests and 

all system lcakl"l.gc and hvdT.ostatic pressure te.sts performed during 

the service life of the pre!'l8UrC boundar.y in comDli.lnce with the 

ASME CodC!., Section XI, 'tRules [or Inservice Inspection of Nuclear 

{BJp-. "Specified minimum yield strength" [~] means the minimum yield stre.ngth 

an the unirradiated condition) of a material specified in the [~e~e~ 

ef-.eke] construction code uncleT which the component is builth] pur-

suant to § 50.55a. 
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E. "Lowest service temperature" means the lowest sen'ice. te!!mer.:ltuTe 2S 

defined bv paragraph NB-2332 of the ASHE Code. 

F. IIRe ference temoerature" means the reference temperature, RTN'DI' as 

defined in paragraph NB-2331 of the ASME Code. 

!j. "Adj\l5t<:d reference temperature" mei.iillLJJ1e reference ternpqril..t..J.t~ 

,;ldjust..~r :i.rr"dintion eUC'.ct;::; (see AppJm.ctix H) by adding tQ....~ 

the tCIDrcrnrure Rilift in the Ch03.rpv V-notch curve for the lrr.~di<1ted 

materia). rq.],ativc to that for the unirradiated rlp.rerial. measured 

at the 50 ft Ib level or meaSuT€!d at the 35 mil lateral expansion 

level, whichever temperature shift is greater. 

rE]!!. "Belt line region of reactor vessel" [eor.fl'H'~'.i:ses] means the shell ;:nate-

rial (induding welds and weld heat-affected ,zones) that directly 

surrounds the effective he:i.ght of the fuel element assemblies 

and any additional height of shell material for which the predicted 

[9hi:f-e-of-t-he-€hl1'r'i',.-V-n6t-eh-f6"'t-f!"t'ee~,.e-~ne'r't.,.-el1t" ... e] adj uS tment of 

referE'nce temperature ;J.t end of service life of the reactor ve.ssel 

exceeds [x99~J 50°F. 

[F]l.. "MaterL.!l surveillance program" means the provisions for the placement 

of reactor vessel beltline material sp~cimens in the reactor ves8el, 

and the program of periodic withdrawal and testing of such specimens 
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to monitor, over the service life of the vessel, changes in the fracture 

toughness properties of the beltline [¥e~se~) as a result of exposure 

to neutron irradiation and the thermal environment. 

[G).:!. "Integrated surveillance programs" means· the combination of individclal 

materinl surveillance programs as applied to one or more reactor vessels 

to yield results which serve to monitor the changes in fracture 

touBhncss properties for a group of vessels. 

III. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS 
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A. To dC1Ilonstr<ltc camplL:lllCe Hi th the minimum fracture toughness 

requirements of sections IV and V of this appendix, ferritic materials 

shall be tested in accordance ,-lith the ASHE Code. section NB-2300, 

"Fracture toughness requirements for materials." Both unirr.:adiated 

and irradiated ferritic materials shall be tested for fracture tough-

ness pronerties bv means of the Charpy V-notch test specified by 

paragr.aoh NB-2321. 2 of the ASHE Code. In addition, when required bv 

the ASHE Code, unirradiated ferritic materials sQall be tOested by 

means of the arol'1;,[eight test specified 1JY parag~2.ph NB-2321.1 of the 

ASHE Code. Provision sh.'l.ll'.l(! made [01: suprlemental "testR in GrueL"l 

sittl.::!....t....ioos fiUc!LJ.S that dc:-:.o:lbcd ·in Sertioo V.C. 
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B. Charry V-notch tmpnct tCgts .::md clrop,V'cinht tests shall be conducted 

in Dcc.:ordoncc wi.th the follOt"ing reau:iremcnts: 

1. Location and orientation of impact test specimens shall comply with 

the requirements of paragraph NB-2322 of the ASHE Code. 

[A4.l~. Materials used to prepare test specimens shall be representative 

of the actual [f''!'ere'l':'tfes] materials of the finished component as 

required by the applicable rules of the construction code enaer 

which the component is builtr,} pursuant to § 50.55a, except that 

ferritic materials intended for the reactor vessel beltline region 

shall comply with the additional requirements of section [;±±~A~~7J 

III.C. of this anpendix. 
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3. Calibratj,an of temperature instruments and Chi1rpv V-notch il':'lp::tct 

test mnchines used in impact testing shall comply with the 

requirements of paragraph NB-2360 of the AS~ffi Code. 

[A8. ]~. [Pe~:!toft:':l] Individuals performing fracture tDughness tests shall ~e 

qualified by training and experience[.J and shall have demonstrated 

competency to perform the tests in accord wi.th written proce-

dures of the component manufacturer. [ef-:t"he-'l::i:-eens-ee-;-) 

[A9.1.2.- Fracture toughness test results shall be recorded and shall include 

a certification by the licensee or person performing the tests for 

the licensee that: 

8. The tests have been performed in compliance witb the require-

roents of this appendix, 

[(a»)b. The test data are correctly reported and identified with the 

material intended for a pressure-retaining component, 

["))e. The tests have been conducted using m,'lchines nnd instru-

mentation with available records of periodic calibration, <lnd 

Records of the qualifications of the individuals performing 

the tests are available upon request. 
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C, In addition to the tC'!st rCC]Jdrcmcl1ts of section III.A.of thi~ '1t'lr~>ndi.b. 

tests on mntC'.ri.:Lls of the reactor vessel bcltlinc shall be c.onducted in 

accordance with the following minimum requirements: 

1. Charoy V-notch (Cv) imuact tests shall be conducted at 80'.)TODriate 

temperatures over a temperature range sufficient to define the Cv 

test curves (including the upoer..:..shelf leve.ls) in terms of both 

fracture energy and lateral expansion of specimens. Location and 

oriento!ltion of imuact test specimens shall comllly with the 

requirements of parmo:r.:lph NB-2322 of the AS~ll:; Code. 

[A.§. )~. Materials used to prepare test specimens for the reactor vessel 

beltline region shall be taken directly from excess material and 

welds in the vessel shell course(s) following completion of the 

production longitudinal weld joint. and subjected to [~he] ~ heat 

treatment that oToduces metallurgical effects equivalent to [~he~) 

those [~eeeived-byJ ~roduced in the vessel material throughout its 

fabrication process. in a.ccordance with paro.gnlPh NB-22l1 of the 

ASHE Code. Where seilll\!ess shell forgings arc used, or 

where the same weldin!"; proC'.(;~ss is used for longitudinal :md cjrcum-

fercnti.al welds in pl.1.l:es, the test specim('n::; [l'lfltl±±] rn:2 be taken 

from a separate weldtnent provided that such n wcldment is prcll:l!."t'ri 

using excess material from the shell forging(s)[.] or plates, as 
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applicoble, the same heat of fill~r material, and [we±ded-nHde~] 

the same prod~ction welding conditions [t!pp:l::i:ee] as those used in 

joining the correspondinG shell [~or;:t:~ss] materials. 

IV. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS REQUIREHENTS 

See~±eH-eh±ekness-e 

(±nenes): 

H±n±l'!!.t1ft1-e'\;\:e:!."~,. 

¥-~oteh-ed~~9~ee 

f!"tl:et!jre-efl.e~,. 

(fh-'l>.) 

e~~----------------------------------------------~59 
~~r45-------------------------------------------- 4~ 
~:~---------------------------------------------- 49 

:l:: .l. L .l. •. • 1.,.. . ' ~ ; _1 L 
For-re;:'tet:or-",e~::t~ _ -!7~ .... tIIn~-re ;::;~on-t= •• :::!!-~t:n=!'!I.ent- ~ !"eetn1'"e-ene~~:"-:t'e~'::-r-~~1'J-u~ 

±nadeqt1ftte-fo't'-~±tttee-~nci-for1;±n:;!1-Ht±e~'r-'t:"'ftl'l-:l:!!-i~ehdT--;he-t'''!''~rt)seci 

m.±nim·dm-.£reet-tlre-~ot1r,hne~s-for-~tlc=h-"t"eeee~e-~i:te.l:~-b-e-~t:Ibjeet--!::e-'r'e'1iew-t:t.nd 

8p~e~~±-o'-tfte-€omm±~eien-on-~n-±nd±v~otlal:-ea~e-be~±s~J 

A. The pressure-retaining comnonents of the reactor cool~nt pressure 

boundary that are made of f13rritic materials shall meet the follmvinC'. 

l"eguirements fcr fracture toug.~ness during sys~em hvdrostatic tests 

and any condition of normal operation, including anticipat2d operational 

occurrences: 

1. The materials shall meet the acceotance st,mdards of oaragr.:lph 

NB-2330 of the lI.St·lE Code • .:loci the T€'l].uiremcnts 0f scctil':)S 

IV.1I..2, J ~nd 4 nnd IV.B. of this :H)pcndi:{. 
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2. For vessels, exclusive of bolting or other "fasteners: 

a. Calculated stress intensity factors shall be lower than the 

reference stress intensity factors bv the Ul..'1rr:.ir.s specified 

in the ASHE Code Appendix G, "Protection Ar:ainst Non-Ductile 

Failure". The calculation procedures shall ·cornnlv iii'; th the 

procedures specified in the ASrffi Code ApDendi~ G, but addi-

tiona! and alternative procedures may be used if the CO::-:'lission 

detet'lllines that they provide eouivalent margins of sRfety 

against frilctuTE:', making aporopriate allm,'i1l1ce faT <111 un-

certainti~s in the data and ilnalvses. 

b. For nozzles. flanges and shell regions nCilr g~ometric d15-

continuities, the data and procedures required in addition to 

those specified in the ASHE Code shall provide margins of 

safety comparable to those required for shells and heads 

remote from discontinuities. 

c. Wheneve~ the core is critical. the metal temperature of the 

reactor vessel shall be high enough to provide ;]n adequate 

margin or protection against fr:<1cture, takinG into account 

such f".:tors <.15 the. potential fur ovcr:-ltrC':;~-; ~lnJ thennal. 

shock during anticipateJ oDcratioll;L.l occur-n'lIe'_'s jn LIH:. (:011-
~ . 

trol of reactivity. In no case when the core is critical 
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(other than for the purnnsc of 10\,)"-lcvel physics tests) sh:.:l1 

the tcmperntl1t:c of "the reactor vessel be less th,:m the minimum 

permissible temperature for the inservic.r' systen hydrostatic 

pressure test nor less than 40°F above that temperature required 

bv section IV.A.2".u. 

d. If there is no fuel in the reactor during the initial ore-

operational system leakilO;;:c and .hydrostatic pressure tests, 

the minimum permissible test temperature shall be deterrr.ined 

in accordance ~vith paragraph G2410 of the AS:·lE Code excc-.:Jt 

that the factor of safety applied to each term making up the 

calculated stress intensity factor rna..; be reduced to 1.0. 

In no case shall the test temperature be less than RT:m? 

3. Materials for piping (i.e.") pipe, tubes and fittings), pumps, and 

valves (excludin~ bolting materials) shall meet the requirements of 

paragraph G.3100 of the ASHE Code. 

4. Haterials for bolting and other faste:1crs with nominal diameters 

exceeding I inch :.;hall meet the minim'JlT\ reguirer.J.cnts of 2S r.:ils 

later::!.l ex-cans ion and 45 ft Ibs. in terr.lS of Charov V-notch tescs 

conducted at the pr.eload temperature or at the lmvcst service 

temperature, whichever temperature is ·lower. 
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B. Reactor vessel belt line materials shall have minimum uoper-sn£:lf 0nerr·\'. 

as determined from Charry V-notch tests on unirradiated specimens iu 

accordance with paragraphs NB-232?2(4) and 2322.2(6) of the AS~~ eoce, 

of 75 ft Ibs unless it is demonstrated to the Commission by aopro-

priace data and anD.lyses based on other tvpcs of tests thne lower 

values of upp~r shelf fracture energy are adequate. 
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for Khich the. nredicted value of adjusted reference tenperature 

exceeds 20QoF shall be designed to permj.t a thermal annealing treat-

ment to recover material· toughness properties of ferritic materials 

of t~e reactor vessel bel'tline. 

£±ne-r,,.tl±n-?'t'tlc-t±'te,-!'im)-be-n~eri-±tl-l"'t'e~~t1l:!'t"-~et't1i:n-t't'l.r,-eem.peftefl:f::-e-of , 

V. INSERVICE REQUIREHE}lTS--REACTOR VESSEL 

BELTLINE }1ATERIAL 

A. [ReBe~e~-veeee±S-eftB~~-ftfi¥e-~ke~~] The nroperties of reactor vessel 

I 
bel cline region materials. [tiftd-wd:tl.-~'f't:!~e~~:i:es] includinr; welds, 

shall be. ~Ioni tored' by a material surveillance program conforming -, 
to the rtl{eaccor Vessel Material Surveillance Program Requirements" [ .. } 

set forth in Appendix H. 

_cont-inue to 'be oDerated only for that service period Hithin which the 

J 

I 
I 
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eeee±6~-;Pr,I......AT+ requirements of section rV.A.2.are satisfied, usicg 

the predicted value of the adjusted reference temperature at the end 

of the service period to account for the effects of irradiation on 

the fracture toughness of the beltline materials. The basis for the 

prediction shall include results from pertinent radiation effects 

studies in addition to the results of the surveillance program of 

section V.A. 

In the event that the requirements of section [~¥~AJ V.B. cannot be 

satisfied, reactor vessels r~~e-ae~e~e~&±e~~~-e~n~±n~ed-e~erae±onJ 

may continue to be ooerated provided all of the following requirements 

are satis fied [fo't"-the-8t3eeH±ed-'Co!'ld~~40'ne]: 
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~All...!::..~_;;7cntl-21lY conmlcte voll.1ln0.tric ex.'1ndn!Jtion of the beltlinc 

: 
_____ .-i 

.!...~lOJl of tile vC').;~;cl incllld.L~1g 100 T'c·Ycent. o[ :lr.l..Y. wc.luments 
, 

shall be made in accordrrnce with the requirements of Section XI 

of the ASME Code. 

2. Additional evidence of the changes in fracture toughness of ::::-,,,-

beltline materials resulting from exposure to neutron irradiation 

shall be obtained from results of supplemental tests, such as 

measurements of dynamic frac.ture toughness of archive material 

that has been subjected to accelerated iryadiation. 

3. A fracture analysis shall bf', pel"formed tl!fl.t~!lSl',rvntivc'l~ 

the existence of adequate safety margins for continued operation,. 
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D. If the. p'rocedures of section V.C. do not indicate the existence of an 

adc.quac.(!...!:;afcty margIn. ttll~ reactor vcs,-;l"l beltline n:oJ.on sh.:J.J,l be 

~.£.£}:,.~d La :t thermal 3nncaling trC3l:ment to effect recovery of 

material tou]hness oroperties. TIle degree of such recovery 5h.::l11 be 

measured by testing additional specimens that have been withdrm'11 

from the surveillance program capsules and annealed under the same 

time-at-~emDerature conditions as those given the beltline material. 

The results shall provide the basis for este.blishment of the adjusted 

reference temoerature after annealing. Tue reactor vessel r.~y continue 

to be operntcci on]v ~or that s;:>t'vice period withi.n which the predicced 

frnctm:e tQtlCh~:css of the beltlin.:; rcaion mo.tcrials s~ltisfies tile. 

tcmpc'r.:lt.1,lrl: that .include tIle effects of w]ne:::!li.ng ~lI1J :-::tlllSl!qll<.~lll· 

irradiat ion. 
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E. The proposed programs for satisfying the requirements af sections 

[V.6d,::,-o-ro-:3,] V. C. and V. D. sll.all be repor ted to the Commiss ion 

for review and approval on an ir:.dividual case basis at least 3 years 

prior to the date .vhen the predicted fracture [e~e~gj] tou~hness 

levels will no longer satisfy the requirements of section [~V~rt.] 

V.B. 

'j 

! 
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I 
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APpmWIX H--REACTOR VESSEL HATERIAL 
SURVEIU",\NCE PIWGRAN R[~QUIR£HENrS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the mat~rial surveillance program required by this 

i" 

appelldi::c is to monitor c.hanges in the fracture toughness properties of 

ferritic materials in tbe reactor vessel beltline region of water cooled 

power reactors [es-!'!-eon~eqtl.enee-o.fJ resultinr; from their exposure t_o 

neutron irradiat:f.on ond the tbermal environm8nt. Undt'!r this program, 

fracture toughness test data are obtained from material specimens withdraWn 

periodically from the reactor vessel. [whfe~J These data will permit 

[dete=-!!!~~±:"Ic;J the determination of the conditions under which the vessel 

can be cpcr·:a::.ed with adequate margins of safety ag<linst fracture throughout 

its servir.:e life.· 

II. SURVEILLAl~CE PROGRAM· CRITERIA 

A. No m:lteriul surveillance program is required for reactor v,essels for 

.E9-ich it can be conservatively demonstrated by analytical methods, 

'applied to experiment<ll data and tes;ts p~rrormed on comllarabIL! 
, 

vessf::l£..L ma:.dng appropriate allowElnc,es for ,Ill unCE'.rt.:l.irlties in the 

measurements. that tho: peak neutron :.r,:luc.n-::'" (E> IN~V) at the end of 

the design life of the vessel will not exceed r-5 ~ ::9""!"S1 10 17 n/cm.2. 

B. Reactor vessels constructed of ferrit:i.c materials which do not meet 

the conditions of section II .A. shall have their beltline region.§. 

monito):ed by a surveill<lnce program cOTnplying with the [pt:'ftetiee 

i 
I 
! 
! 
I 
i , 
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!'e.eemmeMe-a-e,y--t!.Jo\e] Ameriean Society for Testing and }'Iaterials (A.sr::'I) 

Standard Recommended Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclear 

Reactor Vessels, [fn-ll5~~¥e~!ftnee-re~ee-en-Se~~t~~a*-Hete~~ft~~ 

fn-Nt1d:ear-Reftet61!'B'T.!.! J ASTH Designation: [B-!B.-'9J E-185-73,11 

c. The Sl1T."veilLlnco. program silall meet the following requiremc!nts: 

1. Surveillance specimens shall be taken -fd~:!"ee~±~--f"re-I!t-the-e:tee~s 

be~e±±fie-reg±en-ef-ehe-refteter-~eSBe±~t from locations alongSide 

[wh±eft-ft~e-HSed-~e-eeftattet] the fracture toughness test specimens 

Appendix G. The specimen ft~e+ types shall comply with the 

requirements of section III.A. of Appendix G (except that dro~ 

weight specimens are not required). 

2. Surveillance ~'!:''l!'adiat~on capsules containing the surveillance 

1.1Effective Harch 1, 1973. Copies ruay be obtained from the Amer.ican 
Society for Te.sting and Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
19103, either ;J.S a sC!parate. or (when D.vailab1e) 3.S par.t of the 1973 
Annual Book of AST:1,[ Standnrds, P::J.rt ]0 .:tnd also in P:ut 31. Copies .:1re 
avail.::Jble for in~~pcction D.t the Connnis~ionl:::: Public llocument. !,OOIll, 

17.17 II St. N.H. I IVLlshi.'1.gton, D. C. 
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inside vC!.!1scl wall in the beltline region, so that the neutron 

flux received bv the specimens is at lenst us 111£11 btl!: not more 

than three times <lS hi?h as thot rcceiv('\d bv the vessel inner 

surface. and the thermal environment is .:J.S close. o.s nrnctical to 

that of the vessel inner surface. The design nnd loc:ltion of· the 

capsules shall permit insertion of replacement capsules. Accel-

erated irradiation capsules, for' which the calculated neutron 

flux will exceed three times the· calculated maximum neutron flux 

at the inside wall of the vessel. may be used in addition to the 

reauired number of surveillance capsules speciiied in section 

1l.C-3. 

tE+ 3. The required number of surveillance c~psulcs and their withdrawal 

schedules are as follows: 

tH For reactor vessels for which it can be conservatively 

demonstra~ed by experimental data and tests performed on 

comparable vessel steel, [~-e~e] making [~re,e~J approoriate 

allowances for all uncertainties in the measurements, that 

established in ccccrdc!1ce ',lith secti.on IV.B. ',,;ill not (~:{r:cl'd 
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100°F [o't"~~J at the end of the service lifetime of the re:lctOr 

vessel, at least three surveillance capsules shall be provid~d 

for subsequent withdrawal as follows: 

Withdrawal Schedule 

First capsule One-fourth service life 

Second capsule - Three-fourths service life 

Third capsule - Standby 

In the event that the surveillance spe~imens exhibit, at -
one-quarter of the vessel's service life, a shift of the 

t6~e~p~-V-ne~~ft-~6-t-f~Be~H~e-eHe~g,-e~r't"e-g~ee~e~-~fte~ 
v 

cr±g~n~i~-predie~ed-b,-~es~-dfi~eT+ reference temperature 

greater than orginallv predicted for similar materinl ilS 

recorded !tnt:! doettll'l.et'!:ted in the 8Pplical11e technical 

specifications, the remaining withdrawal schedule shall 

be modified as follows: 

Revised 
Withdrawal Schedule 

Second capsule - One-half service life 

Third capsule - Standby 

For reactor vessels wnich do not meet the conditions or 

section fi~7€7%t II.C.3.a. but for which it can be con~cr-

vatively demonstrated by experimental data and tests performed 
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on comparable vessel steels that the adjusted ~~eete~e-e~e~~~ 

0-£7 reference temperature will not exceed 200°F [-tWer-] ~ 

the end of the, service lifetime of the reactor vessel, at 

least four surveillance capsules shall be provided for the 

subsequent withdrawal as follows: 

Withdrawal Schedule 

First capsule - At the time ~"hen the predicted shift of 
-f€--e:d.tt1!:ti:ed-£~aett1ff-e~et'~¥-el::t"",e+ 'the v -,--
adJusted reference temperature is approxi-
mately SO°F or .:lot one-fourtb service life, 
whichever is earlier. 

Second capsule- At approximately one-half of the time interval 
between first and third caysule withdrawaL 

Third capsule - Three-fourthS service life. 

Fourth capsule- Standby. 

c. For reactor vessels which do not _meet the conditions of 

section tf~.e.et II.C.3.b., at least five surveillance 

capsules shall be pro'\'ided for subsequent withdrawal as 

followS: 

Withdrawal Sc.hedule 

First capsule - At the time Wh80 the prcdi.ctcd shift of ft:.
~j-t!Stt~itl-f1"'It(";'t"'I"e--~net'~'I"-t:"rvt':-t ~0_ 

v 

adjusted rcir~n~!:I.£~u~r:l!~l~ ,i..s ,IPJJl·oX.lm;IU.'l.y 
SO"F or ilC Ollc-fullecb sCl~vi.cC lif(~, I, .. 'il.kil~'vl'r 
is earlier. 

Second and At approximately one-third and two-thirds of 

third capsules- the time inter'l.::tl between first and fourth 
caps'.!le witho:r3.wal. 
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Fourth c3.psule- Three-fourths of service life. 
Fiftll capsule - 3t':1Odby. 

d. Provbion shnll illso be made for additional survcill.::lilcc 

tests to monitor the effects of annealing and subseouent 

irradiation. 

~. Withdrawal schedules may be modified to coincide with those 

refueling outages or plant shutdowns most closely approaching 

the withdrawal schedule. 

f. If accC:'lerated irr!.:ldiation caDsules nre cmJlloyed in addH ion 

to the. minimum required nUlilb_~~r: of surveilL.1nce capsules) the 

withdr::l\vnl sche,dulc may be modified, t;lid,n~ into account the 

test results obtained from t.'2.sting of the specimens in the 

accelerate'd capsules. The. proposed modified withdr~ 

schedule in such cases shall be 8nprov.,d by the Comre.ission 

on an individual case basis. 

g. Proposed withdrawal schedules that differ from those specified 

in paragraphs a. through f. shall be suhmitted. ,dtb a 

technical justification therefor.. to the Commission for. 

aoprovaI.. The prol2...oscd .schedule> ~hi1l1 11'):: be implemented 

without prior COlnnrl."sion appr~ 

4. For multiple reactors located at a single site. an integrated 

surveillance nrogram may be authorized by the Corrmission on an 
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individual C:lse basis, depcnclinr- on thl'! d~grc.c of commonality 

and the pr~dJr:t(!d ;;('.V{~rttv nf i.rr";1di.:1tion. 
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III. [±V.l FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TESTS 

A. Fracture toughness testing of the specimens withdrawn from the capsules 

shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements of section III 

of Appendix G~ "Fracture Toughness Requirements." 

B. The adjusted reference temperatures for the base metal. heat-affected 

zone, and weld metal .shall be ob,tained from the test results by 

adding to the reference te~perature the amount of the temperature 

shift in the CharDv test curves between the unirradiated material 

and the irradiated material, measured at the 50 foot-pound level or 

that measured at the 35 mil lateral exnansion level. whichever tem-

perature shift is r;reater. The highest .1diusted rcfcre,ncc tcrnOt'.ra-

ture and the lowest upDer-shelf energy level of all the beltl i:1c 

materials shall be used to verify that thEe! fr;:Jcture toughness re-

ouirementS of section V.B. of Apoendix G are satisfied. 
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1Y..,.. [V. J REPORT OF TEST RESULTS 

A. Each f~'Peeimefti capsule 'Withdrawal and the results of the fract'Jre 

toughness fte9~+ tests shall be the subject of a summary technical 

report to be provided to the Commission. The report shall include 

a schematic Jiagrnm of the capsule locations in the reactor vessel, 

identification of specimens withdrawn, the test results, and the 

f~!!e."9!t'l.e±Cft+ rclatiopship of the. measured results to those [e~re~ee6. 

~J predicted for the reactor vessel beltline region. 

B. The report shall also include the dosimetry meas'urements perf orBed 

at each specimen withdrawal,. analyses of the results which yield 

the calculated neutron fluence which the reactor vessel beltline 

region has received at the time of the tests, and comparisons ~ith 

the originally prcdic~ed values of fluence. 

temperature limitations established for the period of operation of 

the reactor vessel between any two surveillance specimen withdrawals 

shall be specified in the report, including any changes made in 

operati:mal procedures wft~t!ft-e:"e-!!:der~etl to assure meeting such 

temperature limitations. 
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ATTACHMENT B 

ANALYSIS OF COHMENTS 

The following is an analysis of the salient comments received on the proposed 

amendment. adding Appendices G and H to 10 CFR SO. Copies of the comments 

are available in the Directorate of Regulatory Standards. 

A. Reauest for Consistency with the ASHE Code 

Comments 

1. The letter from W. G. Hoyt. Secretary of the Boiler and Pressure 

Vessel Committee read as follows: 

The ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Committee has noted with great 

interest the proposed revisions of IO-eFR Part 50 and the proposed 

Appendices G and H as published in the Federal Register of July 3, 

1971. We have been studying this subject intensively for over a 

year with a view toward updating the present requirements of Section 

III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code in accordance with 

the latest developments in the technology. 

In January 1971 we requested specific recommendations on this 

subject from the Pressure Vessel Research Committee. Their recom-

mendations have now been received and are being studied by our 

appropriate subcommittees and subgroups. It is expected that 

specific Code revisions will be formulated well before the end of 

1971. 

Due to our meeting schedule it is not possible to submit dctniled 
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comments on your proposed requirements before September 3, as 

requested. We would, however, appreciate the opportunity to comment 

on this subject or perhaps meet with your selected representatives 

at a later date sa that the ASME and the AEC toughness requirements 

can be as consistent as pOSSible. 

2. The letter from W. D. Doty, Chairman of the Pressure Vessel Research 

Committee read as follows: 

In January 1971, the Pressure Vessel Research Committee initiated 

the preparation of recommendations for toughness requirements for 

ferritic materials in nuclear power reactors. Concentrated effort 

was applied to this task and a report, "Recommendations or PVRC -

Toughness Requirements for Ferritic t1aterials," August 13, 1971, 

was prepared. Industry and government personnel partic'ipated in 

the preparation of the report. 

Enclosed are two (2) copies of this report which we are submitting 

to the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission in response to, the subject 

notice' of July 3, 1971 in the Federal Register. The PVRC recommenda-

tions in the report are offered as replacement rules for those pro-

posed in the Federal Register. 

PVRC should be pleased to arrange for representatives of the Committee 

to meet with representatives of the Atomic Energy COlllrnJss"[ol1 rllr 

a discussion of the PVRC report, if such a discussion is desired by 

the Commission. 
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These comments were echoed by: Babcock and Wilcox, Combustion 

Engineering, General Electric. Wes tinghouse, and the Tennessl,>;e 

Valley Authority. 

Staff Action 

The proposed rule was revised to make full use of pe~tinent provisions 

of the ASME Code, Section III, Summer 1972 Addenda.. The language of 

the proposed rule was also modified to be consistent with the ASME Code. 

B. Objection to the Lowest-Pressurization Temnerature Concept of Fracture 

Control and to the Basis for Establishing it 

Comments 

1. To limit the pressure to 2S percent of normal operating pressure 

and the rate of temperature change to SOF per hour until a certain 

temperature is reached (beyond which there are no limits based on 

toughness criteria) is not consistent with the designers I ability 

to calculate stresses in nuclear components, and leaves no basis 

for evaluating the extra margin achieved by such things as re-

duction of cooling rate. (General Electric Co., Consolidated Edison) 

2. The use of a step change in allowable pressure as a function of 

temperature does not provide a uniform margin of safety over the 

temperature range, because toughness increases steadily with temp-

erature, even below the "transition temperature." (Westinghouse) 

3. The adjustment of the Charpy fracture energy curve to a higher 
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temperature to m.1kc the 15 Et. lb. level coincide with the NUT 

temperature from tile dropweight test unduly penalizes the lIlost 

commonly used low-alloy pressure vessel steels. (Babcock nnd hlilcox, 

Westinghouse, Consumers ~o""er. 'Consilidated Edison, Effects Technology). 

4. The proposed thickness correction of 7F per inch of thickness, as 

a second adjustment of the fracture energy curve, is excessive for 

thicknesses over 10 inches (as in flanges) and is too small for the 

lower range of thicknesses. (Babcock and Hilcox, Combustion Engineering, 

Westinghouse, Tennessee Valley Authority). 

Staff Action 

The adoption of the requirements of the ASME Code, including its non-

mandatory Appendix G, represents agreement with the comments. The 

following discussion paraphras'es the affected parts of the proposed 

rule and of the substitute requirements and shows how the latter 

accomplish the purposes intended. 

The proposed rule required characterization of the fracture toughness 

of the material in terms of the temperature dependence 0f two quanti-

ties -- energy absorbed in a Charpy V-notch impact test (AS~ Standard 

A-370) and the nil-ductility transition (NUT) temperature in a drop-

weight test (ASTM Standard E-208). In this test, a beam specimen is 

subjected to the impact of a falling weight to cause a running crack 

to propagate from a brittle weld bead on the tension f::l.ce of tho:.;. spl.!ci-

mr;:n. NDT is the highest test temperature at which the crack reachl.!~ 

both edges of the specimen before the latter hits the deflection stop. 

Charpy tests were to be run at a series of temperatures chosen to 

characterize the transition from fully ductile, "upper shelf." behavior 
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to low-energy 11hr.i'ttlc" hehavior where there is very little pl.:lstiL:. 

strain before fracture. To obtain a toughness characterization c\1"c 

depended on both types of tests, the "Charpy curve" was adjusted 

upward (only) on the temperature scale to make the 15 ft. lb. level 

correspond to the NDT temperature from the dropweight test. 

The proposed rule also required consideration of the known tendency 

of thick sections to suffer brittle fracture more readily than thin 

sections by requiring, a "thickness correction." For chis, the Charpy 

curve 'Was .shifted up the temperature scale 7 degrees per inch of material 

thickness. The "size-effect increment" was added to the. shift requir~d 

for consistency between the two types of toughness tests to obtain a 

curve of "adjusted fracture energy" versus temperature as the charac-

terization of-the fracture toughness of the material in the intended 

thickness. Fracture control was achieved by a requirement of the pro~ 

posed rule that the "lowest pressurization temperature." below which 

pressure could not exceed 25 percent of normal operating pressure nor 

cooling rate exceed 50 F/hr.,was required to be the temperature at 

which the adjusted fracture energy exceeded a certain level, which 

was higher for thick material than for thin. Radiation damage was 

accounted for in terms of a measured shift in the temperature required 

to achieve the specified Charpy energy levels. The surveillance program 

required by Appendix Ii provided Charpy specimens for such measurements. 

The rule in its effective form continues the proposed requirement that 

fracture toughness be characterized by both the Charpy test and the 
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dropweight test, but in keeping with the ASME Code, the results ,H2 

interpreted in terms of a reference temperature, RT
NDT

, which is the 

higher of the nil-ductility transition temperature from the dropweight 

test and a temperature obtained from Charpy test data in a special way. 

(It is 60F below the temperature at which Charpy energy equals 50 ft. 

Ihs. and bac.k face deformation equals 35 mils lateral expansion.) 

Fracture control under the new rule is achieved by a requirement that 

stress in the pressure boundary be limited as a function of temperature 

relative to the reference temperature, RT
NDT

, and as a·function of 

material thickness according to the "K
1R 

curve" given in the revised 

ASHE Code. Taken from fracture mechanics. the term "stress intensity 

factor ," (K) defines a quantity that is proportional to the product 

of gross stress and the square root of crack depth, and includes factors 

to account for crack shape and fer the manner of loading. Critical 

values of K, obtained from tests in which precracked specimens are 

loaded to failure, are a convenient measure of fracture toughness, 

because differences in crack size and shape and in manner of loading 

between specimen and component can be treated quantitatively. The KIR 

curve in the ASME Code is regarded as a lower-bound measure of the 

dependence of fracture toughness on temperature, relative to RINDT' for' 

the materials of interest. The curve is based on data obtained in the 

HSST program.* 

* Heavy Steel Technology Program, being conducted at Oak Ridge Nation;.!l 
Laboratory. 
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Rather than require an independent estimate of the maximum expected 

flaw size in shells and heads remote from discontinuities, the AS'!'lE 

Code requires tbat the assumed flaw for n vessel of wall thickneSS 

"t" shall be a scmielliptical surface crack of depth O.25t ami length 

1.5t. Thus, the v'llue of KIR at a given temperature amounts to an 

allowable stress value that decreases with increasing wall thickness 

85 the square root of lIt. 

With regard to fracture control in the operation of a nuclear reactor, 

the rule in effective form substitutes the KIR curve for the pro~oseG 

requirement that the system not be pressurized above 25 percent of 

normal operating pressure until the temperature reached the value 

corresponding to a specified energy level on the adjusted Charpy curve. 

Thus, instead.of permitting a step change in allowable pressure at a 

certain temperature, the KIR curve permits stress levels to rise at a 

steadily increasing rate through the temperature range, relative to 

RTNDT • 

C. Objection to Amount of Testing Required 

Comments 

1. Instead of treating the entire pressure bounda-:::y alike, there 

should be separate requirements for the various components depending 

on the likelihood of fracture. (Babcock .:mtl Wilcox. Consumers Power) 

2. Requirements for testing fracture properties in the transvcrs,," direct· i.,.m 

are unreasonable for plates which are stressed in the rolling direc.tion, 

in which fracture toughness is greater. (Combustion Engineering, 

Consumers Power). 
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Staff Action 

The effective rule has been changed to accommodate comment (1) but the 

requirements for specimen location and orientation referred to in comment 

(2) were changed only to Be ~onsistent with the ASME Code. Toughness in 

the transverse direction is a good measure of plate quality, and quality 

assurance is made easier if orientation of the plate in the vessel is not 

an essential factor. 

D. Ob jection to the Definition of BeltEn'" and to the Extra ~.jaterial Testing 

Reauired for Beltline Materials 

1. Beltline should be defined as material receiving a predicted fluence 

exceeding 1019 n/cm2 (E)- lMeV). rather than a certain predicted shift. 

in temperature of the Charpy V-notch energy curve. Also, withdrawal 

schedules should be based on fluence rather than a "Charpy shift." 

2. Charpy V-notch upper-shelf requirements should be b~sed on the expected 

"Charpy shift" instead of an absolute temperature. (General Electric Co.). 

Staff Action 

Comment (2) has been accommodated but not comment (1). Although material 

characteristics are not completely understood, certain [actors such 3S 

copper and phosphorus content have been found to be significant, and the 

~les should encourage the trend toward use of radiation-insensitive 

materials_ Furthermore, the definition of "beltline" was actually tightened 

to include all of the vessel that was expected to suffer more than SODF 
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Cha:-py shift (rather than lOQ°F). This was to reduce the possibility 

of overlooking significant radiation damage to a shell course or a set 

of nozzles located just above or below the core. Thus, if radiation-

sensitive materials are used in those locations, surveillance specimens 

I 

I 

must be taken from those materials as' well as those directly oppos:'te 

the. core. 

E. Objection to Prohibition on Direct Attachment of Radiation Capsules to 

I 

I 
the Vessel Wall 

The weld attachment of capsule holders to the vessel wall should be per-

I 

-I 
I 

mitted, because this minimizes fluence and temperat~re differences and 

causes no structural probl'ems. (Combustion Engineering, General Electric). 

i 

I 
Staff Action' 

The prohibition of direct attachment to the vessel wall remains in 

effect, although the merits of direct attachment are certainly recognized. 

The overriding concern was the possible introduction of a flaw in the 

beltline region of the vessel through improper weld practices, which might 

be used inadvertently praticularly if someone other than the vessel mnnu-

facturer did the welding. 
~--~~i , 

i 
I 
I 

--i 

! 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

Dated July 11, 1973, to become effec-
tive July 20, 1973.

CHARLES R. Biusma,
Acting Deputy Director, Fruit

and Vegetable Division, Agri-
cultural Marketing Service.

[FR Doc.73-14487 Filed 7-16-73;8:45 am]

CHAPTER X-AGRICULTURAL MARKET-
ING SERVICE (MARKETING AGREE-
MENTS AND ORDERS; MILK), DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE

[Milk Order No. 63]

PART 1063-MILK IN THE QUAD CITIES-
DUBUQUE MARKETING AREA

Order Suspending Certain Provisions
This suspension order is issued pursu-

ant to the provisions of the Agricultural
Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, as
amended (7 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), and of
the order regulating the handling of milk
In the Quad Cities-Dubuque marketing
area:

Notice of proposed rulemaking was
published in the FEDERAL REGISTER (38
FR 16878) concerning a proposed sus-
pension of certain provisions of the or-
der. Interested persons were afforded op-
portunity to file written data, views, and
arguments thereon.

After consideration of all relevant ma-,
teral, including the proposal set forth
in the aforesaid notice, data, views, and
arguments filed thereon, and other avail-
able information, it is hereby found and
determined that for the months of July
and August 1973, the following provi-
sions of the order do not tend to effectu-
ate the declared policy of the Act:

In § 1063.14, the proviso which reads:
"Provided, That in any of the months

of July through January milk diverted
from the farm of a producer on more
than the number of days that milk was
delivered to a pool plant from such farm
during the month shall not be deemed
to have been received by the diverting
handler."

Statement of consideration. The sus-
pension action will permit unlimited di-
version of producer milk under the Quad
Cities-Dubuque order during July and
August 1973.

The suspension is requested by Mis-
sissippi Valley Milk Producers Associa-
tion, Inc., Land OLakes, Inc., and Mid
American Dairymen, Inc., to accommo-
date the handling of reserve milk on the
market. The seasonal increase in milk
production in conjunction with a decline
in Class I sales has created a surplus
milk disposal problem in this market.
Without the suspension much of the re-
serve milk on the market would have to
be moved from farms to pool plants and

"then reshipped to manufacturing plants
in order to remain pooled instead of
being moved directly from farms to man-
ufacturing plants. The additional labor
and hauling costs involved with such
milk movements would adversely affect
the economic handling of milk in excess
of fluid requirements. This suspension
will allow more economic handling of the
market's reserve milk while the dairy

farmers involved, retain producer status.
It is hereby found and determined that

thirty days' notice of the effective date
hereof is impractical, unnecessary and
contrary to the public interest in that:

(a) This suspension is necessary to re-
flect current marketing conditions and
to maintain orderly marketing condi-
tions in the marketing area in that the
most efficient method of handling the
market's reserve milk supply is move-
ment directly from producers' farms to
milk manufacturing plants. This suspen-
sion would allow such handling during
July and August 1973, while the dairy
farmers involved retain producer status;

(b) This suspension order does not re-
quire of persons affected substantial or
extensive preparation prior to the ef-
fective date; and

(c) Notice of proposed rulemaking was
given interested parties and they were
afforded opportunity to file written data,
views or arguments concerning this sus-
pension. No views were received in oppo-
sition to the proposed suspension.

Therefore, good cause exists for mak-
ing this order effective with respect to
producer milk deliveries during July and
August 1973.

It is therefore ordered, That the afore-
said provisions of the order are hereby
suspended for .the months of July and
August 1973.
(Sees. 1-19, 48 Stat. 31, as amended; 7 U.S.C.

601-6714)

Effective date: July 17, 1973.
Signed at Washington, D.C., on July 12,

1973.
CLAfTON YEUTTER,
Assistant Secretary.

[FR Doc.73-14582 Filed 7-16-73;8:45 am]

Title 9-Animals and Animal Products
CHAPTER I-ANIMAL AND PLANT HEALTH

INSPECTION SERVICE, DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE

SUBCHAPTER C-INTERSTATE TRANSPORTA-
TION OF ANIMALS (INCLUDING POULTRY)
AND ANIMAL PRODUCTS; EXTRAORDINARY
EMERGENCY REGULATION OF INTRASTATE
ACTIVITIES

PART 72-TEXAS (SPLENETIC) FEVER IN
CATTLE

Permitted Dips
The purpose of this amendment is to

lower the concentration at which ap-
proved proprietary brands of Dioxathion
(Denav@ may be used as a permitted
dip in official dipping for interstate
movement.

Statement of consideration. The En-
vironmental Protection Agency has
recommended a change in the proposed
use pattern for Dioxathion (Delnav®)
when used on beef cattle, horses, sheep
and goats which would reduce the maxi-
mum concentration at which this prod-
uct may be used from 0.160 percent to
0.160 percent. Such a concentration is
within the effectiye range for disinfection
purposes.

Therefore, to conform with the En-
vironmental Protection Agency's pro-
posed use pattern and pursuant to the
provisions of the Act of March 3, 1905, as

amended, the Act of February 2, 1903, as
amended, and the Act of May 29, 1884, as
amended (21 U.S.C. 111-113, 115, 117,
120, 121, 123-126), § 72.13(b) (2) is
amended to read as follows:
§ 72.13 Permitted dips and procedurce.

*b) * 4 4

(b)
(2) Approved proprietary brands of a

Dioxathion (Delnav@) emulsifiable
concentrate used at a concentration of
0.125 to 0.150 percent.

(Sees. 1, 2, 32 Stat. 791-792, as amended-
seas. 4-7, 23 Stat. 32, as amended; sec, 1-4,
33 Stat. 1264, 1265, sees. 3 and 11, 70 Stat.
130, 132 as amended; 21 U.S.C. 111-113, 116,
117, 120, 121, 123-126, 134b, 134f; 37 IR
28464, 28477.)

Effective date. The foregoing amend-
ment shall become effective July 17, 1973.

The amendment relieves certain re-
strictions presently imposed but no
longer deemed necessary to prevent the
interstate spread of Texas fever ticks and'
must be made effective promptly to be of
maximum benefit to persons subject to
the restrictions which are relieved. It
does not appear that public participation
in this rulemaking proceeding would
make additional relevant information
available to the Department.

Accordingly, under the administrative
'procedures provisions in 5 U.S.C. 553, It Is
found upon good cause that notice and
other public procedure with respect to
the amendment are Impracticable and
contrary to the public interest, and good
cause Is found for making the amend-
ment effective less than 30 days after
publication in the FEDEIAL RrISTra.

Done at Washington, D.C., this 11th
day of July 1973.

F. J. MULIEumU,
Administrator, Animal and Plant

Health Inspection Servicc.
[FR Doc.73-14681 Filed 7-16-73:8:46 am]

Title 10-Atomic Energy
CHAPTER I-ATOMIC ENERGY

COMMISSION
PART 50-LICENSING OF PRODUCTION

AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES
Fracture Toughness and Surveillanco

Program Requirements
On July 3, 1971 the Atomic Energy

Commission published in the FnDIlArL
REGISTER (36 F 12697) proposed amend-
ments to its regulations in 10 CFR Part
50 which would add new appendices en-
titled, "Appendix G, Fracture Toughness
Requirements," and "Appendix H, Re-

2 Care is required whon treating animals
and in maintaining required concentration
of chemicals in dipping baths, DotaiUed in-
formation concerning the use of, criteria for,
and names of proprietary brands of per-
mitted dips for whioh specific pormlSSion haP
been granted, and concerning the usc of com-
pressed air, vat management technlque, and
vatside tests, and other pertinent Informa-
tion may be obtained from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, APHIS, Veterinary
Services, Hyattsville, Maryland 20782.
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actor Vessel Material Surveillance Pro-
gram Requirements."

Interested persons were invited to sub-
mit written comments within 60 days.
Upon consideration of the comments re-
ceived and other factors involved, the
Commission has adopted the proposed
amendments with certain modifications
in the form set forth below.

Significant differences in Appendix G
from the amendments published for
comment are:

(1) Terminology was changed to be
consistent with that of the ASME Code.1

(2) The method of combining the re-
sults of the Charpy and dropweight tests
to get a combined measure of toughness
was changed.

The proposed rule would have required
characterization of the fracture tough-
ness of the ferritic materials in the re-
actor coolant pressure boundary in
terms of the temperature dependence of
two quantities: (a) Energy absorbed in
Charpy V-notch impact tests (ASTM'=

Standard A-370) and (b) the nil-
ductility transition (NDT) temperature
obtained from dropweight tests (ASTM
Standard E-208). Charpy tests were to
be run at appropriate temperatures to
characterize the transition from fully
ductile, "upper shelf," behavior to low-
energy, "brittle," behavior. To obtain a
toughness characterization that de-
pended on both types of tests, the
"Charpy curve" was to be adjusted up-
ward on the temperature scale to make
the 15 ft. lb. level correspond to the =IT
temperature from the dropweight tests.

These amendments continue the re-
quirement contained in the proposed rule
that fracture toughness be measured by
the Charpy test and the dropweight test.
However, to reflect comments urging
consistency with the ASME Code, frac-
ture toughness of the material is char-
acterized by its reference temperature,
RTNDT. This temperature is the higher
value of the NDT temperature from the
dropweight test or the temperature that
is 60' F below the temperature at which
Charpy test data meet a specified tough-
ness level (50 ft. lbs. and 35 mils lateral
expansion).

(3) The concept of a lowest pressuri-
zation temperature given in the proposed
rule was changed to a concept based on
fracture mechanics that allows a con-
tinuous buildup of pressure as a function
of temperature and wall thickness.

The proposed rule would have required
a "thickness correction" whereby the
Charpy curve was to be shifted up the
temperature scale 7'F per inch of mate-
rial thickness. The thickness correction
would have been'added to the shift re-
quired for consistency between the two
types of toughness tests to obtain a curve
of "adjusted fracture energy" versus

IAmerican Society of Miechanical Engineers
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, section ,
"Rules for the Construction of Nuclear Power
Plant Components," 1971 EdItion, and
addenda through the Winter, 1972 Addenda,

' American Society for Testing and Mate-
rials.

temperature. Fracture control would
have been achieved by requiring the
"lowest pressurization temperature" at
which system pressure could exceed 25
percent of normal operating pressure, or
at which the rate of temperature change
could exceed 50cF/hr., to be the tem-
perature at which the adjusted fracture
energy exceeded a certain level, which
was higher for thick material than for
thin.

Many of the comments questioned the
validity of the dependence placed on the
Charpy test by the proposed rule. The
thickness correction was considered ex-
cessive for thick sections and inadequate
for thin sections. Other comments asked
that the rules treat stresses more quan-
titatively to take account of the opera-
tors' ability to control pressure and rate
of temperature change and the de-
signers' ability to calculate pressure and
thermal stresses. Specifically, they urged
the adoption of the approach that now
appears in the 1972 Summer Addenda to
the ASME Code. The proposed rules were
also revised to reflect these comments.
As required by these amendments, frac-
ture control is achieved by requiring that
stress in the pressure boundary be lim-
ited as a function df the metal tempera-
ture relative to the reference tempera-
ture, RT,OT, and as a function of ma-
terial thickness according to the "Kin
curve" given in the ASME Code. Taken
from fracture mechanics, the term
"stress intensity factor" (K) defines a
quantity that is proportional to the prod-
uct of gross stress and the square root of
crack depth, and includes factors to ac-
count for crack shape and for the manner
of loading. Critical values of K, deter-
mined from tests In which precracked
specimens are loaded to failure, are a
convenient measure of fracture tough-
ness, because differences in crack size and
shape and differences in manner of
loading between specimen and comp&
nent can be treated quantitatively. The
Kin curve in the ASME Code gives allow-
able values of fracture toughness as a
function of temperature relative to
RT.ZT. The curve is based on data ob-
tained from tests of large specimens in
the HSST' program. Rather than re-
quire the estimation of maxtimum ex-
pected flaw size, these amendments re-
quire that in areas of the reactor vessel
remote from discontinuities, the as-
sumed flaw size be proportional to wall
thickness. Thus, from the value of Kin
at a given temperature, allowable stres
values are obtained that are inversely
proportional to the square root of wall
thickness.

(4) Fracture control procedures de-
scribed in paragraph (3), above, are sup-
plemented in these amendments by a re-
quirement that whenever the core is
critical, the metal temperature of the
reactor vessel shall exceed specified
values dependent on the concurrent

* stress level.

* 'Heavy Section Stcol Tecimology Program,
conducted at Ok Ridgo National Laboratory.

(5) The Charpy V-notch upper-shelf
energy requirements for beltline region
materials was set at 75 ft. Ths. for all
cases, vithout distinction as to the pre-
dicted amount if irradiation damage.

(6) Fracture toughness requirements
for the various components of the pres-
sure boundary were separated to reflect
comments suggesting that the rules fit
the anticipated severity of service to
which the component might be subjected.

(7) The.deflnition of "beltline region
of the reactor vessel'" was broadened to
include more shell materIal above and
below the core.

Significant differences in Appendix H
from the amendments published for
comment are:

(1) Terminology was changed to be
consistent with that of Appendix G and
the ASrAE Code. In particular, the ad-
Justment for Irradiation effects is de-
scribed in these amendments as an ad-
Justment of the reference temperature,
RTnu, and the amount of temperature
shift is determined by a slightly dif-
ferent treatment of the Charpy data
than that given in the proposed amend-
ment.

(2) Provision was made for accelerated
irradiation capsules and for modifica-
tion of capsule withdrawn schedules
based on results of tests of specimens
that received the accelerated irradiation.

(3) A general provision for an in-
tegrated surveillance program was sub-
stituted for the specific requirements
given In the proposed rule. It appeared
from comments that it would be im-
practical to meet the requirements of
the proposed rule for commonality of
multiple reactors.

Appendices G and H are intended to
implement General Design Criterion 31,
"Fracture Prevention of Reactor Coolant
Prewsure Boundary," of 10 CFH Part 50,
Appendix A, "General Design Criteria
for Nuclear Power Plants," to the extent
described below. The margin of safety
against brittle fracture will be controlled
more quantitatively by these amend-
ments than by the proposed rule, par-
ticularly with regard to specific guide-
lines for the treatment of heatup and
cooldown conditions. Appendices G and
H track the language of the ASME Code
and have adopted certain of its require-
ments but also include several key sup-
plemental requirements. For the vessel
beltline, Inservice requirements are
based on the reference temperature as
adjusted to account for irradiation dam-
age. There is also an additional fracture
toughness requirement in the form of
shelf energy values from the Charpy
curve for the material in its unirradiated
condition.

Although the requirements of Ap-
pendices G and H become effective on
August 16, 1973, the Commission rec-
ognizes that there may be an interim
period when, for plants now under con-
struction, the method of compliance
with certain provisions may be deter-
mined on a care-by-case basis. For
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example, If the test data needed to es-
tablish certain fracture control require-
ments are not available because they
were not required at the time material
sampling was done, estimated values that
are appropriately conservative may be
acceptable.

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, and sections 552 and
553 of Title 5 of the United States Code,
the following amendments to Title 10,
Chapter I, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 50, are published as a document
subject to codification to be effective on
August 16, 1973.

1. In § 50.55a of 10 CFR Part 50, the
existing paragraph (i) is redesignated
paragraph (j), a new paragraph i) is
added, and subdivision (a) (2) (i) and
Ithe prefatory language in paragraph
(a) (2) are amended to read as follows:

§ 50.55a Codes and standards.

Each construction permit for a utiliza-
tion facility shall be subject to the fol-
lowing conditions, in addition to those
specified in § 50.55:

(a) (1) * * *
(2) As a minimum, the systems and

components of boiling and pressurized
water-cooled nuclear power reactors
specified in paragraphs (c), (d), (e), (f),
(g), and Ci) of this section shall meet
the requirements described in those
paragraphs, except that the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (here-
inafter referred to as ASME) Code N-
symbol need not be applied, and the
protection systems of nuclear power re-
actors of all types shall meet the re-
quirements described in paragraph (h)
of this section, except as authorized by
the Commission upon demonstration by
the applicant for or holder of a con-
struction permit that:

C0) Design, fabrication, installation,
testing, or inspection of the specified sys-
tem or component, is to the maximumex-
tent practical, in accordance with gen-
erally recognized codes and standards,
and compliance with the requirements
described in paragraphs (c) through i)
of this section or portions thereof would
result n hardships or unusual difficulties
without a compensating increase in the
level of quality and safety; or

() Fracture toughness requirements:
Pressure-retaining components ofthe re-
actor coolant pressure boundary shall
meet the requirements set forth in Ap-
pendices G and H to this part.

CQ) Power reactors for which a notice
of hearing on an application for a pro-
visional construction permit or a con-
struction p~rmit has been published on
or before December 31, 1970, may meet
the requirements of paragraphs (c) (1),
(d) (1), (e) (1), and (f) (1) of this sec-
tion instead of paragraphs (c) (2), (d)
(2), (e)(2), and Cf)(2) of this section,
respectively.

2. New Appendices G and H are added
to Part 50 to read as follows:

APPEND=X G-FAcrus ToUGMsESS
EEQUnn2MNrs

1. IflTRODUCTXON AND SCOn

This appendix specifles minimum fracture
toughness requirements for ferritl mate-
rials of pressure-retaining components of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary of water
cooled power reactors to provide adequate
margins of safety during any condition of
normal operation, including anticipated op-
erational occurrences and system hydro-
static tests, to which the pressure boundary
may be subjected over its service lifetime.

The requirements of this appendix apply to
the following materials:

A. Carbon and low-alloy ferritlc steel plate,
forgings, castings, and pipe with specified
minimum yield strengths not over 50,000 psi.

B. Welds and weld heat-affected zones in
the materials specified in section ..

C. Materials for bolting and other types of
fasteners with specified minimum yield
strengths not over 130,000 psI

Adequacy of the fracture toughness of
other ferritlc materials shall be demonstrated
to the Commission on an individual case
basis.

IL DEFnorI0Ns

A. "AST-E Code" means the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, section Mrt. "Rules for
the Construction of Nuclear Power Plant
Components" (unless another section is spec-
ified), 1971 Edition, and addenda through
the Winter, 1972 Addenda.'

B. "Ferritlo material" means carbon and
low-alloy steels, higher alloy steels includ-
ing all stainless alloys of the 4xx s3ries, and
maraging and precipitation hardening steels
with a predominantly body-centered cubic
structure.

C. "System hydrostatic tests" meaps all
preoperatlonal system leakage and hydro-
static pressure tests and all system leak-
age and hydrostatic pressure tests performed
during the service life of the pressure
boundary in compliance with the ASME
Code, section XI, "Rules. for Inservice In-
spection of Nuclear Reactor Coolant Sys-
tems."

D. "'Specified minimum yield strength"
means the minimum yield strength (in the
unirradlated condition) of a material speci-
fied in the construction code under which the
component is built pursuant to § 50.55a.

E. "Lowest service temperature" means the
lowest service temperature as defined by
paragraph NB-2332 of the ASIE Code.

F. "Reference temperature" means the
reference temperature, RT;DT, as defined in
paragraph NB-2331 of the ASI\E Code.

G. "Adjusted reference temperature"
means the reference temperature as adjusted
for irradiation effects (see Appendix H) by
adding to RTxas the temperature shift in,
the Charpy V-notch curve for the Irradiated
material relative to that for the unirradiated
material, measured at the 50 ft lb level or
measured at the 35 mil lateral expansion
level, whichever temperature shift is greater.

H. "Beltline region of reactor vessel" means
the shell material (including welds and weld
heat-affected zones) that directly surrounds
the effective height of the fuel element
assemblies and any additional height of shell

' Copies may be obtained from the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers, United
Engineering Center, 345 East 47th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017. Copies are available
for inspection at the Commission's Public
Document Room, 1717 H St. N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C.

material for which the predicted adjustment
of reference temperature at end of service
life of the reactor vessel exceeds 60 ° IF.

L "M.aterial survellanco program" means
the provisions for the placement of reactor
vessel beltine material specimens in the
reactor vessel, and the program of periodic
withdrawal and testing of such specimens
to monitor, over the service life of the vessel,
changes in the fracture toughness properties
of the beltline as a result of exposure to
neutron irradiation and the thermal environ-
ment.

J. "Integrated surveillance programs"
means the combination of individual mate-
rlal surveillance programs as applied to one
or more reactor vessls to yield resulto which
serve to monitor the changes in fracture
toughness properties for a group of vessels,

Mi. FAc'rua E ToGaUnMs TESS

A. To demonstrate compliance with the
minimum fracture toughnem requirements
of sections IV and V of this appendix, for-
rltic materials shall be tested In accordance
with the ASMIE Code, section NB-2300,
"Fracture toughness requirements for ma-
terials." Both unirradiated and irradiated
ferritic materials shall be tested for fracture
toughness properties by maons of the Charpy
V-notch test specified by paragraph 1B-
2321.2 of the ASDE Code. In addition, when
required by the ASAIE Code, unirradlated
ferritc materials shall bo tested by means
of the dropwelght test specified by paragraph
NB-2321.1 of the ASIAE Code. Provision shall
be made for supplemental tests in crucial
situations such as that described in Section
V.C.

B. Charpy V-notch impact tests and drop-
weight tests shall be conducted in accord-
ance with the following requirements:

1. Location and orientation of Impact test
specimens shall comply with the require-
ments of paragraph NB-2322 of the ASAIII
Code.

2. lat:rlals used to prepare test speci-
mens shall be representative of the actual
materials of the finished component as re-
quired by the applicable rules of the con-
struction code under which the component
is built pursuant to § 50.55a, except that
ferritic materials Intended for the reactor
vessel beltlino region shall comply with the
additional requirements of section 1I1C. of
this appendix.

3. Calibration of temperature instruments
and Charpy V-notch impact test machines
used in impact testing shall comply with the
requirements of paragraph NB-2300 of the
ASIdE Code.

4. Individuals performing fracture tough-
ness tests shall be qualified by training and
experience and shall have demonstrated com-
petency to perform the tests in accord with
written procedures of the component manu-
facturer.

5. Fracture toughness test results shall be
recorded and shall include a certification by
the licensee or person performing the teats
for the licensee that:

a. The tests have been performed n com-
pliance with the requirements of this
appendix,

b. The test data are correctly reported and
identified with the material intended for a
pressure-retaining component,

c. The tests have been conducted using
machines and instrumentation with avail-
able records of periodic calibration, and

d. Records of the qualifications of the
individuals performing the tests are avail-
able upon request.

C. In addition to the test requirements of
section 3ILA of this appendix, tests on ma-
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terlals of the reactor vessel beltline shall be
conducted in accordance with the following
minimum requirements:

1. Charpy V-notch (C-) impact tests shall
be conducted at appropriate temperatures
over a temperature range sufficient to define
the C test curves (including the upper-shelf
levels) in terms of both fracture energy and
lateral expansion of specimens. Location and
orientation of impact test specimens shall
comply with the requirements of paragraph
NB-2322 of the ASdE Code.

2. Materials used to prepare test specimens
for the reactor vessel beltline region shall be
taken directly from excess material and
welds in the vessel shell course(s) following
completion of the production longitudinal
weld joint, and subjected to a heat treatment
that produces metallurgical effects equiva-
lent to those produced In the vessel material
throughout its fabrication process, n accord-
ance with paragraph NB-2211 of the ASME
Code. Where seamless shell forgings are used,
or where the same welding process Is used
for longitudinal and circumferential welds
in plates, the test specimens may be taken
from a separate weldment provided that such
a weldment is prepared using excess material
from the shell forging(s) or plates, as appli-
cable, the same heat of filler material, and
the same production welding conditions as
those used in joining the corresponding shell
materials.

IV. FeACTURE TOUGETESS REQUIREENS

A. The pressure-retaining components of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary that
are made of ferritic materials shall meet the
following requirements for fracture tough-
ness during system hydrostatic tests and any
condition of normal operation, including an-
ticipated operational occurrences:

1. The materials shall meet the acceptance
standards of paragraph NB-2330 of the AShdE
Code, and the -equirements of sections
IVA.2, 3 and 4 and IV.B. of this appendix.

2. For vessels, exclusive of bolting or other
fasteners:

a. Calculated stress intensity factors shall
be lower than the reference stress intensity
factors by the margins specified in the ASWE
Code Appendix G. "Protection Against Non-
Ductile Failure". The calculation procedures
shall comply with the procedures specified in
the ASME. Code Appendix G, but additional
and alternative procedures may be used if
the CommisIon determines that they provide
equivalent margins of safety against fracture,
making appropriate allowance for all uncer-
tainties in the data and analyses.

b. For nozzles, flanges and shell regions
near geometric discontinuities, the data and
procedures required in addition to those
specified In the ASidE Code shall provide
margins of safety comparable to those re-
quired for shells and heads rediote from dis-
continuities.

c. Whenever the core is critical, the metal
temperature of the reactor vessel shall be
high enough to provide an adequate margin
of protection against fracture, taking into
a count such factors as the potential for
overstress and thermal shock during antici-
pated operational occurrences in the control
of reactivity. In no case when the core Is
critical (other than for the purpose of low-
level physics tests) shall the temperature of
the reactor vessel be less than the minimum
permissible temperature for the inservice sys-
tem hydrostatic pressure test nor less than
40'° above that temperature required by
section IV.A.2.a

d. If there is no fuel in the reactor during
the initial preoperational system leakage and
hydrostatic pressure tests, the minimum per-
missible test temperature shall be deter-
min.ed in accordance with paragraph G2410
of the ASME Code except that the factor of

safety applied to each term making up the
calculated stress intensity factor may be re-
duced to 1.0. In no case shall the test tem-
perature be les than RT:.i+C0"P.

3. Materials for piping (I.e., pipe, tubes
and fittings), pumpr, and valves (excluding
bolting materials) shall meet the require-
ments of paragraph G3100 of the ASI Code.

4. Materials for bolting and other fasten-
ers with nominal dameters exceeding 1 Inch
shall meet the minimum requirements of 25
mils lateral expansion and 45 It Ib3 In terms
of Charpy V-notch tests conducted at the
preload temperature or at the lowes.t erv-
ice temperature, whichever temperature t
lower.

B. Reactor vessels beltlno materials nhal
have minimum upper-shelf energy, as deter-
mined from Charpy V-notch tests on unirra-
diated specimens In accordanco with para-
graphs NB-2322.2(4) and 232-2(0) of the
ASMdE Code, of 75 It lbs unless it is demon-
strated to the Commislon by appropriate
data and analyzes ba:ed on other types of
tests that lover values of upper shelf frac-
ture energy are adequate.

C. Reactor vessels for which the predicted
value of adjusted reference temperature ex-
ceeds 200' shall be designed to permit a
thermal annealing treatment to recover mate-
rial toughness properties of ferritlo material,
of the reactor vezsel beltline.

v. xrasmvicc nflQum==unrs-a=r~ooa, vn=szz
nramrTE MzrAiL

A. The properties of reactor ve=l beltlino
region materials, including welds, shall be
monitored by a material surveillance pro-
gram conforming to the "Reactor Ve=el M.-
terial Surveillance Program Requirements"
set forth in Appendix H.

B. Reactor vessels may continue to be op-
erated only for that rervice period within
which the requirements of section IV.A2. are
satisfied, using the predicted value of the
adjusted reference temperature at the end of
the service period to account for the effects
of Irradiation on the fracture toughne_ of
the beltline materials. The b s for the pre-
diction shall include results from pertinent
radiation effects studies in addition to the
results of the surveillance program of zec-
tion V.A.

C. In the event that the requirements of
section VS. cannot be satisflcd, reactor ves-
sels may continue to be operated provided
all of the following requirements are stis-
fled:

1. An esentially complete volumetric ex-
amination of the beltlino region of the ves-
sel including 100 percent of any weldments
shall be made in accordance with the re-
quirements of Section XI of the ASmdE Code.

2. Additional evidence of the changes In
fracture toughness of the beltline materials
resulting from exposure to neutron irradia-
tion shall be obtained from results of sup-
plemental tests, such as measurements of
dynamic fracture toughnezs of arclve ma-
terlal that has been subjected to accelerated
irradiation.

3. A fracture analysis shall be performed
that conservatively demonstrates, malsng
appropriate allowance for all uncertaintes,
the existence of adequate margin, for con-
tinued operation.

D. If the procedures of cectlon V.C. do not
indicate the existence of an adequate cafety
margin, the reactor vesel beltlino region
shall be subjected to a thermal annealing
treatment to effect recovery of material
toughness properties. The degree of Luch
recovery shall be measured by teting addi-
tional specimens that have bLen withdrawn
from the surveillance program capsule3 and
annealed under the came time-at-tempera-
ture conditions as thoso given the boltlino

material. The results shal provide the basis
for etablishment of the adjusted reference
temperature after annealing. The reactor
vessl may continue to be operated only for
that cervice poriod within which the pre-
dicted fracture toughnez- of the beitlina
regZon materals catisfies the requirements
of section IVA2., using the values of ad-
justcd reference temperature that include
the effects of annealing and subsequent
Irradiation.

E. The prop=sed programs for satisfying
the requitze nts of cectlons V.C. and V.D.
shall be reported to the Commislon, for re-
view and approval on an Individual case
baca at least 3 years prior to the date when
the predicted fracture toughes- levels will
no longer satisfy the requirements of sec-
tion VS.

ArPss.D=xH-Itstcroa Vi-srr. MLerzzr.
SUsr=Lr.C= PZcossar R-SQV1==InTS

X. IrraODUcv-xOc

The purpose of the material surveillance
program required by this appendix Is to
monitor changes In the fracture toughn e-
properti-e of ferritic mateials in the re-
actor vessel beltilne region of water cooled
power reactorm rezulting from their exposure
to neutron Irradiation and the thermal en-
vironment. Under this program, fracture
toughne:s teA data are obtained from mate-
rial pecime ns withdrawn periodically from
the ri-actor vcssl. These data will permit
the determination of the conditions under
which the vesl can be operated with ade-
quate margins of safety against fracture
throughout its cervice life.

Ir. SvurLL.Ca rZO1s a =17=

A. No material surveillance progm is re-
quired for reactor vessels for which It can
be conservatively demonstrated by analyt-
ical methods, applied to experimental data
and tests performed on comparable vessels.
malslng appropriate allowances for all un-
certalnti_ In the measurements, that the
peal: neutron fluence (E lMeV) at the end
of the design life of the vessel will not exceed
10- n/cm.

B. Reactor ve=els constructed of ferritic
materials which do not meet the conditions
of ccetion ILA shall have their beltlne re-
gions monitored by a surveillance program
complying with the American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTTI) Standard Rec-
ommended Practice for Surveillance Tests for
Nuclear Reactor Ve=els, ASTM Designation:
E-18 -73,1 except as modified by this ap-
pendix.

C. The survefillance program shall meet
the following requirements:

1. Surveillance specimens hall be taken
from locations alonGaIde the fracture tough-
ness test spccimens; required by section M
of Appendix G. The specimen types -sal
comply with the requirements of section
3r.A. of Appendix G (except that drop weight
speclmens are not required).

2. Surveillance capsules containing the
surveillance spcimens: shall be located near
but not atached to the inside vessel wal
In the boltlne region, so that the neutron
flux received by the specimens is at least as
high but not more tbn three times as high

1
fffrective March 1, 1973. Copies may be ob-

tained from the American Society for Test-
ing and Materials, 1916 Race St-, Philadel-
phla, Pa. 19103, either as a separate or (when
available) as p rt of the 1973 Annual Book
of ASTM,1 Standards, Part 30 and alzo in Part
31. Cople3 ar available for Inspection at the
Commizion's Public Document Room, 1717
H St. NW, Washington, D.C.
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as that received by the vessel inner surface,
and the thermal environment is as close as
practical to that of the vessel inner surface.
The design and location of the capsules shall
permit insertion of replacement capsules.
Accelerated irradiation capsules, for which
the calculated neutron flux will exceed three
times the calculated maximum neutron flux
at the inside wall of the vessel, may be used
in addition to the required number of sur-
veillance capsules specified In section 31.0.3o

3. The required number of surveillance
capsules and their withdrawal schedules are
as follows:

a. For reactor vessels for which it can be
conservatively demonstrated by experimental
data and tests performed on comparable yes-
sol steel, making appropriate allowances for
all uncertainties in the measurements, that
the adjusted reference temperature estab-
lished in accordance with section IV.B. will
not exceed 1O°F at the end of the service
lifetime of the reactor vessel, at least three
surveillance capsules shall be provided for
subsequent withdrawal as follows:

WITHDRAWAL SCHE U=E

First capsule-One-fourth service life
Second capsule-Three-fourths service life
Third capsule-Standby

In the event that the surveillance speci-
mens exhibit, at one-quarter of the vessel's
service life, a shift of the reference tempera-
ture greater than originally predicted for
similar material as recorded in the applicable
technical specification, the remaining with-
drawal schedule shall be modified as follows:

REaSED
WrrsRANVAL SCETuLE

Second capsule-One-half service life
Third capsule--Standby
b. For reactor vessels which do not meet

the conditions of section I.C.3.a. but for
which It can be conservatively demonstrated
by experimental data and tests performed on
comparable vessel steels that the adjusted
reference temperature will not exceed 200°F
at the end of the service lifetime of the re-
actor vessel, at least four surveillance cap-
sules shall be provided for the subsequent
withdrawal as follows:

WrrHDRAWAL SCHEDULE

First capsule-At the time when the pre-
dicted shift of the adjusted
reference temperature is ap-
proximately 60°F or at one-
fourth service life, which-
ever Is earlier.

Second capsule-At approximately one-half
of the time interval be-
tween first and third cap-
sule withdrawal.

Third capsule-Three-fourths service life.
Fourth capsule--Standby.

c. For reactor vessels which do not meet
the conditions of section 3I.C.3.b., at least
five surveillance capsules shall be provided
for subsequent withdrawal as follows:

WrrHDRAvAL SCHmnULE

First capsule-At the time when the pre-
dicted shift of the adjusted reference tem-
perature Is approximately 50°F or at one-
fourth service life, whichever is earlier.

Second and third capsules--At approximately
one-third and two-thirds of the time in-
terval between first and fourth capsule
withdrawal.

Fourth capsule-Three-fourths of service life.
Fifth capsule-Standby.

d. Provision shall also be made for ad-
ditional surveillance tests to monitor the
effects of annealing and subsequent Irradia-
tion.

0. Withdrawal schedules may be modified
to coincide with those refueling outages or

RULES AND REGULATIONS

plant shutdowns most closely approaching
the withdrawal schedule.

f. If accelerated irradiation capsules are
employed in addition to the minimum re-
quired number of surveillance capsules, the
withdrawal schedule may be modified, taking
into account the test results obtained from
testing of the specimens in the accelerated
capsules. The proposed modified withdrawal
schedule In such cases shall be approved by
the Commission on an individual case basis.

g. Proposed withdrawal schedules that dif-
fer from those specified in paragraphs a.
through f. shall be submitted, with a tech-
nical justification therefor, to the Commis-
sion for approval. The proposed schedule
shall not be implemented without prior
Commission approval.

4. For multiple reactors located at a single
site, an integrated surveillance program may
be authorized by the Commission on an in-
dividual case basis, depending on the de-
gree of commonality and the predicted se-
verity of Irradiation.

ILL. FACTURE TOUGHIESS TESTS

A. Fracture toughness testing of the speci-
mens withdrawn from the capsules shall be
conducted in accordance with the require-
ments of section III of Appendix 0, "FTrac-
ture Toughness Requirements."

B. The adjusted reference temperatures for
the base metal, heat-affected zone, and weld
metal shall be obtained from the test re-
sults by adding to the reference temperature
the amount of the temperature shift in the
Charpy test curves between the unirradlated
material and the irradiated material, meas-
ured at the 50 foot-pound level or that
measured at the 35 mil lateral expansion
level, whichever temperature shift is greater.
The highest adjusted reference temperature
and the lowest upper-shelf energy level of
all the beltline materials shall be used to
verify that the fracture toughness require-
ments of section V.B. of Appendix 0 are
satisfied.

Iv. RPORT OF TS RESULT9

A. Each capsule withdrawal and the results
of the fracture toughness tests shall be the
subject of a summary technical report to be
provided to the Commission. The report shall
include a schematic diagram of the capsule
locations in the reactor vessel, Identification
of specimens withdrawn, the test results, and
the relationship of the measured results to
those predicted for the reactor vessel belt-
line region.

B. The report shall also include the dosim-
etry measurements performed at each speci-
men withdrawal, analyses of the results
which yield the calculated neutron fluence
which the reactor vessel beltline region has
received at the time of the tests, and com-
parisons with the originally predicted values
of fluence.

C. The operating pressure and temperature
limitations established for the period of
operation of the reactor vessel between any
two surveillance specimen withdrawals shall
be specified In the report, including any
changes made in operational procedures to
assure meeting such temperature limitations.

(See. 161, 68 Stat. 948; 42 U.S.C. 2201)

Dated at Germantown, Md., this 11th
day of July 1973.'

For the Atomic Energy Commission.
GoRDoN M. GRANT,

Acting Secretary of tle Commission.
Nor=: Incorporation by reference provi-

sions approved by the Director of the Federal
Register on May 29, 1973.

[FR Doc.73-14531 Filed 7-16-73;8:45 am]

Title 12-Banics and Banhing
CHAPTER Ii-FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
SUBCHAPTER A-BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF

THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

PART 201-EXTENSIONS OF CREDIT BY
FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Changes In Rates
Pursuant to section 14(d) of the Fed-

eral Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. 357), and for
the purpose of adjusting discount rates
with a view to accommodating commerce
and business in accordance with other
related rates and the general credit situ-
ation of the country, Part 201 is amended
as set forth below:

1. Section 201.51 Is amended to read
as follows:
§201.51 Advances and discounts for

member banks under sections 13 and
13a.

The rates for all advances and dis-
counts under sections 13 and 13a of the
Federal Reserve Act (except advances
under the last paragraph of such section
13 to individuals, partnerships, or cor-
porations other than member banks)
are:

Federal lReservo Bank of Itito E lcutiv0

Boston-...
Now York.---
rhiladelphia-.
Cleveland .......
Richmond .-------
Atlanta ----------
Chicago-...
St. Louis ----
Minneapolis -........
Kansas City --------
Dallas --...--------
San Francsco ........

7 July , 1973
7 July 1073
7 July 2, 1973
7 July , 1973

July 2 19737 July 2, 1973
7 July 2, 1973
7 July , 973
7 July 2, 1073

7 July 2, 1973
7 July 2, 1973
7 July , 1973

2. Section 201.52 Is amended to read
as follows:
§201.52 Advances to member banks

under section 10 (b).
The rates for advances to member

banks under section 10(b) of the Federal
Reserve Act are:

Federal Rlcscrvo Bank of 1ato E fctivo

-Beaten- ----------.----
Now York ......................
phlladelphia. ----..-- - -_
Cleveland ......................

ichmond. .......................
Atlanta --------- --.................
Chicago ---------------
St. Louis ................
Ilnncapolls ......................
Kansas City .....................
Dallas .......................
San Francisco ....................

7-41 July 2. 19 73
7-, July 2, 1973
7-1 July 2. 1973
7-,July 2,19713
7- July I2, 1973
7-Li July,", 1973
7-)'1 July 2,1973
7-,1" July 2, 1973
7-4. July 2, 1973
7-,bQ July 0, 1973
7-,Ij July 2, 1073
7-.U July ", 1973

3. Section 201.53 Is amended to read
as follows:
§ 201.53 Advances to persons otier than

member banks.
The rates for advances under the last

paragraph of section 13 of the Federal
Reserve Act to individuals, partnerships,
or corporations other than member
banks secured by direct obligations of,
or obligations fully guaranteed as to
principal and Interest by, the United
States or any agency thereof are:
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Federal Regster / Vol. 45, No. 222 / Friday, Noveinber 14, 1980 / Proposed Rules
NULER5EGLAOR

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 50

Domestic Licensing of Produc
Utilization Facilities; Fracture
Toughness.Requlrements for I
Power Reactors

AGENCY: U.S. Nuclear.Regulator
Commission.
ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The-Nuclear Regulat
Commission (NRC) is considerih
amending its regulations which
fracture toughness requirements
nuclear l'ower reactors and its
requirements for reactor vessel-
surveillance programs. The ame
would clirify the applicabilit o
requirements to old and new pl.
modify certain requirements bas
described below, and shorten ai
simplify these regulations by ine
extensively incorporating by ref
appropriate National, Standards
DATES: Comment period expires
13, 1981.
ADDRESSES: Written comments
be submitted to the Secretary of
Commission, U.S. Nuclear Regul
Commission, Washington, D.C.
Attention: Docketing and Servic
Branch.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON
Dr. P. N. Randall, Office of Stan
Development, U.S. Nuclear Regi
Commission, Washington, D:C.
301-443-5997.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
CFR Part 50 was amended by ac
Appendix G, "Fracture Toughne
Requirements," and Appendix F
"Reactor Vessel Material Surve
Program Requirements," on July
(38 FR 19012), the ASME Boiler
-pressure Vessel Code (the ASM
provisions pertaining to nuclear
plant components were beng
extensively revised. Some requi
that had not yet bedome effectiv
ASME Code were included in A
G. Now that experience has she
the ASME Code requirements ar
adequate, Appendix G is being
condensed by more extensively
incorporating the ASME Code b
reference.'

Appendix H incorporated by
reference the 1973 edition of AS
185. 1 Now there is a new edition

I Standard Recommended Practice for
Surveillance Tests for Light Water Coole
Power Reactor Vessels. Copies may be o
from the American Society for Testing an
Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa

79. As amended, Appendix H would
specify the earliest edition of E 185 that
could be used for each part of the
surveillance program, and would delete
paragraphs that are now covered by

tion and specific provisions of-E 185-79.
Paragraph 50.55a(i), which makes the

Nuclear provisions of Appendices G and H
conditions of a construction permit for a
utilization facility (e.g., a nuclear power

y plant], would be deleted and a new
§ 50.47 would be added for this purpose.
This change would avoid any confusion

ory that might occur when § 50.55a is
amended for purposes not relevant tos the appendices. The new § 50.47 also

specify would describe when an exemption
for must be requested of the Commission

material for acceptance of a proposed alternative'
ndments to the requirements of Appendices G
fdthese and H: Conversely, several paragraphs

•nts, of Appendiceg G and H would be
amended to state that a proposed

nd alternative may be accepted by the
re Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

ference if the proposed alternative provides a
margin of safety equivalent to that
achieved by the specified requirement.

January Significant differences between the
eilsting regulations in Appendix G and

should the proposed amendments are: 2

the II.G. The definition of "adjusted
latory reference temperature" .would be
20555, changed to make the definition
e applicable to test data over a broader

range of severity of radiation damage.
TACT: S1.H. The definition of "beltline" would
dards be changed to more clearly delineate
ilatory which parts of the vessel are of
20555, concern from the standpoint of

surveillance of radiation damage.
When 10 lII.J. The definition of "integrated
dding surveillance program" would be
ss reinoved from Appendix G and a more
I, complete discussion of such a
illance program would be included in
17, 1973 paragraph II.C. of Appendix H.

and § I. Section III, "Fracture Toughness'
E ode) Tests," would be reduced in length

'power- " because most of the pertinent
requirements could be incorporated

rements by referencing the ASME Code.
re in the 1 JII.A. Language would be added to
ppendix paragraph III.A. to clarify how the
wn that fracture toughness test requirements
re would be applied to "old" plants,

those for which the teactor vessel was
constructed to an ASME Code earlier

y than the Summer 1972 Addenda to the
1971 Edition. This language would
clarify the Commission's intention

TM E that all plants.must meet the required
LE 185- margins of safety and the other

Copies will be available for inspection at the
d Nuclear Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H St.,
btained NW., Washington, D.C. .
Ld - IListed according to existing paragraph numbers.
.19103. See Enclosure 3.

fracture prevention requirements of
Appendices G and H; but the owners
of "old" plants may, when approved
by the Director of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, use fracture toughness
tests and fracture analyses other than
those required by Appendices G and
I- to demonstrate that the required
margins of safety have been met.

§ IV. As amended, Section IV, "Fracture
Toughness Requirements" would
incorporate by r6ference the fracture
toughness requirements of the ASME
Code and then give certain
supplemental requirements, thereby
deleting much technical detail from
the regulation.

IV.A.2.b. As an alternative to the
existing general requirement for
fracture toughness of nozzles, flanges
and shell regions near structural
discontinuities, a specific pressure-,
temperature requirement would be
added.

JIV.A.2.c. For boiling water reactors, the
criticality limit would be reduced to
permit them to go critical earlier
during statup. A systems analysis has
shown that the existing limit Is more
restrictive than is necessary to
provide-the required safety margin,

JIV.A.2.d. The minimum permissible
temperature for system hydrostatic
pressure tests would be reduced when
performed when there Is no fuel in the
reactor (and thus no radiological
hazard to the public) to improve the
efficiency of the inspection operation.

IV.B. The 50 ft lb requirement for
Charpy upper-shelf energy would be
stated explicitly., Language would be
added to permit acceptance of a lower
value by the Dirtecior of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation if a fracture
analysis showed that the margin of
safety against duQtile fracture was
equivalent to the margin of safety
against fracture in the transition
region required by Appendix G of the
ASME Code.

V.B. A requirement would be added
that material toughness values to be

-. used in fracture analyses are those
predicted for the material near the tip
of the assumed flaw at its deepest
part.
Significant differences between the

existing regulations in Apendix H and
the proposed amendments are:

II.B. As re,ised, paragraph lI.B. would
incorporate by reference ASTM E 185,
and reference to the 1973 edition of
ASTM E 185 would be deleted.
Language would be added to permit
the use of the 1979 edition or an
earlier edition if it was the current
edition at the time the action was
taken. For example, the earliest

75536
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edition of ASTM E 185 that could be
used in the selection of surveillance
materials, preparation of specimens,
and construction of surveillance
capsules would be the edition that
was current on the issue date of the
ASME Code to which the reactor
vessel was purchased.

U.C.3. Most of this paragraph would be
deleted, because the requirements for
withdrawal schedules contained in
the 1979 edition of ASTM E 185
provide satisfactdry criteria for
scheduling surveillance information
gathering.

II.C.4. Expanded criteria would be
given for an integrated surveillance
program for a set of reactors of similar
design and operating features. In an
integrated program, surveillance
capsules from one or more reactors
are irradiated in other reactors in the
set.

§1. Section III would be deleted
because its provisions are covered in
Appendix G, Section V.

§IV. Reporting requirements for the test
results from each capsule withdrawal
would be clarified and a time limit for
submittal of the report would be
specified.
Staff of the Commission's Office of

Standards Development has prepared a
valuelimpact statement for the proposed
amendment, which provides additional
technical details and justification. This
statement is available for inspection by
the public in the Commission's Public
Document Room at 1717 H Street, NW.,
Washington, D.C. Single copies of the
value/impact statement may be
obtained by request addressed to the
Office of Standards Development, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention: P. N.
Randall, (301) 443-5997.

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, the Energy
Reorganizaiton Act of 1974, as amended,
and-section 553 of title 5 of the United
States Code, notice is hereby.given that
adoption of the following amendments
of 10 CFR Part 50 is contemplated. All
interested persons who wish to submit
written comments or suggestions in
connection with the proposed
amendments should send them to the
Secretary of the Commission, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555, Attentiom
Docketing and Service Branch by
Janaury 13, 1981. Copies of comments
received may be examined in the
Commission's Public Document Room at
1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C.

1. Section 50.55a is amended by
deleting paragraph (i) and inserting the
word "Reserved" in its place.

2. A new § 50.47 is added to 10 CFR
Part 50 to read as follows:

§ 50.47 Acceptance criteria for Fracture
Prevention Measures for Ught Water
Nuclear Power Reactors.

(a)(1) Except as provided in paragraph
(a)(2) of this section all light-water
nuclear power reactors shall meet the
fracture toughness and material
surveillance program requirements for
the reactor coolant pressure boundary
set forth in Appendices G and H to this
part.

(2) Proposed alternatives to the
described requirements or portions
therof may be used when an exemption
is granted by the Commission as
authorized.by § 50.12. In addition, the
applicant must demonstrate that (i)
compliance with the specified
requirements would result in hardships
or unusual difficulties without a
compensating increase in the level of
quality and safety and (ii) the proposed
alternatives would provide an adequate
level of quality and safety.

(b) [Reserved]

§50.12 [Amended]
3. Paragraph (a) of § 50.12 is amended

by adding the following sentence at the
end of the paragraph.

* * * To obtain an exemption to
Appendices G and H to this part, the
requirements of paragraph 50.47(a)(2)
must be met in addition to the
requirements of this paragraph.

4. Appendices G and H to 10 CFR Part
50 are revised to read as follows:
Appendix G-Fracture Toughness
Requirements
Table of Contents
L Introduction and Scope
I. Definitions
III. Fracture Toughness Tests
IV. Fracture Toughness Requirements
V. Inservice Requirements-Reactor Vessel

Beltline Materials
L Introduction and Scope

This appendix specifies fracture toughness
requirements for ferritic materials of
pressure-retaining components of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary of light water
nuclear power reactors to provide adequate
margins of safety during any condition of
normal operation, including anticipated
operational occurrences and system
hydrostatic tests, to which the pressure
boundary may be subjected over its service
lifetime.

The requirements of this appendix apply to
the following materials:

A. Carbon and low-alloy ferritic steel plate,
forgings, castings, and pipe with specified
minimum yield strengths not over 50.000 psi
(345 MPa), and to thosewith specified
minimum yield strengths greater than 50,000
psi (345 MPa) but not over 90.000 psi (821
MPa) if qualified by using methods equivalent

to those described in paragraph C--2110 of the
ASME Code.'

B. Welds and weld heat-affected zones In
the materials specified in section LA.

C. Materials for bolting and other types of
fasteners with specified minimum yield
strengths not over 130.000 psi (896 MPa].

Adequacy of the fracture toughness of
other ferritic materials shall be demonstrated
to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
on an individual case basis.

IL Definitions
A. "ASME Code" means the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code. If no section is
specified, the referenceis to Section HIL
Division 1. "Rules for Construction of Nuclear
Power Plant Components." "Section X1"
means Section X. Division 1. "Rules for
Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant
Components." If no edition or addenda is
specified, the applicable ASME Code edition
and addenda 2 and any limitations and
modifications thereof are specified by
§ 50.55a. Codes and Standards.

B. "Ferritic material" means carbon and
low-alloy steels, higher alloy steels including
all stainless alloys of the 4xx series, and
maraging and precipitation hardening steels
with a predominantly body-centered cubic
crystal structure.

C. "System hydrostatic tests" means all
preoperational system leakage and
hydrostatic pressure tests and all system
leakage and hydrostatic pressure tests
performed during the service life of the
pressure boundary in compliance with-the
ASME Code, Section XL

D. "Specified minimum yield strength"
means the minimum yield strength (in the
unirradiated condition] of a material
specified in the construction code under
which the component is built pursuant to

50.-5a.
E. "Reference temperature" means the

reference temperature, RT.-r, as defined in
the ASME Code.

F. "Adjusted reference temperature" means
the reference temperature as adjusted for
irradiation effects (see Section V of this
Appendix) by adding to RT, the
temperature shift in the average Charpy
curve for the Irradiated material relative to
that for the unirradiated material, measured
at the 30 ft lb (411) level.
G. "Beltline" or "Beltline region of reactor

vessel" means the region of the reactor vessel
(shell material including welds, heat affected
zones, and plates or forgings) that directly
surrounds the effective height of the active
core and adjacent regions of the reactor
vessel that are predicted to experience
sufficient neutron radiation damage to be
considered in the selection of the most
limiting material with regard to radiation
damage.

' Defined In paragraph UA. The latest Edition and
Addenda permitted by paragraph 50.55a~b) at the
time the analysis is made shall be used for the
purposes of paragraph LA.

- Copies may be obtained from the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. United
Engineri Center. 345 East 47th Street. New York.
N.Y. 10017. Copies are available for Inspection at
the Commisslon's Public Document Room. 1717 H
SL N.W, Washngton. D.C.

I II I I m
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III. Fracture Toughness Tests
A. Todemonstrate compliance with the

fracture toughness requirements of Sections
IV and V of this appendix, ferritic materials
shall be tested in accordance with the ASME
Code and, for the beltline materials, the test
requirements of Appendix . For a reactor
vessel that was constructed to an ASME
Code earlier than the Summeil972 Addenda
of the 1971 Edition (pursuant to § 50.55a). the
fracture toughness data and data analyses
shall be supplemented in a manner approved
by the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
to demonstrate equivalence with the fracture
toughness requirements of this appendix.

B. Test methods for supplemental fracture
toughness tests described in paragraph V.C.2
shall be submitted to and approved by the
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation prior
to testing.

C. All fracture toughness test programs
conducted in accordance with paragraphs A
and B of this Section shall comply with
ASME Code requlrements for calibration of
jtest equipment, qualificationoftest
personnel, and retention of records of these
functions and of the test data.

IV. Fracture Toughness Requirements
A. The pressure-retaining components of

the reactor coolant pressure-boundary that-
are made of feritic materials shall meet the
requirements of the ASME Code
supplemented as follows for fracture
toughness during system hydrostatic tests
and any condition of normal operation,
including anticipated operational
occurrances.

1. Reactor vessel belffine materials shall
have minimum Charpy upper-shelf-energy of
75 ft lb (102JJ initially and shall maintain
minimum upper-shelf energy throughout the
life of the vessel of 50 ft ib (681), unless it is
demonstrated in a manner approved by the
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation that
lower values of upper-shelf energy will
provide margins of safety against fracture
equivalent to those required by Appendix G
of the ASME Codea

2. When the coreis not critical, pressure-
temperature limits for the reactor vessel shall
be at least as conservative as these obtained
by following the methods of analysis and the
required margins of safety of Appendix G of
the ASME Code 2supplemented by the
requirements of Section V of this Appendix.
In addition, when pressure exceeds 20
percent-of the preservice system hydrostatic
test pressure, the temperature of the stressed
regions ofinozzles, flanges and other
structural discontinuities shall be at least
150° F above (83 C above) the reference
temperature of the material in those regions
unless a lower temperature can be justified
by showing that the margins of safety for
those regions are equivalent to those required
for the beltline when it is controlling. The
justification submitted for the pressure
temperature limits shall describe the methods
of analysisK used.

3. When the core is critical (other than for
the purpose of low-level physics tests) the

3 The latest Edition and Addenda permittedby
paragraph 50.55abJ at the time the analysis is made
shall be used for the purposes of paragraphs IV.A.1
and IVA.2.

temperature of the reactor vessel shall not be
lower than 40* F above [22 C above) the
minimum permissible temperature of
paragraph 2. of this section nor lower than
the-minimum permissible temperature for the
inservice system hydrostatic pressure tesL
An exception may be made forboiling water
reactor vessels when water level is within the
normal range for power operation and the
pressure is less than 20 percent of the
preservice system hydrostatic test pressure,
in which case the minimum permissible
temperature is 60°F above [33 Cabove) the
reference temperature of the closure flange
regions that are highly stressed'by the bolt
preload.

4. If there is no fuel in the reactor during
system hydrostatic pressure tests or leak
tests, the minimum permissible test
temperature shall be RT=T+60° F (RTr+33
C).

5. If there is fuel in the reactor during
system pressure tests or leak tests, the
requirements of paragraphs 2 or 3 shall apply,
depending on whether the core is critical
during the test.

B. Reactor vessels for which the predicted
value of upper shelf-shelf energy at endof life
is below 50 ft lb or the predicted value of
adjusted reference temperature at and of life
exceeds 200° F (93 C] shall be designed to
permit a thermal annealing treatment to
recover material toughness properties of
ferritic materials of the reactor vessel
beltline.

V. Inservice Requirements-Reactor Vessel
Beltline Material

A. The effects of neutron radiation on the
reference temperature and upper-shelf energy
of reactor vessel beltline materials, including
welds, shall be predicted from the results of
pertinent radiation effects studies in addition
to the results of the surveillance program of
Appendix H.

B. Reactor vessels may continue to be
operated only for that service period within
which the requirements of Section IV are
satisfied using the predicted value of the
adjusted reference temperature and the
predicted value of the upper-shelf energy at
the end of the service period to account for
the effects of radiation on the fracture
toughness of the belfline materials. These
predictions shall be made for the radiation
conditions at the tip bf the assumed flaw at
its deepest part. The highest adjusted
reference temperature and the lowest upper-
shelf energy level of all the beltline materials
shall be used to verify that the fracture
toughness requirements are satisfied.

C. In the event that the requirements of
Section V.B. cannot be satisfied, reactor
vessels may continue to be operated provided
all of the following requirements are
satisfied:

1. A volumetric examination of the beltline
materials that do not satisfy the requirements
of Sbction V.B. including 100 percent of any
associated welds shall be made and any
flaws evaluated according to Section X1 of
the ASME Code and as otherwise specified
by the Director of NuclearReactor
Regulation.

2. Additional evidence of the fracture
toughness of the beltline materials after

exposure to neutron irradiation shall be
obtained from results of supplemental
fracture toughness tests.

3. An analysis shall be performed that
conservatively demonstrates, making
appropriate allowanices for all uncertainties.
the existence of equivalent margins of safety
for continued operation.

D. If the procedures of section V.C. do not
indicate the existence of an equivalent safety
margin, the reactor vessel beltllne may,
subject to the approval of the Director of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, be given a
thermal annealing treatment to recover the
fracture toughness of the material, Tho degree
of recovery shall be measured by testing
additional specimens that have been
withdrawn from the surveillance program
capsules and that have been annealed under
the same timeat-temperature conditions as
those given the beltine'material.The results
shallprovide the batis for establishing; the
adjusted reference temperature and upper
shelf energy after annealing. The reactor
vessel may continue to be operated only for
that service period within which the
predicted fracture toughness of the beltline
region materials satisfies the requirements of
Section V.A. using the values of adjusted
reference temperature and -upper-shell energy
that include the effects of annealing and
subsequent irradiation.

F. The proposedprograms for satisfying the
requirements ofSecilons V.C. and V.D. shall
be reported to the Director of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, ror
review and approval on an Individual case
basis at least 3 years prior to the date when
the predicted fracture toughness levels will
no longer satisfy the reiluirements of Section
V.B.

Appendix H-Reactlr Vessel Material
Surveillance Program Requirements

Table of Contents
I. Introduction
It. Surveillance Program Criteria
ill. Report of Test Results

I. Introduction
The purpose of the.niaterial surveillance

program required by this appendix Is to
monitor changes in the fracture toughness
properties of ferritin materials in the reactor
vessel beltline region of light water nuclear
power reactors resulting from their exposure
to neutron irradiation and the thermal
environment. Under this program, fracture
toughness test data are obtained from
material specimens exposed In surveillance
capsules, which are withdrawn periodically
from the reactor vessel. These data will be
used as described in Sections IV and V of
Appendix G.

I. Surveillance Program Criteria
A. No material surveillance program Is

required for reactor vessels for which It can
be conservatively demonstrated by analytical
methods applied to experimental data and
,tests performed on comparable vessels,
making appropriate allowances for all
uncertainties in the measurements, that the
peak.neutron fluence (E<1MoV) at the end of
the design life of the vessel will not exceed
1017 n/cm .
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B. Reactor vessels that do not meet the
conditions of paragraph U.A. shall have their
beltline materials monitored by a
surveillance program complying with ASTM
E 185,' except as modified by this Appendix.
ASTM E 185 was approved for incorporation
by reference by the Director of the Federal
Register, on May 29. 1973.

1. That part of the surveillance program
conducted prior to the first capsule
withdrawal shall meet the requirements of
the edition of ASTM E 185 that is current on
the issue date of the ASME Code to which
the reactor vessel was purchased. For each
capsule withdrawal, the test procedures and
reporting requirements shall meet the
requirements of the edition of E 185 in effect
on the date of capsule withdrawal, to the
extent practical for the configuration of the
specimens in the capsule. For any part of the
surveillance program, later editions of E 185
may be used instead of the editions
previously specified, but including only those
editions through 1979.

2. Surveillance specimen capsules shall be
located near the inside vessel wall in the
beltline region, so that the specimen
irradiation history duplicates to the extent
practicable, within the physical constraints of
the system, the neutron spectrum,
temperature history,,and maximum neutron
fluence experienced by the reactor vessel
inner surface. If the capsule holders are
attached to the vessel wall or to the vessel
cladding, construction and inservice
inspection of the attachments and attachment
welds shall be done according to the
requirements for permanent structural
attachments to reactor vessels given in the
ASME Code, Sections III and XL The design
and location of the capsules shall permit
insertion of replacement capsules.
Accelerated irradiation capsules may be used
in addition to the required number of
surveillance capsules specified in ASTM E
185.

3. Proposed withdrawal schedules shall be
submitted with a technical justification
therefor to the Director of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation for approval. The proposed
schedule shall not be implemented without
prior approval.

C. An integrated surveillance program may
be considered for a set of reactors that have
similar design and operating features. The
representative materials chosen for
surveillance from each reactor in the set may
be irradiated in one or more of the reactors,
but there must be an adequate dosimetry
program for each reactor. No reduction in the
requirements for number of materials to be
irradiated, specimen types, or number of
specimens per reactor is permitted, but the
amount of testing may be reduced if the
initial results agree with predictions.
Integrated surveillance programs must be
approved by the Director of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation on a case-by-case basis. Criteria

I Standard Recommended Practice for
Surveillance Tests for Light Water Cooled Nuclear
Power Reactor Vessels. Copies may be obtained
from the American Society for Testing and
Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103:
Copies will be available for inspection at the
Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H St..
NW, Washington. D.C.

for approval include the following
considerations:

1. The design and operating features of the
reactors in the set shall be sufficiently similar
to permit accurate comparisons of the
predicted amount of radiation damage as a
function of total power output.

2. There shall be adequate arrangements
for data sharing between plants.

3. There shall be a contingency plan to
assure that the surveillance program for each
reactor will not be jeopardized by operation
at reduced power level or by an extended
outage of another reactor from which data
are expected.

4. There shall be substantial advantages to
be gained in reduced power outages or
personnel exposure to radiation, achieved by
not requiring surveillance capsules in all
reactors in the set.

III. Report of Test Results

A. Each capsule withdrawal and the results
of the fracture toughness tests shall be the
subject of a summary technical report to be
submitted for approval to the Director of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington. D.C.
20555, within 90 days after completion of
testing. The Director shall be notified at least
30 days in advance of the capsule
withdrawal, giving the expected date of
completion of testing and submittal of report.

B. The report shall include the data
required by ASTM E 185, as required by
paragraph ll.B.1, and the results of all
fracture toughness tests conducted on the
beltline materials in the irradiated and
unirradiated conditions.

C. If a change in the operating pressure-
temperature limits given in the Technical
Specifications Is required, the revised limits
shall be submitted with the report, including
any changes made in operating procedures
required to meet the limts.

(Secs. 103,104,161i Pub. L 83-703; 88 Stat.
938,937,948; Sec. 201. Pub. L 93-438,88 Stat.
142: (42 U.S.C. 2133, 2134.2201(i). 5841))

Dated at Washington, D.C. this 5th day of
November 1980.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretary of the Commission.
[FR Dec. 0-47 PIled 11-134M &46, am)
BILLNG CODE 7590.01-M
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